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When “The Disciplined Trader™” appeared on the scene for the investment
industry when it was first published in 1990 – most traders had never heard of the
term, or the brand-new field of, ‘trading psychology.’ Along with Dr. Van K.

Tharp – at the time Mark Douglas was the only other person addressing this muchneeded information at such a deep level, on the skills needed to become and
sustain a successful trading career.
Mark and I first met in November of 1984 when he was just beginning to write the
original edition of this book. Some of you may know already that I began typing
that version of the book from his hand-written legal pads, restaurant napkins and
various scraps of paper into his computer. At that time, Mark could write
longhand much faster than he could type! What began as a boss/employee
relationship quickly developed into a friendship, and shortly after into a lifelong
love affair – both professionally and personally.
As I have stated to many people over the years, from the day I began typing for
Mark, I fell in love with his mind – and the rest is history. He had such a
fascinating way of integrating these new and abstract concepts into easily
understandable skill-sets for traders – and I found that intriguing. We came from
different trading perspectives of course – my perspective was floor-based and his
was based in brokerage, and from the beginnings of our collaborations together,
we complimented each other’s writing styles, approaches, and overall passion to
assist traders in becoming the most successful they can be.
In this expanded version of the classic book – you will find examples from my
decades of coaching, as well as more expansive explanations of some of the
examples Mark wrote about – simply to make this edition more current and useful
for today’s traders – most of whom know nothing of how trading began, or about
the trading pits, or even how price movement is actuated. Please note – this
edition was not created to take the place of Mark’s original! No one could do
that. This updated edition concept was agreed to by both Mark and I as necessary
to do some years ago, and we completed it in 2015. To be honest, I am only now
emotionally ready to make it available to the trading public since his passing,
because it brings up so many memories of our working on it together.
With that said - for your benefit – please do the exercises given in the book – it is
critical to achieve the types of results you desire, and therefore will be very
beneficial to you and your trading.
As always, feel free to contact me with any questions – and all the best in your
trading!
“Paula T”
www.paulatwebb.com
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The Disciplined Trader™ is a comprehensive guide to understanding the
psychology of self-mastery and personal transformation needed to become a
successful stock or futures trader – whether part-time or full-time, short- or longterm (investing) trader. This book will serve as your step-by-step guide to:
Understanding the unique mental set of skills required to create
and maintain success as a trader
Learning how to emotionally and mentally adapt successfully to
those unusual psychological characteristics of the trading world.
Paula and I say "adapting" in our coaching and workshops with traders,
because most people venturing into the trading environment don't recognize it as
being vastly different from the cultural environment in which they were brought
up – nor do they recognize there are special skills needed to become and stay
consistently successful at trading; skills they may not have acquired within any
other type of work environment. By not recognizing these differences, they have
no way of knowing that many of the beliefs they acquired to enable them to
function effectively elsewhere in society, will act as psychological barriers in the
trading environment, making their success as traders extremely difficult to
achieve. Reaching the level of success they desire as traders will require them to
make at least some, if not quite a few, changes in the ways they perceive market

action – but more importantly, mainly how they perceive themselves as either
winners or not.
Unlike other social and business environments, the trading arena has many
characteristics requiring a very high degree of self-knowing, personal mental
environment management and self-trust from the trader who intends to function
successfully within it. However, many traders lack this self-knowing and personal
management because as children we learned to function in a structured
environment where our behavior was controlled by someone more powerful than
ourselves – whether perceived or real, whose purpose was to manipulate our
behavior to conform to a set of generally-accepted expectations of society.
Thus, we were required by external forces in authority to whatever degree,
to behave in certain ways through a system of rewards and punishments.
As a reward, we would be given the freedom to express ourselves
in some other desired manner.
As a punishment, we would either be prevented from getting
what we wanted, causing emotional pain, or we were inflicted with
various forms of physical punishment, causing physical pain.
As a result, the only form of behavior and personal mental management
that we typically learned for ourselves was based on the threat of pain – whether
emotional or physical – from someone or something else that we perceived or
believed as having more power than ourselves at that time in our life. And since
we were forced to relinquish our personal power to other people, we naturally
developed many of our traditional resources for success (the particular ways in
which we learned to get what we want) from that same mental framework.
Meaning, we learned that acquiring power to manipulate and force changes upon
things outside of us, was one of the main ways to get what we wanted.
One thing you will learn as a trader is that the mental resources you use to
get what you want in your everyday life – will not work in the trading
environment. The power and control that are necessary to manipulate the markets
(try to make them do what you want them to do) are beyond comprehension for
most except a handful of traders. Further, the external constraints that exist in
society to control your behavior simply don't exist in the market environment. The
markets have absolutely no power or control over you, no expectation of your
behavior, and no regard for your welfare – even though they are comprised of
hundreds of thousands (if not more) of live traders at any given moment during

each trading day. In other words, the markets are in constant motion – because
they are in constant movement through the energy created by every single trader’s
ideas, thoughts and opinions as to the direction the markets may be headed – with
every trade or set of trades they put on.
If in fact, you can't control or manipulate the markets, and the markets have
absolutely no power or control over you, then the responsibility for what you
perceive and for your resulting behavior resides – only within you. And, the one
thing you can manipulate or manage – is yourself. As a trader, you have the power
either to give yourself money or to give your money to other traders. The ways in
which you choose to do this will be determined by a number of psychological
factors within you that have little or nothing to do with the markets. And this will
be so until you acquire some new and necessary skills, and also learn how to adapt
yourself to fit the conditions as they exist at any given moment in the market
environment.
To operate successfully in this environment you will need to learn how to
re-align yourself in ways that may be, at least initially, completely alien to you.
As Paula teaches in her coaching with traders, you will also have to learn how to
grant yourself – in other words give yourself permission – the mental freedom to
shift your perspective from a “wishing and hoping” mindset to a perspective that
allows you to notice alternative possibilities to getting what you want in the
trading arena, regardless of your expectations of how you are going to get it. There
are only a few traders who have come to the realization that they alone are
completely responsible for the outcome of their actions. Even fewer are those who
have accepted the mental and emotional implications of that realization – and then
know what to do about it, but more importantly, do what needs to be done to
accomplish their trading goals.
Rarely do any of us grow up learning how to operate in an arena that
allows for complete freedom of creative expression, with no external structure to
restrict it in any way. In the trading environment, you will have to make up your
own rules – and then have the discipline, or in other words, the mental and
emotional ability and skills to abide by them. The problem is, price movement is
fluid, and always in motion, quite unlike the highly structured events and
workplace environments that most of us are accustomed to. In the market
environment, the decisions that confront you are as endless as the price
movements you intend to take advantage of. You don't just have to decide to
participate, you also have to decide:
when to enter;

how long to stay in;
under what conditions to get out.
There is no beginning, middle, or end—except for only what you
create in your own mind.
In addition to the negative psychological implications that accompany
these decisions, you must be aware that even if you make the minimum financial
commitment of one contract per trade (as in the futures market), there is an
unlimited potential for profit as well as a very real large potential for loss. From a
psychological perspective, this means that each trade you put on has the possibility
of fulfilling your wildest dreams of financial independence, while it also
simultaneously presents you with the risk of losing everything you own. The
constantly-changing element of price movement makes it extremely easy for you
to ignore the risks, and tempt yourself into believing you don't have to follow your
own rules, for this time, or for this trade – and then you have created a mindset
that rules don’t matter and aren’t necessary. This is a setup for failure in the
markets.
The market is an environment that offers you complete freedom of
expression, combined with unlimited possibilities and unlimited risk. If you place
in this environment a participant who is oblivious to these psychological
conditions (one who operates from a mental framework oriented toward external
structure, constraints, and expectations), then what you have is a formula for
emotional and financial disaster.
This very real scenario certainly explains why so few people ever make
money as traders. Actually, almost all of those who make an attempt at trading
completely underestimate the difficulty of being a successful trader, and
consequently overestimate their ability to fulfill their mostly inflated expectations
and illusions about what it takes to make it as a trader. Therefore, most, if not all
people who trade inflict some degree of psychological trauma upon themselves.
We are defining "psychological trauma" as any mental framework that has
potential for generating fear.
Fear results from any belief about environmental conditions that has the
potential to cause either physical or emotional pain such as stress, anxiety,
confusion, disappointment, or betrayal. Painful emotional conditions are, by
definition, the result of unfulfilled expectations.

Unfulfilled expectations create a conflict between a person's beliefs about the
way things should be – and the actual environmental conditions that don't
match those beliefs.
This conflict is expressed through our emotions in a form of pain that we
generally label as stress, anxiety, confusion, and so on. Subsequently, people try
to avoid pain instinctively, by building up mental defenses against the intrusion of
environmental information that would confirm the existence of any conflict. These
defenses consist of denials, rationalizations, and justifications – all of which will
result in perceptual distortion.
"Perceptual distortion" occurs when our mental system automatically
distorts environmental information by shaping, and selectively excluding, certain
information to compensate for the psychological conflict between what we expect
and what the environment is offering us. This will be done in such a way that we
will actually believe a shared reality exists between ourselves and the outside
environment, thus allowing us to avoid any pain. We are defining a "shared
reality" as a correspondence between one's beliefs about the environment and the
actual environmental conditions that exist.
If you are distorting market information, you are not sharing a reality with
the markets, and you are also indulging yourself in an illusion, to the extent that
you hide from the possibility of disappointment. At this point, you would be
setting yourself up for what could be called a "forced-awareness." Obviously, if
the markets are doing something other than what you are allowing yourself to
perceive (because some, if not most, of the information the markets have to offer
won't validate what you want or hope), then something has to give. These
distortions will continue until there is such a disparity between your acquired
mindset and the conflicting market information that the mental defenses (illusions)
will have to break down. This usually creates a state of emotional shock, where
you may wonder how things could get so bad, so quickly.
In such a situation, the market forces you to confront your illusions of a
shared reality, creating a painful forced-awareness. At some point in your trading
career you will need to understand how all of us, because of our common
upbringing, try to control market events through our perception of what we think
will happen next, and then rigidly hold on to these expectations. This is where you
need to learn how to gain the kind of mental flexibility that allows you to shift
your perspective to be aware of other alternatives and possibilities. You may not
be able to control the markets, but you can manage your perception of them in

order to achieve a higher degree of objectivity, resulting in a higher degree of
shared reality with the markets.
As painful as these forced-awarenesses may be, they are not likely to deter
you from being attracted to the opportunities the markets have to offer. However,
the cumulative psychological effect on you will be very negative. If you have
suffered through several forced-awarenesses, your perception of market activity
will eventually become heavily weighted towards avoiding pain instead of seeking
opportunity. Your fear of losing money, being wrong, or missing an opportunity
will become your primary motivation to act or not act. In other words, when you
are in this mindset of what Paula calls the “Trading Zone of Lack” (TZL) you are
no longer able to see opportunity – because you are so fixated on avoiding the pain
of another losing trade or losing set of trades.
Now, there are several major problems that result when fear becomes a
motivation to do or not do something. First, it will limit your range of perceived
opportunities by narrowing your focus of attention, keeping your focus on the
object of your fear. This means that out of all the available market information,
you will only perceive information that will, in effect, validate what you fear the
most. Your fear of loss will systematically exclude from your awareness any
market information that would indicate the existence of other alternatives and
opportunities.
As you begin to understand the negative relationship between fear and
perception, you might be surprised to learn that in your attempts to avoid losses,
you actually create them. Why? Because you always attract to yourself what you
are most afraid of. If your primary fear is losing trades – then you will create
losing trades because your perception of the market environment will only allow
you to see market movement in ways that will create more loss. Fear will also
limit your range of responses to any given situation. Many traders suffer
considerably when they know exactly what they want or need to do but, when the
moment to execute arrives, find themselves completely immobilized.
Before anyone can become successful in an environment with the
unstructured character of the trading environment, one needs to develop a supreme
sense of self-confidence and self-trust. We are defining self-confidence as an
“absence of fear and self-trust” – knowing what to do at the moment it needs to be
done, and then doing it without hesitation. Any hesitation on your part will only
create more self-doubt and fear. To whatever degree self-doubt exists as a state of
mind, to that same degree you will feel fear, anxiety, and confusion.

The negative experiences that result from trading in a state of fear, anxiety,
and confusion will create or add to an already-existing belief of inadequacy and
powerlessness. Regardless of how hard any of us may try to hide from others what
is going on, we obviously can't hide our results from ourselves. If the markets’
behavior seems mysterious to you, it's because your own behavior is mysterious
and unmanageable!
You can't determine what the market is likely to do next when you don't even
know what you will do next, regardless of what you may perceive or want.
The few successful traders who have transcended these psychological
obstacles have been generous with their one-line gems of trading wisdom:
"learn to take a loss,"
"go with the flow,"
"the trend is your friend,"
"cut your losses and let your profits run,"
"to know the markets you need to know yourself,"
and on and on.
This comprehensive edition fully explores, breaks down, and then
organizes the psychological components of this advice into a step-by-step learning
process, a process that takes you through the various stages necessary to orient
yourself successfully to the trading environment. The Disciplined Trader will
explain to you what skills are necessary, why you need to understand them, and
most important, how to go about learning them.
This book is organized in four sections. The first section consists of the
first two chapters and serves as an introduction. The second section consists of
Chapters 3 through 8 and defines the problems or challenges of becoming a
successful trader. The third section consists of six chapters that will give you the
basic insight you will need to identify what is necessary to be changed in your
mental environment – and what you can do to change it. The fourth section
consists of Chapters 15 and 16 which put everything together into a unified
framework to develop specific trading skills.
You will learn how to observe market action from an objective perspective,
determine where you need to limit yourself, and establish the steps you will need
to take to expand those limitations in a productive and psychologically healthy
way.

Best regards,
Mark Douglas
www.markdouglas.com
June 2015
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Mark Douglas

-

Most people are probably well aware that writing a book

is a very difficult task, one that often requires the help and support of a number of
people in the author's life. There are a number of people I want to acknowledge as
being instrumental in helping me make this book a reality including my parents,
John and Helen Yosin; my brothers and sister - Craig, Dean, and Sandra Yosin for
all their love and support; Bonnie Marlowe for her passionate encouragement, Jim
Sutton, Elizabeth McKinsey, Steve Sukenik and the firm of Jack Carl for helping
me get started; all of the traders that I have worked with over the last six years for
their friendship and support; Tim Slater for giving me the opportunity to express
myself as a speaker and a writer; Rich Miller for his support and being a good
friend; Lori and Nikki Marlowe for the happiness they brought into my life; and to
Paula Webb for always being there for me.

Paula T. Webb, PhD

-

I want to thank Mark Douglas for sharing not only

his brilliant mind with me over the years, but also for inspiring me to always think
more deeply and more clearly than others, and with the utmost integrity. Our work
together has been always been that of pioneers, and at the forefront of the most
influential ideas and ideals not known previously in the trading community – but
now embraced by countless traders across the planet because of our materials.
This is very gratifying to know that all of you reading this appreciate the hard
work that went into all of our materials – helping you become the best trader you

can be, and I thank each and every one of you, as you continue to inspire me
forward.
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ince I began the process of writing this book in the summer of 1982 and then
having it published in 1990 – nearly every dimension of futures trading has
exploded in growth. To begin with, in the early 1980s, there was no such thing as
“electronic” trading, or on-line trading platforms or Internet brokerage firms.
Every dimension of trading still required a “brick-and-mortar” office or exchange
– meaning a physical office for the brokerage firms, and a building to house the
trading pits, and virtually no one had a personal computer, much less other types
of personal electronic devices as we do today. Nowadays, there are countless
brand-new exchanges, new types of contracts to be traded, 24/7 advisory and news
services – whether on-line through chat-rooms or live commentators on cable,

satellite dish, and television stations; there are countless varieties of trading books
and trading programs/systems, and just as many publications dedicated to the
markets. And, each year it appears there are more sophisticated technical trading
systems developed, most if not all of them available with personal device
applications (meaning you can use these apps on any laptop/computer/hand-held
electronic devices including your cell phone at any time of the day or night) to
make it easy to track and trade the markets. However, even with this tremendous
growth in services related to trading, one inescapable fact remains: there is still a
very small group of sophisticated traders who take the greatest percentage of
profits out of the markets, making well over 90% of what all the other traders
manage to take in profit – meaning that a large percentage of traders are net losers
year-in and year-out.
In futures trading, at any time, for every dollar of profit gained by one trader, there
has to be an equivalent dollar lost by another trader. This is a fact – it is irrelevant
that most trading is facilitated through an electronic process and not in a physical
trading pit – there is a real, live trader on each side of every trade. Meaning, the
only thing “electronic” about trading – is simply the “process” of how the trades
are matched up. It still takes live people to put the trades on in the first place.
And therefore, if you make a profit, the trader on the other side of your trade will
have lost that same amount, if not possibly more – and vice versa. If a few traders
are consistently making money on a grand scale, then their profits have to be
coming directly out of the pockets of the hundreds of thousands of other traders
who very faithfully contribute to those winning traders’ daily winnings – with their
own losing trades. Some of these very successful traders are public figures, but
most are only known in the Chicago or New York areas, although recently there
have been a few of these successful traders known to be located in the U.K. and
Far East. Needless to say, everyone wants to know what they do and how they do
it.
So, there must be a difference between these two groups of traders – the small
minority of winners – and the vast majority of losers who want to know what the
winners know. The difference is that the traders who can make money consistently
on a weekly, monthly, and yearly basis, approach trading from the perspective of a
mental discipline. When asked for their secrets of success, they categorically state
that they didn't achieve any measure of consistency in accumulating wealth from
trading until they learned:
self-mastery,
emotional control, and

the ability to change their minds without a second thought, to flow with
the markets.
First, we want to point out that self-mastery, emotional control, and learning to
change one's mind after making a commitment, are all psychological issues that
have nothing to do with news services, advisory services, new exchanges,
technical or fundamental trading systems, live commentators or chat room hosts
notwithstanding.
Second, from our own personal trading experiences, observations about ourselves
as well as the details from all the traders we have coached over the years, we have
discovered that all traders – both winners and losers – seem to share some very
common experiences. Either in the beginning or at some point early in their
trading career, all traders experience confusion, frustration, anxiety, and the pain
of failure – including Paula and I, again, in the beginning of our trading careers.
Every trader goes through a full gamut of emotions as they step into the game of
trading – because there is no other way to know…what you don’t know – about
yourself. The few traders who pass through this phase to accumulate wealth are
those who make the decision to confront and work through the very difficult,
unique, and subtle psychological issues about what it means to be a trader from an
emotional and psychological perspective, and this process of realization and
change normally takes several years to not only delve into and accept what may be
limiting their results, but then to instill any updated and more productive beliefs
and actions, even for the best of them.
If self-mastery and emotional control are the keys to success, they are also not
necessarily traits many of us are born with, much less taught by others such as
teachers, older siblings, parents, faith professionals, and such. On the contrary,
they are characteristics we acquire by learning certain mental skills. Acquiring
these mental skills is often the result of a trial-and-error learning process that can
be very costly financially and usually filled with emotional pain and suffering. The
biggest problem with a trial-and-error approach in trading is that most people lose
all their money before they get through the process! And other traders who have
enough money to keep on trading never fully recover psychologically and
emotionally from the effects of the financial trauma they have inflicted on
themselves by not adapting to market conditions, to ever learn how to trade
successfully on a consistent basis. This leaves only a relatively small number of
people who make it – because they have chosen to step into a process of
redefining their psychological makeup to achieve their trading goals.

All the great traders, both past and present, have found it very difficult to explain
what it is they do, how they do it, and more important, the progression of steps
they took to get where they got. Many would gladly share with others what they
know about the market and its behavior, but not necessarily about their behavior as
individuals. Why? Because their own personal behavior is unique to them, and
has nothing to do with the process for others. Why? Simply because their
behavior is specific to their thought processes and decision-making abilities. They
would, however, often caution those who sought their wisdom to understand that
all the market knowledge in the world won't do them any good until they learned
what can be called self-mastery and emotional management, without necessarily
being able to explain what they were or what those terms mean to someone else…
again, because the self-mastery and emotional management they learned within
themselves – works for them on an individual basis, not as a generalized notion for
all traders.
For instance, "cut your losses short" is great advice that is often given as an axiom
of trading wisdom. But how do you explain to someone the steps needed to learn
how to do that? Especially when he is interacting with an environment that is in
perpetual motion and will always offer him the possibility that the market can
come back and make him whole if he is in a losing trade. If you take into
consideration that his money and self-esteem are at stake, and throw in that the
market coming back is always a viable possibility, regardless of how remote it
may be, then you can see how difficult it is to explain why he needs to "cut his
losses." It is even more difficult to explain how he can do it in a way that suits his
unique psychological makeup – in other words his personal mindset already in
place.
The easiest way to explain how to apply this type of wisdom, without actually
explaining it at all, is to say:
"Well, if you want to be a successful trader, you need to learn self-discipline and
emotional management."
I don't believe this type of vague advice that most every trader has heard at some
point was intentional however, for principally two reasons. First, what Paula and I
call self-mastery (previously ‘self-discipline’) and emotional management
(previously emotional ‘control’) are abstract concepts that are not easily explained
or understood. We all hear or read the words a lot, but ask anyone you know to
define either of these concepts, and you'll probably get a blank stare, a smile, and
then a pat on the back – with nothing else much said in explanation.

Second, today's successful traders started out their journey without maps,
signposts, or guidelines or the benefit of knowing exactly where they had to end
up, from a psychological perspective, to accumulate their fortune. They had to
explore the trading world through a means of self-reflection and readjustment that
was very demanding and time-consuming. One could say they more or less
stumbled through it by learning from each mistake, many small ones and others
that were devastating both financially and emotionally. Here is a good example
from Paula –
“We are friends with someone we consider to be one of the best S&P
options traders who traded at the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME). Although
retired now from trading in the CME S&P options pit (on the exchange floor),
“Frank” began trading in the mid-1970s. To look at him today, all you might see
is a man always dressed in an Armani suit, driving a new Porsche every year and
living in an 11,000 s.f. home in a trendy town in Upstate New York. You would
never know that he went through a number of years in his early career as a trader –
where he lost what most people would consider to be several fortunes.
During the early 1980s, Frank was in his late 20s had accumulated close to
$500,000 from his trading, which back then was quite a large amount of money
(and still is to most people today). Most traders might have taken some of that
money and invested it – but Frank simply kept that profit in his trading account to
trade bigger positions (More on that later – that is what I call a cardinal sin!)
This was the first time he had accumulated such a large amount in profit, and as
everyone has heard – including Frank at the time – you have to “trade big, to make
it big” – and so he began increasing his contract size to reflect what he thought
was his mindset of self-mastery and emotional management.
Of course, since Frank had not done any of the emotional and
psychological work needed to “expand” his contract size within his mental
framework, meaning believe he was ‘worth’ the profit he had acquired rather
quickly – he got sloppy and within several months had lost almost all of his profit.
Down to $25,000, he had to sell his seat on the CME, scale back and begin trading
again on the MidAmerica Commodity Exchange (MidAm), which was the first
exchange to offer mini-contracts (1/5 the size of the Big Boards – CBOT, CME,
NYSE, COMEX, LSE, etc.) for the smaller investor at the time.
Again, Frank parlayed his trading with a focus of accumulation (not into
increasing contract size as a main priority), and when he had made a profit back
into the 6-figures, he moved his trading back to the CME, bought another seat, and
continued trading but now with full-size contracts. Things went well for close to a

year and a half – the markets were booming, and he began to increase his contract
size again. This time however, since Frank thought he had “learned his lesson” –
he became erratic and over-traded, thinking that nothing could go wrong.
Unfortunately, he was wrong and he lost everything. At the age of 32, he had to
sell his seat on the CME again, sell his furniture, sell his car, sell his 2,000 s.f.
condo with views of Lake Michigan in downtown Chicago, move into a small onebedroom rental apartment – and start over again. According to Frank, that was the
most humbling experience of his life – having to “start over again.”
What did Frank do? He spent the next two years in reflection about
himself – and exploring the dynamics of how he could have lost what most people
consider, not one but two fortunes, in less than five years. He watched the markets
from the sidelines, kept copious notes about what he was thinking and feeling
while watching the markets move, and kept a simulated trading account. At the
end of those two years, he approached several trading friends, asked them to stake
him with a small account – drew up a loan agreement with them to pay them back
– and began trading at the MidAm again. For the next three years Frank only
traded at the MidAm. He knew he had to test – himself – and that is what he did,
to make sure he never lost another fortune.
At the end of three years, Frank had accumulated enough to pay back his
investors, buy another seat at the CME and begin trading full-size contracts – and
this time from a mindset of self-trust and personal discipline. Today, Frank and
his wife are happily ensconced in that home in Upstate New York; their home and
its garden were even featured in one of those DIY-type programs on cable
television several years ago.
The point here is – if Frank had not taken the time to find out who he was,
why he made the same mistakes more than once, why he lost two fortunes – and
hadn’t done the mental work necessary to find out what was going on within his
psyche, he would not have become a successful trader able to retire in his mid50s. This is a story that Frank shared with me while having a drink at the Four
Seasons in Chicago one wintry afternoon, as he, his wife, and I sat in front of the
roaring fireplace in the lounge area at that beautiful hotel on Michigan Avenue in
downtown Chicago. (Mark was out of town at the time.)
This is not to say that any of you reading this have to lose a fortune to
become a successful trader! Not at all. Hopefully after reading this book, and
contacting me for personal coaching, you will not have to experience what Frank
did.”

Getting back to the above, at some point, this small percentage of
successful traders realized that something about themselves had changed because
the normal kind of market activity that once had a very negative emotional impact
on them, like anger, stress, anxiety, and fear, didn't have that same effect any
longer. They had gained some measure of confidence in themselves to respond
appropriately to all possible market conditions, because there is a direct correlation
between a person's level of confidence and the negative emotions mentioned here.
Confidence and fear are states of mind that are similar in nature, only separated by
degrees. As a person's level of confidence increases, his or her degree of
confusion, anxiety, and fear dissipates proportionately.
Further, this confidence would naturally develop as they learned to trust
themselves to do whatever needed to be done, without hesitation. As a result of
this kind of self-trust, they would no longer need to fear the seemingly
unpredictable and erratic behavior of the markets. However, the main point we are
making here is that the process of change that took place was in the mental
environment and psychological makeup of each individual trader; the markets
didn't change, the tools that were used didn't change, the trader did.
Now, when traders go through a transition in their personal development and learn
a new skill on a trial-and-error basis, it is unlikely that they would keep a detailed
record of the steps to that learning process, especially if that process was
characterized by pain, anxiety, and frustration. Obviously, if someone doesn't
know exactly how they acquired the skills they now have, then, naturally, it would
be extremely difficult for them to explain to someone else how they got them
wouldn’t it. Further, there is the privacy factor here as well. Many of the most
successful traders that Paula and I have worked with and/or know personally –
might not have shared their stories with us if they did not feel we were discreet.
No trader – no matter who they are – wants to share their losses, no matter how
successful they may be today. They will simply give standard, stock answers as to
how other traders can become successful, many of which we are sure you have
heard such as “buy low, sell high” and “cut your losses short and let your profits
run” and so forth. What they don’t necessarily share is the difficult mental work
they went through to be able to do just that without any hesitation, fear, or regret if
a trade doesn’t work out. Primarily because they don’t dwell on the past. They

keep moving forward to create higher results. That is their mindset of trading in
the now moment. And a mindset that every trader who wants to be successful at
trading – must acquire themselves.
Besides, when it comes to trading, once someone is making the kind of money
they have always dreamed of, there isn't much incentive to spend the time and
energy necessary to break down these abstract skills into an effective learning
process from which others can derive some benefit! Further, developing
educational programs to explain how to become a successful trader, requires a
completely different set of skills – from the skills necessary to be a successful
trader. As we will explain in a moment, the learning process and the kind of
personal transformation that was necessary to enable me to write this book along
with Paula’s perspective and help over the years was distinctly different from the
kind of learning process I experienced as a trader to even realize why a book like
this needed to be written. Why? Because one learning process was chosen and the
other was forced.
What I mean by forced is, (this is years before I met Paula and we began our
collaboration), I had to lose my house, my car, and practically everything else I
owned to learn some of the ways in which I needed to change my perspective to
operate in the trading environment effectively. Just like the example above that
Paula shared above with Frank where he lost everything that he thought at the time
was important to him. Losing all my possessions was a complete life-altering
experience, an experience that taught me a lot about the nature of fear and the
debilitating effects it has on a person's ability to trade effectively.
The kind of insight I gained as a result of this experience is the type of learning
process I call a forced-awareness. This is where the nature and characteristics of
the environment I was operating out of were much different from what I believed
they were, first out of ignorance, and then later because I put up mental defenses
to block my perception of certain information. Eventually I was forced by the
markets to acknowledge many things about myself that I otherwise wouldn't have
considered. In other words, when all the external symbols that represented a major
part of my identity were gone, meaning, my material possessions, I didn't have any
other choice and therefore was forced to perceive myself in new and different
ways.
These events occurred in March 1982. At the time, I was an account executive
with Merrill Lynch Commodities at its Chicago Board of Trade office. Less than a
year before, in June 1981, I moved from the suburbs of Detroit where I was
enjoying, at least financially, a very successful career in commercial property and

casualty insurance, making an annual salary (not including bonuses) in the sixfigure range, and although I was doing quite well financially, I was not that
interested in the business. So I left Michigan and that financial success to move to
Chicago to become a trader, and I chose to work for Merrill Lynch because I didn't
have enough money to buy a seat at the Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT) or the
Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME); and, because I didn't know that you could
lease seats at the exchanges at that time.
I had an expensive apartment on the Gold Coast of Chicago and a brand new
Porsche; I was maintaining my house in an affluent suburb of Detroit that my
fiancé and her two daughters were living in; and I was driving or flying back and
forth between the two cities almost every weekend to visit them – or paying for
them to fly to Chicago to visit me. I was under extreme financial pressure to
succeed because my lifestyle expenditures were far and away in excess of what I
could afford, based on the very small salary I was now making at Merrill Lynch
which was around $22,000.00 annually. Unless I made it big as a trader, it would
be very hard to reconcile some of the lifestyle decisions I made to put myself in
that kind of a tough financial situation.
By the time I moved to Chicago I had already been trading for over two years.
Twice before moving, I lost all my trading capital. Then I would quickly save up
and start again which was easy to do working as an executive in insurance. My
brief periods of success and few winning trades were enough to justify to myself
that I should continue trying – and to do it full-time. Once I was very close to
making over $250,000 on a trade in silver, but I pulled out of it just before the big
move. Of course I am talking about late 1979 through March 1980 when the Hunt
Brothers cornered the silver market. (See chart below courtesy of Wikipedia.)

For those of you who are not familiar with
this as you may be too young, or simply don’t trade silver – as you can see from
this chart the black and red bullets show where the silver market ran up and then
down during what is called a “fast” market – meaning a market that is moving so
fast you either have little ability to get in or can’t get out. This running up of

market price began in 1979 and continued into early 1980 when the Hunt Brothers
came in and bought up every single ounce of silver they could to corner the market
– meaning, attempt to own it all. During 1979, I was long a silver trade and the
ups and downs over a several-month period drove me crazy – the rising price
would go against me, then fall back and repeat the same cycle. At the time, I was
still using a broker to place my trades, although for the most part I did my own
analysis – and my broker kept giving me mixed signals as to where the silver
market was headed. He also put me into a spread of full-size silver futures
contracts vs. the silver cash market to offset losses and his constant manipulation
of the trades and my account became too intense for me to handle – especially
since he was raking in his commissions whether or not I made any money on the
trade. Keep in mind, at the time I was still working as an insurance executive, did
not have a lot of time to get on the phone with my broker (this was long before the
markets were readily available to the general public outside of brokerage firm
offices which only gave access to their customers through telephone calls – long
before e-mails/texting, there was no electronic trading, etc.); so my fear of losing
became very real the less time I had to focus on the trade, as well as have to listen
to my broker continue to give me mixed messages.
So in March 1980, I told my broker to liquidate the trade immediately and get me
out of the market completely – no matter what the loss. This was two days before
the Hunt Brothers, who had cornered the market, also facilitated the subsequent
crash in price after they were cited for a margin call which they could not provide
and therefore had to dump all their silver holdings to cover that margin. This
meant if I had stayed in the trade for two more days, a mere 48 hours, I would
have made a profit of almost $250,000, instead of losing $15,000 (not including
commissions) by getting out too soon. This devastated me, but I also became
completely hooked on trading and even more determined to be successful. From
that experience alone I decided to buy all the books on trading I could get and
attend all the trading seminars I could afford.
Something stated in virtually all the books I read back then was that it is very
difficult to learn how to trade or sustain any success if one is under a great deal of
financial pressure – meaning don't expect to become a successful trader if you
have limited trading capital or if you are trading with money you can't afford to
lose. In other words, for any of you reading this – do not quit your day job until
you have the necessary mental skills in place to trade objectively, effectively and
successful – and not until you have enough disposable income to sustain your
lifestyle. Call our office for more details on this and talk to Paula. Don’t do what
I did, which was, obviously, violating both these rules because I had very little

trading capital relative to my lifestyle that I absolutely could not afford to lose.
Also I had a lot of other evidence that the odds were not exactly in my favor.
I came to Chicago because I believed that if I could get close to the action and
meet people who knew how to trade, I could then learn from them. I was in for a
very rude awakening. I was at Merrill Lynch Commodities, its second-largest
commodity office at the time, with 38 account executives (brokers). At first I was
shocked to find out only one of the account executives had any experience trading
his own money. Then I was further shocked to learn that none of these account
executives had any customers who were making any money! In fact, the typical
customer lost his original stake – within an average of four months.
My next major disappointment came when I began to meet and make friends with
as many floor traders as I could, believing that if the guys up in the offices didn't
know how to make money, the floor traders certainly must. Again, I found the
same conditions with the floor traders that existed up in the offices with the
brokers. Other than a handful of floor traders who had a reputation for winning
and a mystique that everyone seemed to be in awe of, I couldn't find one trader
who was making money consistently, or who wasn't confused, or on the other side
of the coin knew what he wanted to do and then did it – without first having to ask
everyone around him for confirmation that he was doing the right thing. I am not
implying that I didn't meet traders who at some point in the day hadn't made
money. They just couldn't keep it. I knew many traders who could make $2,000 or
$3,000 the first couple of hours of trading – but they would always lose it back,
plus more, a short time afterward. This would be considered as typical overtrading. And over-trading happens when:
you have an opinion about market direction
you ask other traders to confirm that opinion
you think your trade is a “sure thing”
you are addicted to the illusion that your next trade will be the big win
and make all your financial problems disappear, and
therefore you continue to trade even though the market is telling you
the exact opposite of what you think is happening
Everybody I met and spoke with seemed to be suffering from the same kind of
problems and mistakes – that interestingly enough nobody really recognized as
problems. Obviously, the nature of the markets made it easy not to have to
confront anything that otherwise might be perceived as a problem, because the

next trade always had the possibility of making everything else in one's life seem
irrelevant. In other words, just about everyone I met in the early 1980s, and then in
later years until the concept of trading psychology had begun to infiltrate into the
investment world, had the mindset with a belief of – “Why deal with anything
mental, any trading problems, if the next trade can make you rich?” All the traders
I knew, including myself, were affected by this type of "big-trade" mentality. Or as
Paula puts it the “Big Man on Campus” syndrome (BMOC) – which she describes
as believing that they would hit it big on the next trade, or next set of trades, so
why worry about anything, because it was a fact (in their minds) that it would
happen – even though the market environment was telling them otherwise.
In fact, my own big-trade mentality was so pervasive that I would refuse to take
profits of $500 or $750 in many trades, even when I knew that's all there was to be
made. This may sound absurd, but I wouldn't take profits of such small amounts,
because at that time, it felt as if the market was insulting me by offering such
paltry sums compared to what I needed or expected or knew could eventually be
made. This is still a common belief that Paula encounters when coaching traders
today – even with all the information available on creating a prosperous and
sustainable trader’s mindset to create consistent and sustainable results, such as
two of Paula’s 15+ books, including “Independent Prosperity” and “Success
without Fear™” to name a few.
Obviously, as my financial problems grew, so did my desperation. And I certainly
wasn't comforted by anything I saw going on around me with other brokers and
floor traders. But I still held on to the belief that I could trade out of these
difficulties. That is until March 1982; because by then it was all over. A mere eight
months after moving to Chicago to pursue my dreams of financial independence, I
literally had nothing left except my job, apartment, clothes, a television, and a bed.
Practically overnight, almost all the symbols that validated my identity were gone.
What I mean is, a big part of my self-concept, my perception of “who” I was, was
made up of my possessions like my house, my car, and especially my credit.
Maintaining flawless credit was something I had always been proud of. Now I
found myself without any of these things. As I've already pointed out, it's not as if
there hadn't been plenty of evidence to suggest the possibility of this happening,
because there had been. But there was a part of me that wouldn't allow a direct
confrontation with this evidence or deal with the implications. It was just too easy
to make excuses for all the things going on around me that didn't add up.
Refusing to confront or consider the implications of all the conflicting information
surrounding me created a great deal of stress. And to compound the situation, I

had this intense fear that I would lose everything. I can look back now and see that
quite possibly my inner psyche was trying to tell me something! But again, I did
everything possible to hide this fear and put it somewhere in my mind where I
couldn't feel it. Yet, there must have been a part of me that sensed my impending
fall. Why else would I have been so consumed with fear? But how could I face
any of this when I had no way of reconciling the imbalance that losing all of these
things would create? What I mean is, the imbalance between what I believed about
myself and the things that validated these beliefs.
Who would I be after all these things were gone?
Well as I mentioned above, it didn't take me very long to find out. As my financial
condition deteriorated to critical levels, my mental defenses also began to break
down. My house in Michigan went into foreclosure, I had to move into a smaller
apartment in Chicago, and as I watched the lease company pick up my Porsche
and drive it away – I eventually accepted the inevitability of doing what I believed
was the ultimate act of failure – and filed for bankruptcy.
There were a lot of things that changed inside of me as a result of this experience.
And like anyone else forced to deal with major changes in his or her life, I learned
a lot about myself. The first thing that happened, which was quite surprising, was
that the stress dissipated! Actually, I will share with you readers that I was
overcome with such a great sense of relief because now there was nothing to
anticipate, dread, or try so desperately to defend against. I was living through my
worst fear – and found there really wasn't anything about the situation that I
couldn't deal with. Surprisingly to me, it wasn't nearly as bad in reality as I
imagined it would be. I was still alive and healthy, my girlfriend and my family
stood by me, I still had my job, I was still able to think and function – and I started
to appreciate my ability to think – as my greatest asset.

This sense of appreciation began to grow into a deeper level of
understanding about the basic nature of my identity. For the most part, I grew up
believing that who I was consisted of the things that I ‘owned’ – not unlike most
people. The more possessions I owned, the more of a person it made me. What I
began to realize is that I was more than the things I had accumulated. When the
façade of all the physical trappings of society was stripped away, it allowed me to
sense this deeper dimension about myself that, up to this point, I had only the

slightest inkling of. These new awarenesses, in turn, helped me understand how
being wrong and losing something didn't in any way diminish me as a person. I
was beginning to learn that there was a certain freedom in granting myself
permission to be wrong – and maybe there was no such thing as failure, unless
something positive and useful isn't learned from the experience.
However, I didn't relate these personal experiences to anyone else because I
thought they were particularly unusual, except for one. Everyone knows there are
many traders who lose everything they own, and even though some of them will
come to the same kind of awarenesses about themselves that I did, they wouldn't
necessarily be able to continue to do it as a trader, considering the financial
requirements. I too, was not in a financial position to keep on trading for myself,
except I still had my job at Merrill Lynch. In fact, for me it was business as usual
for my clients, as if nothing at all had happened. Of course, I certainly wasn't
about to announce to my customers or anyone in the office that I had just filed for
bankruptcy! My job as an account executive was one of the few things I had left,
and as far as I was concerned, it depended on me being a good trader. Since that
filing happened many years ago, and I have resolved any emotional attachment to
it – I can talk about it, because it has no meaning to me any longer. Meaning, once
I made the decision to file for bankruptcy, and it was done, and the stress was gone
– but more importantly, I saw and felt the psychological benefits of starting over,
and therefore the whole concept of being a failure no longer existed to me.
However, to this day, after reading this book, many traders have expressed their
shock to Paula during a coaching session with her, about me mentioning having to
file for bankruptcy so publicly within this book – even though that experience
happened decades ago. Why? Because to them the act of losing everything that
they currently “know” as what makes up their perception of themselves, is still too
real to let go of – and they have no concept of how hanging on to outdated beliefs
and ideals may be limiting their chances for success in the markets.
This is the one key difference or experience for me that ultimately led to the
creation of this first book. I was fortunate enough to be able to keep on trading
(although as I mentioned above, not with my own money) while these major
psychological changes were taking place within me, which allowed me to be in a
unique position to examine and study the various ways in which the condition of
my inner psychological environment, my personal mindset, affected what I
experienced in the outer physical environment.
This relationship between inner and outer isn't always that apparent but in this
situation it was inescapable. I learned that the markets offer the trader an

opportunity to profit from price movement, (see our book “The Complete Trader”
on how understanding price movement will lead to successful trading) and these
opportunities are basically in perpetual motion. It is an environment where the
individual has the freedom to create his own results, unimpeded by many of the
constraints that exist in everyday social life. These never-ending opportunities
make the market a perfect mirror of the trader's attitude. What the trader sees in
that movement and what he can do about it – the markets have no control over. All
the choices and all the power to turn these choices into experience reside in the
mind of each trader.
For example, if I perceived the market as a threat, meaning I was afraid of what it
might take away from me (losing money), it wasn't because the outside conditions
were actually threatening me in some way – it was only my perception that the
conditions were that way. It became very apparent to me that my fear was a result
of my inability to anticipate events or act in a way that most appropriately served
my best interests. It was only the lack of trust I had in myself to do what needed to
be done, that I was really afraid of.
Furthermore, I discovered that my mental framework was structured to avoid
losses at all costs, and in my desperate attempts to do so, I actually created them.
You can think of it this way: none of us has the mental capacity to be aware of
everything going on in the environment at once, and since we do not have the
capacity to have complete awareness, then we naturally, or instinctively, tend to
avoid things we may ‘think’ will be harmful or negative to our results.
The environmental information we focus our attention on, out of all that exists,
will be the information that has the most importance to us.
As we allocate more and more of our attention to certain kinds of information
because of its importance to us, we are at the same time systematically excluding
all other types of information, quite possibly beneficial information, from our
awareness. In other words, I created my losses – instead of avoiding them by
getting out of a losing trade through an objective state of mind – simply because I
was trying to avoid the losses – which meant I stayed in a trade too long, or got
out too soon; I am sure you know what I mean with regard to common trading
errors.
Instead of being positively focused on market information that would indicate the
potential for opportunity, I was more concerned with information that validated
what I feared the most. The great “what if” or “if only” type of thinking about my
ability to read the market environment. As a result, a great deal of market
information pertaining to other possibilities and opportunities that existed in any

given moment that may have provided profit instead of loss, completely escaped
my attention, passing me by. The only way I could have perceived these
opportunities (other than after the fact) would have been to let go of whatever was
causing me to divert my attention away from what was happening in the market
"now." I had no way of knowing what I was missing out on, until my beliefs about
the significance of losses and being wrong – started changing. Once this shift in
perspective occurred, I started to notice behavior characteristics of the market and
relationships between those characteristics that I was otherwise totally oblivious to
previously. In other words, I began to see true market opportunity because valid
opportunities were no longer invisible to me.
At some point, I realized that because I had already lost everything, I really didn't
have anything to fear, and as a result, I inadvertently learned one of the most
important lessons to becoming a successful trader:
How to "accept" a loss without any negative consequences. Meaning:
No guilt
No anger
No shame
Or any self-punishment.
As my fear of losing dissipated, I was seeing and experiencing a different
market – because I was different.
It was as if someone had removed blinders, blinders which I hadn’t known existed,
from my eyes. Up until then, my trading had always been affected and
manipulated by my fears. I didn't have the slightest notion of what it would be like
to trade without fear before losing everything – more importantly, that doing it was
even a possibility and least of all, that it was in fact, a necessary component to be
successful.
What also became very apparent to me was the extent to which all of my fears had
effectively blocked me from understanding why it was so absolutely necessary to
have some clearly defined trading- and money-management rules, that must be
followed without fail. It was all starting to make sense at this point. I now believed
that –
The more I followed my rules the more I trusted myself.
The more I trusted myself, the more I could focus my attention on
subtle relationships in the market's behavior to learn new things about the

market – helping me become a better trader.
Eventually I could gauge the positive effects these new attitudes had on
my ability to shift my perspective and flow with the markets.
The less I cared about whether or not I was wrong, the clearer things
became, making it much easier to move in and out of positions, cutting my
losses short to make myself mentally available to take the next opportunity.
By June 1982 I was starting to make consistent money for my customers who
relied on me for their trades. Not a lot of money by most trader's standards, but
steady. I was having winning days that were turning into winning weeks and
months. Then sometime in August 1982 I thought of writing a book, or at the very
least developing a seminar to explain to other traders what I had discovered for
myself.
For those of you under the age of 40 and think trading psychology has been
around forever, you have to understand that this is simply not true. In this area of
education there was a definite void in the market in the early 1980s – as a matter
of fact it wasn’t around the year 2000 that trading psychology really began to take
hold within the investment community. Up until that point, there really wasn't any
material that addressed trading psychology at a deep enough level of insight to
effectively help someone understand why success was so elusive.
I wrote this book to address what I believe is a critical need for people who want
to trade the futures or stock markets to have an organized, systematic, step-by-step
approach to learn the mental skills necessary to accumulate wealth as a trader. The
secret? The secret to this approach is learning a new thinking methodology. In
other words, Paula’s program entitled SOTA – “skills of thought application” –
meaning, the “psychology of prosperity” to make you successful in your trading.
Contact her for more details.
EXERCISES
Get a spiral notebook and write down the answers to the questions at the end of
each chapter in your own handwriting. You will find the more you write in
longhand, the more you know yourself – and where you may need to update any
thought processes or skill levels.

1. Why does Mark say he wrote this book? Be specific.
2. Why do you think he wrote this book? Be specific.
3. What is your purpose for reading this book? Be specific.
4. What is your definition of trading psychology? As it applies to you?
5. What do you think you already know about trading psychology?

Be

specific.
6. What do you think you already know about the psychology of prosperity?
Be specific.
The more specific you are with your answers, again, without thinking, right off the
top of your head – the more you will know your personal truth and be able to deenergize any limiting beliefs that are holding you back from achieving your
highest trading goals.
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“What is the Art of thinking successfully? Is it having trading discipline? Is it
following your trading rules? Is it having a good trading platform? Is it studying
and using your analysis? Is it spending hours and hours trading? Is it thinking
like Donald Trump or Warren Buffet or Bill Gates? No it is acquiring what I call
S.O.T.A. – Skills of Thought Application – in other words, a new way of thinking
to achieve your goals.”
Paula T. Webb

I
t is my intention in this chapter to demonstrate clearly how a
typical social upbringing, that instills in an individual certain values and beliefs
that make up a thinking methodology used for being successful – is not practical
or functional and further, is inconsistent with the thinking methodology necessary
to be successful in the trading environment. Someone attempting to operate in the

trading environment in all the familiar ways that would assure getting what they
want in life in terms of personal and financial success will likely find themselves
in a constant state of frustration, anxiety, and fear, wondering what is wrong or
thinking something must be wrong with them.
The irony is, of course that on the surface, trading looks so simple, when in fact
most traders will find it to be the most difficult endeavor they ever undertake.
Success will always seem so close, and yet in actuality be elusive. And this
frustration will continue until the trader adapts to the conditions that exist in the
trading environment – by learning a new thinking methodology, a methodology
that works most effectively in that unique environment – and not what the trader
thinks will work, based on his cultural, social, educational, and demographic
upbringing.
Perhaps some of you reading this book heard about a seminar some years ago that
claimed to teach anyone attending that they would be able to learn how to walk
barefoot over a 20-foot bed of red-hot coals. The people who developed this
method did so on the assumption that:
The achievements of people who do things very well, and excel beyond
what other members of the same culture of society would consider possible
– do so as the result of a specific way they think – in other words, a thinking
methodology in which their beliefs are in some way different from everyone
else's.
And, that this methodology can be broken down into a system that can
be learned and subsequently taught to others.
In other words, the only difference between those who excel and those of
mediocre achievement is that one group has learned a thinking methodology
that has not occurred (or been taught or learned) to the other.
With this hypothesis, it is my understanding that the people who developed the
program went to the South Pacific – and sought out those who demonstrated an
ability to walk over hot coals with their bare feet without any physical damage
whatsoever – to create their own program to teach here in the U.S. Upon finding
and interviewing a few of these South Pacific "fire-walkers," the program
developers proceeded to analyze their own beliefs and attitudes so as to arrive at a
thinking methodology they could teach in the United States.

I'm sure I don't have to point out the physical and emotional
implications of attempting to walk over a red-hot bed of coals with your bare feet!
The fear generated over just the thought of doing it would normally be
overwhelming to most people. Then there is the potential element of permanent
physical damage to your feet, possibly crippling you for the rest of your life – both
of which are quite real, the mental and physical aspects of achieving this act of
‘fire-walking’ or not. And yet, as presented by several national news
organizations, both on television and in print, people from all walks of life
involved in these types of seminars accomplished what most people would
universally agree to be a tremendous feat. They overcame their fear and walked 20
feet over a bed of hot coals.
Now, I'm not suggesting you walk over any hot coals, nor am I going to have you
fire-walking any of the markets you trade, but rather this example is to help you
understand that habits of thinking die hard. And to make way for the new thinking
methodology I offer you as a set of tools to assist you in excelling as a trader, you
will have to question some of your beliefs – those habits of thinking – and
possibly probe into your personal deeply-rooted concepts of what is possible with
regard to your ideas of personal success. Sometimes (although not all the time),
only a thorough mental "house cleaning" can help you throw away failure – to
make room for success. And exposing yourself to information that may cause you
to ask yourself "what if it were true" is the first step to any mental cleansing
process. And this is a good thing – if you want to not only become successful as a
trader, but sustain that success. Further, it does not have to take a lot of time; it
doesn’t have to be painful – if you choose to step into the process. Paula works
with traders that a short 1-hour consultation is all they need to propel them
forward in their trading goals. She also works with traders where it may take
several weeks or even several months – simply due to the amount of time and
effort they choose to work on their personal SOTA to achieve their goals. The
point is – we will give you the tools to create and sustain your trading success –
but it is up to you to step into, and complete, the process of adapting and instilling
a new thinking process.
For many reasons, which will be explored in greater depth in Part II, it rarely if
ever occurs to traders that the markets confront them with an environment that is

categorically different from anything they are accustomed to, or trained to deal
with effectively, by society’s standards and their own known examples. For
example, the markets can be looked at as a never-ending event, always changing,
virtually without structure, in perpetual motion, with an unlimited potential for
profit as well as loss, in every trade. The psychological impact on traders
interacting with such an environment is formidable – especially when you
consider the many ways in which all of us typically go about structuring our daily
lives with highly defined boundaries, limits, and rules, so things stay basically the
same virtually all the time. For most people, a static environment is a fundamental
component of their sense of security and well-being – in other words, the
environment they are used to is their comfort zone – even though it may not be
satisfying to whatever degrees and they wish it were different, it is still
comfortable enough, and therefore very few people change.
Not only can the markets destroy a person's sense of security by forcing them to
confront on a moment-to-moment basis, their lack of acceptance to change, but the
markets also produce an emotional environment of considerable competitiveness
and stress. There's the compulsive need to win millions, with the simultaneous fear
of financial devastation. The markets tease traders with the very real possibility of
fulfilling their grandest dreams of financial independence and at the same time
stand ready and willing to take away everything they own and more. Here is an
example from Paula’s book “An Independent Prosperity” about traders and
competition:
“As I struggled through my first few months learning how to trade while
working on the CME trading floor, I leaned on my trading friends, buddies I had
known for years, for their expertise and advice on how to trade ~ still thinking it
was a numbers and fact-based game. To my surprise during this period, my
trading “friends” were somewhat less than happy to assist me ~ although many of
them had encouraged me to become a trader for quite some time initially.
Why? Because they now viewed me as competition ~ competition at their
job, in their careers trading the markets. I might be taking money out of their
pocket ~ so why should they give me advice to do just that?
Again, for those of you reading this not familiar with trading the markets
yet ~ in the trading environment, when one trader has a winning trade, the trader
on the opposite side of the trade will lose. Trading is not a computer game. It is
just a fact – there are live people on each side of every trade, and that is the way
the markets work. Someone always wins, and someone always loses. And, our
friendships aside ~ in their minds, I might make them look bad as traders, in their

trading careers, whenever I might have a winning day. Instead of being happy or
proud that their “protégé” was becoming prosperous, they resented the fact that I
was “taking money out of their pockets” so to speak.
And, ultimately, our friendships with each other, meaning the traders I had
known for years ~ long before I became a trader on the trading floor ~ and myself,
pretty much faded away ~ on both ends. Oh, they still maintained their friendships
with each other, just not with me. Why?
Because they had all pretty much started out working together at the same
time, and for the most part, had built their personal perception of their career
successes together. Meaning, most of the traders who were my friends at that time
had the same prosperity mindset ~ had the same unique skills to make money, and
the same methodology to think successfully. I, on the other hand, was just
beginning to learn the art of trading, and therefore, in essence, I was challenging
their very beliefs about themselves, when I would make money say, on a day that
possibly they didn’t.
The necessary end of our friendships, on the trading floor at least, was
possibly because of their own sense of competition with me (I didn’t have any
with them) ~ and also because my level of development as a trader and as
becoming a prosperous person at that time, may have reminded them of where
they had come from financially or what financial frame of mind they had in the
past (or even where they were at still) ~ which may have been painful or less-thanpleasant experiences or set of lessons, to arrive at where they were now.”
Further, the principles of time, effort, and reward associated with most job
situations simply do not apply with the markets. For example, many jobs offer an
unchanging reward, regardless of effort, because of hourly wages or yearly
salaries. For a trader, effort can be irrelevant, and there is virtually no relationship
between time and reward. A trader can be stunned with a windfall profit in a
matter of seconds for making one simple decision – and the only energy expended
was mental.
Initially, you may think, what could be wrong with making a lot of money in
minutes or seconds. A lot! Whether you're aware of it or not, most if not all of us
grow up with highly structured belief systems about the conditions under which
we deserve to and should receive money. In fact, many people, because of their
childhood conditioning and religious training believe they don't deserve any
money they didn't “work” for. And this especially goes for traders. All you have
to do is point your mouse and click, and you could receive quite a lot of profit
from one single trade. Is that considered “work?” Not by most people’s

standards, especially today with the ease of electronic trading from any personal
device at any hour of the day. As Paula teaches, “…you have to redefine
commonly accepted terms to make it as a trader. In other words, if you have a
clearly defined definition of what it means to get “paid for work” – and then you
begin trading and have a few winning trades initially simply by clicking your
mouse or touching the screen on your personal device – there would be no way for
your structured mindset, your current thought processes and experiences to allow
you to “keep” the profit from those trades – because deep down inside you don’t
believe that you worked for it. You may think you deserve that profit, but your
conditioned thought processes will gradually push through, and you will
eventually give the profit back in some fashion by not following your rules, or
moving your stops, or some other type of trading error – and until this is resolved,
you will continue to be a ‘boom & bust’ type of trader.”
Certainly, making a lot of money in a very short period of time with little to no
effort expended does not fall within the definition most people have about working
for their money or salary. So how does someone reconcile windfall profits against
these structured work ethics, these types of ingrown beliefs, especially when
they're probably not even aware of them or would not take them into consideration
if they were aware of them? This kind of mental conflict usually gets reconciled
by the trader finding some clever, ingenious, or mundane way of giving his money
back to the markets, such as not following rules, getting out too early, getting in
too soon, and so forth, similar to what Paula spoke of above in the excerpt from
one of her books.
Not adjusting to the differences between the cultural and trading environments, or
just being unaware that differences exist in your mind, can certainly account for
many of the trading errors committed by the majority of traders. Yet, a thinking
methodology can not only redefine the market's behavior in understandable terms
to alleviate such mistakes, it can also manage most, if not all of a trader’s typically
undisciplined, and emotional reactions to that limiting type of behavior.
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In an emotionally-charged situation that requires split-second decision-making
(decision-making which could lead to financial failure of some degree), there's
little time to compare the present event with previous market experiences. You
probably wouldn't even notice if you had behaved similarly in the past and
suffered the same disastrous consequences – more than likely because you did not

keep track of your trading experiences in any type of written journal to not only
monitor your thoughts, but to be able to update any limiting actions caused by a
structured mental environment through any type of personal review made
available by keeping that trading journal. (See Chapter 20 in Section Four of
“The Complete Trader” on the critical importance of keeping a trading journal).
And because the present situation in that trade or with your trading is so
immediate, you may have no concept of how typical and limiting your behavior
may be.
In fact, it may be news to you that there are only a limited number of such typical
reactions leading to failure. Being able to recognize them, and keeping a trading
journal to monitor your thoughts before, during and after each trade or set of
trades as described in our book above, is critical to keep you from repeating past
mistakes without losing any of that time so necessary for split-second decisions.
The following typical trading errors have a specific cause rooted in a limited type
of thinking methodology that can be changed:
Refusing to define a loss.
Not liquidating a losing trade, even after you have acknowledged the trade's
potential is greatly diminished.
Getting locked into a specific opinion or belief about market direction.
a. From a psychological perspective this is equivalent to trying to
control the market with your expectation of what it will do: "I'm right,
the market is wrong."
Focusing on the price and monetary value of a trade, instead of the
potential or probability for the market to move, based on its behavior and
structure.
Revenge-trading as if you were trying get back at the market for what it took
away from you.
Not reversing your position even when you clearly sense a change in market
direction.
Not following the rules of the trading system you use.
Planning for a move or feeling one building, but then finding yourself
immobilized to hit the bid or offer, click your mouse to put on the trade, and
therefore denying yourself the opportunity to profit.

Not acting on your instincts or intuition because you don’t know if what you
are feeling is true or just wishing or hoping.
Establishing a consistent pattern of trading success over a period of time,
and then giving your winnings back to the market in one or two trades and
starting the cycle over again; in other words the “boom & bust” cycle.
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To excel in any activity whether it is mental such as trading, or physical such as
swimming – we need to learn specialized skills. These skills give us the necessary
requirements to look at, think about, and behave toward events in a manner
different from what we may be used to or what we may have been taught.
However, beyond the sheer mechanics of the activity, which just about anyone can
master – lies a particular thinking methodology or strategy that leads to
excellence. Although few people have it, such a thinking methodology can
nevertheless be learned if taught properly such as in our workshops and Paula’s
coaching – but more importantly, if you are willing to do what needs to be done to
learn.
Any thinking methodology requires a series of approaches to goals and problems.
These approaches might be better described as mental techniques, even skills of
thought application – or as Paula likes to call it “SOTA.” For example, one such
skill might be the ability to identify those conditions that are conducive to making
a common trading error before it actually happens. Other techniques or skills
include:
Learning the dynamics of goal achievement so you can stay positively
focused on what you want, not what you fear.
Learning how to recognize the skills you need to progress as a trader
and then stay focused on the development of those skills instead of the
money, which is merely a by-product of you developing those skills.
Learning how to adapt yourself to respond to, and accept, fundamental
changes in market conditions more readily and objectively.
Identifying the amount of risk with which you are comfortable within
your own "risk comfort level" (meaning, not another trader’s idea of what
risk is) – and then learn how to expand that comfort level in a way that is

consistent with your ability to sustain an objective perspective of market
activity.
Learning how to execute your trades immediately upon your
perception of an opportunity.
Learning how to let the market tell you how much is enough, instead of
assessing the potential from your personal value system of how much is
enough – for you based on wishing and hoping instead of true market
information.
Learning how to structure your beliefs to effectively manage your
perception of market movement.
Learning how to achieve and maintain a state of objectivity.
Learning how to recognize "true" intuitive information, again, not
wishing, hoping or dreaming, and then learning how to act on it
consistently.
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The purpose of any trading system is to give us a way to define,
quantify, and categorize market behavior. Since the markets offer traders a
seemingly infinite combination of behaviors, all with their corresponding
opportunities and risks, it is easy to understand how our minds can become
overwhelmed with all this information. Trading systems limit the scope of market
behavior, and therefore make this activity a little easier for our minds to manage.
They also give us direction and suggestions about what to do in any given market
situation. Without these trading systems, traders could (and many still do due to
information overload by watching and listening to countless news feeds, chat
rooms, and trading moderators), easily feel as if they are floating aimlessly in an
endless sea of possibilities and opportunities with no land in sight.
Since trading systems define opportunity and offer suggestions, following these
suggestions can lead to the development of positive trading skills, even though as
suggestions trading systems merely point the way for your awareness to be

directed. A true learned and instilled skill not only points the way, but almost
automatically begins to direct your awareness as well. And a thinking
methodology controls the selection of which skills should be used and when.
We do not offer a trading system in this book for a number of reasons. First, we
have not come to any definitive conclusions about any system that we may be
working on. Second, there are a plethora of good trading systems out there today,
that you can research on your own to see what best fits what it is you are seeking
to use with your own trading. It has always been Paula’s and my intention to not
suggest any particular system or “way” of trading that might work for either of us
– because that might not work for you. But what we do provide is a new mindset,
an updated set of trading skills to enhance your trading in a way that might work
for you – based on how you choose to learn the skills we offer. In other words,
what we provide here is a means of interfacing a trading system (of your choice)
with the (your) mind's psychological structure. If a trading system provides
awareness of market signals, and suggests behaviors appropriate for any given
market situation, then the thinking methodology we will share with you teaches
skills and processes of skill application – in other words SOTA. Having the skills
necessary to consciously manipulate one's psychological environment is essential
for the trader who recognizes how ineffectual a trading system can suddenly
become whenever a tense situation demands a split-second decision.
Most everyone reading this book, we hope would currently consider themselves as
successful to one degree or another so far, whether through trial and error, or
through the rigorous application of some proven formula they have used, or
through which was learned – intentionally or not – skills or methodologies of
thought to achieve this success.
“If you do not currently consider yourself successful to any degree – keep in
mind, you will not be able to “make” yourself a success in the markets, because
being a successful trader means believing in your ability to create…success. And
if you do not believe you have already created a modicum or degree of success in
your life, there will be no way for you to create any sustainable of success in the
markets. It just doesn’t work that way.”
In any case, we all have a natural tendency to not only want to achieve success in
something, but also to apply the same principles of success that work very well in
one situation to practically everything else. It often doesn't occur to us that some
environments – whether work, athletic, or artistic, may require very different
psychological resources to achieve success – simply because we have not been
taught that, nor in most cases, has that been our own learned experience.

Suppose, for example, that you arbitrarily tried to apply a certain (current) thought
system of success to trading futures or stocks, without first investigating the
usefulness or validity of that system in relationship to the actual conditions as they
exist in the markets. More than likely, you would be doomed to fail before you
even started. Obviously people don't consciously start trading with the belief that
they don't have the right resources to trade, or that they're going to fail. In fact, it is
just the opposite. Why? There are two reasons for this – rather, two groups of
traders that fulfill this.
First – there are a certain percentage of traders that are coming from, or still enjoy,
successful careers outside of trading, and they have a great deal of confidence in
their ability to extend this success in the trading environment. This confidence,
based on their professional success, coupled with the way the markets distort a
person's concept of reward in relationship to time and effort expended, will cause
the trader to form some very unrealistic expectations about the kind of results he
should achieve. Again, based on his current or learned level of expertise and
degree of success in a field other than trading.
Second – there are a certain number of traders entering the markets (whether fullor part-time) that are coming from careers that have not been successful for them –
whether in reality or perceived by them – and to whatever degree they do not feel
successful, they will try and “make up” that lack of success in the markets. If you
take that “lack” of confidence created from the professional success they feel has
eluded them, for however long and in whatever ways or for whatever reasons, this
group of traders will also have unrealistic expectations about taking profit and
what type of results they should be having. Why? Because they are ensconced
within the mindset of “TZL” which Paula explains in her coaching for traders as a
Trading Zone of Lack.
“What is TZL? TZL is a mindset where:
Your mind is so focused on what you don’t have or haven’t
accomplished;
What you think everyone else has or has accomplished;
What you think some other trader has made in the markets;
What some other trader may have ‘taken’ away from you in a trade or
set of trades;
Or possibly what someone else may have taken away from you in terms
of an opportunity or situation;

That you cannot see any true opportunities in the markets.”
Believing that trading is easy is the reason for unrealistic expectations. And
that is probably the single biggest reason why most traders never make it
beyond the initial levels of development before they lose all their money.
Starting out believing that trading is easy is a psychological trap that entices
almost all traders across the planet, no matter what their professional, personal,
educational, or demographic background. But this isn't too difficult to understand
why, when you examine the dynamics of the process of how we set up a standard
of performance for ourselves by which to gauge our progress. There are four basic
components that make up a person's standard of performance or expectations for
results.
First is our basic concept of time; most people believe that it is limited,
passing us by nonstop and will eventually run out.
Second is our concept of effort – our supply of personal energy is not
inexhaustible; it runs out, we tire, and we may even become ill if we don't
rest properly.
Third is our concept of expertise – the number of skills we have learned
and our degree of proficiency in using these skills; it usually takes a great
deal of time and energy to acquire expertise.
And one of the primary ways we learn to value ourselves is based on our belief
about how much work we do and the amount of time it takes to do it.
Which brings us to the fourth component in the equation: reward.

To

determine the amount of reward we should receive, we will make an
assessment about how hard or easy a job is by determining how much effort
(personal energy) we will need to expend and to assess how long the job
will take (using up our limited time), so we can then determine how much
we should be compensated. It is like our own personal supply-and-demand
formula for our time and energy.
Now I am going to put all this together to demonstrate how trading distorts all
these components in a way that allows someone to believe that trading is easy.

First, to function in the market environment requires very little if any
physical effort, especially for today’s traders who most of the time trade
from their home, and possibly on hand-held personal devices.
Second, time is not a relevant factor because a trader can be
euphorically stunned with thousands of dollars in profits literally in a matter
of just a few moments. Conceivably, you could put on a trade, never have
the market go against your position, and be rewarded at levels far beyond
your expectations of what is possible. A person can't help but make the
association between the speed at which something like this could happen
and how easy it must be because there was no physical effort required.
Most people don't have to experience this type of fast and large profit personally to
make the erroneous assumption that trading is easy. They will just naturally do it
the first time they experience market action. They will assume that they would
have been a buyer at some low point and held on to liquidate the trade for a profit.
Even if it's just for a couple of ticks, invariably they will multiply those ticks by
several contracts to come up with these mental windfall profits for themselves.
These profits could represent an exotic trip, a dream car, or thoughts of financial
independence. Then they will compare how long and how hard they normally have
to work to get the same amount of money, and what will result is a completely
erroneous conclusion that trading is easy. This puts them into a mindset of what
Paula explains as the “wishing & hoping” mindset – meaning wishing and hoping
the markets will fulfill their wildest dreams of financial independence, which
emotionally and psychologically supports their newly-created, entrenched, but
erroneous set of beliefs that trading is easy.
The problem is that it is almost impossible for the beginning trader to make a
reasonable assessment of the level of expertise that is required to function in the
trading environment, like learning to limit oneself in this unique unlimited
environment meaning markets, when possibly for the first time in the trader's life
he has the freedom to express himself – creatively without any social constraints,
or without any constraints as to the amount of the time it takes to acquire this
expertise – especially when it looks as if the profits should just roll in so easily and
so fast! These kinds of assumptions will blind the trader to the true nature of the
trading endeavor – and ultimately doom him to failure usually through numerous
“boom & bust” cycles. Time is certainly a factor in learning to perceive
opportunity or learning how to execute one's trades flawlessly – both of these

skills could take a great deal of time to learn. However, those new to trading do
not know or understand that neither time nor effort is a factor in relationship to the
potential for reward – which is completely the opposite of everything most of us
have been taught, learned or experienced so far in our personal and professional
lives. Although we must also point out that Paula coaches traders who may have
been trading for years – and they also have yet to understand that success in
another line of work – does not translate over automatically into your trading;
because trading requires a unique mindset of specialized skills not learned
anywhere else.
So what happens when we don't live up to our own expectations?
Especially when most everyone begins their trading career thinking it's a piece of
cake and that they're only moments away from fulfilling their financial dreams?
Regardless of how long it may take any individual to admit that he's not making it
– and many never do and blow up their accounts numerous times – the experience
of admitting to oneself that you are not making it is emotionally and
psychologically painful and invariably generates feelings of inadequacy, guilt, and
even shame. When one fails at trading, especially when the expectations for
success are so high, and it seems so easy, will create three major psychological
obstacles that have to be overcome before any measure of success will be realized.
First, it is essential for you to learn how to release yourself from all
feelings of inadequacy, guilt, or shame, especially when it comes to your
trading.
Second, it is critical to your success as a trader, that you learn how to
identify and repair the residual psychological harm caused by the
emotionally painful experiences, because painful experiences have the
potential to generate fear.
Finally, you will be required to undo any inappropriate trading habits
and learn the appropriate positive skills that will help you eventually to
accumulate the wealth you desire from trading.
For many, what I have outlined may seem like an overwhelming task, and I'm not
going to downplay it in the slightest. Even if you haven't as yet subjected yourself
to any emotional trauma, just learning the appropriate skills will be no easy task.
However, you should keep in mind that the rewards can be astronomical. Would
any other endeavor having the unlimited potential of trading in futures or stocks be

easy? Of course not. So, even though trading requires specialized skills from a
mental perception – in reality the actual process is no different than training to
become a marathon runner, or a competitive athlete, or even an amateur stock car
driver just to name a few. All success requires a unique mindset of specialized
skills stemming from how you think about yourself as a successful person. As
Paula writes:
“Further, all of this is truly up to you. Meaning, if you have not decided to
make an investment in yourself – in other words, if you have not chosen to step
into this process and do the mental house-cleaning that is necessary to become and
sustain being a successful trader, then you can stop reading right now. When Mark
and I speak of making an “investment” in yourself – what do we mean? That’s
simple. Making a commitment to do what needs to be done – to accomplish your
trading goals.”
In other words, we are not here to hold your hand and make you feel good. There
are plenty of other professionals, programs, and other venues to do that if you so
choose. What we are here to provide you with is a thinking methodology that will
clear out the cobwebs that have been clouding your perception of, not only actual
market events, but your ability to see real opportunity. So, when we speak of
making an investment in yourself, we are saying that until you choose to discard
outdated beliefs, change limiting actions, and do what you need to do to become
successful as a trader and not feel angry, upset, or shameful about it – then you
will be unable to achieve any trading goals you set for yourself.
However, as you proceed through this book, it is very important to keep in mind
that neither Paula nor I, nor anyone else can deny what you consider to be the
structure of reality – even though what I hold to be true and what you hold to be
true may differ by a wide margin. Force, violence, or even torture will not cause
you or anyone else to give up your beliefs – if you don't want to. However, if what
we offer will produce a result you desire, then you may be quite willing to
suspend, at least temporarily, what you hold to be true and see if what works for
me, or Paula, or the countless traders we have coached will also work for you.
The fire-walkers I mentioned earlier demonstrated how a thinking methodology
could suspend a belief that walking on a bed of hot coals would severely damage
their feet - even though they had learned early in their lives the dangers and pain
of intense heat. Perhaps you too can suspend some of your current beliefs about
what makes trading successful. You could find out how your own early training –
before you ever considered becoming a trader – may have produced contradictory
attitudes and beliefs (see our book “The Complete Trader” – Section Three for a

deeper discussion on this) that cancel all good intentions and optimistic trading,
and thus lead to failure.
Understandably, before you even consider the possibility of changing some of your
innermost beliefs to make that investment in yourself, you will certainly want to
know not only how the process of altering beliefs works, but also what benefits it
will have for you as a trader.
Like all traders, you have probably read repeatedly what it takes to be successful
at trading: "Trade with the trend," "Cut your losses and let your profits run,"
"Money management is the key," and so on. As true as these adages are, they are
much too vague to give you a clear and understandable connection between the
application of these principles and their benefits: meaning, a positive and
successful trading experience. If you will recall, I listed resistance to accepting a
loss among the most common trading errors. And if you have ever experienced
such resistance, you have probably also encountered the following thought:
"How do I accept small losses when what I want to do is make money, and I feel
like a failure every time I lose?"
Your helplessness in such a situation and the disastrous consequences for your
finances are at the essence of this discussion. If, for example, you can change what
losses mean to you and how you represent them mentally in your thought
processes (which are based in the past), then to whatever degree you can
accomplish this, you will be releasing yourself from the stress and anxiety
experienced when you have to acknowledge any given trade or set of trades is a
loser and take the appropriate action.
The few individuals who have achieved astronomical success in trading at some
point learned to stop trying to conquer the markets, or try to make them conform
to their expectations or mental limitations – mostly based on other experiences
outside the realm of the trading environment. At some point in their trading
careers, they understood the psychological implications of an event that is neverending, that begins only when one decides to participate, that ends only when one
has had enough, and behaves without the slightest regard for individual survival.
Eventually they adapted to these unusual and demanding psychological conditions
by changing their perspective, although, as I have already pointed out from my
experiences, the process of change usually isn't the result of making a conscious
choice to take a step-by-step approach, as this book is designed to give you.
“You have to be willing to make mistakes regularly; there is nothing wrong with
it…making your best judgment, being wrong, making your next best judgment,

being wrong, making your third best judgment, and then doubling your money.”
Bruce Kovner in Market Wizards by Jack Schwager
“Before Mark goes any further, I should interject here that what Mark
described above may appear to be a scenario similar to gambling at a casino. But
there are some major differences which need to be pointed out. While coaching
traders, many traders have come to me expressing a deep disdain or even a hatred
for gambling, and in the next breath laugh and state that trading “is” gambling.
More importantly, they do not see any contradiction in what they just said – and
what they believe about gambling and trading. Meaning, they may disapprove of
gambling, and yet the very career they have decided to undertake to make their
fortune, in their minds, is a form of gambling. So here we get into the
contradictory set of beliefs.”
With regard to trading and gambling, you have to make two distinct sets of
parameters.
Gambling:
You choose the game
You choose how much to bet
If the dealer/casino wins – you lose
But – you only lose the amount you chose to bet
Trading:
You choose the market
You choose how much to risk
If the trade doesn’t work out – you lose
But – you can lose more than what you thought you would originally
risk, based on whether or not you followed your rules…as well as any inthe-moment market conditions
So how are these two types of environments the same?
You choose what you are going to do with your money.
You choose the environment in which to use your money
How are these two types of environments not the same?
If the casino wins – you lose, but only the amount that you chose to bet.

If the trade doesn’t work out (for whatever reason) – you lose, but you
can lose a larger amount of money than you originally planned to risk on
that trade due to conditions that may or may not have anything to do with
you.
Meaning, you may have lost in the markets because of several factors
including current market conditions, or because you got in too early,
got out too late, had a fear of losing and did not take a valid trade
(meaning you made one up) – or you just did not follow your own
rules.
In other words, I could say that trading is just like gambling, because “you”
choose to put your money at risk in both arenas. However, with gambling you can
only lose the amount of money you place on the Black Jack table or slip into the
Slot Machine. Unlike trading, where, if you do not have the most appropriate
mindset – meaning have made the commitment to invest in yourself by instilling
an objective and carefree state-of-mind, then you can lose a very large amount of
money, far above and beyond what you ever planned to risk on any given trade or
set of trades.
In our everyday lives it is much easier to control the external environment to
satisfy our desires. What I mean is, if something has to change to get what we
want, we will find it much easier to change the external conditions to fit our needs
before we attempt to change our mental perspective. Changing ourselves would
seem like the absolute last resort as a solution to any problem. So, why would you
consciously go about the task of learning how to change yourself from the inside?
I have three reasons for you.
First, because you can decide to learn new skills or ways of expressing
yourself that are more fulfilling than you currently are experiencing in any
area in your life.
Second, because you may have any number of beliefs acting as
resistance in the acquisition of the new skills you are attempting to learn –
thus making it very challenging for you to experience more fulfillment.
The third I will get to in a moment.
Right now I want to give you an example to illustrate these first two points. A
client of mine lost an uncle that he was very close to while he was still a child. His

uncle was very much of a father figure to him, where his own father was not. The
uncle died of a heart attack at a young age while doing some very strenuous
exercise. Because of this experience my client grew up believing he would also die
of a heart attack if he exercised too strenuously. Subsequently, what would have
been just normal heart pounding to anyone else after working up a sweat, he
would perceive as the beginning of a heart attack. He would start to hyperventilate
and stop doing whatever he was doing. Obviously, his belief about dying was very
limiting, and as a result, he never participated in any sports as a child or well into
his adult life.
By the time he was in his late thirties, he decided that he was not going to die
prematurely of a heart attack like his uncle. Actually he didn't make this decision
until after he passed the age in which his uncle had died. (His uncle's age at the
time of his death was the age at which my client thought that he would also die.)
When that didn't happen, he gave up the whole notion. Deciding to build up his
stamina, he asked me for some tips on how to become a runner, since he knew I
had taught myself how to run and had been running for years. In a sense running
was a new skill for him and definitely a new way of expressing himself. So we
began running together.
Of course, what he found out was that he couldn't run. Not that he couldn't take the
steps in the fashion of a runner; it is just that every time his heart rate started to
climb, he would stop dead in his tracks, even though his intent was to keep on
going. His beliefs about dying from exercise still had a great deal of power in his
mental environment. This belief acted as resistance, working against his conscious
intent to run. Consciously, he was giving his body instructions to keep on going;
his conflicting belief, however, was saying, "No way pal, you're staying right here
until your heart rate goes down." In this situation it was very easy to determine
what component of his mental system had more power over his behavior.
The third reason why you would want to learn to change from the
inside, instead of forcing the environment to conform to your psychological
makeup, relates strictly to trading. The markets are just too big for one
person or even a group of individuals to prevail for long. That is, if you
don't have the financial power to move prices in your direction, then you are
going to have to learn how to flow with and constantly adapt to the outer
market conditions created by millions of other traders as well as large

hedge funds and international banks and brokerage firms. The choice is
you can either adapt or continue to experience some very painful lessons.
A quick hint: the intensity of your emotional discomfort and pain you
experience as a trader is an excellent indication of how much you will have
to change, to trade without fear and be consistently successful.
You might ask, "Why consider the market from a psychological perspective at all?
Doesn't the market behave as it does regardless of what a single individual thinks
or feels about it?"
My answer is this:
The market behaves as it does because of the interactions of hundreds of
thousands, if not millions, of people across the planet in just about every country
today. And we say every country, because you don’t have to live in an area that has
an exchange since most trading is now done through brokerage accessed on-line.
And since all these individuals are members of the human race, regardless of
national origin, religious conviction, demographic or educational background, or
what have you, they all have one thing in common—the psychological structure of
the human mind.
This psychological structure behaves in certain highly predictable ways whenever
it encounters stress or split-second decisions. In the market, the fear of losing one's
fortune is every bit as intense as the fear of losing one's life from an attack by a
wild animal, or a car crash, or devastating diagnosis, and so forth. And each fear
has its own timeframe and its own energy expended and sustained.
However, even though we all participate collectively in the human experience on
this planet, the market is not the same for all of us. Every move the market makes
has a different meaning and impact on each of us as individuals. And every
trader's experience of this movement is the result of his individual mental process
of inputting environmental information (perception) and all the unique internal
psychological factors that affect his behavior. So, even though two or more traders
can agree on what the current price is, they will not be sharing the same
experience of how that price is impacting them personally. The first example is
not about trading, but it may make it a bit easier for you to assimilate the concept
that two people, whether from the same demographic background or not – can see
the same event completely different.
Example #1 from Paula:

“ Recently I was at the grocery store in the process of checking out. There
were several people in line behind me, and as the cashier handed me my change, I
heard what sounded like tires screeching. All of us in the checkout line turned our
attention to the front door of the store which was several feet away at the end of
the checkout counter – and we watched a car come careening across the parking
lot and slam into the front door of the store.
Fortunately, the driver hit the frame of the sliding glass doors – which held
the car in check and prevented the car from coming through the doors and into the
store, where more than likely a number of us, including myself, might have been
severely injured. All of us customers, as well as the cashier looked at each other
for a quick second, then we dropped our packages, the cashier closed the cash
register drawer, and we all ran to try and pry open the sliding doors to help the
driver of the car.
As several male customers finally got the doors open being careful of the
shattered safety glass, we could see the driver was an elderly woman, still stuck in
the car with the motor racing and tires still spinning and smoking. Two men
yanked the driver’s side door open which had been damaged in the crash, helped
the elderly woman out and another customer reached inside the car and turned off
the engine.
As the store manager contacted 911, we sat the driver down on the floor of
the store, checking for injuries, asking if she was on any medications, and did she
feel like she had any broken bones. The woman was in shock and stated that her
brakes had failed and kept repeating that she didn’t want her son to know what had
happened. She asked where her purse was so I went back out to the car to retrieve
her purse and noticed that the “flip-flop” she had been wearing was jammed under
the gas pedal. As I handed her the purse, she asked if I would get her flip-flop for
her, and I said we should wait for the emergency crews to arrive and stayed with
her patting her hand along with several other customers. I did not want to interfere
with the crime scene as the flip-flop under the gas pedal might have meaning.
The local police arrived on the scene and took over shortly thereafter. EMTs
arrived and began checking the elderly woman for any injuries. In the meantime,
the police began asking those of us who had been in the checkout line what we
saw and heard. I was the fourth or fifth person they interviewed. As I listened to
the other customers relate their perception of this event, I was stunned. I felt like I
was in a movie or a television crime drama.
To my surprise, not one customer who had just witnessed the same event as
all of us – had the same story. Not one person could accurately describe the color

of the car, nor the make or model of the car, nor the approximate age of the driver.
One man insisted the car was a cream-colored Toyota and that the driver was
about 45-50 years old and healthy, another man claimed it was a white-colored
Chevy and that the driver was over 90. Both of them claimed there were skidmarks leading up to the crash as well.
The truth about the event is that the car was a late-model Mitsubishi from
the 1980s, dark grey in color, the woman was 75 years old and could barely walk,
and there was not one skid-mark anywhere to be found.
When the police finally got around interviewing me, I asked them if this
was common – that several people see the same event, but have different
perceptions. They nodded and explained that is why it is so difficult to bring
things to trial, or completion, or find suspects even because it is virtually
impossible for two people who are witnessing the same event, maybe even
standing next to each other – to have the same perception of what happened, and
they end up having competing stories and sometimes completely different details.
Just like each trader entering the markets – who may be trading with other traders
viewing the same markets, or in a chat room watching the markets with a group
putting on the same trade – each will have their own perception of market
movement and the outcome of their own trades.”
Example #2 from Paula:
“As many of you reading this book know, Mark and I come from two
different trading backgrounds. I started my trading career managing the trading
floor operations at the MidAm, then went on to learn how to trade while working
on the trading floor of the CME. Mark began his trading career using a broker to
put on his trades while he worked in another field, then quit that career and took a
job with Merrill Lynch as a broker. These are two very distinct and unique
perspectives – my perspective is one of a floor trader, and his is one of an off-thefloor trader in the capacity of a broker. This is a key dynamic in our collaboration
together – because it enables us to 1) see another trading perspective from
someone we respect, meaning each other; and 2) helps us step out of our own,
possibly more structured perspective to invest in newer ideas. And one of the
ways that we chose to expand our mental trading environment was to trade
together.
We started trading together in the early 1990s – Mark had a trading system
he was using that was developed by Bill Hart called the “Redline” method of

trading. Mark was already familiar with this application having known Bill for
some time – when I began working with Mark full-time in 1991, he felt the best
way for me to learn the system was to keep charts on how the setups worked or
didn’t work, to get a feel for the system. Once I learned the system, Mark and I
traded together in our office at the CME. For the most part in the beginning, since
I felt Mark was a more experienced trader (he was over 10 years older than I was),
I did a lot of watching and learning – to see how Mark interpreted market
movement and how well the Redline system worked real-time.
Some months went by, and Mark eventually asked my opinion about what
direction the market might be headed. Surprised that he would ask me,
considering he taught traders not to have an opinion about the market – I
responded that I thought, based on the past several weeks activity, and the current
setups from the Redline method that the market would more than likely go down.
So Mark put on the trade the system gave us and we waited to see what would
happen. As we sat there and watched the market – it appeared that the market was
not going to move in the direction I thought. I wondered if I had been right, but, I
realized that thought was coming from a space of not wanting to be wrong…in
front of Mark! Once I recognized where that limiting thought was coming from,
as I had learned years before from all the floor traders that I knew, I stopped
second-guessing and left the office – leaving the trade to do what it was supposed
to do.
When I returned some time later, Mark pointed out that my intuition had
been right – the setup from the Redline system had worked – and we had made a
tidy profit. And we had quite the lively discussion about this positive outcome.
He admitted that he was testing me to see if I was “stuck” on an opinion about
market movement, and was pleased that I left the office to let the trade either work
or not work. Given his more extensive experience trading, he would never had
expressed an opinion about the market – because he didn’t have one – nor would
he have changed the trade as it currently stood in the market. So we knew we
could trade together. However, there were times when we both looked at the same
chart and had completely different perspectives on where the market “might” go.
Here is an example of this –

(Chart – courtesy of www.tradingview.com)

The above chart is for the Natural Gas Futures “NG1!” traded on the
NYMEX (New York Mercantile Exchange) showing five years of actual data.
Beginning in the year 2000 we began watching this commodity as we were
determining whether or not this particular commodity fit into what we were
developing together as our “green” portfolio of trading futures and stocks that
were good for our planet. The point I am making is not about trading green or
other types of futures or stocks or financials or options. In 2013, you can see that
right above that date and a little to the right, it appears that the commodity had hit
a solid high, and I perceived it as the beginning of a double-top, and felt it would
go higher. Mark, on the other hand, did not and traded our account accordingly.
Of course, the commodity went downward for months, and due to Mark’s
perception – and longer experience trading in the markets, we made a profit. I
would have simply taken what profit I already had in the trade and gotten out –
however, Mark was much more experienced at not only taking profit, but more so
at accumulating profit during longer periods of time. (He was also good at doing
that when playing Black Jack with me in Las Vegas – I was good at the cards and
he was good at betting!) The point is, although both of our perspectives created
profit – Mark’s “different” perspective of a longer-term trade gave us a larger
amount of profit.
And that, dear readers, is what makes the markets move. There were
countless other traders like myself that felt the market might go higher, and so
took their profit or loss and got out. This subsequently led to the market falling as
those traders closed out their positions. And as the market began falling, other
maybe more experienced traders like Mark, may have gotten into the market,
taking their profits or loss, based on their perspective as to where this commodity
might be headed.

Getting back to Mark’s original thought – subsequently, Mark and I chose
not to trade together forward. We realized that each of us had our own unique –
and valid to us – perspective on market conditions and movement – but more
importantly, our personal perspectives were in constant movement and being
updated, and since our perspectives were unique to our own individual mental
environments, more than likely we would never see the same chart in the same
way.
Just like Example #1 – no two people see an event the same way –
whether it is a car accident, or market movement.
So we began trading individually, which worked out because we could
focus on true market data – through our own perspectives. This is a good thing
dear readers, and something you should keep in mind while trading yourself
because no one else can tell you where the market is headed because they are only
seeing what “they” see, and not what you see as true market data – and these
examples explain how the markets move and are in constant motion. The market
movement may make no sense as to why the markets are moving in any particular
direction – because they move by the thoughts, ideas, and actions comprised up of
each individual (and group) trader’s view of the markets filtered through their own
perspective.
Example #3 from Paula:
Many of you reading this may have heard that Mark enjoyed playing
competitive hockey beginning from the time he was about four or five years old.
In the early 1990s, he began playing with a league that played later in the evening,
which did not distract him from the market hours. A number of fellow traders,
including Larry Pesavento (fellow author and trader), and Robert St. John (one of
the largest T-Bond traders at the CBOT in the 1990s), just to name two, would
visit us from time to time and they enjoyed watching Mark play hockey because
they knew that was an integral part of who he was. In addition to playing hockey,
Mark also ran five miles several times a week, to keep his cardiovascular system
strong. He also maintained a very healthy lifestyle – eating right, no drinking or
smoking, plenty of rest, and of course, meditation and/or prayer each day.
As you may know now, in September of 2015, Mark unexpectedly passed
away at home. The EMTs that arrived found that Mark had simply “gone to sleep”
– meaning passed away from natural causes - which they informed me happens
more times than people realize. He did not have a heart attack, he did not have a

stroke or brain embolism (contrary to what you might have read erroneously
somewhere on the Internet) – he simply went to sleep. The EMT team described
his leaving as similar to an old-fashioned wind-up clock or watch – his heart
simply wound down while he was reading and stopped. So, although I was
devastated at having lost my best friend, husband, and partner, I was relieved that
he did not suffer, and that he was here with us at home when he passed away.
Over the next few months, however, what I found was similar to the
example Mark wrote about above with the trader who had a fear of dropping dead
of a heart attack – I found myself unable to get on the treadmill for fear of the
same thing. Now, I had no foundation of fact in this belief, I had no health
problems having followed Mark’s healthy routines as well, and yet when I felt
stressed out by the situation of losing Mark and my heart would begin to race – I
had an irrational fear that I too, would lay down and never wake up. So I stopped
working out at all, for almost six months.
Now, at the time, there were a lot of things going on shortly after Mark
passed away that were extremely stressful and very negative – there was
immediate Internet piracy of our materials; traders threatening to “ruin” my career
once I removed the illegal (and incomplete) downloads; traders threatening me
personally which precipitated getting federal law enforcement involved; and I
won’t expand on the number of stock brokers and hedge-fund managers (complete
strangers) who made claims about Mark that are completely false to build or
expand their brokerage businesses and accounts – (this will be another book), and
more. The point is, my mind ‘only’ attributed my stress and racing heart to an
unfounded fear that I was going to die unexpectedly. Why? Because having a
loved one die without any warning is not something that most, if any, of us are
prepared for. We understand when someone gets old and passes away; we
understand when someone gets a terminal illness and passes away – because in
both cases we have had time to assimilate the event that will happen. But our
minds are not wired to understand and comprehend in any rational or
psychological manner when someone is quickly taken from us, no matter what the
cause (meaning, trauma or natural causes.) I had also been the sole caregiver to
my mother for years; am an ordained minister, have witnessed many people, and
animal companions, pass over, so I ‘knew’ the realities of the end-of-life
processes. But none of that seemed to matter to me psychologically after Mark
passed away.
The point I am getting at here is that our minds are wired and make
conclusions – real or unfounded – based on what we have experienced previously.

If there is no prior experience, then how can we begin to think we can comprehend
any situation that we have not been through before?
Just like with your trading – you do your analysis, you trust the signals from
your trading system, you follow your rules (hopefully) – and yet the trade is a
loser. Again, since you have not experienced doing the “right” things and then
losing money previously – meaning, in any other career – there would be no way
for any trader to be able to comprehend the “why” of losing – until they
understand and instill a belief system that allows for trades to simply not work –
without it becoming personally damaging psychologically. This where the mental
work comes into play if you want to become, and remain, successful as a trader. A
constant re-defining what each trade means to you – and what you are willing to
change to create an upward-moving equity curve if that trade or set of trades does
not work and turns into a loser.
How do you accomplish that? By
deciding to step into the process of learning the psychology of prosperity, and the
Skills of Thought Application (S.O.T.A.).
In conclusion to this example, six months after Mark passed away, I made
the decision one Sunday morning to get on the treadmill and start working out.
After a few tense moments of uncomfortableness, obviously, since I am here to
write about this, I continued my workout routine with a renewed vigor. In other
words, I made the mental decision to not let an irrational fear, or negativelycharged belief created from a first-time and previously unknown event, stop me
from achieving my goals. In other words, I made the decision to not let a one-time
experience that I was not initially prepared for – stop me from moving forward.
And as traders, we continually have to choose to accept that any event in the
markets may be new to us – and accept it for what it is, learn from it, and move
forward to the next trade.”
In other words:
The meaning you place on any particular price change is the result of your beliefs.
Just like the meaning any other trader places on any particular price change – is
the result of their beliefs. This is what makes the markets move.
As a trader you constantly have to define what is high and what is low relative to
your beliefs about the future. That is the only way you can make money: buy low
and sell it back at a higher price (in the future) or sell high and buy it back at a
lower price (in the future). As long as prices continue to move, that movement will
create opportunities to buy low and sell high or sell high and buy low – and these

opportunities are available for all traders – at any given time, at any given moment
or day or week or month – in the markets.
You create the game in your own mind based on your beliefs, intents, perceptions,
and rules.
In other words, it is your own unique perspective and no one else's and the secret
is, you can and do choose how you perceive events. Even if you are not aware of
exactly how to manage and change your perception to make other choices
available to yourself, you are still choosing to view the markets in your own way
and with your own criteria, even if it is out of ignorance. Until you learn the
appropriate skills, your success as a trader will be determined by a number of
psychological factors that often have little or nothing to do with the markets.
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There are many reasons why traders are not successful. These reasons can be
broken down into three broad categories.
Lack of Skills
The trader is generally not aware that the trading environment is different from all
other environments. Trading has the appearance of something that should be easy
to do coupled with the possibility of making vast amounts of money in a relatively
short period of time. The trader will thus create some inflated and erroneous
expectations of success as a trader being easy. Adherence to these inflated
expectations without the appropriate skills will equal disappointment – which
equals pain – which creates psychological trauma – which generates fear. Fear
diminishes the trader's ability to be objective, execute his trades, or learn about the
true fundamental nature of the markets. How is this possible? Here’s why from
Paula:
“The challenge when we enter into the game of trading is that we can see the
possibilities of unlimited financial freedom when we put on just one trade, and this
is usually happening for the first time in our lives. Meaning putting on that
winning trade may actually be one of the first times, if not ‘the’ first time, that you
feel like a winner. And that is very seductive and is what keeps many going as
traders. What you have to come to understand is that trading is a form of
expression – a form of expression for the most part, that few people ever get the

option to express about themselves in such ways. Meaning, most people grow up
and adhere to generally-agreed-upon notions about where to live, what type of job
to have, how much you will earn, raising a family and so forth - notions all created
by and enforced by, others outside of you.
Of course we all need rules to live by to get along with each other - but
when it comes to our trading, suddenly we think we don't "need" any rules,
because of the endless possibilities we can (at times immediately after placing one
trade), to "point, click, and take profit" - which seems extremely easy to do. This
is where the misconception of “having” skills come into play.
Along with this misconception of needing to have skills to make a lot of
money trading, is possibly an instilled sense of a "work ethics" - meaning, you
may have been taught something to the effect that if you "...work hard, you will
get ahead..." - and simply pointing and clicking a mouse and making money isn't
exactly hard work, is it! So, after making some profit, the beliefs in your mind
which you may think have little to no meaning, or may not even know are there,
take hold and move up to the forefront of your thought processes, and make sure
you lose all that "unearned" easy money by not following your trading plan,
dismissing your idea of trading rules, getting in too early/too late, hesitating, and
so forth to name a few trading errors.
Trading is no different from any other profession. It is now your "job," it is
now your "career" and it requires specific mental skills - which include creating,
refining, and following rules to achieve your goals. If you have no rules, then you
have no plan on how to achieve your financial goals - and then you are not a
trader. So rules are a necessary absolute when it comes to trading. Just like any
other business. If you have no business plan, then no business will succeed will
it? Again, trading is no different.
In other words, in your current profession (for those of you still working
while learning how to trade) – did you take on a lot of responsibility at once, or
did you simply start building the foundation of being a great employee by taking
on responsibilities as soon as you “knew” you could handle?
To build the confidence that you have today in that profession?
Think back to how you created that sense of personal confidence in
your current position that you still work at today.
You built it methodically, right?
You didn’t over-extend yourself without having the proper skills, right?

Eventually, after some degree of a learning curve, you produced solid
workmanship, consistently, right?
Because you believed in what you could provide, right?
It is no different with your trading. The same business principles apply.
My suggestion is - ask yourself why you think you no longer need rules to
maintain your profit - when your rules are the very thought processes that got you
profit in the first place. Ask yourself why you have no business plan with regard
to your trading. Start answering those two questions by writing down your
thoughts in longhand - this will give you historical data to see what you are truly
thinking. And then you will learn what skills you have to create the types of
results you desire.”
Of course, it is possible to make money as a trader without the appropriate skills.
However, without these positive and reality-based skills the trader will invariably
lose what he made back to the markets plus more – because all the winning trades
that he experiences will be sporadic in nature and not consistent. Again, the result
is disappointment, pain, psychological trauma, and fear.
People generally don't know how to repair psychological trauma, and as a result
don't know how to release themselves from their fear. To compensate this, we
learn some very sophisticated ways of covering up our fear. In society we can get
by and even be successful with a façade of confidence because people will
generally support each other's illusions about themselves. The market, however,
has no vested interest in supporting anyone's illusions about himself! If a trader is
feeling fearful, he can try to cover it up all he wants – but his trading results will
readily and usually very quickly, reflect his true feelings with more and more
losing trades.

Limiting Beliefs
Most people have a whole assortment of beliefs that argue against their success as
a trader. Some of these beliefs you may be consciously aware of, most of them you
may not be aware of. Some of these beliefs may be within your own mental
environment – and some may be on the outside of your mental environment and

imposed upon you by others, sometimes even by those you love. In any case, you
cannot negate their significance in how they will determine and affect your
behavior as a trader. Here are two good examples of what we mean.
Example #1 from Paula:
“I began my coaching career in the investment industry officially in 1999
by helping the spouses, partners, and significant others of traders learn how to
understand about the unique thinking processes the trader they lived with and
loved may be using. One of the dynamics of helping these (mostly) women in the
beginning is that for the most part, their partner was now working in a field they
had no knowledge of, (nor did most of them care to know or learn about), and
since they had no knowledge of what trading entails, they were filled with the fear
of losing their lifestyle – and many of these partners and spouses were also very
angry.
Their fear and anger, similar to what Mark wrote about above, stemmed
from a lack of knowledge. In my experience with these women (and again I use
that term loosely because there were some male partners of traders that I worked
with, but they were few because the majority of traders, even today are men), I
found that few of them had the willingness or desire to change their mostly
erroneous and unfounded beliefs about trading. They simply wanted their lives to
continue on or go back to the way they “were” – and not have to worry about how
much money their partner might lose in the markets.
After “Trading in the Zone™” was published in 1999, Mark began trading
full-time again for himself (having taken a few years hiatus to finish that book),
and I took over his coaching clients which consisted of traders at all levels of
experience. My forte` in this area today is:
1)

to teach those changing from other careers into trading helping

them understand that trading requires a unique and positive set of
mental skills which they will need to instill into their mental
environment to be effective and consistently successful as traders, and
2)

help more experienced traders how to undo limiting beliefs and

actions they have thought or performed for years that have impeded
them from achieving their financial goals.

One of the key elements in creating this type of mindset is having a
proactive and honest relationship with their spouse or partner. Why? Because, in
my experience counseling the partners of traders, most of the time the trader has
made the decision to become a trader without a full discussion or disclosure to
their partner, and many times this leads to resentment, fear and anger on the part of
the non-trader. Which would only be natural – the feeling of being left out of a
very critical component and life choice within a committed relationship.
One such case is with my client Howard. Howard was a very successful
commercial real estate developer/broker in southern Florida. His net worth was
approximately $7M, not including actual property worth, which would put that
figure closer to $11M. He was in his early 40s, married for only about three years
without any children at that time, and although he liked his profession, he was
getting bored because he had been doing the same work for years. And, he had
always wanted to day-trade. When he called me for coaching in April of 2011, he
had –
already spent three years researching trading systems,
purchased one he felt comfortable with,
had been trading in a simulated account for two years using that
system,
had recently funded a live trading account,
was keeping a detailed trading notebook, and
was continuing to do his daily analysis.
He explained to me his goal of beginning to trade (funded) part-time for six
months, and then trade full-time at the start of the new year of 2012. He had
decided to give himself two years of funded trading full-time – and if at the end of
that time-frame he was not making profits, he would quit and either go back to his
real estate business or find something else to do. The reason he called me was to
make sure he was on the right track.
From the surface it appeared that he was. Howard had done everything he
was supposed to do according to all the market experts he had read about or
listened to; he had read several of both Mark and my books so he felt he had a
positive and prosperous mindset for trading – and with some coaching from me he
began his 6-month trial at trading part-time in his funded account in June 2011.
Howard did quite well during this part-time trading period – he followed his rules,
and was starting to accumulate profit, although small profit because we had agreed
that he should be trading only one or two contracts until he really felt like he
“knew” what he was doing while trading his funded account (meaning not

simulated), and felt he could have, and sustain, an objective perspective on the
markets. And at the end of his 6-month self-imposed trial period of part-time
trading, Howard made the decision to go to trading full-time the first trading day
in January 2012.
Things went pretty smoothly for about four months, and Howard kept in
touch with me once a week to give updates as to how his trading was coming
along and share his trading notebook in which he kept copious notes about his
thoughts and actions – literally sometimes his notes were 20-40 pages long; he
was very diligent in keeping his trading notebook. After four months however, in
early May of that year he began to stop following his rules, and began to overtrade. Although he kept calling me once a week, I now began to hear familiar
rationalizations about why he was losing or putting on non-valid trades, that I have
heard from so many other traders and I wondered what was happening in his life.
Not wanting to push him into discussing something he apparently was having
difficulty with, after several weeks of him shying away from sharing what was
going on, I simply asked him why he felt he couldn’t be honest with me about his
situation.
It turned out that Howard had broken one of the cardinal rules of trading. He had
not discussed becoming a full-time trader with his wife.
Howard had a large office with over 50 employees for his commercial real
estate business, and he was still going to the office every day, so his wife had no
idea he was no longer working full-time in real estate (the business was being run
by his vice president and other staff), but rather, he was trading every day. One
day his wife went to his office to take him out to lunch, and Howard’s secretary
informed her very firmly that he couldn’t be disturbed during “trading hours.” Not
knowing what that meant, only finding out that she no longer had access to her
husband as she was turned away by the secretary – I am sure you can imagine
what it was like when Howard arrived home for dinner that night.
The details of their heated discussion are not important here, but the result
was his wife informed him that she would leave him if he didn’t quit “this
craziness” (I am quoting Howard here), immediately. Howard expressed to me his
deep desire to continue on with his trading and so we came up with what we both
thought was a reasonable “contract” that he could present to his wife, so that she
could calm down and he could go back to trading.
Howard’s agreement with his wife included the following:
He would place $2M in a checking account with only her name on it

He would put their house (which was paid off) in her name
He would continue to fund their current lifestyle
He would agree to stop trading after two years if he was not profitable
with specific begin and end dates
But, his wife also had to agree to the following:
She would allow him the full two years to see if his trading panned out
She would not make any negative comments about his trading to him
or any of their family members – in other words she would not complain
about him trading
She would not get pregnant until the end of the two years
There were a few other elements, but I think you get the idea. Howard drew
up the agreement, they both signed it, their attorney witnessed it and kept the
agreement in his office for safekeeping.
Thinking this would solve her fear of losing her lifestyle – with the millions
in the bank, a sustained lifestyle, and ownership of the house, Howard went back
to trading full-time. It didn’t take long however, for his wife to start making
demands. She began showing up at his office, interrupting him during trading
hours. She began making very negative comments to his parents and brothers
about how much money he was losing in the markets (even though he wasn’t), and
she kept claiming to have missed her period which meant she might be pregnant.
All this stress began to take its toll on Howard, and this began a downward spiral
with his trading.
Coming home to the constant negative barrage of comments from his own
family (family members that he financially supported in terms of buying them all
houses, and was still financially supporting their lifestyles), hearing his wife
criticize him for being a trader because “…we all know that traders are horrible
people…” – simply became too much for him. To be honest, I suggested that he
bring out the signed agreement and show that to his family – the family that he
was currently still financially supporting. He did. And it made no difference to
them at all – it made no difference to his wife or his family that she had
completely negated their agreement. Howard was in shock at their complete
indifference to his desire to trade – especially since he was financially supporting
almost 10 family members, in almost every way. Of course, they were panicking
that he would lose “their” way of life – and therefore could not stop themselves
from haranguing him every day to stop trading. In the end, his wife became
pregnant during this time of constant pressure for him to stop trading, and due to

the overwhelming pressure by his own family to stop trading and “grow up” he
gave up his dream and stopped trading.
Bringing this back to Mark’s point above about limiting beliefs – even
though you may think you do not have limiting beliefs, you just may. Howard’s
limiting beliefs entrapped him in a closed-loop of thinking, rather, believing that
the woman he loved, as well as the rest of his family, would never stop him from
doing something he really wanted to do. But in the end, his entire family did just
that. And that was not something he could reconcile – without getting a divorce,
and he was still in love with his wife even though he was at a loss as to why she
wouldn’t honor their agreement. What he hadn’t taken into account while drawing
up the agreement with his wife about his trading – was that his dream of trading
was past the point of no return. His wife was so angry that he had made this life
choice without consulting her – as far as she was concerned there was no turning
back, and she made sure he would not do something similar again in the future.
So, it doesn’t matter if those limiting beliefs are about trading – they can be
in any area of your life – and affect your trading just as negatively.”

Example #2 from Paula:
“ I had a coaching client recently who has been trading part-time for about
three years with moderate success. He is educated as an engineer and continues
working in his field while learning the markets; he has a lucrative job as an
architect with a large firm in San Francisco. He had not planned on getting
married and starting a family (he was single at the time of our consultations) until
his trading was up and running, and until he felt it was consistently sustainable.
One of the reasons he wanted to stay single was to be able to concentrate on his
trading – he was aware that he personally had some vague ideas or beliefs about
trading being similar to gambling – and being a gambler was not something
positive in his mind based on his religious beliefs. So, he wanted to address those
issues about gambling so that when he decided to trade full-time, he would have a
positive and progressive approach to create the best results he could.
As luck would have it (his words), he met a woman and they fell in love.
After dating for about six months, he popped the question and asked her to marry
him. At the time, both of them owned one-bedroom condos that were paid off
(meaning no mortgage) – and even though her condo was smaller than his, it was
in a better demographic neighborhood and was appraised higher, so he sold his

condo and moved into her condo shortly after she accepted his marriage proposal
and they became officially engaged.
One of the problems from the start with moving into his fiancé’s condo was
he lost his independence in terms of his trading regimen each morning. He had
not taken into account that living with someone, even someone you love, could be
so demanding. When he had his own condo, and even though he and his fiancé
had spent most of their time together, he still went home each evening to prepare
for the next trading day. Now, in their new living arrangement, his fiancé did not
understand that he needed time alone to do his analysis each evening, nor did she
understand that each morning, he had a routine to go through to set up his day in a
positive way and mindset to achieve his architectural, and then after that work day,
trading goals. Since she went to work later in the day, she wanted him to stay with
her until it was time for her to get up for work. As she said to him many times –
“…you have told me the markets are open virtually 24/7, so why do you need to
leave me to work on your charts, or get up so early and leave me alone in bed…
you can trade anytime…”
The second challenge for him was that he no longer had his own “trading
space.” He had not properly calculated the fact that her one-bedroom condo did
not afford a lot of, or any amount of in his case, personal space for a home office.
The only solution they could come up with was to convert one of the closets in the
back of the condo into his trading space, because the bedroom was too small to fit
his trading desk and equipment. And this was a closet that was located underneath
a staircase, so the ceiling was very low and angled, and there certainly was no
window. In my client’s words, where he was trading was a place he called “the
tombs.” Needless to say, now that his trading routine was disrupted, and he felt
like he was trading in a dark, negative space – his results began to drop and he
began losing money on a regular basis.
This began to be a problem for their relationship – because sub-consciously
he began blaming his fiancé for his lack of trading success. Why? Before he sold
his condo and moved in with his fiancé, he was making very good money trading
on top of his salary as an architect, and he was generous with his fiancé, buying
her a lot of designer gifts, as well as an expensive engagement ring that cost
$25,000. So, when he began losing money, his fiancé, who made a very good
living herself as a professional interpreter for large international oil companies,
began to complain that she was now paying for most of their living expenses,
which wasn’t actually true, but she believed it was. She began calling him a loser,
arguing that he should stop trading since he could no longer afford to buy her

expensive gifts, and that further impeded his ability to make money trading –
wondering if he had made a mistake in getting engaged so quickly to a woman he
began to think he didn’t really know at all – and who didn’t know him at all or at
least very little. And a woman who it appeared did not like the fact that he was a
trader, based on her negative comments – even though his part-time trading was
what made it possible for him to buy her expensive gifts.
In our consultation, I suggested that if he could not find any other space to
trade from inside their condo, then he should find a small office to rent outside of
their condo community. Even though that would be an added expense, the
expense would pay for itself shortly, because he would regain his peace of mind,
be able to perform his trading routines without interruption, and get back on track.
I also suggested that since he called his trading space “the tombs” – he was trading
in a space that would suggest the area was “dead” and negative. The definition of
a tomb is that it holds someone who has died – and by calling his trading space a
tomb, he was telling his mental environment that his trading was ‘dead.” He
thanked me and said he would look into renting some office space.
I didn’t hear from him for about a year. When he did eventually call, he
shared what had happened. His fiancé became upset that he was spending more
money on an office – even though he tried to explain to her that he needed space to
trade effectively and prosperously. She appeared to take his “distancing himself”
from her personally, and she broke up with him, kicking him out of the condo one
afternoon by changing the locks – and keeping the engagement ring.
By the time he called me after that year passed, he had stabilized himself
again, was renting a new condo in a new city, and his results were on an upward
turn. The lesson for him was to reconcile how he himself felt about being a
trader. He had felt a lot of guilt about not providing for his fiancé, and came to
realize there was a certain degree of negative thinking he had himself about being
a trader. So the comments from his fiancé were simply mirroring what he felt
about trading (he considered it gambling and not a real job), that he had to address
himself if he wanted to become successful. In this example, his fiancé simply
expressed out loud the doubts that he had about himself being able to make it as a
trader, as well as his own definition of what it means to be a trader. Both types of
doubts were limiting and there would have been no way for him to become
successful without addressing those beliefs of his own.”
Moving on, many traders will try to circumvent confronting these limiting beliefs
whether about trading or in other areas of life, by becoming an expert market
analyst. It doesn't matter how good a market analyst you become; if you don't

release yourself from the effects of these limiting beliefs, you won't be successful
to the extent these limiting beliefs have power in your mental system. There are
many market gurus who can predict market moves with uncanny accuracy – but
can't make a dime as a trader. Of course we are not saying there is anything wrong
with that! Many analysts that Paula and I know or have met over the years are
excellent at analysis – they know that about themselves – but more importantly,
they stick with just doing analysis. As for any other analysts who also trade for
themselves, we do not know so we cannot say for sure, but we can surmise that
either they don't know the nature of beliefs and how they affect and determine
behavior, or they don't want to confront the issues surrounding these beliefs.
“You have to want to do this or nothing will happen.”
And if you choose not to, you will be subjecting yourself to the same recurring
cycles of negative trading experiences again and again until you either decide to
work through whatever issues are necessary, or lose all your money and have to
give it up.
Lack of Self-mastery
If the type of environmental conditions that exist are beyond your skill level to
respond to appropriately (without doing financial harm or psychological trauma to
yourself), then you will need to institute some rules and limitations to guide your
behavior until you do learn how to act in your best interests. For instance, when
you were a child your parents didn't let you cross the street by yourself, because
the consequences of your inability to cross safely might have precluded your
getting a second chance to cross the street. When you were able to make the
appropriate distinctions about the nature of traffic, your parents trusted you
enough to cross the street on your own.
However, until they trusted you, they always feared the possibility of you getting
hit by a car. As a result of their fear, they restricted your freedom of movement,
regardless of the opportunities that may have existed for you across the street.
Your interaction with the trading environment works the same way.
The difference is that no one is stopping you from standing in the middle of the
street (metaphorically – putting on a trade) to get hit by a car (take a loss in the
market). You are the only one who can stop yourself. After you have been hit once
or twice, it might not be so easy to cross the street, regardless of how good the
opportunities look on the other side.

What makes it even more difficult (continuing with the traffic metaphor) to step
out into the street – is when you further realize that the cars and trucks can come at
you in a seemingly random fashion. All of a sudden you're lying on the street not
even knowing what hit you because you thought you were being careful. And it is
the same with the markets.
EXERCISES
Get a spiral notebook and write down the answers to the questions at the end of
each chapter in your own handwriting. You will find the more you write in
longhand, the more you know yourself – and where you may need to update any
thought processes or skill levels.

1. Why do some people excel at what they do and others do not?
2. What is your definition of what it means to “work?”
3. What is your definition of what it takes to get “paid?”
4. What do you believe about gambling?
5. What does it mean to be a gambler?
6. Is trading different from gambling? If so, in what ways? If not, how so?
7. What is your definition of a “job” or “career?”
8. Describe an event in your life that stopped you from doing something
afterward.
9. Have you moved forward from that fear? If so, in what ways? If not,
why not?
The more specific you are with your answers, again, without thinking, right off the
top of your head – the more you will know your personal truth and be able to deenergize any limiting beliefs that are holding you back from achieving your
highest trading goals.

In Chapters 1 and 2 the material presented outlined some of the difficulties
of trading. In the next six chapters, we will get much more specific by explaining
the characteristics of the market environment from the psychological perspective
of the individual trader. From this perspective it will become clear to you how the
market environment is much different from the cultural environment you have
learned to function within so far in life. This will confront you with some very
unusual (meaning not known to you) psychological challenges, but certainly,
challenges that can be dealt with and updated effectively if you choose to step into
this key process.

Our primary objective is for you to understand clearly why any degree of
sustained success as a trader is so elusive, attained by so few, and why you may
need to change some strongly ingrained cultural attitudes and beliefs to function
successfully in the trading environment. And for you to know, you can achieve
your trading goals, again, if you are willing to be truthful with yourself and give
yourself permission to do so.
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f all trading stopped at any particular price, what would this last posted price
represent? At the most fundamental level, this last price (or any current price)
would represent the consensus belief about value, relative to the future, of all the
traders who are in the market in that particular moment. The current price is a
direct reflection of the personal and unique beliefs of all the traders who choose to
act as a force on prices by putting on a trade. So, when there are two traders, one
wanting to buy and one wanting to sell at a price, and they do so, they have made a
trade, and they have also made a market. This is as true today, as it has been since
the markets were founded in Chicago and New York in the early part of the
1900s.
Meaning, for those of you reading this today who have never been to a stock or
futures trading exchange and have only traded from your computer or personal
device – you have to understand that the markets are created and sustained and
kept in perpetual motion by live traders. The trading arena all across the world is
comprised of real people, with individual, unique perspectives on market direction
– and that is what makes prices move. Trading is not a computer game. The only
thing about trading that is different today than say 20 years ago, other than the fact
there are more markets to trade and you can literally trade 24 hours a day due to

the ease of on-line brokerage firms and the usage of personal electronic devices –
is that virtually all trades are “matched” up through an electronic means – matched
up by an electronic system. But each and every trade is still put on or placed in
the market by live traders. And in each trade – one trader wins and the other
loses.
In other words, when one trader makes money, another trader loses money. It is as
if every time you place a trade and take profit – you might as well have your hand
in the wallet of the trader on the other side of your trade. So please do not confuse
the fact that your trades are “matched” up by electronic means, as being a
computer ‘game.’ This is simply not the case at all.
All that is needed to make the market ‘right’ are two traders willing to trade at a
price. Regardless of the criteria they used to determine value, no matter how
rational, irrational, meaningful, or meaningless by your or anyone else's belief
system, if two traders are willing to express their belief in future value by making
a trade, they have made a market.

What you wanted, thought, believed, or expected of the market(s)
you are trading is of no consequence in the overall scheme of things, unless you
can trade with enough volume to control the market and move prices in the
direction you deem to be correct. To do this, you would personally have to
represent a buying or selling force strong enough to absorb all the counteracting
buying or selling represented by all the traders who didn't happen to agree with
you, at any given moment, with enough financial power left over to bid or offer
the price where you want it to be.
For an observer of market behavior, each trade that is made and the type of
movement it creates in prices can tell you something about the consistency of the
market and potential for movement in a direction (meaning the probable thoughts
of, and the amount of volume of and from all the traders placing trades in the
market at any given moment) if you can discern the meaning and put that meaning
within some mental framework defining opportunity. Price movement creates
opportunities to buy low and sell high, or vice versa, if you can perceive what is
likely to be high and low relative to some point in the future. Movement in any

given direction is equivalent to the amount of force (the number of traders and
volume of trades placed in the market) that is being applied to create that
movement.
For example, if prices penetrated all-time lows, the fact that you may have
believed that they would not do that is meaningless, again, unless you can
personally trade with enough volume to move the price back above the old low.
You have to consider that, for prices to have penetrated all-time lows, there must
have been more traders who believed that the current price was above what they
considered it to be of value, at least enough to where they believed the all-time
low was a selling opportunity, or they would not have sold. For prices to follow
through and continue to go lower would indicate that there are more traders
willing to act on their belief that prices are high enough (or at their all-time high)
and as a result sell – than there are traders who are willing to buy at those prices
(all-time lows).
What you believe about value and your reasons for believing it may be of highest
quality and analysis, but if the market – (meaning all other traders) – doesn’t share
your belief, it doesn't really matter how "right" you are based on your superior
reasoning process, or analysis, or what you believe to be the quality of your
information, because prices are going to go in the direction of the greatest force –
meaning the highest number of traders who believe the same thing about market
direction. And that may or may not be in alignment with your ideas, analysis or
hunch.
The point here is that the terms right and wrong, as you may traditionally think of
them, don't exist in the market environment. Academic credentials, degrees,
reputations, even a high I.Q. won't make you right in this environment as they
would in society. Traders, acting on their belief in the future by putting on a trade,
are the only force that can act on prices to make them move. Movement creates
opportunity to make money, and making money is what trading is all about. This is
also true for the hedger trading to protect the value of his assets. Here is a good
example from Paula about how traditionally- and generally-accepted definitions of
common words can have very limiting or negative effects on your trading results.
This example is about the word “discipline” – but the example is important
because the same example applies to the terms “right” and “wrong” which you
may feel while trading. Take a moment to read the example and do the exercise at
the end.

“We know that more than likely for years, you have heard or been told that
you have to have “discipline” to be successful at trading. And so, you have to ask
yourself – what is your definition of that word? Seriously, think about this. What
does it mean to have discipline?

For most of us, at some point in our childhood we were
“disciplined.” We may have talked back to a parent, or we might have been mean
to a sibling, or we may have slacked off of our school work – and since these
things were considered wrong by some adult in charge, which could include a
parent, older sibling, teacher, rabbi, priest, neighbor parent, etc. – we were
disciplined in some fashion. We may have been yelled at, we may have gotten a
spanking on the rear, we may have been stood in the corner (what they call a timeout currently) – or some of our toys or entertainment may have been taken away,
or we may have been grounded at home, for a period of time. In other words, the
actual discipline meted out could have been emotional, physical, or psychological
in nature.
It doesn’t matter what the type of discipline was that was meted out – it
only matters for this example that it was. In other words, if any of you reading
this were ever disciplined – and we would guess that almost everyone reading this
book was disciplined at some point and to some degree in their childhood (or even
at a current or past job by someone in management) – then we could comfortably
argue that the word “discipline” might not have a very favorable definition in your
mind. Meaning, if you were ever disciplined – whether a little or a lot – then that
very word would not bring a, shall I say, positive energy flow to your thought
processes when someone in the trading community, someone you may respect as
having more trading knowledge than you at that point in your trading
development, tells you that you have to have “discipline” to be successful as a
trader.

The point here is – if you have been disciplined at
any time in your life, whether as a child or even as an adult in the workplace, more
than likely it was not pleasant. And those memories remain as less-than-positive –
or even extremely negative – energies in your mind. Since most people dismiss
any discipline they received as a child or when they were younger as being “over”
and meaningless once they become an adult – even though those negative energies
are still there in your psyche – it would be virtually impossible for anyone entering
the game of trading to associate that word with something positive.
So what is the point you might be asking? You can’t have trading success –
any type of business success – if you are told you need “discipline” and
1. You don’t know what your definition of that words means to you – today,
here and now
2. You don’t want to look at any negative energy surrounding that word from
past “disciplining” experiences
3. You don’t re-define what that word means to you – again, today, here and
now
Mark and I have coached thousands of traders over the years, and across the
planet. We have traveled to over 15 countries outside the United States, and every
trader, in any of those countries, had a belief that you need discipline to be
successful. But! Very few of those same traders, who may (or may not) have been
successful in another career before trading, could give a definition of what
discipline means to them – as a trader. They would state what discipline means
say as a parent to a child, or as a boss to an employee – but only a handful of all
those thousands of traders that we have coached over the years, could explain what
that word meant to them when it came to their trading. And, of course, those few
traders that did have a definition of what the word discipline(d) meant to them as a
trader – were the ones making the greatest strides forward in their trading.
Why? Because they knew what they needed to know – about themselves –
in their own mental framework, to create the types of trading results they desired.

So, for today do the following exercise – meaning here and right now – we
want you to take a few moments to describe and write down longhand what the
word “discipline” means to you. Just like Mark wrote above, you should do this
as well for the words “right” and “wrong.” But more importantly, how these three
little words apply to your trading. And if you don’t know how they apply to your
trading, that’s ok! Because that is what this exercise is all about – for you to find
out, specifically, what those three words mean so you can either use them in a
beneficial way with your trading – or let them go completely and not worry about
“having” discipline, or “being” right or wrong any further.”
Why is this important? Because each individual trader will define what market
condition represents enough of an opportunity to put on a trade – for whatever
reason suits him. Regardless of how wrong you think another trader may be, if the
net result of the collective actions of all the traders participating is moving prices
against your position, then they're right and you're the one who is losing money.
The market is never wrong in what it does; it just is. Therefore, as an individual
trader interacting with the market – first as an observer to perceive opportunity,
then as a participant executing a trade, (your participation which contributes to the
overall market behavior just like all other traders) you will have to confront an
environment where only you can be wrong, and it's never the other way around –
because for every dollar you lose in the market, another trader makes in the
market. There always has to be an even balance to make a trade complete – this is
as true today as it was in 1868 when the MidAm first starting trading with an
“open outcry” system of trading grain contracts by competing farmers who
gathered after the annual harvest on the street in the center of downtown Chicago
(where the CBOT building is located), to offset future prices which might fluctuate
due to weather and other conditions.
And as a trader, you have to decide what is more important – being right or
making money – because the two are not always compatible or consistent with one
another.

EXERCISES
Get a spiral notebook and write down the answers to the questions at the end of
each chapter in your own handwriting. You will find the more you write in

longhand, the more you know yourself – and where you may need to update any
thought processes or skill levels.

1. What is your definition of “discipline?” Be specific.
2. When has discipline been a positive influence for you? List the events and
the ways.
3. If discipline has not been a positive influence for you – list the events and
ways it hasn’t been positive.
4. if you have any negative beliefs about the word discipline – then how can
you apply that term, or tell yourself you need discipline – with your
trading? Explain how.
5. How do you think that will benefit your trading – if you have negative
thoughts about discipline?
6. Are you a trader to make money, or to be right?
The more specific you are with your answers, again, without thinking, right off the
top of your head – the more you will know your personal truth and be able to deenergize any limiting beliefs that are holding you back from achieving your
highest trading goals.
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he most effective manner to illustrate the "unlimited-ness" of the market
environment is to compare it to gambling. With any gambling game you will
always know exactly how much you can win or lose each time you play. You
decide exactly how much you want to wager, you know exactly how much you
can win as well as lose, and you may even know the mathematical odds of either
possibility due to good analysis of the odds of throwing the dice, or being able to,
as they used to say because it is now illegal to do so, count cards in the dealer’s
deck.
This is not the case in the market environment. In any particular trade you will
never really know how far prices will travel from any given point or price, in any
given moment. If you never really know where or in what direction the market
may move, stop, or when any action in the market of any kind will happen, it is
very easy to believe there are no limits as to how much you can make on any
given trade.
From a psychological perspective this characteristic will allow you to indulge
yourself in the illusion that each trade has the potential of fulfilling your wildest
dreams of financial independence. Based on the consistency of market participants
(the ratio between buyers and sellers) and their potential to act as a force great

enough to move prices in your direction, the possibility of having your dreams
fulfilled may not even remotely exist. However, if you believe it does, then you
will have the tendency to gather only that kind of market information that will
confirm and reinforce your belief of this, all the while denying other vital, valid,
and true market information that may be telling you the best opportunity is in the
opposite direction.
For instance, if you are in a losing trade, the market could be moving farther and
farther away from your entry point, increasing your potential loss by the moment.
While this is happening, however, you may only be able to imagine it coming back
in your favor, instead of objectively being able to see true market data, and then
confronting
the
possibility
of
the
market
continuing
against

your position. This type of thought process will continue
until the sheer magnitude of the loss overwhelms you, and the possibility of the
loss increasing is suddenly more pertinent than the possibility of the market
coming back. You finally exit the trade, never intending or ever imagining you
could have allowed yourself to take such a large loss. From a psychological
perspective however, the possibility for unlimited profits, happiness, power,
financial freedom and so forth – whatever it means to you when you imagine
making all the money you ever wanted to make – can be extremely dangerous.
The possibility may in fact exist, but how realistic it is in any given trade is
another matter.
There are several psychological factors that go into being able to assess accurately
the market's potential for movement in any given direction. One of them is
releasing yourself from the notion that each trade has the potential to fulfill all
your dreams. At the very least this illusion will be a major obstacle keeping you
from learning how to perceive market action from an objective perspective and
carefree state of mind. Otherwise, if you continually filter market information in
such a way as to confirm this belief of thinking each trade may indeed fulfill your
wildest financial dreams, then learning to be objective won't be a concern because
you probably won't have any money left to trade with!
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EXERCISES
Get a spiral notebook and write down the answers to the questions at the end of
each chapter in your own handwriting. You will find the more you write in
longhand, the more you know yourself – and where you may need to update any
thought processes or skill levels.

1. What is your definition of the word “illusion?”
2. How do you think what you believe about the word illusion applies to your
trading? Meaning, what illusions do you think you have about trading? Be
specific.
3. How do you think you can change, or de-energize any illusions you have
about trading?

The more specific you are with your answers, again, without thinking, right off the
top of your head – the more you will know your personal truth and be able to deenergize any limiting beliefs that are holding you back from achieving your
highest trading goals.
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he markets are always in motion; they never stop, they only pause. As long as
there are traders who, for whatever reasons, are willing to buy higher than the
last price and, as a result bid the price up – or as long as there are traders who are
willing to sell for less than the last price and offer the market lower, prices will
remain in perpetual motion. Even when the markets are closed, prices are
theoretically in motion. For example, what price traders may be willing to buy or
sell at on the opening the next day, does not have to be at the price level the market
closed at the previous day. The market can open and immediately the price can be
at virtually any price traders are willing to buy or sell at. Here is a good example
of this from Paula when she managed the floor operations at the MidAmerica
Commodity Exchange (MidAm):
“The MidAm sent in an application in 1981 to the Securities & Exchange
Commission to open trading on a Refined Sugar futures commodity in a minicontract size. The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) is an agency
of the United States federal government. It holds primary responsibility for
enforcing the federal securities laws, proposing securities rules, and regulating the

securities industry, the nation's stock and options exchanges, and other activities
and organizations, including the electronic securities markets in the United States.
The contract was approved by the commission, and the MidAm began trading the
mini-contract of Refined Sugar commodity on October 15, 1982.
Knowing they were competing with the Big Board (the Coffee, Sugar,
Cocoa Exchange – CSCE) in New York – the only other futures exchange in the
U.S. at the time to trade any sugar contracts, there was much speculation as to
whether the MidAm could sustain enough volume in the contract to warrant its
viability 1) given its mini-contract size, and 2) Refined Sugar was not a highlytraded contract at the CSCE – meaning it was not a futures contract with what
would be considered at the time, ‘high’ volume – but if you were trading that
commodity, you could always hedge the futures market against the cash sugar
market, so the lower volume was not really a major concern to exchange officials
at the MidAm. Considering a good number of the MidAm members (traders who
owned or leased seats on that exchange), also traded the Big Boards, such as the
CBOT, NYSE, CSCE, CME exchanges, exchange officials felt that bringing in the
sugar contract would keep building the trading volume at the MidAm, and might
possibly bring in new members buying seats.
The point of this example is: Those traders who began trading the Refined
Sugar mini-contract on the MidAm were, in fact, starting a brand-new contract,
and although the CSCE was already trading full-size refined sugar contracts
(meaning, refined and raw), and the MidAm would consider the volume and last
price of the full-size contract as a basis point to open and build trading volume on
the MidAm – prices at the MidAm would, or could be very different from those at
the CSCE, simply due to 1) the smaller contract size, 2) this was a new contract to
the MidAm so there was no guarantee how many traders would participate, 3) and
the MidAm was its own entity, meaning separate from the Big Boards, and
therefore could trade the refined sugar contract at whatever prices the traders on
the MidAm might decide to buy or sell at.
For instance – at the end of June 1983 the price for refined sugar was at
14.07 cents per pound. For a mini-contract at the MidAm, that would mean if you
bought a refined sugar futures contract which was 1/5th the size of the CSCE, you
would technically “own” 22,400 pounds of sugar – or in other words you would be
long that contract at a price of $3,151.68. In the beginning of July 1983, the price
for refined sugar on the Big Boards (meaning world-wide as a few other countries
such as Brazil had exchanges that traded full-size refined sugar), had gone down to
13.36 cents per pound. That means you would have to sell your contract at a loss

of $159.04. Now that may not seem like much, but imagine if you had bought five
or 10 contracts and had to sell all those contracts at a loss, you would be talking
about losing anywhere from $800.00 - $1,600.00. Again, that may not seem like a
lot of money, but if you were trading mini-contracts in that commodity, then you
were a smaller investor, and those amounts would add up.
What was the reason for the dip in price? None at all. As a matter of fact,
sugar prices hadn’t really fluctuated too much for quite some time, so the educated
guess would be that quite possibly the traders in the sugar pits were bored and
wanted some action. This happens quite frequently in slower markets – these are
facts even more so today with electronic trading – because very few traders are
working on an exchange floor and therefore get bored sitting and staring at their
computers. There may be no rational reason for any market going up or down –
except for traders who want some action, or traders who “feel” the market should
be higher or lower simply to make the market do something. In other words, the
traders that get bored are more than likely waiting for their financial dreams to be
realized – and want those dreams realized now – hence their thought processes
create constant movement in the markets.
And this is just as true today as it has been for decades – for instance with
the S&P 500 e-mini contract. Each tick is $12.50, so if you are in the market with
a 5-lot, then any time the price fluctuates one tick in either direction you may have
a profit of $62.50 or a loss of $62.50 – again for movement with just one tick –
imagine how fast the S&P 500 e-minis trade and very quickly you could be up or
down quite a large amount of money. And why? You will never know the reasons
for traders on the other side of your trade – or whether or not they have a game
plan of how much is enough, or not.
Keep in mind however, without determining just “what” those financial
dreams you have, or what dreams other traders may have, except for some vague
notion of raking in a bunch of dough with the next trade – what will continue to
happen is, the markets will fluctuate for whatever reason, or no reason at all – and
you may find yourself in, and staying in, a losing trade because you do not have a
clear, defined idea of what it is you want to accomplish. Much like many other
traders who have the same, undefined idea of their trading success – and that is
why markets may open up at a price, or the market may move in a direction, you
might never have thought it would or could, possibly based on your analysis or
even historical data.
In other words, if you have no defined idea or determinate business plan on
how “much” you want to take out of the markets, you will always be at the mercy

of other traders who just may have determined how much is enough for
themselves (thus affecting price changes or market movement you never dreamed
possible) – or you will be at the mercy of other traders such as yourself, who have
no idea how much is enough and subsequently don’t follow their rules and
overtrade and just try to manipulate the market to fulfill their financial dreams.
This only sets up and continues a cycle of boom and bust. That is why there are so
few truly successful traders – whether decades ago, or today. It is still the same –
without the proper SOTA – Skills of Thought Application – you will not achieve
your trading goals.”
Now, what are usually thought of as three simple decisions of enter, hold, or
liquidate a trade end up becoming a perpetual process of deciding how much is
enough from both a profit and a loss perspective. So you will have to ask yourself
before you even begin trading – if you are in a profitable trade, is there ever
enough – for you? Greed stems from a belief that there is never enough or there
won't be enough. In an unlimited environment that is in perpetual motion, it would
be a natural assumption that isn't there always the possibility of getting more?
The appetite of true greed however can never be satisfied; it will always leave the
greedy ones with a feeling of lack regardless of how much they have acquired.
Therefore it is important for you to determine just how much is enough for you,
for both your risk and reward.
The "how much is enough" question can be answered in an infinite number of
ways relative to:
your beliefs on the value of money,
what you need it for,
how important it is,
can you really risk it,
how secure do you feel, and
what is enough today may not be enough tomorrow because of other
factors in your life.
These are all relative questions that have no definitive answers for you here and
change with the changing environmental conditions – primarily due to your own
unique beliefs. Meaning Paula and I can make generalizations, but what positive
effect would that have for you as traders? Very little. These are the types of beliefs
and psychological factors that as a trader you will have to address – if you want to
be successful.

“For instance, years ago Mark and I created an audio program for traders on
how to meditate, clear your mind, and instill a more prosperous set of thought
processes. As we (meaning Mark and I) listened to the almost-finished product,
we realized that the trading challenges addressed in the program were too general
to be very effective. Yes, a lot of traders have the same issues – getting out too
soon, getting in too early, not following their rules, revenge trading, lack of
confidence, and so forth – but as trading coaches we also understand that the
underlying reasons behind those limiting actions are unique to each trader. And
therefore, we came to the conclusion that making a product available to the trading
community that was full of generalizations was not appropriate – and so the
product was shelved. I did create a self-guided audio meditation in 2008
(Meditation for Traders CD only) – you can purchase the complete CD &
Workbook on my website – but this product is to be used as a visualization
technique intended to assist the listener in learning how to expand their
consciousness to begin believing in Universal Abundance – in other words, to
understand and believe, that there is more than enough to go around in the trading
arena, and always opportunity in the markets to fulfill your financial goals.
And, having to confront these personal issues that haven’t been reconciled or
addressed, or possibly even considered, while in a trade or set of trades, will only
contaminate your observations of market movement because any ingrained beliefs
you have about money, especially those that are less-than-positive, have nothing to
do with actual market direction and the potential or lack of potential of any
particular market move. This is why successful traders have always stated
emphatically, "…only trade with money you can afford to lose…" meaning money
that has little or no value in your life. Or in other words, only trade with disposable
income – not any income you use to pay your living expenses, or any money you
may have saved or accumulated for your retirement. Why? Because if you trade
with money that is:
not taken from your paycheck,
not slated for living expenses of any kind at any time in your life – and
therefore
if your daily needs are still being met,
…then you should be able to trade more efficiently and objectively with the
money in your trading account, because the money is not going to affect the way
you currently live. In other words, the less meaning the money you trade with has
in your mind and for use in your daily life, then the less meaning money itself has

in your thought processes, and then the less potential there is for your personal
"how much is enough" issues to contaminate your perception of market movement
if you have not come to terms with that process.
Let me give you an example of this:
I had a trader contact me after hearing me speak at the Simpler Trading
private trading event I spoke at recently – he was looking for some personal
coaching. He was rather new to trading, and enjoying being a trader. However, he
was beginning to incur some losses and wanted to nip that in the bud before it got
out of hand. He was getting ready to retire from his management position with a
non-profit organization; and as he was just in his mid-50s, he wanted to still work
at something to bring in income first, because he felt he was too young to retire
(although he could have financially), and second, because he wanted to continue to
earn money, but still earn in a way that he no longer had to “go” to an office, or
answer to anyone. And trading fit that bill for his purposes.
As our talks progressed over several sessions, one of the things we discussed
was taking profit. He said whatever profit he made, he kept in his trading account
so that he could trader “larger numbers.” I asked him why he wouldn’t take at
least a percentage of his profits out of his trading account and put the profit in
some other venue, such as a CD, or savings account, and that was when he told me
that the capital that he was trading with – was both his and his wife’s retirement
fund. Meaning, he had funded his trading account with their entire retirement
account which was close to $300,000.00. He then went on to say, “…well you
know, you have to trade big, to make big profit…”
Rather surprised, I asked him how much profit he had made since funding
his trading account with such a large amount – and he admitted that he had made
some profit to the tune of $30,000.00, however he not been able to “keep” that
profit, and he had lost over $125,000.00 more trading. So in essence he was down
$155,000.00, which had brought his trading account down to almost half of what
he had funded it with. He was very hesitant to let his wife know how much he had
lost of course, and that was the main reason he called me for coaching.
This is another classic example of a trader who has not determined how
much is enough for himself with regard to his trading. After further discussion, he
admitted that he felt that the $300,000.00 he and his wife had accumulated for
retirement – was not enough to sustain them for retirement, and that is why he
began trading. He felt their retirement was not enough to travel, remodel several
rooms in their home, and provide for their daughter – whom he and his wife were
still financially supporting even though she was in her early 30s. So he had a lot

of financial obligations that he wanted to keep funding, and thought that by trading
big, he would very quickly double his money (the $300,000.00 retirement fund he
put in his trading account), and then he could actually officially and fully retire
knowing his family’s financial needs were being met.
During our sessions I asked him what he really wanted to do. He admitted
he did not want to financially support his grown daughter any longer, but did not
know how to get out of doing so because she had gotten accustomed to his
financial support which included rent and car payments. After some discussion
together, he decided that he would tell his wife and daughter that he had lost onehalf of the retirement fund, and that the financial support would have to cease. I
then suggested that he decide what he really wanted to do – keep his management
job for another 7-10 years which would easily refund, and increase, his retirement
account, or keep trading.
He eventually decided to keep his management position. Why? Because he
did not want to do the mental work needed to find out how much was enough with
his trading. Why? Because in the markets, he could “see” the opportunity for
more wealth than he had ever dreamed of, but did not know how difficult the
psychological factors were surrounding the creation of that type of prosperity –
and he did not have the energy or the impetus to work through that challenge, as
well as any other psychological factors that may come up with trading. And
although the management position was boring – it was a sure thing – but more
importantly, a sure thing that he did not have to think about or change to be able to
accomplish. Keep in mind, there is no shame in choosing not to step into this
process. Further, this client had indeed embraced my program of SOTA –
meaning he chose to step into the Skills of Thought Application – but within his
current profession.”
Just like the example above, to make the decision “not” to trade – is just as
positive as making the decision to step into the process of knowing who you need
to become to create sustained profits as a trader. Thus, by not knowing what your
own definition of how much is enough is, the market can always tempt you into
thinking there just may be a bit more to be had in a winning trade, and your
perception of the markets will always give you something to hang on to in order to
justify your hope that it will come back and make you whole, if you are in a losing
trade. Succumbing to either one of these temptations subjects you to the possibility
of some very negative and painful financial and emotional consequences. You can
eliminate that from happening by taking a mental inventory of just what you do
believe about money and finding out just how much is enough – for you. Not how

much is enough for another trader, or any chat-room presenter, or systems
provider, or from any anonymous commenters in any trading website forums, or
any market analysts in the media, that you may be subscribing to.
You can start taking a mental inventory of what you believe about money with the
following exercise which is used in Paula’s workshops, coaching, and chat-room:

Take some money out of your wallet and place it in front of you. Touch it and
feel it. What is the first thought that comes to your mind?

That you don’t have enough?
You wish you had more?

Or that:
There are unlimited possibilities ~ in the markets ~ to make money?
To make more money?
To take more out of the markets?
Each and every trading moment?

Or, are you afraid your equity curve, your trading results, will never look like
this chart?

“ The point is:
The money you took out of your wallet is a clear indication of how you feel
about:
Yourself as a trader
Yourself as a successful person
Your beliefs about money and success
In other words, think about the denomination you took out of your wallet.
What dollar amount was it? A 5-dollar bill? A 20-dollar bill? A 1-dollar bill? Or
you might have even taken out some change. The denomination you took out of
your wallet speaks volumes about how you feel about money, how you feel about
your earning potential – currently (if you are working at another career) – as well
as your potential as a trader. In all the years of doing workshops and coaching

traders, I can share with you readers here, that not one trader ever took out more
than a $20-dollar bill when given this exercise. Most of them could not explain
“why” they only took out that amount – again, meaning, they had no idea what
they thought about money and their earning potential as traders – but they did
know that they believed they did not have enough money, nor did they believe
they would be able to make it as a trader, even though they may not have hit a
brick wall yet in terms of loss where they would have to explore their beliefs about
money and success. It was almost as if they were afraid to take out any larger
amount for fear it would disappear in front of them – more than likely due to a
string of losing trades where their trading account ‘disappeared’ in front of their
eyes.
Now, on the other hand, Mark and I know quite a lot of traders – many of
whom we have socialized with over the years. Any time we go out to dinner
together at their invitation (meaning they are paying for the meal instead of us that
time), not one of these traders ever has any less than say $500.00 to several
thousand dollars in their wallets at any given moment. Why?
Because they believe in themselves, they believe in themselves as traders,
and they believe in their ability to make more in the markets, the next trading day.
So it doesn’t matter to them if they spend a couple hundred on a meal – or a
couple thousand. They know what they believe about their ability to make money
in the markets, they have a foundation of self-trust in their earning potential – and
therefore enjoy the fruits of their trading labors. So you are going to have to ask
yourself – “…what do I believe about money…?”
Let’s think about this.
Most of us have a belief or set of beliefs that we are only worth getting paid,
or paying ourselves, a certain amount for a certain degree of effort expended on
our part. This belief or set of beliefs ~ is instilled over the years from others,
others outside of our mental environment. Someone else, meaning someone in
management or in some position of authority with regard to salaries, decided long
before we came along that you ~ and I use that term collectively, not personally ~
would be worth x-amount in salary or commission or benefits.
None of us are born with a belief that we’ll only ever make x-amount of
dollars in our lifetime, are we? I don’t recall thinking when I was younger, that I
was only going to make a certain amount of money at my career or in my life ~ do
you remember thinking that when you were younger, say in 10th grade? Do you
remember thinking that you would “only” make a certain amount of salary? Like
most young people starting out when we finally choose our first job or first several

jobs, most of us think we will have more, make more than our parents did, and
believe that we can accomplish that, if not possibly even more, than what we
dream of.
Now, do you also recall someone else, such as a school guidance counselor,
or an older sibling, or a parent, telling you that a particular career choice, or
changing careers more than once, or lack of career thereof ~ remember this is
based upon someone else’s criteria ~ would produce “only” this or that amount of
money or only this degree of success for you?
Of course, I’m not talking about how certain fields of endeavor and work are
structured, because just about every line of work you may enter into has an
organizational setup and financial (salary) structure already built in. Unless you
are a doctor in a specialized field, an artist with a unique and sale-able talent, an
opera singer, a professional athlete and such, there are usually generally accepted
time-frames for eventual promotions and subsequent commensurate salaries.
What I’m talking about here is what we believe about ourselves and what we are
worth.
What are some of the things you were told, or taught, about how much you
could earn in your life? What did your parents, or teachers, or friends and siblings
tell you during your formative years that may have, as you look back now, had a
less-than-positive effect on your career or goal achievements? And when I say
formative years, I’m not necessarily talking about when you were young.
I’m talking about right here, right now. Right now you are still formulating
what you think you are worth ~ based on other people’s perceptions of you, as
well as what you believe you are worth ~ created from sources outside of you,
which are more than likely outdated and limiting – and certainly have nothing to
do with taking profit out of the markets. Let me give you an example from one of
my books “Success without Fear™:”
“ After college, I got hired at my first full-time job. This position was
as Administrative Assistant to the Vice President of Operations at the
MidAmerica Commodity Exchange, the first futures exchange that offered minicontracts to small investors. This was a fascinating job, as I learned the futures
markets from the inside out. I loved my job for several years; after a certain point
I realized there would be no more upward mobility and so I left that job in search of a
better position.

Over the next 18 months or so, I moved from one job to
another, working with a “temp” employment agency. What working at temporary
positions allowed me to do was find out just what industries I did not want to work
in. Most of the temporary jobs were very long in length ~ one of them lasted
almost a year. In these temporary positions, all administrative/secretarial in type,
I found that I was definitely not interested in the American Dental Association
(although they had great benefits.) I also realized that I was not interested in the
marketing, advertising, or insurance industries either. What I did find out was
that my passion was in finance and investments, as well as working with people, and
so that is the type of full-time career position that I focused on finding.
However, during the time I was working with the temp agency I had several family
members who kept criticizing me for not “staying the course” and “sticking it out” at
one job. It didn’t matter if I didn’t like the job, or the management, or the
location, or the office politics, I was still criticized heavily during this time for being
“a flake” and for ruining my chances for any type of good career by “switching jobs
so frequently.” To me, working at these temporary positions while I figured out what
I wanted to do made sense ~ but to those family members, they regularly told me
I was a “loser” and also kept telling me they would not help me out financially if I
found myself in trouble, since I kept changing jobs. These conversations usually
ended with me very upset and hanging up the telephone.
After doing this temporary work, an absolutely fabulous job fell in my lap.
The President of the temp firm asked me to chat with him one day as I was
picking up my paycheck. As we sat down in his office, he asked how things were
going, I said just great. He asked me which of the positions that his firm had sent
me to work at that I liked. I said they were all pretty nice, and named the one
company I liked working at the best so far. He asked if I would like to work at that
company because they wanted to hire me full time. I was flattered, but said no
thank you, it wasn’t for me. He then asked me, what “is” for you and how much do
you want to make in your lifetime? I told him I had started my career in the
commodities industry, and wanted to continue that – and become a millionaire. He
said great – you are exactly the type of go-getter I am looking for, and he hired me
on the spot. My first assignment working for him was to begin researching trading
systems for him to use in his own trading. I did this research while I worked for

him as a phone clerk for Shatkin Commodities on the floor of the CME and learning
how to trade the Big Boards myself.”
The point here is – what do you think you are worth? What is it you want to
accomplish? How much do you want to make? Again, how much is enough?
Right now, in this “now” moment ~ right off the top of your head ~ no secondguessing. Not what someone else has told you were worth. If you could reach for
the stars and write across the heavens what you are worth ~ what dollar figure
would you put on those stars? What dollar amount would you shout out to
anyone, anywhere, that you are worth? Write that number down right now. In
pen. Start finding out just what it is you believe about how much is enough – and
you do that by finding out who you are and what you believe about money and
what you believe you personally can earn as a trader.
Taking this a step further, as a trader, you have to understand why a new
thinking methodology is critical to you becoming a success. How do you think the
wealthiest people in the world got to where they are – (trust funds or inheritances
notwithstanding of course.) I am talking about the self-made CEOs such as Bill
Gates and Steven Jobs. Bill Gates and Steven Jobs dropped out of college, and
began their empires in one of their garages. Literally. So what makes wealthy
people so successful? They believe in the K.E.Y process – “Keep Expanding
Yourself” thinking methodology.

People who are wealthy, truly wealthy ~ as well as those in
management and are in a higher position than most people in any field of endeavor
in the workplace ~ think differently than the rest. This is a fact ~ throughout
history. Let’s think about this.
Because ~ if wealthy people (whether self-made or inherited), thought about
success, money, prosperity, and accumulation just like the average person ~ how
else would they or could they become (and stay) so wealthy and successful ~
including those with an inheritance?
They think differently than most people.
Truly wealthy people, (and this includes truly successful traders), feel they
are, and, let’s be honest here ~ in reality are, a different type of person by the mere
fact that they think differently, i.e., prosperously and with a foundation of self-trust

and confidence in their abilities to create more profit. Thus, those in management
or in CEO-type positions may treat those working for them with just enough subtle
differences to keep a discreet distance, a discreet distance critical to a good
management strategy to keep the organization they work for running smoothly and
profitably ~ however, with a very subtle reminder through some small action,
whether verbal or physical, to everyone else that they are different from them.
Now on the other side of this coin we have the average worker. For
instance, I cannot tell you how many women I have coached over the years that
were frustrated at not getting promotions or raises that they felt they deserved.
This was due in large part to one discriminating factor on their part – they
considered their bosses…their friends. And acted that way around them. A good
example of this – most Monday mornings, a large number of management or
executives may come into the office and ask their staff how their weekends were.
Many women take this that their boss cares about them, and share with them
details about their lives that they should not be sharing with anyone in
management or with anyone they work with no matter what industry – especially
if what they are sharing is personal in nature, such as an argument with family
members, or partying, or their current diet failures, and so forth.
Management and executives are merely being polite – and truly not
interested in personal details about the life of their staff. But many staff, again
mostly women, misinterpret this social nicety as a ‘closeness’ between them and
their boss, and overstep the boundaries of office procedure – but most importantly,
don’t understand what it takes to get ahead because they do not think like
management does, and are more focused on being “friends” than co-workers or
peers. This leads to them not getting promoted because those in management
know they are not the type of staff they want to move up the corporate ladder in
their organization. When you take this type of mentality of not having gotten
promoted – when you don’t know it is because of the way “you” think – there
would be no way to get that “promotion” in the markets (make profits) because
you have no idea how to do so. This applies not only to women but to men – if
you believe anyone in management is your friend and then get passed over for
promotions or raises – then you have to start assessing what you believe about
success and what money means to you – if you ever want to become a successful
trader. No one in management above you is your friend at work. They may be very
nice – but they are still your boss. And they are in that position to make sure the
company makes money – not to be friends with you. It doesn’t work any other
way. Here is a quote from T. Boone Pickens to illustrate this point:

“Corporations were never set up to meet all the needs of their employees or
management ~ they were set up to make money. That is their primary objective
and it should also be the objective of management.”
(Back in 1956, Mr. Pickens, while living out of his station wagon with a wife, two children and a third child
on the way ~ began prospecting for oil with two partners in Texas ~ with only $2,500.00 in his pocket.
Believing in himself, and more than likely having his own personal criteria about creating prosperity and
following that criteria ~ he eventually founded Mesa Petroleum, one of the largest independently owned gas
and oil companies in the U.S., at least in the 1980s. Today, he can regularly be seen on MSNBC giving
analysis of the oil and fossil fuels markets.)

If we take this a step further ~ maybe not even at a conscious level, but at
some level in our own awareness, we may know and feel that we are not equal to
these successful people or may know we are not completely respected in the minds
of the truly wealthy ~ along with any other limiting ideas and beliefs about who
we are with regard to our own personal sense of prosperity – which may also be
based upon possibly years of not getting what we feel is our due, promotions
and/or raises, for our work efforts. And, in essence this subtle difference or
number of differences ends up contaminating our belief or set of beliefs, or lack
thereof, in ourselves to become wealthy and successful, in our chosen profession
now as traders. Again this brings us back to the fact that the truly wealthy – think
differently than the rest.
This is something that all traders entering the market today have to take into
account. Everyone entering the markets today has worked for, or is still working
for someone else or some other organization. And since they have experience
working “for” others, they also have the limiting beliefs about what they are
worth, and what they can earn. This leads to not knowing ‘how much is enough’
in terms of risk and reward. Meaning, if someone has never been able to express
themselves positively about their earning potential in any work experience, and
has never been able to act upon that expression with a positive and profitable
outcome – then how can they think they will be able to do that in the markets – in
a never-ending, constantly moving, unstructured financial environment? You
won’t be able to – and therefore knowing who you are with regard to how you feel
about money and your earning potential is a key element to becoming a success.”
The market environment is unstructured in such a way that, from a psychological
perspective, there is no beginning and there is no ending. This is completely the
opposite of what everyone entering the markets today is used to. With any other
type of job – there is a beginning and an ending – which is fixed and put in place
by someone else or some other organization. And, your profit (salary) is
determined by others based on what you produce for that person or organization,
that they have determined they want and expect from you. What I mean by this

statement (before you think that it's not true because the markets open and close at
specified times every day) is that from the perspective of the individual trader, the
game only begins when you decide to enter and ends only when you decide to exit
irrespective of market openings and closings.
You have the freedom to structure the game inside your mind in any
particular way you please.
You can get in whenever you want for whatever reasons are good
enough to justify your actions.
You can get out whenever you want.
In fact, unlike gambling or any other type of employment or career, the game of
trading only ends when you have decided that you've had enough and take the
appropriate action to end it. The psychological implications to the individual
confronting these conditions are staggering. Why?
Entering a trade will involve all your beliefs about opportunity in
relationship to risk, missing out, needing a sure thing, and not being wrong.
Exiting a trade will involve all your beliefs about loss, greed, failure,
and control.
Considering the unlimited potential for profit, entering the market will be much
easier for most traders than it will be getting out. This is because exiting the trade
will require that you confront your beliefs about money, earnings potential, your
definition of greed, your fear of loss, and what you deem to be failure – in
relationship to the constant temptation of the possibility for unlimited profits to
make all your financial worries disappear.
These individual psychological issues are completely independent of objective
market action. And even more significant, as I will explain in Part III, your beliefs
about loss, being wrong, failure, and control will operate independently of your
conscious intent. For example, think of the last time you perceived an opportunity
to profit – and the fear of being wrong, or losing, and so forth, immobilized you –
keeping you from putting on the trade.
To the extent that these issues exist as a component of your mental environment,
they will determine the effect they have on your ability to perceive true market
activity, the decisions you make, and your ability to act on what you decide.

However, one of the most significant and potentially damaging
factors related to this no-beginning and no-ending characteristic of the market
environment is that it allows you to be a passive loser! The best way to illustrate
this concept is to compare the markets with any form of gambling games. For
example, with blackjack, horse racing, or craps let’s say, the player has to make a
conscious choice to play and decide before the event – exactly how much he will
wager – meaning, just how much is enough. The event begins and ends according
to the rules of each game, and the risk of loss is limited to the size of the wager
that the player decided to put on the game.

Now, each new event is a fresh start, where the odds
of winning may be determined by mathematical probabilities, and where the rules
of the game automatically take the player out after each event. When the game
ends, the player knows exactly what the outcome is and then must make a
conscious decision to participate again. Therefore, the structure of the game forces
the player to be an active loser. To subject himself to the possibility of losing any
more money than he has already lost requires that he place a wager for another
specified amount. He has to actively participate to lose and do nothing to stop
losing. Obviously, if the player does nothing, he will not be subjecting his assets to
the possibility of loss.
And, if the player is losing consistently, he will need to confront his beliefs about
loss and failure to quit playing altogether. This could be difficult because he can
always rationalize that, based on the odds, he is bound to win eventually and that
he can always quit after the next game. But he does not need his own mental
structure to end any particular game because it is automatic based on the rules of
each gambling game – unlike the markets.

Meaning, this is very much different from the market environment where you can
be a passive loser. Once you put on a trade, you have to actively participate to end
your losses. You don't need to do anything to continue to lose, and the market
could go against your position indefinitely or until your trading platform provider
(brokerage firm) physically stops or blocks your electronic trading or on-line
trading account for a margin call. If for any reason you choose not to act or can't
act, you could lose everything you own and more and depending on the size of
your position and the volatility of the market, and this could happen very quickly.
The only way to keep this type of negative situation from happening is to confront
your personal issues about greed, loss, and failure. Keep in mind, whatever
specific issues or combination of these beliefs that come into play with each trade
– will depend on whether you are in a winning or losing position. So any limiting
thoughts you may have about making money in your personal mindset, will come
to the forefront of your thoughts for each and every trade. These thoughts will not
“go away” nor can you “control” them – they will always reappear to make you
hesitate, second-guess, get in too early or too late, and consistently have boomand-bust cycles.
Since all of us seem instinctively to avoid confronting any issue that could cause
pain, such as getting out of a winning trade too soon or having to admit we were

wrong to get out of a
losing trade, the easiest way out
of a situation like this is to convince ourselves (indulge ourselves in the illusion)
we are in a winning trade that will never end, or gather all the evidence possible to
suggest that we really aren't in a losing trade at all. Therefore, in either case we
will have no reason to confront the forces inside of us that keep us from
objectively perceiving what the market is truly telling us about the possibilities
and potential for profit in any given moment.
The markets make it extremely easy for you not to have to confront these very
tough psychological issues.
For example, if you focus your attention on price movement at the tick-by-tick
level, the market can graphically display billions of combinations of behavior
characteristics and price patterns to get from one point to the next. It is very easy
to use this type of information to support any belief, rationalization, justification,

distortion, or illusion you need to want to have about where the trade or the market
is going in the future. And many traders continue to do this type of “overresearching,” this information overload, to keep their illusions empowered, so they
do not have to confront true market information, which more than likely is
showing them they are in a losing trade and the market is moving in the opposite
direction they desire.
Most traders will attempt to simplify price movement by thinking the price can
only do three things - go up, go down, or stay basically the same. Some traders
may even carry this distorted logic to the point where they believe there is a 50/50
probability for success in any give trade. This of course couldn't be further from
the truth. For example, let's say that prices stayed within a 10-tick trading range
for an entire trading session – if you take into account each tick, how many price
patterns is it possible for the market to display going from the top to bottom of the
range and then back again? I'm not a statistician, but I'm sure it's at least millions.
To illustrate this a little further, if point A is the bottom of the range, prices could
have changed –
up one tick,
down two,
up one,
down three,
up two,
down one,
up one,
down two,
up three,
down one,
up two,
down one,
up one,
down one,
up two,
down one,
up three,
down one,
up two,
down one,
up three,
down one,

up one,
down one,
up two,
down one,
up three to point B,
10 ticks up from point A…..
This is obviously a much shortened version of the way prices usually move, but it
does represent one pattern out of millions of possible pattern combinations, and
each pattern you identify can repeat itself at some point in the future.
If you are a buyer at point A, what are the odds the price will stay above
your entry point?
What are the odds that the price will be above or significantly above your
entry point tomorrow, or the next day, without having gone below your entry
point first, by two ticks, five ticks, or ten ticks, before it goes back up again
above your entry point?
Once prices go below your entry point, what are the odds they never go
above your entry point?
What are the odds they never go below?
To answer these questions, you would have to know a great deal about the
consistency of the market and its potential to behave in certain ways. In any case,
relative to most traders' emotional disposition to deal with this kind of movement
and within the context that most people think of as 50/50 odds, it definitely doesn't
apply in the markets.
To illustrate another point, if you got short halfway between points A and B,
which ticks would you have the tendency to place greater weight on in terms of
market information? The down-ticks naturally. Why?
They confirm what you believe and the up-ticks don't.
Yet each in relationship to one another can tell you something about the
consistency of the market and its potential to move in any given direction. How
can you begin to assess that potential accurately, if you place a greater significance
specifically on the information that confirms what you want or believe? In effect,
you would be using the information to suit your hopes, dreams, wishes, and
desires – instead of perceiving market behavior in a manner to assess the market's
actual potential to do any of the foregoing.

Thus, what you have in the market environment is ~
A deadly combination of the market forcing you to confront difficult
personal issues to survive;
An event that produces information in a wide variety of forms that can
be used to support any illusion, distortion, or expectation; and therefore
Making it easy to avoid confronting these potentially painful issues.
Furthermore, the event continues on until you come to terms with whatever is
inside of you to end it. Unless your brokerage firm liquidates your position, you
are the only one who can make it stop.
Among many other factors, to become a consistently successful trader your
objective has to be to learn how to let the market tell you what it may do next and
how much is enough. This is extremely difficult when you consider there is
absolutely no relationship between what the market may do next and your personal
belief system on what it means to lose, what it means to be wrong, greed (fear
founded in a belief there will never be enough), and revenge.
I can anticipate a lot of readers saying to themselves "I can understand the loss,
being wrong, and greed issues, but where does revenge come into this?"
This can best be illustrated by going back to the gambling game example. In a
gambling game you can only lose what you decide to risk. You bet the money and
it's difficult not to accept the responsibility for any losses. As a trader, however,
you could easily lose far more than you intended to risk, based on your inability to
perceive market probabilities or your inability to execute a trade to get out of your
position, or a combination of both. That is why you have to have a quantitative
dollar amount, a fixed number for not only profit-taking but just as importantly,
your risk-ratio.

You may have been willing to take responsibility for what you
originally intended to risk on a trade (although most traders are not willing to take
this responsibility, which I will demonstrate further on); however, it might not be
so easy to take responsibility for losing more than what you intended to risk. This

is where the revenge factor comes into play – which is a by-product of what Paula
describes as the “wishing & hoping” TZL mindset – where you literally begin
wishing and hoping that the market will fulfill your wildest dreams of financial
success. And when it doesn’t fulfill your dreams, and if you don't take
responsibility for what you lost, then who or what can you blame? The markets,
of course! Certainly not yourself, right? The markets took your money – not your
own thoughts and actions, right? And so if you believe that the markets took from
you more than you originally intended to risk, then you will more than likely feel
compelled to get it back.
For example, is a 10-tick profit enough in the trade you are currently in if you lost
20 in the last trade? The market may be giving the objective observer a very clear
indication that where the price is now is all that is left in the move and the highest
probability for success is to take profits now. If you lost 20 ticks in the last trade
and you only intended to risk 5, and the market is now offering you 10, are you
going to take it? If you believe in "getting back," 10 won't be enough regardless of
what the market is doing or telling you. You will need at least 15 and preferably 20
to make you whole.

“Trading while in a state of anger is a surefire recipe for
disaster. Trading in anger takes two forms. First – anger against the market
which traditionally leads to revenge trading by trying to recoup your losses
because the market filed to meet your expectations! Markets are seldom wrong –
men often are.” Larry Pesavento – Trader, Author of “The Essentials of Trading – It’s Not What You
Think, It’s How You Think”

Your last trade obviously has nothing to do with the potential that exists in the
market at any given moment. When you feel compelled to get “it” meaning money
back, it puts you in an adversary and negatively-charged emotional (angry)
relationship with the market. The market becomes your opponent; it is you against
it, instead of being in harmony with it. The market can't take anything away from
you that you don't allow; if you lost money or lost more than you intended to risk,
you simply gave your money to other traders. Ultimately however, revenge creates
an adversary relationship with yourself. If you're the one who gives your own

money away to the market, you are also the one who gives yourself money (profit)
out of the market. If you are angry with yourself for letting the last trade get so out
of hand, whatever the market is offering you "now" in terms of an opportunity
won't ever be enough.
From a psychological perspective, you won't take the opportunity for a profit or
otherwise because you haven't accepted the last trade as being all right. In effect,
you will be denying yourself the current or next opportunity for profit – to punish
yourself for the past mistake or set of mistakes. In reality you can't get back at the
market, and a belief in revenge only allows you to – get back at yourself.
There is a direct correlation between your ability to let the market tell you what it
is likely to do next, and the degree to which you have released yourself from the
negative effects of any beliefs about losing, being wrong, and revenge on or
against the markets. Not being aware of this relationship, most traders will
continue to observe the market from a contaminated perspective until they either
make the association through trial and error, or become aware of this relationship
through our book here. If you are in a losing trade, you won't want it to exist
because it represents failure, so you can just act as if it doesn't, by convincing
yourself that you are in a winning trade that hasn't gone in your favor yet. In any
case, by the time those who figure it out do so, they have usually subjected
themselves to so much psychological trauma that it adds a much more difficult
dimension to the process of becoming successful – even through structured
coaching sessions with Paula. Why? Because they end up being so ‘gun-shy’ by
avoiding the very process that will make them successful, that all the
psychological damage they have done to themselves with many losing trades, has
to be un-done and de-energized, before the trader can move forward from a mental
environment of harmony and self-trust. But it can be done, and Paula is very
adept at unwinding these negative energies.

Again, getting back to what Paula wrote above about the differences
between successful people and everyone else - this is the principal reason why
truly wealthy people (whether traders or in other businesses) feel they are, and,
let’s be honest here ~ in reality are, a different type of person by the mere fact that
they think differently, i.e., prosperously ~ and thus, may treat those working for
them with just enough subtle differences to keep a discreet distance, a discreet

distance critical to a good management strategy ~ however, still, a subtle reminder
to everyone else that they are different from them.
If we take this a step further ~ that, maybe not even at a conscious level, but at
some level in our own awareness, we may know and feel that we are not equal to
these wealthy successful people or personally feel completely respected in the
minds of the truly wealthy ~ but, due to our own ideas and beliefs about who we
are with regard to our own personal sense of prosperity. And, in essence this
subtle difference or number of differences ends up undermining our belief or set of
beliefs, or lack thereof, in ourselves to become wealthy and successful in our own
right as traders.
EXERCISES
Get a spiral notebook and write down the answers to the questions at the end of
each chapter in your own handwriting. You will find the more you write in
longhand, the more you know yourself – and where you may need to update any
thought processes or skill levels.

1. What is your definition of how any price in any publicly-traded market
established? Meaning, how is the opening price (or range), and closing
price (or range) determined?
2. What type of account(s) do you think are appropriate to trade from? IRAs,
savings, money-market, etc. List your reasons why.
3. Do you think you “think like a professional trader?” If so, list how. If not,
list why not.
4. Describe how you have been an “active” participant in any other venture –
other than trading – where your money was on the line each and every
moment of the day. Be specific.

The more specific you are with your answers, again, without thinking, right off the
top of your head – the more you will know your personal truth and be able to deenergize any limiting beliefs that are holding you back from achieving your
highest trading goals.
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nlike structured social activities that have defined beginnings and endings
and rigid rules to guide your behavior, the market environment is more like a
river constantly flowing, with no beginning or ending, with almost no structure.
Once you jump in the river, it can change directions at any moment. It may have
been flowing north when you jumped in; however, without any notice, it can start
flowing south. The market is unstructured to the point where you make up all your
own rules to play by, with a great deal of latitude to do so.
For instance:
you will have to decide if and when you're going to jump in
and with how much force;
if you are already in, you have the option of increasing the force you
apply at any time, or
of decreasing it;
there are no rules preventing you from jumping out at any moment to
change your intended direction to flow with the market, or
you can jump out and stay out; and

the market just keeps on flowing.
In an unstructured and unlimited environment, it is essential that you establish
rules to guide your behavior. You will need to create definition and give yourself
direction. Otherwise, you will feel over-whelmed with too many possibilities.
Without these rules one of the most likely possibilities is that you will create
devastating losses for yourself. The big psychological problem here is, if you
make up and have to play by, your own rules you also have to take total and
complete responsibility for your actions – as well as the outcome of your actions.
The degree to which you do assume responsibility is the same degree to which you
can't shift it to the market and be its victim.
The typical trader will do most anything to avoid creating definition and rules
because he does not want to take responsibility for the results of his trading. If he
knows exactly what he is going to do and under what conditions, then he would
have something by which to measure his performance, thus making himself
accountable to himself. This is exactly what most traders don't want to do,
preferring instead to keep their relationship with the market somewhat mysterious.
This creates a real psychological paradox for traders, because the only way to
learn how to trade effectively is to make oneself accountable by creating structure;
but, with accountability comes responsibility. The typical trader desperately wants
to make money, but he has to do it in a way where there is no direct connection
between what he does and the outcome that it produces, thereby avoiding
responsibility if things don't turn out satisfactorily.
To develop a plan, you have to anticipate events to some extent relative to the
depth of your plan. When you plan your trades in advance, you are putting your
vision of the future and creative abilities on the line, so to speak, and making
yourself accountable to yourself. Your plan either works or it doesn't; you either
have the ability to execute your plan or you don't. In any case, it is your plan and is
up to you and your ability to follow it and, therefore, it is difficult to shift
responsibility and lay the blame somewhere else if things don't work out.
Now, when a trader doesn't understand market behavior well enough to know what
he is going to do and under what market conditions he is going to do it – but if at
the same time,
he is very attracted to the action, and
the opportunities he knows exist, and
if he is also impatient with the learning process,

his impatience and attraction will make him feel compelled to do
something, even if he doesn't know what he should do.
How do you think the typical trader will resolve this dilemma? He will play follow
the leader, rationalizing that everybody else is doing something and, furthermore,
all these people waving their hands and screaming (in the trading pits seen on
CNBC or MSNBC), or if he is watching the volume increase exponentially on his
computer screen he will think all the other traders in the market can't be as afraid
and unknowing as himself, so they must know what they are doing or at least they
know more than him. If he does what they do, or better yet, identifies the most
successful trader and does what that trader does, then he too can make money.
This type of rationale creates a herd mentality (which was extremely prevalent on
the floor of the exchanges, and still is today only now through electronic trading,
especially in trading chat rooms with traders moderating what trades to put on),
where most everyone is looking for direction, assuming everyone else must know
something they don't, otherwise why would they be doing anything. In a group,
this collective mentality is very volatile, where one key trader or moderator online or on cable television, can start an endless series of chain reactions where
everyone mirrors everyone else, all assuming that the other guy must have some
rational reason for doing what he is doing.
In fact, I wouldn't even describe what goes on down on the trading floor or in the
chat rooms nowadays as follow-the-leader. It is actually better described as
"follow the follower," because most traders don't know what the leader is doing or
who the leader may be at any given moment! Therefore, the group's behavior is
like these endless waves of back and forth movement, where the traders closest to
the leaders (the leaders being those who know exactly what they want to do and
why they want to do it) will have the first opportunity to get on the bandwagon at
the best price, and those next closest have diminished opportunities and so on
down the line until you get to the least skilled trader, who doesn't have much of a
chance at all. When there is no leadership in the market, the prices usually drift
back and forth in a small range until someone who knows what he is doing comes
into the market. And again, this is fact – all trades are based on the beliefs and
actions of live traders, not through an electronic computer ‘game.’
If the prices have made any significant move during or at the end of the trading
day, all the crowd followers get together to find any reason or rationale that might
explain their (the market's) behavior and put it into some understandable context.
Basically, what they come up with is a consensus reason for the market's behavior

that day. However, the leaders (those traders who take responsibility for their
trades and know exactly why they did what they did) do not feel compelled to talk
to anyone and categorically don't. The typical crowd follower feels compelled to
find reasons outside of himself about market behavior because these reasons don't
exist inside of himself and he doesn't want to think he is irrational and acting in a
random manner.
For the crowd follower, trading this way serves many functions. It keeps his
relationship with the market mysterious to himself. If he makes money, he must
have done something right. If he loses money, he can blame the market, which is
obviously very acceptable behavior among traders, since so many of them do it!
The rational or logical explanation for the individual's part in the collective
behavior will be decided on later (after the fact) by the consensus opinion of the
group. This way the trader can maintain an illusion of being rational and
responsible, because he has convinced himself that whatever happened to him also
happened to a lot of other traders, so at least he knows he is not alone, which then
creates a sense of comradeship among competitors.
Outside of the world of trading, a lot of people think that traders are rugged
individualists, associating them with the characteristics of the entrepreneurial
types, like being decisive and persevering. Of course, there is also that group of
people outside the world of trading that think that traders are not very nice people
(remember the earlier examples from Paula of her client with his fiancé, and the
example of the client with his wife – both of whom thought little of their profession
as traders) – mostly those people who have a very negative perception of
gambling, which they think that is all trading is. With that in mind however, most
outside people would be shocked to learn that except for a small minority of
successful traders, the rest fall into a group that, at any given moment, have no
idea about what they are going to do next or know why they are even doing what
they are doing. If you asked that group to tell you specifically how they make
money or lose money, they couldn't tell you. In addition, as a group, traders
(except for the leaders) are indecisive and impatient, and sometimes superstitious,
to an extreme. It isn't too difficult to determine why, if you consider that under
normal conditions, the frame of mind of the average trader is one notch away from
unrestrained terror; terror of being wrong, and losing everything they own. Of
course, getting organized and creating structure is one obvious and simple solution
to the many psychological problems the typical trader heaps on himself. But that
would also force him to cross that psychological boundary line into the realm of
accountability and responsibility. And why wouldn’t the typical trader want to do
that? More on this from Paula:

“ If you take into account that the typical person entering into trading is
coming from another career, this would make sense. The average trader today
usually has years of experience in another field (it doesn’t matter how many), or
quite possibly has been a homemaker – which many people today including
myself consider a field of work – and therefore may have a history of frustration,
or a belief or set of beliefs in not being rewarded as much as they expected to be
for the efforts they have expended in their job. And in those jobs – jobs they may
still be performing while learning how to trade or while trading part-time – they
more than likely had to be accountable and take responsibility for their actions at
work. They may also have had to take responsibility or be accountable for other
workers, even when it may not have been part of their job or a task given to them.
This is life.
And so, if you have all these people, feeling frustrated at not having
succeeded financially due to other people’s ideas of what they must be, or should
be, accountable and responsible for entering the markets – then it would be only
natural that once they enter into the field of trading, and see the unlimited
possibilities to realize their financial dreams, that they would feel they did not
have to be accountable or take responsibility for their actions any more. Why?
Because they do know that the markets are made up of millions of traders across
the planet – and that the markets are in constant motion – in other words, an
endless sea of possibilities – and therefore, since there are so many possibilities in
the markets at any given moment, if they do not manage to take advantage of one
possibility, it was probably someone else’s fault, or the fault of the markets.
This is what they have been programmed to believe, coming from other job
markets. Meaning, I am sure any one of you reading this can remember a time or
several times when you had to take the heat for someone else at work, right? It
didn’t matter what you might have said or done, you had to take the fall for
another employee. And when that happens you create a file-folder shall we say, of
beliefs that nothing you do will matter because someone else will always negate
what you have tried to accomplish. And so, you can convince yourself that you do
not have to take responsibility for your actions in the markets – because it won’t
matter anyway – because you have a belief that you will lose – a belief that when
you lose, the fault lies outside of you, elsewhere.”
Besides the outright refusal to plan trades, most traders go to great lengths to put
as much psychological distance as possible between what they do and the outcome
of their actions. I know many traders who can do extremely good market analysis
on their own but still seek opinions of other traders on what to do and then take

those trades instead of their own, simply because they don't want to take
responsibility if the trade doesn't work out. And, more often than not, sticking with
their own analysis would have produced far better results.
There are many floor traders who trade hundreds of contracts a day, and although
they have to record each trade on a trading card, they will not keep an accurate
account of their net trading position, claiming they get too busy or that they added
wrong. At the end of the day, they count their cards with intense anxiety, hoping or
praying to whatever unseen forces that they are flat (not carrying a net long or
short position).
Obviously, if they were that concerned, the simple solution to their problem would
be to trade only at a volume level where they can always keep track of where they
are at and if they lose track to stop trading until they get a correct count. But they
wouldn't want to do that because, if they kept track of their position, then they
would have to take the responsibility for what they end up with! What if they
inadvertently end up with a net long position at the end of the day and the market
opens several ticks higher the next morning? The unseen market forces have thus
blessed these traders with a winning position, or conversely if the market opens
lower, they can always find someone or something to blame for their bad fortune.
Maybe their lucky tie was sent to the dry cleaners by mistake or they hit three red
lights in a row on the way to the exchange. Any reason or excuse to shift
responsibility will do. These reasons can range from the most eloquent academic
jargon to the most superstitious beliefs, but in essence, they all focus blame
outside of oneself for unsatisfactory results. Again, this falls into alignment with
what Paula wrote above in terms of belief systems.
In an unlimited environment, the less structure you create for yourself, the less
accountable you are, the more easily you will be swept along by the force of
events, and the less control you seem to have over your life. However, having less
structure has the benefit of shifting the responsibility for the events in your life to
other unidentified forces. This is precisely why so many traders have such a strong
belief in superstitions. If a person refuses to make any connection between his
thoughts, intents, skills, and results, then it is very easy to associate one's success
or failure to something like the tie one had on that day, or spilling your coffee, or
not having breakfast, or leaving the house without aftershave/perfume on, etc. –
and then finding oneself in a losing trade and associating one of those ideas with
the loss.
I have a personal story to illustrate a typical superstitious belief that traders have:

One morning I went into the men's bathroom at the Chicago Mercantile
Exchange, and as I approached the only urinal not in use, a floor trader using the
urinal next to the one I was about to use turned his head, looked at me, and said in
a very cautious tone, "Don't use that one, you can wait for mine, I'll be done in a
second." I gave him a puzzled look, and he then pointed to a penny that was at the
bottom of the urinal. I gave him another puzzled look because I didn't have the
slightest idea about what he was trying to communicate to me. As I proceeded to
use the urinal with the penny in it, he turned with a nervous expression on his face
and strode away from me as quickly as he could.
Later on that day, I told one of my floor trader clients about this experience and
asked if he knew what was going on. He said certainly! That was very common
knowledge that money at the bottom of a urinal is a bad omen and certainly
something to be avoided. After I thought about it for a moment, I wondered what
would happen if I went through the entire exchange and put pennies in all the
urinals.
This story illustrates how the typical trader is caught in a psychological trap of
refusing to plan and create structure for his trading activity, so that he can avoid
taking responsibility for his results. And by doing so, he is subjecting himself to
being tossed around by the whims of the crowd, at the mercy of his own
unrestrained impulses, finding himself in winning and losing positions, not
knowing why or what to do next. This trap is extremely negative because it creates
a potentially damaging psychological condition I call random winning and random
losing – which leads to the “wishing & hoping TZL mindset” coined by Paula. In
other words:
If you can't define your own behavior and that of the markets, you can't learn how
to repeat your wins or prevent your losses.
When you win it is so pleasurable, it creates a need to repeat it and compels you to
try again. When you follow the crowd (instead of anticipating the crowd, which
would take planning) or trade off news items, tips, or isolated signals from
technical systems, or chat room moderators, or commentators on cable television,
the anticipation of the next attempt to win automatically produces fear and anxiety.
Why? Because, you can't define the market conditions or the decision-making
process that produced the last win, and so you can't assure yourself of the next.
If you don't know what you did to win the last time, you obviously don't know
what to do to keep from losing this time. The end result is intense anxiety,
frustration, confusion, and fear. You feel out of control, experiencing a sense of

powerlessness as you are swept along by the ensuing events and wondering what
is the market going to do to you today.
Consider that the markets can't do anything to any trader who completely trusts
himself to act appropriately, in his best interests, under all market conditions! And
before people can trust themselves in this manner, they would first have to define
all those conditions and be able to recognize them.
Understandably, taking responsibility is something that is extremely difficult to do.
We don't live in a society that has a highly evolved concept of the growth process,
and as a result, we learn to become very intolerant of "mistakes." I say this
because we are basically taught as children and, therefore, in turn teach our
children through our own forms of ridicule of them that mistakes are something
that diminish one as a person. Ridicule does not enhance a child's willingness to
accept responsibility, and when he doesn't take responsibility for any actions
deemed inappropriate by someone else usually a parent, the typical parent will
then add to the negativity by criticizing the child for being irresponsible.
Taking responsibility is a function of self-acceptance, and a lack of fear. You can
measure this degree of self-acceptance by how positively or negatively you think
of yourself when you make what you perceive as a mistake. The more negatively
you think of yourself, the more afraid you are of being wrong and making another
mistake – the greater your tendency to avoid taking responsibility, so you can
avoid the pain of your harsh thoughts, thus generating a fear of making mistakes.
However, the greater the degree of self-acceptance you have for yourself, the more
positive your thoughts will be and the greater the degree of insight you will be
able to extract from an experience, instead of generating more fear. The more selfaccepting you are, the easier it is to learn because you are not trying to avoid
certain information. Let’s explore the dynamics of recognizing fear with this
excerpt from Paula’s book Success Without Fear™:
“ If we take a look in Roget’s Thesaurus, as those of you who are familiar
with my work know I like to do, we can find the following definitions for the word
fear:
‘...anxiety, apprehension, foreboding, distress, agitation, worry, fright, afraid,
phobia, trepidation...’
To take this a step further, what does fear bring to us in terms of how we
feel?
When we have fear in our life for whatever reasons we can
experience some or even all of the following:
→ We can suffer – emotionally, financially, physically

→ Be afflicted – emotionally, financially, physically
→ Injure ourselves mentally or even physically
→ We can feel anguish
→ We can have a miserable state of mind
I think you get the idea, and I am sure that some of you reading this have felt
similar things in your own lives when you have felt fear. But what I want to
explain here is a root cause, or a core definition of what it means to have fear. And
for me, this is the definition I have come up with that has worked for me, as well
as my coaching clients, to not only begin to acknowledge that we have fear, but
how to recognize it before it un-powers us, and how to de-energize it and let it go.
In other words “Let it go to what was ~ instead of what is.”
My definition of fear is this - using the four letters of the word; I have broken it
down as follows:
•

“F” ~ former or future

•

“E” ~ efforts

•

“A” ~ you allow

•

“R” ' to be reduced, removed, or rejected to any degree

In other words, fear is simply first: any former efforts you have allowed for
whatever reasons, to be removed as valid or unimportant, rejected or reduced to
any degree - by someone else or others. And second: feeling that your future
efforts you may attempt to achieve will also be removed or rejected or reduced in
value - by you based on past experiences.
In both scenarios - you allowed this to happen.
What do I mean by this? Again my friends it is simple. Anything that has
happened in the past, your past, anything that you thought was important or had
value - that you allowed someone else to, in other words, talk you out of feeling
was important or had value ~ ends up creating a thought process of being “lessthan; which then in turn creates a mindset of fear. Fear of not being taken
seriously, not having value, not having importance, not being smart, not doing the
right thing – you can fill in your own blank here. Fear of not having the courage or
belief system to express yourself or act in a manner that shows to another or others
that you are important, that you have value. Whatever you may be saying or doing
~ when you allow yourself to be un-empowered, and it doesn’t matter the reason ~

then you create and confirm in your own mind that you are of little importance, of
little consequence not only to yourself, but to others. And the more that you allow
that to happen, that in turn reinforces a belief about yourself that is less-thanpositive, less-than-confident ~ which in turn creates a belief and foundation of
being afraid and foundering in fear.
To put this simply ~ fear is simply a by-product of historical events in your
mind that have allowed you to create what I call the “Our Fear File” or “OFF.”
“OFF” is a mental file, so to speak, that holds all these types of experiences where
you felt you failed. In other words:
Experiences that you may re-live at any moment;
Experiences that you wish had been different;
Experiences that you may still be angry or upset about;
Experiences that prevent you from making certain decisions for your
own success;
Because you feel they won’t happen or come true anyway.
A mental file, or set of files that keeps those experiences real and current,
and as easy to access as flipping through a file-folder or filing cabinet drawer ~ so
that when something as simple as clicking your mouse to put on a valid trade –
leaves you immobilized. This happens because you have no confidence in yourself
based on those prior experiences – especially losing trades – which are still very
current and real in your mind’s filing cabinet system, and so you tend to freeze and
feel afraid that you will be unable to accomplish even this simplest of normal,
daily trading task. And this type of mindset, these limiting beliefs, usually begins
to formulate when we are young based on other people’s perception of what they
feel we may have done wrong. In other words ~ when we are operating in the
OFF mindset, all thoughts flow through those past events first ~ and this creates
very low energy and ability to accomplish a simple task shown in the chart
below:”

I don't know of any national prerogative to teach children how to accept
themselves in spite of their alleged "shortcomings" as perceived by the adults in
their lives. If people had a more accepting attitude about the outcome of their
actions, they wouldn't have a need to avoid taking responsibility and wouldn’t end
up creating a mindset full of fear-based beliefs. This is as true today, as it has been
for decades, although there are programs now to help young people understand
how to not become victims, and how to accept others who may be different – as
well as accept themselves as perfect in the now moment. But we are still a long
way from true acceptance – of ourselves, based in large part by society.
To be successful, the market forces you as a trader, to be responsible in completely
new ways. For example, you can't put on a trade and then release your
responsibility to the market to do something for you, like give you money. The
market is a fluid, ever-changing event, where at any moment some other trader
may decide to jump in with enough force to change the expectations of other
traders participating to the point where they reverse their positions, and as a result
completely negate the potential you believed existed a moment ago, when you put
on your trade.
In our everyday lives, objects are very stable, and day-to-day events do not change
at anywhere near the rate and frequency that conditions change in the market
environment. Relative to the nature of the market environment, all of us take it
completely for granted that the buildings, trees, traffic lights, and streets we all
know are completely stationary and will be there from one moment to the next.

You didn't walk out of your front door this morning to discover the street you live
on doesn't look just as it did the previous evening when you walked inside your
home. If getting to the office or your place of employment represents an
opportunity to make money, you would take it completely for granted that it would
be possible to get there in familiar ways.
However, as a potential opportunity to make money comparable to that afforded in
the markets, what if the location changed on a moment-to-moment basis, what if
the streets also changed their location in relationship to each other, and,
furthermore, what if no one cared if you ever found your way there, making you
and you alone completely responsible for where you end up?!
It just makes sense that to function in the market environment effectively you will
need to make yourself accountable. Otherwise, how could you ever learn how to
trade, if you allow yourself to be swept into or out of something by forces outside
of you and inside of you that you can't identify and don't want to? The market's
behavior will seem mysterious because your own behavior is mysterious. You will
be in a constant state of confusion, anxiety, and fear because you don't know what
to do next—the kind of state of mind that breeds superstition.
Understanding yourself is synonymous with understanding the markets because as
a trader you are part of the collective force that moves prices. How could you
begin to understand the dynamics of group behavior well enough to extract money
from the group as a result of their behavior, if you don't understand the inner
forces that affect your own behavior? When you do understand the inner forces
that affect your own behavior and take responsibility for what you do and don't do,
and what you can or can't do, you will begin to perceive how and why other
traders comprising the group outside of you behave the way they do.
When you attain some degree of managing yourself – meaning your mental
environment, you can then see how other traders are not in control of what
happens to them, like blades of grass, all bending to the force of the prevailing
wind and constantly being stepped on. However, you won't be able to see this until
you are no longer a blade of grass yourself – by evolving beyond the group
mentality. When you have evolved beyond that group mentality by knowing
yourself, then it becomes much easier to understand the group's behavior,
anticipate what they will likely do next, and take advantage of it to the best of
your ability.
You will understand the group, certainly, to no greater degree than you
understand yourself.

Creating definitions and rules to make yourself accountable is but a first step on
the road to lasting success. You could acknowledge their necessity and establish
them, but then find to your dismay, it is extremely difficult to abide by them. In
Part III we will examine the interacting mental forces that make it difficult to
follow your own rules.

EXERCISES
Get a spiral notebook and write down the answers to the questions at the end of
each chapter in your own handwriting. You will find the more you write in
longhand, the more you know yourself – and where you may need to update any
thought processes or skill levels.

1. Do you consider yourself a follower? If so, why? If not, why not?
2. Do you consider yourself a leader – for you? If so, why? If not, why not?
3. What do you refuse to do in terms of improving your trading? Be honest.
4. Are you superstitious when it comes to your trading? Or your trading
routine or regimen? Be specific.
5. Have you been frustrated in another career or job previously? List in what
ways.
6. Are you currently frustrated in another career or job? List in what ways.
7. How do you think trading will de-energize that frustration? List the ways.
8. If you cannot follow your rules, or get in too soon, or get out too late – or
face any other common trading challenge – then how do you think trading
will evaporate any frustrations you still have over a previous (or current)
career if you can’t follow your own rules?
The more specific you are with your answers, again, without thinking, right off the
top of your head – the more you will know your personal truth and be able to de-

energize any limiting beliefs that are holding you back from achieving your
highest trading goals.
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permission from Paula T. Webb and Global Publishing House; any usage
without permission is in violation of federal copyright and trademark laws,
and international agreements and will be pursued.
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have entitled this chapter "In the Market Environment Reasons Are Irrelevant"
in recognition of the traders who believe that if they can ascertain the reasons
why the market did what it did, these reasons will help them to determine what the
market will do next. To believe this assumes that traders know why they behaved
as they did and that the reasons they give for their actions will aid in determining
their future behavior.
The reasons traders would give for their actions are irrelevant. Most traders don't
know why they did what they did because most traders don't plan their trades, thus
eliminating any connection between themselves and the results of their trades.
Most traders act spontaneously and impulsively and then ascribe the rationale for
their behavior after the fact. Most of these after-the-fact reasons are either
justifications for what the traders did or excuses for what the traders didn't do.

Fundamentally people trade to make money. And to make money, traders have to
take positions, hold their positions for some length of time, and then exit their
positions. When traders enter and exit positions, they act as a force on prices,
making them move. When they are observing the market, waiting to enter or
holding a position, traders are a potential force that can act on prices at any given
moment. If traders planned what they were going to do before they did it, then the
reasons they would give for why they act as they do could definitely help other
traders to anticipate how prices will be affected by their actions. This, of course,
assumes that they will reveal their plans, but more importantly, that they will be
telling the truth. Please keep this in mind when listening to any moderators in chat
rooms or on cable television or anywhere on the Internet – it would be extremely
rare that any trader would tell the truth about how much they have lost in the
markets and conversely, how much they have taken in profit out of the markets.
Furthermore, there are only a few traders who make money on a consistent basis,
and rarely will they reveal their reasons unless it suits their purposes. Here is a
good example of what we mean by this example from Paula:
“ I had a coaching client who lived outside the U.S. She was just getting
started in the business, and one of the main goals in our coaching sessions was to
help her understand the very nature of trading – and how traders think - while she
was learning to trade, as she really knew very little about trading at all. One
important aspect of our sessions was the task on my part to advise her to keep her
job while she went through her trading education – which she chose to ignore. I
explained to her that many traders “fudge” their results, meaning exaggerate a bit,
especially traders who may be selling a system or an advisory service. This is
simply the nature of the business, and not an indictment toward traders. Trading
can be an exaggerated form of personal expression, a form of expression and
personal freedom that may be brand-new to someone, and therefore that newfound freedom of expression can gradually lead to someone stating results that are
not exactly true.
At the time this client was working with me, she had also registered with a
rather well-known chat-room moderator and trader who was advising the
participants in the chat room what to trade and what trades to put on – and who
(according to this client) was claiming to have taken large profits out of the
markets on those particular trades. She was intrigued by the profits she ‘knew’
she could make quickly (based on what she claimed the moderator was telling the
chat-room participants), and subsequently quit her job, borrowed $30,000.00 from
three or four family members to fund her trading account; and started trading full-

time, utilizing the trades supposedly placed on his own personal account, by the
chat room moderator.
I didn’t hear from this client for about six months. When she did contact
me, she was in a state of disbelief and anger. Apparently, the moderator had,
again, according to this client, over the course of several months advised the chatroom participants to put on a series of spreads in the market – claiming (again
according to this client) to having put on the same spread for his personal account
as well. Even though a number of chat-room participants questioned the
moderator’s analysis, and my client was extremely uncomfortable with the trade
because the spread kept going against her, the moderator kept insisting the market
would bring them over $25,000.00 in profit if they just held on a bit longer.
After almost eight weeks, the spread position had gone over $30,000.00
against her. She liquidated her losing position which ate up her entire trading
account, but still watched the market, and continued to listen to the moderator for
the next several weeks, thinking she would borrow more money to get back into
the market, should it reverse. It never did. After realizing she had lost all of her
family member’s money, she contacted the moderator and asked him what to do,
especially since that losing spread had wiped out her trading account – and how
was he dealing with such a loss himself emotionally. To her amazement – the
moderator claimed he never said he was in that particular spread, meaning, he had
not put the spread on into his personal account. He told her that this was what
trading was all about – and that if she had been so uncomfortable with the trade,
why did she keep listening to him, and why didn’t she get out before losing her
entire account? He claimed he only suggested trades to his chat-room participants
– and he certainly did not force her to put any trade or spread on.
This was a severe blow to her – not only was she out of work, she lost all of
her family’s money and had no way to repay them. All because she believed
another trader about their trading profits – without getting any proof such as
asking for a track record. Again, this is not an indictment against any moderators
or traders – my client may very well have misunderstood what he was saying with
regard to trading his own account. But the lesson here is – pay attention to what
“you” feel and think. She could have very easily gotten out of the spread before
losing her entire account. But she chose not to. Again, like what Mark wrote
above (and below), she did not take responsibility for her actions – therefore she
could blame the moderator for her loss – because she didn’t know her own mind
when it comes to trading – especially since she was so new to the business.”

Moving forward, in fact, traders who are confident in their ability and know they
can have a significant impact on price movement go to great lengths to keep
information about their plans away from other traders. Why? Because that would
diminish the possibility of executing these plans. However, this is not to say that
after they have taken their positions they won't purposely reveal what they have
done to then draw other traders into the same position, forcing them to compete
among each other to create price movement in their direction. On the other hand,
traders who are not confident about what they want to do will gladly share their
trading ideas with anyone who will listen, hoping to get some sort of
‘confirmation’ that what they are about to do will work. So the after-the-fact
reasons they offer for why they acted as they did usually just serve the purpose of
easing the pain of what they perceive as their mistakes, which isn't particularly
useful information.
What is useful, is understanding that traders typically act as a group, very similar
to a school of fish or herd of cattle. Individual traders fall into specific groups that
tend to perceive the same kind of market conditions as opportunities or
disappointments. As a result, they will act in unison to upset the balance of the
market, causing the prices to move in predominately one direction. The various
groups take positions because they believe they can make money, and they get out
because they are either losing money or perceive the possibility of making any
more money as diminished, in relationship to the perceived risk of losing money.
For example, the locals on the trading floor of the exchanges have the least
amount of patience, are the most impulsive, are the most easily disappointed, and
consequently have the smallest price objectives and shortest time frame
perspectives. As a result, they are the most active and will all be trying to do the
same thing at the same time. The same mentality applies to newer traders who
may be trading from their home (which has become the majority of day-traders
these days in terms of individual traders), and now in a brand new world of being
on their own (as an entrepreneur) for the first time in their lives now as a trader –
they usually have little to no patience to wait for a trade to show whether it will
work in their favor or not – because they feel they have a lot to prove, and usually
not a lot of disposable income to prove it with; hence the impatience.
Commercials and retail traders are two other groups that have different price
objectives and time frame perspectives from each other. Individuals within these
groups will also tend to act in unison, upsetting the balance in the market by their
degree of participation or lack of participation at any given moment. You can
determine what market conditions in which they are most likely to participate,
what conditions will confirm their beliefs about the future, and what will

disappoint them. Once you learn their unique characteristics, you can anticipate
how one or more groups are likely to act and determine how their activity will
affect the balance of the market and the potential for price movement.
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Every moment we exist we are interacting with the environment, expressing
ourselves in our own unique way, and thus creating our lives by the way we live it.
Everything we do in every moment is some form of the way we express ourselves.
We express ourselves to fulfill our needs, wants, desires, and goals. Today most
individuals can channel their energies to fulfill needs beyond the requirements of
food and shelter, but to do so requires money.
Money allows for a system of exchange where we can trade the goods and services
created from individuals expressing themselves in highly specialized ways. Money
has evolved to become the object of our needs because it represents the means or
path by which we can express ourselves as individuals. All behavior is a form of
self-expression, and almost any way in which an individual wants to express
himself in our society requires money.
So at the most fundamental level of cultural existence, money represents
freedom of expression.
Every single individual expressing themselves in any specialized ways, create a
highly complex system of interdependency. To exchange goods and services,
individuals have to agree on the value of those goods and services to make that
exchange. And I am defining "value" as the relative degree of importance or
potential something has with regard to fulfilling a, or that specific, need. Then, the
actual price at which goods and services are then exchanged will be determined by
the fundamental and simple economic law of supply and demand. In psychological
terms, the law of supply and demand is founded in human fear and greed. Both
fear and greed will compel people to act or not act depending on their needs in
relationship to the perceived external conditions. In other words, the price for
goods and services will be determined by the individual's needs in relationship to
their belief in their ability to fulfill those needs. Included within that belief is their
perception of the availability of the goods and services they need.

Greed is founded in a belief in scarcity
(lack) and insecurity. Both beliefs generate fear. For our purposes here, I am
defining "greed" as a belief that there will never be enough available to fulfill
oneself – in combination with a belief that one always needs more to feel secure or
satisfied. The perception (one’s belief) that these conditions exist either internally
or externally (whether they do nor not in reality – or as in trading, whether they do
nor not based on true market information), will generate a fear that will compel
one to act or not act, depending on who controls the supply. The behavior someone
displays will be consistent with what they believe they must do, to satisfy their
personal deficit. If two or more people have the same fears, they will typically
compete among one another for the existing supply.
If the supply of something is limited in relationship to the need, those that are in
need will compete for the available supply. They will compete by their willingness
to exchange more resources (pay more money) than will someone else who may
also be in need. If, however, the supply is great in relationship to the need
(demand), there will be no fear of scarcity; consequently, people will conserve
their resources (money) by diverting them to other needs or just waiting for the
possibility that the price may come down.
Any system of interaction founded in the individuals’ fears of lack or scarcity will
cause the price of goods and services to fluctuate in relationship to the relative
degree of security or insecurity that is being experienced by the collective masses
at any given moment. These fluctuating prices create economic risk for all those
dependent on others to fulfill a need that they cannot fill themselves. What is risk?
Risk is the possibility of a net loss of personal resources (energy, money etc.) in the
exchange or pursuit of fulfilling a need.
Fluctuating prices also create opportunities for those who are willing to assume the
risk created by price movement. (See our book “The Complete Trader” for more detailed
information on price movement in the markets.) As long as there is any disagreement between
individuals about the value of goods and services, prices will fluctuate, thereby
creating opportunities for traders to make money – if they will assume the risks.
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I define trading as two parties exchanging something of value to fulfill some need
or goal each party has for themselves. In the context of the stock or futures
markets, participants trade for the sole purpose of accumulating wealth or
protecting physical assets from deteriorating in value. In essence, all traders in
these markets, whether they are labeled speculators or hedgers, trade to
accumulate wealth; it is only a matter of perspective of how much to each one of
them. For the hedger the motivation to protect the value of an asset from economic
risk, is still to accumulate wealth.
Hedgers will trade for a higher degree of economic certainty by transferring the
risk created by changing prices to another willing trader. Typically, it will be the
speculator on the other side of the trade willing to assume the risk of changing
prices for the opportunity to accumulate wealth from those changes. For example,
stock owners will sell their stock because they believe the possibilities for the
future appreciation of the stock are either nonexistent or minimal in relationship to
their assessment of the risk to keeping it. They may also sell even with
expectations of future appreciation if there is a need to liquidate to satisfy other
needs. The buyers (the other side of the trade) believe that the stock will
appreciate in value. We can assume that the buyer believes that the stock(s) will
appreciate in value, because people trade to accumulate wealth.
Since the goal of a trader is to satisfy a need to accumulate wealth, we can
categorically state that people will not consciously enter into a trade believing they
will lose or fail at satisfying their needs. Why? Because since all traders have the
same goals (to win), we can then state that no two traders enter into a trade unless
they have opposing beliefs about the future value of whatever is being traded
(stocks or futures).
Keep in mind that the current price of anything is always a reflection of what
someone is willing to pay and what someone is willing to sell for in that moment.
So, although there must be agreement between two parties for a trade to exist at a
price, inherent within the transaction is complete disagreement between the buyer
and seller on the future value of what they are trading. For example, would I be
incorrect in stating that any stock owner will not sell his stock if he believed it had
potential for future appreciation? Of course not. When he sells he has basically
given up on the possibilities of future appreciation. Further, why did the buyer
buy? To lose money? To be wrong? No, of course not. The buyer's belief in the
future value of the stock is opposite that of the seller's. This disparity is illustrated

even more clearly with futures trading. And this is what makes the markets move,
and the reason they are in existence at all, and the reason the markets have been in
existence in some format beginning with farmers speculating on future prices of
grains and livestock in the late 1800s in Chicago and New York.
Of real interest is the academic community's belief that the markets are “efficient,”
which assumes that traders have rational reasons for their behavior, know what
they are doing and have a good reason for doing it. Academics also believe that
the markets are basically random, which seems to be a complete contradiction to a
market that is supposed to be efficient. In fact however, the market's behavior is
mostly irrational, if you define rational as any action that is the result of a specific
methodology or is planned in advance, and the market’s behavior is definitely not
random because irrational behavior is very predictable. If you want to learn to
predict price movement, you don't need to pay attention to reasons. What you need
to do is determine how the majority of traders perceive the external conditions in
relationship to either their fear of scarcity, or their fear of missing out, or both.

EXERCISES
Get a spiral notebook and write down the answers to the questions at the end of
each chapter in your own handwriting. You will find the more you write in
longhand, the more you know yourself – and where you may need to update any
thought processes or skill levels.

1.

Who in your life – whether close to you or not – has ever

expressed negative comments about you becoming or being a
trader – or the trading profession in general?
2.

How did that make you feel? Be specific.

3.

Did you argue with them about the trading industry? If so,

why? If not, why not?

4. Do you believe you are in the “Trading Zone of Lack” right
now?

Meaning, where you believe the market has taken

something from you – or another trader has made you take
losses – or that every other trader is doing better than you? Yes
or no.
5.

If yes – why do you think that?

6.

If no – why don’t you think that?

7.

If you answered no – then do you believe you are doing

well as a trader? If so, why? If not, why not?
The more specific you are with your answers, again, without thinking, right off the
top of your head – the more you will know your personal truth and be able to deenergize any limiting beliefs that are holding you back from achieving your
highest trading goals.
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efore we cover the three stages to becoming a successful trader, it would be a
good idea to review some of the material already covered here. In the market
environment you have to make the rules to the game and then have the discipline
to abide by these rules, even though the market moves in ways that will constantly
tempt you into believing you don't need to follow your rules this time. This market
movement allows you to indulge in any illusion or distortion that suits your frame
of mind (wishing and hoping, revenge trading, TZL, and so forth) in any given
moment. Certainly you wouldn't choose to feel pain (confronting your illusions
about the market) if there is any reasonable information that would support the
possibility of your expectation being fulfilled.
In an unlimited environment such as the markets, if you can't confront the reality
of a loss, then the possibility exists for you to lose everything, in each and every
trade. If you believe trading is like gambling, you are going to have to understand,
and believe, that it isn't. In any gambling game you have to actively participate to
lose and do nothing to stop losing. In the market environment, you have to actively
participate to get into a trade and actively participate to end your losses. If you do
nothing, the potential exists to lose everything you own. This is quite different
from gambling, now isn’t it.
→ When you participate in gambling games, you know exactly what your
risk is and the event always ends.
→ With the markets, you don't ultimately know what your risk is, even if
you are disciplined enough to use stops, because the market could gap
through your stops.
→ Also because the event never ends and is in constant motion, there is
always the possibility of “getting back” what you are losing in any trade.
You won't need to actively participate to get back what you are losing; you
just have to stay in your trade and let the market give it to you.
→ As a result, there is the constant temptation not to cut your losses which
is very difficult to resist. Why choose pain over the possibility of being made

whole, when all you need do is ignore the risk.
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Every current price in the market (no matter what market) presents every trader
with an opportunity to either buy low or sell high relative to the next price change.
Except for the time it takes to execute a trade, it is basically the same market for
all of us. You are either able to perceive any given price change as an opportunity
to execute a trade, or you can agonize over what you believe is a missed
opportunity from the last price change, or you can refrain from taking the trade at
the current price – even though you perceive it as an opportunity – because you
fear the market might make you “wrong.”
The market does not create the ways in which you perceive it; it merely reflects
what is going on inside of you in any given moment.
Whether you perceived the current market condition as an opportunity and didn't
act on your perception, or didn't realize it was an opportunity until after the move
occurred is, again, a direct reflection of your unique psychological makeup. You
and your beliefs are what attach the meaning – good, bad or indifferent – to any
particular move.

From an objective perspective the next up-tick can be
described as the price just moved one tick up from the previous price. That is a
reality about that one-tick price change we all share. However, to one trader that
one up-tick could be the final defeat in a short position he had been carrying. To
another trader, it could mean a perfect selling opportunity because the market just
can't go higher. To a third trader it could mean a buying opportunity because the
market broke out of a resistance area, based on the way he defines resistance.
The market neither chooses, nor has any way of choosing, the meaning you attach
to any particular price change or market condition. For example, you could
perceive an opportunity to sell high and act on that perception by entering the
market with a short position. From the point you entered, let's say the market went
in your favor and then violently reversed itself. In doing so, it very quickly went

through your entry point and kept on going up with only a few flat periods and
minor retracements.
Each flat or retracement could have been an opportunity to get out of your short
position and reverse yourself. What would stop you? The answer is inside of you.
If you breathed a sigh of relief each time the market paused or retraced a bit,
choosing to believe it was finally all over, then I ask you, ‘what’ is all over?
Is it possibly the fact that you won't have to confront yourself and say I'm wrong?
That, again, is inside of you. You choose (based on the makeup of your mental
environment – in other words, your beliefs) to believe the pauses in price
movement in the markets were stopping points, giving you respite from
confrontation – instead of a possibility to take advantage of an opportunity to
eliminate your risk, and a high probability to accumulate a profit by reversing
yourself. In other words:
The way the market seemed to you was actually the way you created it in your own
mind.
Out of all the available choices and alternate ways of considering the possibilities,
you choose one particular way. Your own mental framework (controlling what you
perceive as market information, and the ways in which you perceive that
information), is what locked you into that losing trade. The markets did not “do”
anything to you. Your thoughts, your beliefs about yourself – controlled what you
perceived as current market conditions. The unique way you define a loss (your
beliefs about being wrong) and what it means to you about losing, is a component
part of your psychological makeup. Your beliefs will interact with your perception
of environmental information to form the particular way you pick and choose
whatever information you happen to focus your attention on. The market has
nothing to do with this process, even though that is where the information is
coming from.
“ That information, all information, is getting filtered through your core
beliefs about money, success, being right or wrong, feeling stupid or smart and so
forth – and those beliefs, instilled years ago usually by others outside of you when
you were younger; beliefs you may or may not be aware of today – will create the
type of markets and trading results.”
In the trading environment the outcome of your decisions is immediate, and you
are powerless to change anything – except your mind. The power you have to
create more fulfilling outcomes from your trading resides in your degree of mental
flexibility. You have to learn how to flow with the markets; in other words, you are

either in harmony with them or you are not. The less acceptance you have for
different types of market behavior, meaning normal, daily, true market movement,
the more the market seems to turn on you like a Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.
Meaning, in one moment the market is satisfying all your needs; in the next it is
like a greedy monster taking everything away. This Dr. Jekyll/Mr. Hyde
characteristic of the markets only represents your own mental inflexibility to flow
with the changes and your lack of understanding—that you give yourself to the
best of your ability what you end up with, out of what is available. And by the
same token, what you lost, you gave away.

You can't change what the market is doing. You can only
change yourself in a way that allows you to perceive what it may do next with
increased clarity and objectivity. As a trader, you want to know what is going to
happen next, and yet, how can you begin to know what could happen next, if you
refuse to open yourself up mentally in ways that allow you to perceive the most
likely possibilities? It is a complete contradiction in thought to want to know what
is going to happen next in an un-ending, in constant motion event over which you
have no control, and at the same time to maintain a rigid mental structure that
allows for only a very limited number of possibilities.
This contradiction in thought is the result of not understanding the nature of
beliefs and how they limit a person's perception of environmental information.
When you put on the trade, you had to have some belief about the future. What
you need to do is learn how to release yourself from the demand your expectations
be fulfilled exactly the way you expect them to be. Releasing yourself from the
demand will allow you to shift your perspective to perceive whatever
opportunities exist in the market now, true opportunities – not wishful thinking, as
if you didn't have a trade on at all.
All of us are in a position of having to pick and choose environmental information
because we can't be aware of everything at once. This is simply the way life
works. If you pick and choose market information on the basis of having to
justify, or satisfy your beliefs, you are putting yourself at an extreme disadvantage.
You will be excluding from your awareness information that may be more
indicative of the consistency of the market and its potential to move in any given

direction. And it will be extremely difficult to learn how to develop a perspective
for the "big picture" by expanding your time frame perspective.
So even though you can't actually control the market's movement, you can learn
how to manage and update your perception of the market's movement in a way
that allows you the maximum amount of objectivity. Learning to perceive price
movement objectively will increase your ability to let the market tell you when to
get in and when to get out. Then you can learn how to trade where you won't be
using any information to justify your beliefs, but rather to perceive the most likely
possibilities for profit in any given moment. As you build a solid foundation of
insight and understanding into the workings of your mental environment (which I
will present in Chapters 9 through 14), you will learn how to change yourself in
ways that will allow you to perceive the markets from an objective perspective and
eventually trade intuitively.
What I will be offering you in the remainder of the book is a step-by-step process
of how to adapt yourself to function more effectively in the trading environment.
“That is what you want to do, right? To function more efficiently,
effectively, objectively – to pull in the most profit…and keep it? If so, then you
will have to understand that this is a mental process that will enable you to identify
and then be able to direct your beliefs in ways that are more consistent with your
goals .”
There are two dominant themes that form the foundation for this approach. The
first approach we have already briefly covered; i.e., that you create the market that
you experience in your own mind based on your beliefs, perceptions, intents, and
rules. And, second, your trading results will be a function of the degree of skills
you develop in three primary areas: perception, or your ability to perceive
opportunity; execution, or your ability to execute a trade; and accumulation, or
your ability to allow your account balance to grow over a period of time or series
of trades.
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Your perception of opportunity is a function of the depth of insight into the
market's behavior. The depth of your insight into the market's behavior is
equivalent to the number of distinctions you can make and the quality of these

distinctions. Your ability to perceive opportunity – is synonymous with your
expectation of what the market will do next. To be effective, you will need to learn
how to make several types of distinctions that will provide you with an indication
of a high-probability opportunity from an objective perspective. In other words,
what I call making an uncommitted assessment of the probabilities.
“What does what Mark wrote above mean? What exactly is an uncommitted
assessment? Right now, do this exercise. Off the top of your head, write down
what you think it means before you read any further.
Now, let’s take a look at the words here.
Thesaurus is listed as:

Uncommitted – in Roget’s

“…casual, indifferent, unattached, nonchalant, unconcerned…”
And for the word assessment we can find in Roget’s Thesaurus:
“…calculation, evaluation, consideration, valuation, amount, appraisal…”
If we put those two words together, what do we come up with that might
explain Mark’s terminology a bit more clearly? How about …”making a casual
evaluation…” of market probabilities. Taking this a bit further, if someone said to
you they were making a casual evaluation, say of a certain stock – you would
more than likely think they were completely uncommitted, uninvested,
emotionally and psychologically in the outcome of the price of the stock, right?
You might interpret that statement as their having a good handle on the stock
market, because that statement “casual evaluation” would imply they had no
emotional or psychological investment in trading that particular stock, or possibly
any other stock…and that their only ‘investment’ was to watch and see if the trade
or set of trades worked out or not. Right? In other words, if someone stated that
phrase to you, it might lead you to think they were an objective investor, trading
from a care-free state of mind, with no expectations based on personal desires.
Let’s take a look at the word probabilities in Roget’s Thesaurus:
“…chances, possibilities, opportunities, prospects, potentials…”
As Mark has written about quite extensively in his second book “Trading in
the Zone™” if you truly think, rather if you truly believe in a probabilistic
outcome of any trade you decide, any set of trades you choose to put on – then you
too could acquire and work within a care-free state of mind – and put on any trade
without any expectation based on a personal wish. Going back to the definition by
Roget’s Thesaurus for ‘probabilities’ – we can see that the very term is described
as “having potential.” And if you step into the concept of S.O.T.A. you can then

believe that each trade has a potential to make profit – not a guarantee of making
profit based on what you want.
So an ‘uncommitted assessment’ would clearly mean you having a mindset
that any trade has a potential to make profit – or not. If you step into that
objective mindset of being uncommitted to the outcome of any trade – then you
can clearly see (make an assessment), and take advantage of, a potential for
increased profit with your trading.”
To be able to make some kind of quality distinctions that will eventually develop
into a "vision" of the broader perspective, you will need to learn how to expand
your time frame perspective of market activity. There are several components to
this process, but the two most important are:
1) instituting a completely effectual trading approach, and
2)

learning how to release yourself from the negative emotional energy

stored in your memories of past trading experiences.
The effectual approach will naturally help you develop the degree of self-trust
essential to function effectively in an environment that does not provide any
external constraints to limit or control your behavior, such as society does.
Without the discipline of an effectual approach, you will be at the mercy of your
own unrestrained impulses – and basically out of control. Consequently, without
the self-trust that develops from the effectual approach, you will constantly fear
the unpredictability of your own behavior, even if only at a subconscious level. At
the same time, you will likely project this fear into the markets as being erratic and
seemingly unpredictable, when it is your own behavior you fear the most, and
have not addressed or learned to manage.
It would be futile to think that you could understand the market's behavior to any
degree greater than you understand your own behavior first. To grasp the
fundamental nature of your own behavior, you will need to understand thoroughly
all the effects fear has on your perception of environmental information.
At the most fundamental level, fear will limit your awareness of market
information that could clearly indicate those possibilities that are in your favor and
those that are not. How could any deep level of insight into the market's behavior
ever develop if you are constantly worried about what the market may do to you,
and because of that fear you are unable to stay focused on the consistency and
structure of the market itself? The market can't do anything to you if you trust

yourself to act appropriately under any market condition! Learning this is the key
to gaining the level of confidence every trader needs to be successful.
In the larger perspective, fear will reduce the likelihood of you ever developing to
the point of making the kinds of distinctions in market behavior where you acquire
a "vision" of the big picture. When you understand how fear operates in your
trading and have conquered it, you will be able to see how fear operates in the
market as a whole and then be able to anticipate the group's reaction to certain
kinds of information.
“ This is as true for traders who have no idea of, meaning have not
addressed, or taken any inventory of their mental environment, and therefore have
no idea what they are thinking or feeling while trading – as well as anyone
working in any other field and wants to succeed – if you have no idea what you
are thinking, or what you are afraid of, then you will project that fear onto the
markets, or others that you work with.
Here is a good example of how fear affects our lives in ways we never
imagined, with an example from my book “Success without Fear.™” Even
though the example is about a fear of large spiders, the illustration is pertinent
because fear is fear – and fear limits our perception of true environment
information which then precludes us from being able to make positive choices and
take prosperous-based actions with our trading:
“I think the following story is a good illustration of fear and how it can
make us feel and act at times, for lack of a better word, irrational. This story
happened one summer in Arizona. As I walked into our kitchen one afternoon,
something on the wall caught my eye. Looking up about three-quarters of the way
on the wall was a very large spider. And when I say large, I mean large. The
entire body and legs had the dimension of about 3-4 inches in circumference, in
other words, the spider was as large as a small desert plate. That, in my mind, was
way too large of a creature to be a part of my inside environment!
Fearing that this huge arachnid would jump on me, I called my husband
Mark at his office and demanded that he immediately come home from work and
remove it from the house. Chuckling softly, he calmly replied he would be home
soon (it was about 3:30 p.m.), and suggested I just keep an eye on the spider, or
else get a glass and capture it myself. I freely admit to all of you readers here that
I practically screamed into the phone that this spider was too large for me to
handle, and that he must come home immediately.

I’m sure Mark thought I was exaggerating about the size of this
spider, considering the number of years we have been married, and his own
historical data about my fear of any spider. Over the years he has graciously
captured spiders for me, and re-released them back outside into their normal
habitat. (We have a no-kill policy in our household.) However, when he arrived
home a short time later, he was surprised himself as to just how large the spider
was. And, since he too was also not familiar with what type of spider it appeared
to be, he was a bit concerned that it might be poisonous and dangerous not only to
us but also to our cats, so he asked me to look it up on the Internet while he tried
to find a container to capture it in, which I did right away.
Fortunately I found out this spider was classified as a “crab” spider, or the
scientific Latin species name of Misumena vatia. One of the reasons they are
called crab spiders is their bodies and legs look similar to crabs, they can run
sideways, and run very fast. As I read further on this particular nature website, it
stated that they can grow to 4 inches in circumference, they live in attics, garages,
and dark cool spaces, and can lay up to several hundred eggs. Now the
information I read did not say how many of those eggs would make it to
adulthood, but after reading the description on that scientific site on the Internet, I
will admit to you my reading friends, that I was completely freaked out. (And yes,
this is the photo of the actual spider, not life-size of course.)
Why? Because not only was I too afraid to try and capture this huge spider,
now I had to come to terms with the fact that there may be hundreds of other little,
soon-to-be-large, crab spiders in the attic or garage, or who knows where else in
my house that may be searching for their mother or father spider that we had just
re-located. Do I sound like I was afraid? I have no problem admitting I was
completely freaked out by this situation. Now, to backtrack a bit, I have seen
tarantulas in the Arizona desert in late summer when they come out of hibernation
and look for a mate, but they live and stay outside, so being afraid of them was
never really a problem for me. But the thought that this crab spider, this large
creature inside my house, and learning that they live inside, and it may have just

laid eggs somewhere nearby like in a closet or air vent ~ well that was just a bit
too much for me to handle from an emotional perspective.
I will also state here to you that for days and weeks after we re-located this
creature to the greenbelt behind our neighborhood, I was paranoid that every little
itch I felt on my body was a baby crab spider crawling on me. And this was even
after I set about doing a major cleaning of the entire house. Even after I took
everything out of each closet and sprayed Lysol® in every corner, as well as inside
all the kitchen/bathroom cabinets and inside the entire house; my thought process
being that any crab spiders inside would not like the smell of Lysol, come out in
the open and I, or rather my husband, could then re-locate them all.
I also didn’t turn the lights out at night during this period of time which
lasted quite a number of weeks, and constantly woke up looking at the bedspread
to see if there was a crab spider crawling on it. I re-caulked all the windows and
cracks I could find in the house; I taped up the attic and crawlspace door jambs
and even shoved fabric under the bottom of the door to the attic so that nothing
could crawl out of there (we never used those spaces) - and even doing all that
was not enough in my mind. I got very little sleep during this time.
In reading this, you may think I sound like I was paranoid - I was! And I was
completely out of control with regard to cleaning and searching for any sign of
those crab spiders. This is what fear does - it makes you completely irrational,
even when there is no evidence to the contrary or as proof. What do I mean by
that? It’s simple.
The entire time I was frantically cleaning and searching for these creatures,
I never saw another one. Other than the one in my kitchen that my husband
relocated to the outdoors, I never saw another crab spider inside the house. And
yet, even after several weeks of not seeing another one - I was still completely
consumed by the fear that there were more inside the house.
Let’s take a look at the following flow chart to illustrate this point - (you can
substitute losing trade for the term crab spider):”

Meaning, my fear was my focus. Not the “fact” or any evidence that I never
saw another spider inside the house. This led to a linear, closed-loop way of
thinking – a limiting set of beliefs that kept me from moving forward with feeling
comfortable in my own home. Meaning, even though I never saw another one
inside the house – I did see several more outside – and that led me to believe there
were more “in” the house. This is the same with your trading. You experience a
losing trade and it may freak you out, and put you in a state of fear, because no one
likes losing money. The concept of losing and the beliefs you have about losing
may be something negatively-charged in your mental environment that you never
addressed or worked through due to one or many traumatic past experiences, and
so when you have a losing trade, or set of losing trades, you immediately tap into
that fear, those negatively-charged beliefs about what it means to you to be a
loser. And you try to avoid it; but at that point, you are completely engulfed in
your fear of losing, and your entire focus, your emotional environment is
completely fixated on trying “not” being a loser (again) with any trade or set of
trades – which therefore precludes you from seeing true market data, much less
operating out of a comfortable, or care-free state of mind.
Just like my fear of spiders which I never had addressed up to that point in
my life – until that very large spider came into my focus, into my personal space –
I never worked on the psychological aspects as to why I was afraid of spiders. For
goodness sake, they are miniscule in size compared to me, so just what is there to

be afraid of! They eat other poisonous bugs, so they truly are a good species. But
I never allowed myself to think about it – simply because I thought I would never
have to.
And with trading – you can convince yourself that if you simply avoid
losing trades, if you do everything in your power to “make sure” your trades are
winners, then you will never have to address the negatively-charged and limiting
beliefs you have about having a losing trade, losing money, being a loser – and all
the baggage that goes along with feeling like a loser. And you end up with a
static, downward-moving mindset like the illustration in the chart above – never
moving onward and upward – but rather, gradually moving into a more negative
position (losing more and more in the markets) because of your fear.”
If you did not start your trading career with the proper mental perspective or with
an effectual and disciplined approach, then it is likely you have suffered some
degree of psychological trauma. I define psychological trauma as any mental
condition that has the potential of generating fear. The negative energy stored in
these experiences (that create and support a belief about the threatening nature of
the environment) will generate fear to the same extent as the degree of energy
stored in the memory. Paula’s book example above clearly illustrates this. I will
admit, the crab spider was almost as large as the palm of my hand, so her initial
reaction was understandable. What wasn’t understandable was her fear after the
spider had been relocated - especially considering that neither she nor I ever saw
another one inside the house from that point forward. But, fear is fear, and she had
never explored why she had a fear of spiders; once she did explore where her fear
generated from, she then de-energized the fear, and then relocated any other
nature’s creatures found in the house to their normal habitat outside no longer
needing my assistance.
In other words, by learning to release yourself from the emotional and
psychological pain of your fear, you will be reducing that fear and automatically
opening yourself up to new awarenesses about the nature of the markets.
You will be opening yourself up because fear will not be causing you to narrow
your
focus of attention.
Instead of being focused on pain or fear avoidance, you can be focused on what
the markets are truly telling you. Learning how to release yourself from fear will
also free you to think of creative ways in which you can respond to the new

relationships you are perceiving in the market's behavior. As a result, you will be
increasing your confidence in your ability to respond appropriately to any given
market situation.
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Your ability, or inability, to execute your trades, is a function of the amount of fear
you generate – or the lack of it. Fear is always the result of your beliefs about what
you perceive as the threatening nature of the [market] environment. Think about
this – what could be threatening about the market? Nothing, if you had the
confidence and complete self-trust in yourself to act appropriately under any given
set of market conditions. Essentially, what you fear is not the markets, but rather
your inability to do what you need to do, when you need to do it, without
hesitation.
In your relationship with the markets you had to learn what to fear. What you
learned to fear was a result of whatever you did (meaning in your trading) that
caused pain. Your pain was the result of your not knowing what to do next that
resulted in an outcome you neither expected nor intended – meaning a losing trade
or set of losing trades. In the market environment you are free to act or not to act;
the markets cannot do anything to you that you don't allow, even if it is out of
ignorance or a complete sense of powerlessness. Remember the example about
gambling earlier – meaning you choose when to get in – and out – of the markets.
The effects of fear on one's behavior are obvious, and can be limiting to the point
of complete immobility. If you can't execute your trades properly, even when you
perceive the most perfect opportunity, it is because you have not released yourself
from the pain contained in the memories of past trading experiences – and
possibly other past experiences where you lost something or maybe someone –
and because you still don't trust yourself to act appropriately in any given set of
conditions. If you did trust yourself – in other words, if you had any degree of selfmastery, there would be no fear or immobility.
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Your ability to accumulate profits either in a single trade or cumulatively with
several trades over a period of time is a function of your degree of self-valuation.

This sense of self-valuation is, in fact, the most important psychological
component of success and will override all others in determining your results.
Your degree of self-valuation will regulate how much money you will give
yourself (keep in mind, the market doesn't give you the money, you give it to
yourself based on your ability to perceive opportunity and execute a trade) out of
the maximum potential available or perceivable at any given moment or timeframe perspective. Regardless of the depth of understanding you have of market
behavior or what you consciously intend, you will only "give" yourself the amount
of money that corresponds to your level of self-valuation.
This concept can be explained with a simple illustration. If you perceive an
opportunity, based on your definition or what market conditions constitute an
opportunity, and do not follow through by executing a trade, you have to ask
yourself – what stopped you from taking advantage of taking any profit that might
have been present?
In my mind, there can be only two possible reasons. You were either immobilized
by the fear of failure (loss) or you are struggling with a belief (value) system that
says you don't deserve the money. Otherwise, you would have acted on your
perception. It doesn’t work any other way. Here is a good example about a
coaching client that worked with Paula.
“ At a recent speaking engagement after I was finished with my
presentation, a man came up to me and asked if he could chat with me for a few
moments. I said sure, and we met a short time later in the lobby of the hotel for a
cup of coffee. “Leo” explained that he was relatively new to trading – but felt that
trading might fit into his long-term goals including retirement. He was in his mid40s, had done very well in real estate investing in the Miami Florida area, but was
considering doing something else. He asked if it was difficult to transition from
one career into another – I said it would depend on how much the person changing
careers really wanted to do so. In other words, if the Intent is there, then the
transition didn’t have to be challenging. He thanked me and set up a coaching
session for the following week.
During our session Leo expressed his desire to trade – thinking that he could
do that from anywhere, meaning he didn’t know where he was going to retire
(which he was planning on doing within six months), and since trading could be
facilitated on any personal device, he felt that was the route he wanted to take. In
other words, he was tired of what he called the “real estate gamble” – but he was
intrigued by risk-taking – so trading seemed to fit into his ideas of still working,
but having the flexibility to do so from anywhere he might be living or vacationing

at the time. We went over some basics, but Leo seemed to have done quite a bit of
homework already; he had been trading in a simulated account for over a year, and
felt he was ready to trade with a funded account. I wished him well and told him
to keep in touch.
Approximately six months later I received a call from Leo for another
session. In our talk he expressed his frustration at how difficult trading is, and
wondered if he should continue with this new career choice at all. His challenges
were nothing new – he simply could not take profit. No matter what he did, no
matter how hard he tried, he had completely failed at taking profit. We discussed
why he thought he could not “pay” himself, considering he had no problem paying
himself with real estate commissions, or paying himself when he bought/sold
properties with the intent of making a profit. So where did the challenge about
paying himself with his trading stem from?
First, even though he thought he took a “gamble” when he bought/sold
properties, the properties were a real and tangible asset, something he could see
and feel. Whereas in trading – you never see or feel anything you trade. You
simply stare at a screen, make a determination as to what direction your market
may be headed, and click your mouse. You either end up a winner or a loser. This
was too similar to a slot machine for Leo. He always thought of himself as a
‘gambler’ but when it got right down to it – he disliked gambling and gamblers
such as in Las Vegas, and therefore, once he saw – or thought – that trading was a
form of gambling, he had to come to terms with the fact that he was not a gambler
at all – a term he had called himself for years to others while buying/selling real
estate.
In other words – he was not the risk-taker he thought he was, after all. And
since he saw trading as gambling, a vice he disliked, he could not “pay” himself
for gambling. His main psychological problem was that he had convinced himself
that he was, as I like to say, the “big man on campus” with his real estate deals –
and yet he could not pull the trigger and take profit with his trading. So he had to
come to terms that he wasn’t necessarily the big-wig he thought he was, wasn’t a
risk-taker at all because he didn’t want to lose a dime of his trading account, which
meant he certainly wasn’t a gambler after all. Further, when he looked back at his
real estate deals – it was apparent that most of them were, in fact, very safe deals –
almost none of the deals he had been involved in would have entailed any type of
loss, due to the nature of the properties, timing, and price. And that was not a
pleasant realization – to come to an understanding that he wasn’t really who he

thought he was – he wasn’t a risk-taker, he wasn’t a gambler – both terms he had
called himself for years.
We had several more sessions, and the exercises I gave to Leo provided him
with a foundation to find out just who he was, and what he wanted to accomplish
with trading. What he discovered was that it was “ok” to stay in real estate – that
it was “ok” that he wasn’t a risk-taker – and it definitely was “ok” that he wasn’t a
gambler. He decided to put his trading on the back-burner until he could decide if
that was truly what he wanted to do. In other words, trading will bring out every
sense of self-valuation, or lack of self-valuation, you feel about yourself. This will
show up in each and every trade, until you decide what your personal value is,
with your trading.”
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The second theme that provides a foundation for the belief system I am offering is
that personal transformation, growth, and learning new skills are a function of selfacceptance. Your intent of learning a new skill or way of expressing yourself is in
essence an attempt to create a new dimension of yourself. It is a goal you have
projected out into the future that you will then attempt to fulfill by growing into it.
The market will quite naturally make you face what is inside of you on a momentto-moment basis. What is inside of you could be confidence or fear, a perception
of opportunity or loss, restraint or uncontrollable greed, objectivity or illusion. The
market just reflects these mental conditions, it does not create them.
Therefore, to grow into a new expression of yourself (fulfill your goal of
becoming a more successful trader), you will need to learn how to accept the
existence of any of these negative mental conditions and the psychological
components that create them. Cultivating a belief in accepting whatever you find
inside of yourself will give you the foundation you need to work from to change
these conditions.
To illustrate this concept of self-acceptance, I will relate to you an example of a
floor trader who came to me for assistance because he wanted to change his
trading style.
When he first went down to the floor he got caught up in scalping because
it seemed like the easiest way to make money. However, he soon found that trying
to scalp for one or two ticks in the bond pit was just too physically exhausting

because he had to compete with so many traders. So he decided that he needed to
learn how to hang on to his trades for more than one or two ticks.
The first thing we did was to pre-plan his trades. We used some fairly
simple techniques to identify intraday support and resistance points within a 7- to
10-tick range. The plan was for him to stand in the pit and wait for the price to hit
his target (buy support or sell resistance), execute the trade, wait for the market to
hit his objective, and then exit the trade. If the market traded through his entry
point in the opposite direction by more than two or three ticks, he was supposed to
execute the loss without hesitation. Based on our assessment of the reliability of
the support and resistance numbers, we believed he didn't need to risk more than
two or three ticks to know if the trade was going to work or not.
The first day that he tried to execute his plan, he did very well waiting for
the market to hit his entry point. However, when it came time to execute the trade,
he couldn't do it. He was supposed to buy at a support level, and he didn't do it
because he thought it was going to keep on going lower. When the market didn't
keep on going lower and bounced two and three ticks higher than what was his
original entry point, he went ahead and bought one contract. From there he was
supposed to wait until the market rotated back up to test the resistance which was
10 ticks higher than his originally intended entry point, but now it was only seven
ticks away.
Instead of waiting for the market to rotate to his objective, he got out of the
trade as soon as he had a two-tick profit. A short time later when the market
rotated up to the resistance area, he did the same thing that he did in the first
trade. He didn't get in at his price because he thought the market was going to
keep on going; it didn't, and he sold three ticks lower than he originally intended
and then got out for a one-tick profit, not waiting for a full rotation.
When we talked about what he did later on that day, he was extremely
displeased with himself. He made himself accountable, but he did not do what he
was supposed to. He didn't get in at the price he intended or out where he
intended, "leaving several ticks on the table," so to speak. This is a very wealthy
man who only had to risk two or three ticks at the most to find out if the trade was
going to work and couldn't do it. By the same token, he was so desperate for a win
that he couldn't wait for his profit objective, stating that he couldn't hang on
because he has been burned too many times.
Obviously his backlog of negative experiences had nothing to do with the market's
behavior or the probability of any particular strategy working or not. What was
even more important, however, was his lack of acceptance for his current level of

skill development. His intense anger over his performance clearly indicated that he
could not accept where he was at or the results it produced. That first day was not
a positive experience for him, even though he had his first winning day in a long
time. His lack of self-acceptance certainly wouldn't help him hang on to winning
trades in the future; in fact, he would only be digging himself into a deeper hole
that he will eventually have to work his way out of, if he wants to achieve the
success he desires.
As time went by, he became increasingly more confident with his ability to
define an opportunity with a high probability of success. Almost every trade he put
on would immediately go in his favor, so he would rarely find himself in a losing
trade. But each day was also becoming ever more exasperating because he was
still only holding on for a one- or two-tick profit and leaving several ticks on the
table as the market rotated to test the next level of support or resistance.
What was even more difficult for him to deal with was that many times he
had bought the low or sold the high of the day. Of course, he didn't know at the
time it was going to be the high or low of the day, but looking back, he just
couldn't deal with the fact that he only got one or two ticks out of it.
I knew the pressure was building inside of him because each day he had more
excuses related to the market for why he wasn't doing what he was supposed to
and had less and less tolerance to listen to anything I had to say about the
situation. All these excuses were just an indication that he would not accept who
he was in relationship to who he desperately wanted to believe that he already
was. (Similar to the example above of Leo, one of Paula’s clients.) He was
obviously indulging himself in illusion. To be the person he wanted to believe he
already was would require that he learn how to be patient, acknowledge who he
now was so he could concentrate on what he needs to learn – and forgive himself
for what he believed to be his past mistakes and inadequacies.
However, this would be very difficult because being impatient with other people
had always got him what he wanted as long as he was dealing with people who
perceived themselves as weaker than he. So why should he have to learn how to be
patient now? Besides if he was patient with himself, it would make it difficult to
justify his impatient, intolerant stance toward others who didn't "learn" fast enough
or made "mistakes."
I didn't hear from him for a while and I just assumed that he wasn't doing
anything different. Then one day after the close he called to tell me that he was
going to start trading a 20-contract position. Otherwise nothing else about what

he was doing had changed, except that he had several winning days in a row
consisting of one- and two-tick winners.
I knew he was setting himself up for a big losing day, although I didn't
indicate this to him in our conversation. In his mental system he was reasoning
that by trading a larger contract size he would make enough money to prove to
himself and everyone else that he had finally arrived, that he was a successful
trader and that he was not a person subject to deep-rooted fears. Not being one to
stand in the way of "progress," all I said was that I didn't think it was very prudent
for him to be trading a 20-contract position, since he hadn't developed the
psychological or mechanical skills to handle a position of that size. He grunted
and hung up the phone.
The next day he lost almost $3,000.00 trading 20-contract positions. He
gave back to the markets all his profits, plus more, from all his successful efforts
over the last two and a half weeks of trading. At that point he was ready to listen
to a plan on how he could learn how to be more accepting of himself and how to
hang on to his winning trades.
The following is another example of a trader who has learned self-acceptance.
This trader works for a local brokerage firm, manages hedge positions for
financial institutions, and also trades for his own account. I started working with
him on a fairly regular basis about three years before the experience I am about to
relate.
He called me one day to tell me how proud he was of reversing his position
on his last trade of the day. He said he cut his losses without hesitation and
reversed his position from being short to going long. He was delighted that he felt
no conflict, resistance, or mental anguish. He recognized what needed to be done
and he did it. However, shortly after he did his reversal, one of the floor traders,
who worked for the same firm filling customer orders, called him from the floor
with some friendly advice that he should get out of his long position.
Now, my client had resolved long ago that he would not place any
significance on another trader's perception of the market. He had excellent
knowledge of the markets and believed he could trust his ability completely to
define opportunity and make assessments of the potential for the market to move.
At least he thought he believed he trusted himself. After he got the phone call, he
knowingly allowed himself to be influenced by what this floor trader had to say
and exited his position. Within 10 minutes of doing so the market (bond) rallied 15
ticks, just about what my client originally thought it had the potential to do when
he put the position on.

He left 15 ticks on the table because he let another trader influence his
perception of the market. However, he did not view this experience as a missed
opportunity. He viewed it as an example of how he hadn't, as of yet, completely
released himself from other people's opinions of the market. He didn't miss an
opportunity because given the environmental conditions he was working under
(someone calling him was an environmental condition he had no control over
other than not to place any significance on the information); he simply was not
psychologically prepared to take advantage of the opportunity. If he had been
psychologically prepared, he would have stayed with his original plan, realizing
that someone else's perception of the market isn't going to be any more objective
than his. Furthermore, considering the skills he had already developed, their
objectivity would usually be a lot less.

As you cultivate a stronger belief in self-acceptance, you will
then realize how the market reflects back to you, your level of skill development,
along with the information that will indicate what you need to work on to become
more, and sustainably, successful. Each moment will then become a perfect
indication of your skills and your degree of self-valuation, giving you a solid
foundation from which to continue to improve and learn forward.
You will eventually understand at a very practical level how you are always doing
the best you can in any given moment, because your outcomes will be the result of
your depth of insight into the nature of the market environment and more so, your
ability to act on whatever you perceive as true market data.
There won't be any reason not to accept these results as you increase your
understanding of how to adapt yourself to suit any particular set of environmental
conditions and realize the personal power inherent within this understanding. If
you were to deny this perfection of the moment (a lack of self-acceptance), you
would in effect, be denying yourself the kind of information you need to grow into
the skills you are attempting to learn. You can't grow or expand if you are denying
the existence of environmental information that would clearly indicate your level
of development. Nor can you acquire effective skills when you try to build from a
base of illusion about the nature of the environment and yourself. If you won't

acknowledge your true starting point, you cannot take the next most appropriate
step in the development of any skill you intend to learn.
The most essential component in the process of transformation is learning how to
recognize and then clear out beliefs that argue for the status quo, beliefs that
defend against the intrusion of environmental information you refuse to consider,
and learning how to read the environment in a way that will clearly point to the
most appropriate path to fulfilling yourself.
EXERCISES
Get a spiral notebook and write down the answers to the questions at the end of
each chapter in your own handwriting. You will find the more you write in
longhand, the more you know yourself – and where you may need to update any
thought processes or skill levels.

1. Do you believe you are flexible with your thinking methodology? Yes or
no.
2. If yes, list the ways in which you are flexible.
3. If no, list the ways in which you are not flexible.
4. Do you believe you are objective? Yes or no.
5. If yes, list the ways in which you are flexible.
6. If no, list the ways in which you are not flexible.
7. What is your definition of probabilities?
8. What is your definition of a probable outcome?
9. Do you believe that any given trade has a “probable” outcome? Explain
why or why not – be specific.
10. What is your definition of fear?
11. What is your definition of self-worth?

12. What is the one thing about your trading that you would not be able to
accept for yourself?
The more specific you are with your answers, again, without thinking, right off the
top of your head – the more you will know your personal truth and be able to deenergize any limiting beliefs that are holding you back from achieving your
highest trading goals.
©™ 1990-2017 Paula T. Webb. All rights reserved. ™ “The Disciplined
Trader” is a registered Trademark to Paula T. Webb. All rights reserved.
No part of this book may be reproduced, scanned, distributed or posted
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media, including any educational institutions, without prior written
permission from Paula T. Webb and Global Publishing House; any usage
without permission is in violation of federal copyright and trademark laws,
and international agreements and will be pursued.
All Editions published by Global Publishing House
www.globalpublishinghouse.com

At the start of this book, I said it would be a step-by-step guide in the process of
adapting yourself to the trading environment. The first step in this process of
adaptation is recognizing the need to adapt. If you can't manipulate or force the
markets to change in a way that suits your needs, then you will need to learn how
to change yourself to suit the conditions. The market places no limits or
constraints on the ways in which you choose to express yourself in that respect;
unlike in the cultural environment, you have all the power. The primary purpose of
Part II, The Nature of the Trading Environment from a Psychological Perspective,
was to point out some of the vast differences between the trading environment and
the social environment we were taught to function in and to demonstrate clearly a
need for a new perspective.
The next two steps in this process are to learn how to:
identify exactly what changes you need to make to function successfully
in the trading environment, and
how to effect any mental changes that are necessary.
Manipulating the physical environment is as easy as moving a chair from one
place to another because that's where you want or need to sit. However, to
consciously change yourself to function more effectively in a market environment
that will not respond to your attempts to manipulate it, will require a thorough
understanding of the nature and functioning of your mental environment.
The types of changes you will need to make will fall into two broad categories.
First, you will need to learn some sophisticated mental skills to adapt yourself

more readily to the constant changes with which the market confronts you – which
will require neutralizing some commonly-held cultural beliefs about success.
(These are the beliefs that have the potential to distort market information.)
Second, you will likely need to undo any psychological injury you may have
sustained from any previous trading activity that you perceive as negative, such as
a losing trade or set of losing trades, or even blowing up your trading account
more than once. Any psychological injury diminishes your capacity to execute
your trades properly. It doesn’t work any other way. You cannot avoid that which
brings you pain.
There are obviously a multitude of sub-steps to learn how to identify what you
need to learn, what you need to change, and how to make those changes. The six
chapters in this part are organized to take you through this process of adaptation
by providing you with the insight you will need to understand what you have to do
and why.
The first thing you will need is a structural framework to make the things that
go on in your mental environment more tangible and concrete. To give you this
framework, I will describe, define, and organize the component parts of the mental
environment into a manageable context to where you can:
understand your behavior,
learn the various techniques for manipulating your mental
environment at your conscious direction to be more consistent with the
environmental conditions and your goals, and
learn how to monitor your relationship with the exterior environment.
It is essential that you learn how to monitor your personal relationship between
the interior and exterior environment because our goals, intents, expectations,
needs, and wants are all component parts of our mental environment that we
project out into the physical environment for fulfillment in some future moment.
In other words, they are all components of the mental environment that either
happen or don't happen in the outside physical world. You need to be able to
recognize immediately (especially as a trader) when you have the potential to
distort the outside information to be consistent with the inner components. These
distortions will inevitably result in pain and psychological injury.
What I intend to demonstrate in the following chapters is even though you
cannot turn your eyes inward to actually see these mental component parts of the
mental environment, it doesn't make them any less real. Besides, it isn't necessary

to turn our eyes inward because we can just as easily learn to define what is inside
of our mental environment by what we see and experience in the outside physical
environment. By making the connection between what we believe and what we
experience, it will be a lot easier to change what we experience by learning how to
manage, and eventually sustain a mastery of, our beliefs.
We will examine the nature of beliefs and how they act as environmental
information management systems. I will demonstrate how our individual beliefs
about the nature of the market, and our expectations of what it will do next,
manage and control the type and quality of information we perceive about it. By
breaking down the dynamics of perception, you will be able to identify the various
ways in which all of us place mental limitations on the market's behavior and how
these limitations cause us to distort market information.
We will thoroughly explore the nature of fear and how it compels all of us to
act without a perception of choice. The predominate underlying force behind most
traders' actions causing prices to move is fear – the fear of missing out (competing
for the supply) and the fear of loss (believing that the market took something away
from you). If you really want to understand the market's behavior to anticipate
what it will do next, then you will first have to learn about and understand the
underlying forces compelling, or rather, fueling your own behavior and how you
process and manage that information.
When you understand how any number of typical market-related fears operate
in your life and learn to release yourself (de-energize) from them, you will, in
effect, be separating yourself from the "crowd." When you separate yourself from
the "crowd" and expand what you know about the forces affecting your behavior
to encompass the group, it will be much easier to anticipate what the group will do
because they will merely represent a larger (collective) version of the way you
used to be. In other words, you will know how other traders will behave before
they do because you will be able to observe them from a detached perspective –
due to your having evolved beyond the choice-less state of mind, meaning
operating out of fear.
As you gain in your understanding of how beliefs interact with environmental
information to control your perception and form your experience, along with
learning how to distinguish between wishful thinking and what the market is truly
indicating about itself, you will eventually be able to learn how to control your
perception of the market activity in a way that allows you the greatest amount of
mental flexibility, where you will be able to shift your perspective to flow with the
markets and execute your trades without hesitation. Since you can't change or

control what the market is doing, then the only option you have left is to instill
self-mastery of yourself in a way that allows you to perceive what the market may
do next with increased clarity and objectivity – which in simple terms means
requiring a thorough working knowledge of the nature of your inner environment
(mindset) in relationship to the outer physical environment.
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nderstanding yourself and learning how to function inside your mental
environment is not as difficult as you may think it is. It does, however,
require that you gain a thorough understanding of the general characteristics of the
mental environment, its component parts, and how they work, which is exactly
what this part of the book is designed to give you.
The only reason why any of this would seem so difficult is because we aren't
taught how to do it when we are young. In fact, we are usually taught exactly the
opposite—that the mental environment is a mysterious place that can't be
understood. As Paula explains:
“A good example of this usually happens when we are in grammar school. I
am sure you can remember a time when either you or a classmate may have been
gazing out the window during a class, quite possibly watching a butterfly flit
around from flower to flower, or watching the nimbus or cumulus clouds drifting
by – and suddenly the teacher yells at either you or your classmate to “pay
attention” and “stop day-dreaming” – reminding the class that “…no one who daydreams ever became a success…”
In essence, the teacher had to bring order to all of the students to complete
whatever lesson the class was working on at the time. However, to state that no

one ever day-dreamed became successful is an outright fabrication and completely
false. For one thing, day-dreaming is seen as a form of personal meditation and
visualization – and as I have shared with you in “The Complete Trader” Mark
himself used a form of meditation and visualization every day, which he then
explained and taught to me. This helped both he and I focus on the task at hand –
which was either writing material for our books, or for our joint workshops – as
well as prepare for any coaching clients. But most important, these techniques
prepare us for our trading day. This is not something he necessarily shared with
many of you readers years ago, simply because, as stated above most of us are
“un-taught” how to step into the creative process when we are young, by being
told that day-dreaming is for losers. Therefore, both Mark and I know the creative
process is something that most people have either forgotten, or don’t believe about
themselves – simply because we all have to live practically in a world with rules
and certain standards.”
As a result, we end up defining mental components in a haphazard fashion without
ever really understanding the relationship between the components, or the
relationship these components have with the outside physical environment in the
ways that determine how we experience our lives. So, if you are going to
consciously transform or adapt yourself to function more effectively as a trader,
you will need a very fundamental and practical understanding of the nature of
these mental components and how they operate. As will be explained in a moment,
there are vast differences in the characteristics of the mental environment (inner)
and physical environment (outer) in which our bodies occupy space.
Understanding these differences is a key ingredient in the process of changing
yourself.
As a simple example, the book you are reading exists on the outside of you,
whereas the label of book (i.e., your mind's perception of the book) or any other
thoughts or sensations you would experience as a result of that label and the
meaning you attach is all occurring on the inside of you. Anything that goes on or
that happens on the inside of you would constitute your mental environment; all
your experiences and memories of those experiences, all your beliefs, all the
emotional energy attached to those beliefs, all your feelings, needs, wants,
expectations, and goals, and all your thoughts, regardless of whether or not you
have expressed these thoughts into the environment, make up your mental
landscape.
However, before we explore the differences between the inner and outer
environments, I want to point out one characteristic common to the two. They are

both constructed of many independently functioning parts ("zones" would be a
better word to describe the inner environment) that cooperate to make up the
whole. Most people are very familiar with their body parts, even the ones enclosed
within the body cavity. These parts are made up of cells that have distinct
functions. They operate independently and cooperate with the other body parts.
The sum total of these cooperating parts is our body. A simple illustration would
be that eyes are not ears or lungs, they are distinct parts having unique functions
within the whole.
By the same token, the mental environment is composed of a number of
cooperative but independently functioning zones that make up the whole of who
we are. For example, a belief is not a dream, nor is a thought an emotion. Beliefs,
dreams, thoughts, and emotions are all separate parts of the mental environment
that interact in the same manner (at least conceptually) that your hands will
interact with your eyes or your finger with your nose or your lungs with your
heart. I am pointing this out because most people do not think of their mental
environments in such specific ways with highly refined distinctions among the
various zones and the ways the components within those zones function.
The following list provides some of the categories into which I have divided the
mental environment and the components associated with each category that will be
explained in the next five chapters.
Positively-charged Emotions: Love, happiness, joy, confidence, peace,
acceptance
Negatively-charged Emotions: Fear, anger, hatred, jealousy,
disappointment, confusion, impatience, stress, anxiety, betrayal
Illusions: Denials, rationalizations, intellectualizations, distortions
Beliefs
Intents: Goals, aspirations
Expectations: Wants, desires, demands
Needs
Dreams: Sleeping dreams, daydreams
Thoughts
Attractions
Memories
Creativity

Intuition
This is not intended to represent a complete list of components and categories of
the mental environment. However, it is comprehensive enough to serve the
objectives of this book, which is to give you enough of a working knowledge of
how they operate and interact to effect any changes you determine are necessary to
trade successfully.
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I am defining the mental environment as a place where all the
sensory information from the physical environment (sensory information being the
way in which the physical environment acts as a force on our eyes, ears, nose,
taste, and touch) gets sorted, categorized, labeled, organized, associated with, and
stored. Beliefs are formed and meanings get attached. The mental environment is
where our experiences of the outside world form into a complex belief structure
about the nature of the physical environment and our relationship with it.
There are two things that I want you to note about this definition. First, it is
limited, because it doesn't take into account mental activities that generate from
within, exclusive of outside sensory information. This is something I will expand
on later. Second, I am not including the brain as part of the mental environment,
even though the activity of the mental environment takes place inside of the brain.
Why I am not including it will become clear in a moment.
One of the first characteristics you may notice about the mental components listed
is that they are all intangible. You can't see, hear, touch, taste, or smell them, at
least not as they exist in the mental environment. For example, no surgeon
operating on living brain tissue has ever encountered his patient's beliefs, thoughts,
dreams, or memories; even though he knew they were in there somewhere.
Biochemists have discovered DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) while working at the
molecular level of tissue makeup and as of yet have not encountered one of the
mental components listed earlier. Yet we know they exist because we can

experience the results of someone's beliefs or thoughts as they are expressed
outwardly in the physical environment through their behavior.
Now, for those of you who are asking yourself how do these mental components
exist if they aren't tangible, and no one has ever directly experienced them? The
answer is, they exist as a form of energy – and energy doesn't have mass. For
example, light will pass through physical objects or reflect off them, but light will
not displace anything; and electricity will also pass through objects, not displace
them. However, entities made up of atoms and molecules will displace one another
as they move into each other's space.
For a long time the scientific community believed that the atom was the smallest,
most fundamental building block of existence, only to discover later that within an
atom is energy. What scientists haven't figured out yet – even today in 2017 – is
how does something that exists without mass (the energy within the atom) become
something that does have mass – the atom. In other words, how does energy go
from being nonphysical to physical! Albert Einstein was once asked to give his
definition of matter and he said - "Matter is merely energy in a form that we can
perceive by our senses." Even at the atomic level while reading this book on your
personal device, and the chair you are sitting on to read it appear to your senses as
if they are solid. However, that is not the case at all. Our senses cannot perceive
things as they exist at the atomic level where everything is spinning and there is
space between the atoms. The point I am making is that all matter exists as energy
at the very deepest level of existence (within the atom), but not all energy exists as
matter, as with light and electricity. The same applies to the following which is
repeated from the above list for your benefit as we take this concept further:
Positively-Charged Emotions: Love, happiness, joy, confidence, peace,
acceptance
Negatively-Charged Emotions: Fear, anger, hatred, jealousy,
disappointment, confusion, impatience, stress, anxiety, betrayal
Illusions: Denials, rationalizations, intellectualizations, distortions
Expectations: Wants, desires, demands
Dreams: Sleeping dreams, daydreams
Intents: Goals, aspirations
Needs: Actual, perceived
Beliefs
Thoughts

Attractions
Memories
Creativity
Intuition
In very general terms, mental energy, as it exists in its various, intangible forms as
beliefs, feelings, emotions, and so on has the potential to act as a force on our
behavior and consequently, as a force on the outside physical environment
corresponding to the way in which this energy is expressed. For example, mental
energy in the form of a belief or memory of an experience can motivate a person
to:
walk across a room to change the channel on his television set because
he believes a program on another channel is more worthwhile or
pleasurable,
bid the price of a stock higher than the last price because he believes it
serves his best interests, or
motivate masses of people to go to war to defend or promote whatever
they believe needs to be defended or promoted.
These actions and their effects on the environment are the result of this
mental energy expressed outwardly.
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We experience the world with our five physical senses. This is common
knowledge. But, when you get down to the very basics, what actually happens to
our experiences of the environment as they go from the outer (physical) to the
inner (mental) environment? What we see, hear, touch, taste, and smell at a
physical level is transformed into electrical impulses of energy and is sent to the
brain via the nervous system. That is, at the most basic level, our tangible
experience of the outside world is transformed into intangible electrical energy,
meaning that the tangible medium where we experience our lives (the physical
environment) does not have the same characteristics and properties of the medium
that represents and stores these experiences on the inside of us (the mental

environment). We will examine these differences on a more practical level in a
moment.
If, at first, it seems preposterous to think that our experiences (environmental
information) are transformed into electrical energy, then consider that we have
been using an analogous form of technology mechanically for years in the form of
telephones and computers. Computers store information, sounds, and images in a
number of different energy media. Telephones transport sounds and images in the
form of electricity, light, or microwaves. As commonplace as all this is, there is
still something fascinating about a living process that transforms sensory
information (tangible experience) into electricity and stores it that way. Everything
that we have learned as individuals about the nature of our existence is stored in
our mental environment at an intangible level, in a nonphysical reality. How is
that? Because energy is real, yet it is nonphysical because it doesn't consist of
atoms and molecules, thus it can be said that energy exists in a nonphysical reality.
Earlier, I did not include the brain as part of the mental environment because it
exists at the tangible level of atoms and molecules (physical reality), whereas the
mental environment (energy in the form of beliefs, memories, emotions, and so on,
about the nature of physical environment resulting from our experiences) does not
exist at this tangible level. To help you understand this distinction between the
brain and the mental environment, consider that the brain, exclusive of the mental
environment, is no different from a computer that is not plugged into some
electrical power source. In this analogy, the mental environment would correspond
to the electrical energy that makes the computer run as well as store and carry the
various forms of information the computer is designed to handle and the computer
hardware (physical, mechanical, atoms, and molecules) would correspond to the
brain.
This is the reason why I stated in the beginning of the chapter that there are vast
differences between the mental and physical environments. All the mental
components I listed exist at the intangible level of energy and, more important,
function with the same properties and characteristics of energy. To understand the
nature of the mental environment, you need to understand the characteristics of
energy. Thus, what I intend to do next is examine the properties and characteristics
of typical energy forms like light and electricity and then compare them to the
characteristics of the mental environment to establish a correspondence between
the two.
Finally, in the next five chapters I will tie all this material together to give you
some very practical techniques to improve your ability to trade effectively.
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Energy Is Non-Dimensional
As we already know, energy doesn't take up space in the physical environment
because it doesn't displace anything that does take up space. Therefore, this "no
space" characteristic of energy gives it a non-dimensional quality. In other words,
anything that doesn't take up space also won't have any tangible dimensions of
height, length, width, or circumference, at least not in the ways in which we would
normally think of these properties. This non-dimensional quality is probably the
hardest concept to grasp about the nature of energy, because even though energy is
non-dimensional, it can take some form that is visible to our eyes. And anything
that is visible should have dimensions that we can measure. It may seem like an
obvious contradiction to say that energy can take a visible form and yet still not
have dimension, but it is not.
The best example to illustrate this is with holograms or holographic photography.
With a holographic process you can create a three-dimensional image in light
projected into space that can be seen with the eyes, and it will appear to have
length, width, and circumference. You could even measure the length or width of
the image; however, your hands would pass right through the image if you tried,
because there really isn't anything there, at least not in a physical sense. Images in
light have no physical substance, so from a physical perspective, they also don't
have any dimension – meaning, relative to physical objects, energy doesn't have
dimension.
Memories, or mental images – meaning anything that we can see with our inner
eye, like visualizations, daydreams, or sleeping dreams – could operate very much
like a hologram of laser light – an image of light that has no physical substance,
where space as it relates to distance or dimension is not a consideration. The total
physical or measurable area available inside of our skulls is quite small, especially
in relationship to what will fit from a mental perspective. We can create mental
images of any size or proportion, with none of the dimensional limitations that
exist in the physical environment because these images, as an energy form, have
no physical substance – and therefore exist in a state of form without dimension,
in other words taking up "no space."

You can easily demonstrate this concept with a simple mental exercise. Close your
eyes and picture the last place where you went on a vacation.
Where did you stay?
What side trips did you take?
When you imagined where you went, did you get up and move from
your present location in the physical environment.
Did you imagine yourself getting up out of your chair to make all the
preparations that would be necessary for such a trip?
Did you get in your car and mentally drive each mile to your
destination, as you would if you were actually going?
Probably not; the image of your last vacation most likely just popped into your
consciousness. It is as if you were instantaneously transported to these locations,
without regard to the space or distance that you would need to travel to get there in
the physical environment. There was "no space" between your present location
and the image of the vacation spot you hold in your memories.
The nature of our dreams also illustrates this non-dimensional characteristic. First,
there is no known limit to the type of dream landscape we could find ourselves in.
Dreams can be as varied and diverse, if not more so, as the physical environment
and all much larger than the space available inside of our skull cavity.
Furthermore, in our dreams we can instantaneously change locations without
actually traveling any distance. For example, you could dream that you are in the
basement of your house and then in the next instant be in your living room,
without actually having physically walked up your basement stairs or through
other rooms to get to there.
Speed

The second characteristic the mental environment shares with energy is speed.
Energy travels at an incredibly high rate of speed. Light, for example, travels at a
rate of 186,000 miles per second, fast enough to travel around the Earth

approximately eight times in one second. This is so fast that to our physical senses,
it appears instantaneous or simultaneous. What I mean is, it moves so fast that our
physical senses cannot detect the motion. Obviously, we can see the light, but we
cannot actually see it moving from any given source to some distant point. For
example, when you turn on a light in a dark room, does the room become
illuminated in stages as the light travels from its source to the walls? No, to our
eyes the room fills with light instantaneously, seeming to be everywhere at once,
in a flash. Our eyes are not constructed in a manner where we can make any
distinctions in movement, so it seems as if it doesn't move at all.
This instantaneous characteristic of light relates quite well to the mental
environment. As I pointed out earlier, dream travel can be and usually is
instantaneous. While you're having a dream, in one instant you could be in a house
and the next you could be on the other side of the world. There really isn't any
travel time between these dream locations. Whatever, mental mechanism prompts
the change, it creates a simultaneous transfer, probably taking as much physical
(clock) time as it does for light to fill up a dark room.
However, there is another mental characteristic, actually more of a phenomenon,
that best illustrates the speed at which the mental environment operates. This is
something that is not experienced by very many people, but nevertheless reported
by enough people in completely separate, unrelated incidents to confirm its
validity. What I am referring to is the phenomenon of having one's life flash before
one's consciousness in the form of a continuous mental image, from birth to the
present. Something like this usually only happens in extreme life-threatening
situations where the person believes that he is only moments from death. In those
few moments before the expected death, the sights, sounds, tastes, smells, feelings,
and emotions of one's entire life are re-experienced usually fully and completely.
Personally whenever I've read of or heard someone's recounting of such an
experience, it baffled me. I didn't understand how a person's whole life could
scroll before his consciousness in a matter of moments, when it took years to
experience. However, after a great deal of contemplation, it occurred to me that the
energy in which our experiences are stored moves at speeds that are so incredibly
fast that it would make our lives seem quite short in comparison, thus making it
possible for all our experiences to scroll by in moments, regardless of how long it
took actually to have the experiences.
All this might be a little easier to understand if you imagine, as I did, experiences
stored in a stream of light very much like what you would see when you look at a
distant star. There is a very good correlation here.

For example, scientists tell us that many of the closest stars to the Earth, other than
our sun, are so far away, that even at the incredible speed of 186,000 miles per
second, it still takes the light emanating from these stars hundreds of years to
reach the Earth. This distance between the stars and Earth is so vast that it creates
a steady beam of light, billions of trillions of miles long. So, when we look at any
star other than our sun, what we are actually seeing is the light that left it hundreds
or even thousands of years ago – thus what we are seeing is light from the star's
distant past. Now, if we could travel along this beam of light back to its source,
what we would be seeing is light from the star's more recent past (or future from
the perspective of traveling toward the star) the closer that we got to it, until we
arrived at the star's present. Light from the past, future, and present (depending on
one's perspective) would exist simultaneously within that beam.
Now, imagine the sights, sounds, tastes, smells, feelings, and emotions of our
experiences stored in a similar type of energy, say as a stream of memories that we
can travel along very much like this beam of light, where we can use our
consciousness to roam between the distant past to the more recent past up to the
present moment, or even project these memories out into the future. If the energy
in which our experiences are stored can move at speeds that are equal to or
approach the speed of light, then it would offer a credible explanation as to how it
is possible for one's whole life to scroll or flash before one's consciousness in a
matter of moments. To illustrate this for yourself further, imagine all your
experiences stretched out like a beam of light that you could travel along at the
speed of light. At that speed, at even a couple of seconds of travel time, you could
travel through a great deal of information. For example, if we just arbitrarily
decided that it took 10,000 miles of mental energy stretched out to hold one year's
worth of experiences, then, at the speed of light, you could get through almost 19
years of memories in one second!
Recognition of this phenomenon helps us to grasp one of the most difficult
concepts about the nature of the mental environment – meaning, that it exists
outside of time as we ‘know’ it. That is, our physical senses lock us into
perceiving an environment bounded by the limitations of time and threedimensional space. We have to experience each moment in a linear sequence. We
can't go backward and experience the pact as it existed in the physical
environment; once it passes, it's gone forever. Nor can we move ahead into the
future. The past doesn't exist anymore, and the future doesn't exist yet. What does
exist are these seemingly endless sequences of "now moments" in which we
experience our lives. However, the mental energy our inner components consist of
operates outside of our normal concept of time and space as it is experienced in

the physical environment. In the mental environment there are no spatial
boundaries or time constraints; we can think in any direction we please: past,
present, or future. And, theoretically, there would be no limits or boundaries as to
how much information could be stored.

Simply stated, time is a function of our perception of movement
over distance or three-dimensional space. In other words, to perceive time, you
need two key components: space that has dimensions, and movement. Both these
properties obviously exist in the physical environment. It has characteristics of
three-dimensional space consisting of length, height, width or thickness, and
circumference. Also the physical environment is in constant motion. The sun,
other stars, the planets, and their moons are all in motion. And even though we
can't directly perceive it, everything physical is in motion at the atomic and
molecular level. Everything is spinning around something larger from the tiniest
atoms and molecules to the largest stars and solar systems, including the atoms
and molecules in our own bodies.
This spinning motion of the Earth and its orbit around the sun, acts as a force on
the environment, changing day to night and night to day, creating the weather and
the seasons as well as an endless number of other environmental cycles. All these
cycles of environmental changes – including our own bodily cycles of growth,
age, respiration, digestion, and so on, resulting from the movement of the atoms
and molecules of our cells – act as a force on our physical senses, causing us to
experience a constantly-changing environment, one cycle after another, in straight
linear fashion, thus giving us our perception of time that is always moving
forward. If we couldn't perceive motion or some sort of movement over threedimensional space to act as reference points to measure this movement, then we
wouldn't be able to perceive the passing of time. For example, if we were
conscious but somehow fixed in a state of suspended animation where we had no
sensory input, no perception of movement of any kind, not even a heartbeat; it
would be impossible to tell the difference between a few seconds or a few days. To
measure time, you need a point to start from and a point to get to; these points can
be measured off in distance or time, but you need three-dimensional space to get
your points. To illustrate this with a physical representation from Paula –

“Most people who live on the east coast, Midwest, or northern areas of the
U.S. (I am using the U.S. simply for this example) – experience what is generally
accepted as four “seasons.” Meaning, if you live in one of these areas, you would
experience four separate types of weather – winter, spring, summer and fall. Each
of these seasons, or cycles of the year have distinct weather or patterns of weather,
which make it very easy to discern that time is in motion, and moving forward, or
passing, as the months progress. Meaning, in winter months, plants die, leaves fall
off trees, it may snow and be very cold for months. During spring, the earth
warms up, things begin to grow again, and blossom into the summer months. Of
course in the fall, the cycle of winter begins with colder weather, including rain
and then snow as time moves into winter once again. In other words, there would
be no doubt in your mind if you lived in one of these areas that time was in
constant motion.
However, if you live in areas such as the west coast, or the southwest, or the
southeast – there are little distinctions between the months of the year due to
where these areas are located on the planet. Meaning, if you lived, say in
California like I do, then other than some chilly weather in January, the weather
doesn’t change much; there is no ‘winter’ where plants wither and leaves fall off
the trees, and therefore days or weeks may go by without being able to “feel” or
“see” that time is in motion, except for daily tasks such as work and such. If you
live in the southwest – it is even more difficult to feel that time is moving forward,
simply because the desert landscape does not seem to change, or change much at
all. Months can go by and none of the landscape seems to grow or die – it seems
static. The same goes for the southeast – places like Georgia and Florida have
blossoms year-round, with little change in temperatures or weather except
occasionally, so again, you would have little notice of time moving forward.
No matter where you live, our minds still seek a forward stream of
consciousness, some form of facts that resonate with our mental environment, that
time is in motion and we are moving forward as well. And so if you do not live in
an area where the weather may physically or visually represent time in motion –
then you would use other mannerisms to create the same mental environment of
forward motion, such as daily work, children growing up, buying a bigger home, a
newer car, and so forth – to keep what you “know” about motion, intact.”
We think in an environment that is more like a stream where our consciousness
can roam freely between the past, present, and future without regard to time or
space. Furthermore, the actual sequences of moments that exist in the physical
environment have no effect on the energy our memories are stored in. Sequences

of time only have an effect on the mental environment relative to the impact the
environment is having on our senses in energy terms. You can easily demonstrate
this to yourself by trying to reconstruct from your memory the last 24 hours,
moment for moment. Difficult, isn't it. Now try to do it for a week ago today. The
only things we remember are the significant events, the experiences that had the
most impact on our senses, the ones with the most energy connected with them.
That's because experiences are not recorded in our memories as moments of time;
they are stored as charges of energy. And as such they have no relationship to the
passing of physical clock time.
Remember, energy doesn't exist as atoms and molecules and therefore, relative to
our perception of the passing of time, it is not subjected to this nonstop spinning of
everything that is physical. Energy can remain static or be active. For example,
someone or something could remind you of an experience that happened 20 years
ago, an experience that you haven't thought about since it happened. When you tap
into the energy of those memories, you will re-experience the sights, sounds,
tastes, smells, and most important, the emotions of that time, as if nothing had
changed. Why? Because in your mind, nothing has changed. That energy
surrounding that event remained dormant for 20 years. It becomes active either
when we choose to think of, or reflect about, what is inside of us or when we are
inadvertently reminded by someone or something outside of our mental
environment, of what is inside of us.
Significantly positive meaning - pleasurable: happy, joyful, etc., or negative
meaning - painful: terrorizing, angry, hateful experiences are easily recalled
because of the amount or intensity of the energy involved with the event. These
types of experiences will pop into our conscious recollection, at will and at times
you may least expect. But, try to remember every time in your life that you
brushed your teeth, took a drink of water, opened your refrigerator door, or put
your shoes and socks on and it's not so easy. These events are difficult to recall
because there is very little energy connected with each of these types of
experiences. In other words, they are virtually meaningless to you.
Our memories are like pockets of energy that we may organize chronologically by
date and time, as in the stream-of-light example. However, all the uneventful
moments between the eventful moments seem to disappear without a trace or get
compressed as if they never happened, even though we know that they did. We
must have put on our shoes and socks a month ago today because we probably
would remember walking around without them; that might be significant enough
to remember.

What we read, as an example, is usually quickly forgotten because there is very
little impact the environment is having on our senses. Printed words on a page
have very little visual impact in relationship to activities of a more experiential
nature. For example, actually participating in a biology experiment will have a
much greater impact from an energy perspective than will reading about one. The
energy required to remember something that we read has to be generated from
within in the form of concentration.
So, the way in which we experience physical clock time is in relationship to what
we are feeling – either physical or emotional impact – in any given moment. If for
example, you were experiencing terror, each second of physical clock time could
easily seem like an hour or day. Each moment of a terrorizing experience seems to
last forever because the environment is assaulting our senses. The impact is so
painful that we can't wait for the experience to end to be out of that situation. We
would therefore focus our attention on how long the event is lasting, while we
were waiting for it to end, thus slowing down our sense of time.
Pleasurable experiences seem to fly by – meaning we have no concept of time
passing – simply because we are in a state of joy and happiness, and nothing takes
us out of these moments to feel something less than the joy. We come out of that
state of mind when the experience starts to diminish in its degree of happiness
causing us to focus more on the less pleasantness of what we are experiencing –
meaning, some degree less than joy, even if it is just boredom, compared to the
happiness we were feeling. When our focus shifts from joy (no concept of time
passing) to "I can't wait for this to end," our sense of time slows down in
proportion to the less pleasantness of the experience.
In the physical environment, experiences take place in moments of time that pass
one after another, in linear fashion. What we experience in moments of time
through our physical senses is transformed into electrical energy and stored as a
memory relative to the degree of impact of the experience.
Memories don't have any restrictions imposed on them by time
because energy isn't physical.
Time is one directional, whereas in our mental environment we are free to think
about our memories at will or by just wanting to. We can experience them as a
mental image, mental sounds, mental tastes, and so on. Each of our memories
makes up a part of our identity, and because they exist as an energy form, they
have the potential to act as a force on our behavior. Regardless of whether we are
conscious of these specific forces or not they cause us to move through the

environment in certain ways corresponding to what we have already experienced
to create more experiences and more memories.
Essentially, what I am stating is that our existence straddles two very different
dimensions simultaneously. We live in and perceive three-dimensional space, and,
as a result, our physical senses are subject to the limitations of time, where one
moment passes after another in straight linear fashion, whereas we think in a
dimension where time and space as it is perceived in the physical environment
doesn't exist. Now, there are some very important psychological implications
within the concept that time and space don't exist in the mental environment,
implications that have to do with our ability to experience happiness, fulfill our
needs, and achieve our goals, which are all basically synonymous. However,
before we address these implications, you will need to understand how
experiences are stored in varying degrees of positively or negatively-charged
energy, what I call the "quality of energy" our memories are stored in.

EXERCISES
Get a spiral notebook and write down the answers to the questions at the end of
each chapter in your own handwriting. You will find the more you write in
longhand, the more you know yourself – and where you may need to update any
thought processes or skill levels.

1. What is your definition of “daydream?”
2. Do you ever daydream? Why or why not?
3. Do you multi-task while trading? Yes or no.
4. If yes – why would you think that would be appropriate to give your focus
elsewhere while trading your own money? Be specific.
5. If no – explain why not.
6. What is your definition of “meditation?” Be specific.

7. Have you ever used meditation to accomplish a goal? Yes or no.
8. If you have not used meditation, explain why not.
9. If you have used meditation did you find it useful? Explain why or why
not.
10. What is your definition of visualization?
11. Have you ever used visualization to accomplish a goal? Yes or no.
12. If you have not used visualization, explain why not.
13. If you have used visualization did you find it useful? Explain why or why
not.
14. What is your definition of the “mental environment?” Be specific.
15. What is your definition of what an “experience” is? Be specific.
16. What is your definition of “mental energy?” Be specific.

The more specific you are with your answers, again, without thinking, right off the
top of your head – the more you will know your personal truth and be able to deenergize any limiting beliefs that are holding you back from achieving your
highest trading goals.
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rom the moment we are born into this world, our existence acts as a force, an
energy force, on the physical environment. We take up space that cannot be
occupied by anyone or anything else. And, in turn, the physical environment acts
as a force on our physical senses, creating a cause-and-effect relationship between
ourselves and the environment. It is important for you to note now and for the rest
of the book that I am defining the physical environment in the broadest sense
possible, as everything outside of ourselves, including other people. Now, at the
most basic level, we create experience for ourselves by the mere fact that we exist.
To exist implies that our senses are alive and that we are interacting (acting as a
force) with the environment, altering its makeup and consistency as we move
through it. For example, our movement and behavior set off an endless series of
chain reactions that alter the landscape in some way, shape, or form. And even
when we aren't actively changing or manipulating the environment in some way,
we are still taking up space and thus subjecting ourselves to atmospheric forces, as
well as causing changes in the makeup of the atmosphere from our breathing.
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The experiences that result from this constant interaction with the environment
will be transformed into electrical impulses of energy. As electrical impulses of
energy, the experiences will carry an electrical charge. The charge will be either
positive or negative, depending on the kind of impact the environment had on our
senses. For example, a crying baby is acting as a force on the environment. More

specifically, the baby is creating a sound that is acting as a force on the eardrums
of everyone in his vicinity. How the environment responds to this force will create
experience for the child and determine the electrical charge or quality of energy
that is recorded in the baby's memory.
"Quality of energy" is the relative degree of positively- or negatively-charged
energy in which the experience is recorded. For example, if the environment
responds to the child with a soothing caress, expressing love and a sense that his
needs will be taken care of, then the experience will be recorded in the child's
memory with some degree of positively-charged emotional energy. The degree of
positiveness will depend on the intensity of the experience; that is, the degree of
impact the environment had on the child's senses. Pleasant, happy, joyful, and
loving experiences will result in the storage of positively-charged energy. If,
however, the environment responds harshly, in such a way as to have a violent
impact on the child's senses, by screaming (assaulting his eardrums) or slapping
him to produce physical pain, then the experience will be recorded in the child's
memory with negatively-charged emotional energy to the same degree as the
intensity of the experience.
There are two basic components that make up the quality of energy in which our
memories are stored. The first is the polarity of the charge, which could be
positive, neutral, or negative. The second component is the intensity of the charge
ranging from extreme positive, which would be an experience of maximum
intensity creating a feeling of elation, to extreme negative, which would be an
experience of unbridled terror. Quality of energy is an important concept for you
to understand because it affects the type of beliefs we form about the nature of the
environment, which in turn affects how we perceive information and interact with
the environment – especially with the market environment and what it may present
to us in the way of true market information on a moment-to-moment basis – which
can instantly tap us into energy-charged memories of elation as well as terror.

The Characteristics of Positively-charged Energy
Positive energy is expansive. It promotes mental growth or learning by creating a
sense of confidence, which in turn results in an openness to explore and discover
the unknown. I am defining the unknown as anything that exists as a possibility in
the physical environment that does not yet reside in some form in one's mental
environment. Positive energy perpetuates our natural, childlike sense of curiosity
and wonderment toward the environment that we are all born with.

By following the interests of our natural sense of curiosity, we interact with the
environment to create experience and learn something previously unknown to
ourselves, thus generating a sense of excitement about life, as well as increasing
our ability to operate in the environment more effectively because we are
continuing to learn more about the way things exist. There is a direct relationship
between how much we have allowed ourselves to learn about the nature of the
environment and the degree of negatively-charged energy in our mental
environment. I am stating it this way with the emphasis on the negative because
learning will take place quite naturally if there isn't anything in the inner
environment to stop it. In other words, an absence of fear (meaning negativelycharged energy) is a critical factor in determining whether or not we will make
ourselves available to learn anything new and continue to grow mentally.

For example, playfully throw a child up in the air and catch him and he
will beg you to do it over and over again. This is his way of interacting with the
environment to perpetuate the feelings of a positively-charged experience. Positive
energy is expansive, compelling us to interact with the environment to create more
experience for ourselves. The more we experience the more we learn about the
nature of the environment. The more we learn about the nature of the environment,
the better able we are to interact with it more effectively to fulfill our needs and
achieve our goals. Positively-charged memories give us that sense of confidence
that allows to step out, to try something new, resulting in mental growth.
The Characteristics of Negatively-charged Energy
Now, throw the same child up in the air for the first time, as in the earlier example,
but instead of catching him, accidentally drop him, and not only will he not ask
you to do again, he will cower in terror at the very suggestion. The difference in
his behavior, of course, is the result of the differences between the two
experiences. In the first example, the experience was pleasurable, resulting in the
mental and emotional memory storage of positively-charged energy. In the second
example, the experience was painful, resulting in the mental and emotional
memory storage of negatively-charged energy.

Regardless of whether we were acting as a force on the environment (behavior
motivated by our sense of curiosity) and got an unexpected or unintended painful
reaction – such as a child touching a bee and getting stung, or the environment,
uninitiated by ourselves (other than the fact that we exist), acted as a force on us in

a
way that resulted in pain – such as a car wreck that was not our
fault but resulted in our having minor injuries, the experience will result in the
formation of a negatively-charged memory. Painful memories will generate fear,
causing us to perceive the environment as threatening in its ability to cause more
pain in some future moment. The way we will perceive it as threatening will
correspond to our stored mental and emotional memories of the experiences that
resulted in pain in similar circumstances or conditions. In other words, the things
we fear in the environment are those things we have learned to recognize as
threatening. And that will keep us in a closed-loop and downward-spiral of
negative emotional and psychological thoughts and pain.
In contrast to the feelings of confidence and well-being that result from positivelycharged experiences, fear acts as a limiting or inhibiting force on both our
behavior and our perception of environmental information. I am sure that everyone
reading this book at some point has experienced the effects that fear can have on
one's behavior. It can cause us to run from an obviously dangerous situation or
completely immobilize us to the point where our body will not respond to any
conscious command. Fear drastically limits our choices. It causes us to interact
with the environment in ways that are limited to the structure of our memories,
regardless of what the environment may be offering in the way of a new
experience, or it causes us to avoid an experience completely. Interacting with the
environment results in experience, and experience results in learning. If we
experience the environmental ‘present’ based on our individual ‘past,’ or
completely avoid experience altogether, we aren't learning what is being offered or
available to be learned about the nature of the environment.
The net result of a painful experience is that it creates a negatively-charged
memory, which in turn creates and perpetuates a cycle of fear. Cycles of fear then
create cycles of discontent and dissatisfaction because we avoid experience. When
we avoid experience, we cut ourselves off from the joy we feel when we are
learning. Just as positive cycles are expansive, negative cycles are limiting and

degenerative. Our painful memories keep us from learning how to interact with the
environment in effective and satisfying ways that would result in happier and more
fulfilling lives, because we aren't learning what we need to know to experience
something different.
Fear limits both our range of behavior and our perception of environmental
information. The ways in which it limits our behavior are obvious. However, there
are many ways in which fear acts on our perception that aren't so obvious; in fact
some of the ways can be very subtle and difficult to recognize, until one learns
what to look for.

“When you are engulfed in and completely enmeshed in a
state of fear, you become immobilized because it is almost as if you are in a fog as
to what to do, or in what direction to move toward. Since you cannot actually
“see” a positive opportunity in front of you due to the “fog” of your emotional and
psychological dilemma, it will be extremely difficult for you to make any rational,
and fact-based decision. Meaning, you will be unable to see true market
information to make an informed decision about any particular trade.”
As traders, it is essential that you be able to observe the market's behavior from an
objective perspective. To observe objectively you will need to learn how to
recognize a variety of subtle fears (your fog) that will destroy your ability to be
objective without really knowing it. This is a subject I will cover in much greater
depth a little further on. However, before I can do so you need to understand the
nature of associations and how perception creates an energy loop between the
inside mental environment and the outside physical environment.
A
Associations seem to be a natural characteristic of the way in which we think. That
is, our brains are wired in such a way as to link similar forms of environmental
information together automatically. We do this in basically two ways.

First, there is a natural propensity to label people and objects based on
some prominent characteristic and then categorize them into associative
groups. After we categorize the groups by sex, hair color, skin color,
profession, economic status, educational background, and so on, we then
associate whatever experience or knowledge we have about the group with
everyone and everything that has those same characteristics. For example,
if we have a painful experience with a person who has a skin color different
from that of our own, we will automatically associate everyone with that
skin color with the qualities of that one experience.
The second way we associate is by linking extraneous sensory
information with some event. We will automatically associate what we are
smelling, tasting, hearing, or seeing along with the quality of energy of the
primary experience. For example, a child getting spanked will associate all
the other environmental information that his senses are inadvertently
picking up with the pain he is feeling from the spanking. What he hears,
smells, tastes, and sees will all be connected with the intensity of the force
being applied to his body. So if there was some song playing on the radio or
say a distinctive cooking aroma, or perfume, or aftershave, or flower
blossom aroma in the air at the same time that he was experiencing pain, he
will associate the song or the aroma with the pain. Here is an example of
this from Paula:
“While working at the MidAm, I had many occasions to visit the Chicago
Board of Trade building which was just across the street from where the MidAm
was located, which was in the Insurance Exchange building in downtown
Chicago. In the CBOT building, there was a very nice cafeteria in the basement
that catered to the floor traders – providing breakfast, lunch and early dinners.
The food was good and homemade, and many traders and staff that worked at the
MidAm, the CBOT, and the CBOE would patronize it. A number of times as I
frequented the cafeteria, I would see traders I knew sitting at a table either eating
or working on their trading system. And just as many times, I never saw those
particular traders on the trading floor the entire day.
One day I asked one of the traders that I had seen in the cafeteria where he
went after having breakfast; I was curious because I hadn’t seen him on the trading

floor at all that day. “Joseph” – who traded the financials – replied that as he
finished his breakfast in the cafeteria he smelled sausage cooking, and he knew
then he would have a bad day. Smiling I asked him how the smell of sausage
could “make” him have a bad day. Joseph replied that he remembered his mother
cooking sausage a number of times in the mornings, while disciplining him
verbally to get ready for school, and those were not necessarily happy memories.
And when he remembered those scoldings from long-ago, his mind was no longer
on the markets because he was trying to push those negative memories out of his
mind – and he knew he would get financially “scolded” by losing money in the
markets, because he no longer had an objective focus. So after a number of times
while trading, while his mind was enmeshed in those negative memories, and after
losing a substantial amount of money with losing trades – he finally put two-andtwo together and realized when he smelled sausage cooking, he should not trade
because that tapped him into his negatively-charged childhood memories.”
Now, both these environmental distinctions (a certain song and a certain aroma)
will be connected with negative energy in his mental environment. When the child
was getting his spanking he may not have even noticed either the song or the smell
because his attention was obviously focused in other directions. However, in the
future whenever he hears that song or smells that particular aroma, that will
automatically cause him to experience the negative energy connected with the
spanking. Just like the example above. Even if it is years later, and he is enjoying
himself with the last thing on his mind being the memory of that spanking, if he
hears that particular song or smells that particular aroma, it will carry him back to
that time as if it were the present moment, changing his experience from happiness
to anger, sadness, or guilt.

Of course, this same principle also works for positive
experiences. A perfect example is many couples have "a song" that they associate
with some intense sexual or loving experience. When they hear "their song," it will
mentally put them into the feelings of the experience the song is associated with.
In fact, the song can eventually come to symbolize the quality of the entire
relationship where all the memories and emotions connected to those memories
will run through their consciousness upon hearing the song.

Associations are an automatic function of the way in which information gets
organized in our mental systems. Most of these associations are inadvertent,
meaning we have positively or negatively-charged energy connected to various
elements of the environment, and we aren't consciously aware of it. We can see,
hear, taste, or smell certain things that, in turn, cause us to feel emotions and not
know why because we don't consciously remember connecting the extraneous
sensory information with the primary event.
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None of us has access to "all" the environmental information that exists in any
given moment. Our senses aren't constructed in a way that allows us to pick up
(see, hear, touch, taste, or smell) everything all at once. If we can't be aware of it
all, then we must have some mechanism by which we pick and choose what we do
become aware of and give our attention and consideration to. What we choose to
pick up, in other words, learn creates an energy loop between the inner and outer
environment. We can call this energy loop perception – “perception” is
recognizing with our eyes, ears, nose, taste, and touch in the physical environment
what we have already learned about it. Mental energy works in conjunction with
our physical senses to separate, categorize, and organize environmental
information based on the distinctions we have learned to make. In other words, we
recognize what we have learned in the environment because it is already inside of
us. There has to be a mental framework to accept the information; otherwise, it
gets rejected, labeled as meaningless, or not perceived at all, unless of course we
are willing to construct a framework for it – meaning, being open to learn.
Distinctions
Distinctions make separations in environmental information where no previous
separation existed. A child won't make a distinction between a spoon and a pencil
until someone teaches him the difference. Otherwise, he will instinctively put both
in his mouth, until the information stored in his mental environment acts as a force
on his perception to distinguish between the two. Environmental objects give off
information about themselves, but the information that is perceived already exists
inside of each individual, unless it is a first-time experience. The spoon and the

information about what it is create an energy loop between the inside and the
outside, where before the distinction was learned, the spoon and the pencil would
fall into the same category as something to put into the mouth. Anything we don't
know, but exists in the environment as a possibility, is a distinction that we haven't
learned to make yet. If we haven't learned to make the distinction, we won't
perceive the various types of information the environment is giving off, or to us,
about itself.
For example, if I were to open up my computer, what I would perceive would be
very different from that of a skilled computer repair technician. All the various
parts giving off information about themselves would mean almost nothing to me
because there is no meaning inside of me. All the parts my eyes would be seeing
would fall into that one large category of say “a bunch of computer parts” because
I haven't learned to make any distinctions between the various parts, whereas the
technician would perceive the parts in a very different way because he understands
the functioning of the parts and the relationship that they have with one another.
That understanding is the mental framework that structures the particular way in
which he perceives the parts. Meaning, the computer parts would be giving off
information about themselves that I couldn't perceive because I don't have the
mental structure to perceive it.
Learning how to read the markets to recognize an opportunity is another example
to illustrate this energy loop between the inside and outside that we call
perception. Traders act as a force on the market to move prices.
“This is fact – especially more so today, with just about anyone able to trade
from a personal device at any given moment. Years ago there were smaller
numbers of individual traders, simply due to the complexities and costs associated
with trading itself. Meaning, before electronic trading, you either had to open an
account with a brokerage firm and put your trades through a broker, or else you
had to have quite a substantial amount of money to buy or rent a seat on one of the
stock or futures exchanges, to trade for yourself. Most people years ago did not
have that type of disposable income, and therefore the number of individual
traders – meaning trading their own money in their account – was significantly
lower than it is today. This led to a different type of markets than we have today –
due to the fact there were smaller numbers of individual traders, trading with their
own unique perspective on the markets.
Today, anyone with $5,000.00 can open an on-line trading account and
begin trading almost immediately without any formal training or knowledge of the
markets at all – and this equates into millions of individual traders around the

world today, meaning exponentially larger number of individual traders than
before electronic trading and personal devices were made available – along with
the international brokerage firms, hedge funds, and so forth – which are the
driving force behind each and every market traded.
Whether yesterday, or today however, live traders are the still energy and
force behind the markets to create all price movement.”
Since most traders don't plan their trades or want to take responsibility for their
outcomes they are highly susceptible to acting out of any number of fears. Traders
who are motivated to act out of fear generally aren't aware that their fear
drastically reduces the choices they perceive as available, making their behavior
very predictable to an objective observer (someone not caught in the same cycles
of fear). So under certain market conditions large groups of traders will all be
trying to do the same thing – because of what they fear will or won't happen, and
this ends up upsetting the equilibrium, which forces prices to move in one
direction. If you haven't yet learned to identify these conditions, you naturally
won't perceive them when they exist – why? Again, because there has to be an
energy loop between the inner and outer environments for perception to occur.
I am sure everyone has had the experience of reading unfamiliar material a second,
third, or fourth time and perceiving something new with each subsequent reading.
What is happening here? With each reading you are building a mental framework
that enables you to recognize what was available but unperceivable to you when it
was read previously. That is, all the new insight that you garner with each reading
was available from the book the moment you picked it up the first time. However,
you weren't able to perceive what it had to offer in the way of insights or
understandings until you created an energy loop that enabled you to perceive it;
otherwise, the words get read but the insight goes by completely unnoticed even
though you are looking right at it. As Paula details here:
“You can look at it this way. Take a look at computers. Computers can do a
vast array of tasks for us, because they are programmed by human coders who
program them to do certain task for humans; however, they cannot do everything,
without being told how to do it. In other words, computers only have access to
what they have been programmed to do – just like our minds can only perceive
what they have been programmed to receive. Simply put, your computer cannot
“save” data – unless “you” create a file-folder to hold or put that data into.
Meaning, you can write a document, but unless you create a file-folder and hit
“save” – when you turn the computer off, the document is lost. It is no different
with you reading something several times – until you create a file-folder in your

mental environment to hold the data, the information you are reading – your mind
will not associate it as being important or relevant, and therefore it will be lost –
just like when you turn off your computer – or simply discarded as not important.”
In any given moment there is a vast difference between what each of us perceives
and what is actually available in the way of possible distinctions from the
environment's perspective. Take, for example, a salesperson who has learned to
recognize the exact, most appropriate moment to ask for the order and close a sale.
Or an auto mechanic who knows exactly what is wrong with a car by the kind of
sounds that it makes. To the inexperienced salesperson or novice auto mechanic,
these abilities will seem like magic because they will assume that they are hearing
or seeing the same things as their experienced counterparts. However, that is not
the case. They are not hearing or seeing the same information even though they
are in the same sales interview or listening to the same car at the exact same
moment. They are actually perceiving different environmental information
because of the differences in the structure of their respective mental environments.
The information that indicates the exact moment to ask for the order to close the
sale is indistinguishable from everything else to the inexperienced salesperson.
The same is true for the inexperienced auto mechanic.
Consequently, neither one will perceive the existence of this information until they
learn to make the appropriate distinctions. If someone wasn't there to teach them
how to make these more refined distinctions that indicate the most appropriate
moment to ask, or what to listen for, they may never know about the existence of
such information. By learning to make more distinctions, we increase the depth of
our level of understanding of the cause-and-effect relationship between everything
that exists.

How Our Perceptions Shape Our Experiences
We experience the environment through our senses. At the most fundamental level
the world gets transformed into electrical impulses of energy – energy that carries
information, as well as feelings and emotions ranging from extreme happiness to
rage, elation to despair, love to hate, and all the degrees of feelings and emotions
in between. Each first-time encounter with the environment creates a memory,
distinction, or association that didn't exist previously – in other words, a file-folder
has been created in your mental environment. A first-time encounter is any

experience that is completely unique, like learning the meaning of a word that we
have never heard before, or a taste we have never tasted before, or a song we have
never heard before and so forth – and there is nothing in our mental environment
to relate it to. These new memories, distinctions, and associations build into a
mental framework that constitutes what we have learned about the nature of the
outside environment.
Once we learn something, mental energy will then act as a force on our senses to
recognize in the environment what we have learned about it. So there is a two-way
flow of energy; first, we learn something through some unique experience; then,
we perceive what we have learned in the environment. Fear is a perfect example
for illustrating this concept. We feel fear when we recognize in the environment
anything that we have learned can cause us pain. We will feel this fear and
consequently have a fearful experience because the negatively-charged energy in
our memories, distinctions, and associations will act as a force on our eyes, ears,
nose, and sense of touch to recognize in the environment anything that is similar to
what we have already learned can cause pain.
So when we perceive something (recognizing what we have already learned – or
perceiving what is inside our mental file-folders) in the environment, mental
energy is acting as a force on our senses, instead of the environment acting as a
force on our senses. In other words, the conditions are similar or identical to what
we already know, and we can therefore attach some meaning to the information.
The environment isn't creating the meaning as in a first-time encounter; the
meaning is already inside of us, and in essence we create the experience by the
way in which we perceive it, through our memories, distinctions, and associations
in our mental file-folders.
This is why a group of people can all be in the same location, be exposed to the
same environmental information, and then afterward describe the event in a
different way.
*See the example in Chapter 2 by Paula.*
The event was different for each individual because everyone experienced it
differently. Their experience was a function of the structure of their mental
environment. Meaning:
Each individual will make different associations with the same
information and then experience the varying degrees of positive or negative
energy connected with those associations.

Each individual will make different distinctions with the same
information, in effect placing a different meaning on it.
Each meaning will be composed of varying degrees of positive or
negative energy, thereby creating a different experience relative to everyone
else's.
Each person will experience the amount of time the event took
differently, depending on whether they are perceiving the experience with
predominately positively-charged energy (time speeds up) or negativelycharged energy (time slows down).
Without taking all these mental variables into consideration, it is little wonder why
people get so frustrated with one another when they can't agree on what happened.
Everybody's version of what happened was unique, because the way each of us
experience the outside environment is determined by how we perceive it, and how
we perceive it is a function of what is already inside of us unless we are in the
process learning something new.
The implications are that much of what we experience of the outside environment
is shaped from the inside, not from the outside as most people would assume. In
other words, our first-time experiences shape the meaning, as well as determine
the quality of energy connected with that meaning, and then once the meaning
exists in-side of us, it shapes our experience of the outside by the way we pick and
choose information and how we feel about that information. From one of Paula’s
workshops “The Now Moment of Success:”
“This is what creates the very nature of the markets. And keeps traders who
have not been successful yet at trading to keep coming back and re-funding their
trading accounts. Since they believe they can perceive market data, but haven’t
been able to financially take advantage of that data, they convince themselves that
there is ‘still’ something they are missing. Some component of their analysis,
their edge, or their system they haven’t tapped into yet. And so they continue on –
not realizing that what they haven’t “tapped into” yet – is the fact that their very
own perception of the markets, based on past experience in the markets, such as a
losing trade or set of losing trades, or possibly breaking even for long periods of
time – or even not knowing what they don’t know about the markets, is what is
creating their perception of the markets, as well as their results. And their
perception of the markets is not necessarily true market data – because all the
market information they think they see – is still filtered through their current ideas,

memories, beliefs and experiences, of the markets so far. So it would be
extremely difficult for most traders to know when they are seeing true opportunity,
or just hoping they are seeing true market data, to put on a winning trade .”
This is a very important concept, so I will give you another example to illustrate
how our perceptions shape the way we experience the environment. Let's say that I
am approaching a statue of a man. At first, I look at the statue face to face, and I
experience indifference; that is, what I am seeing does not evoke any particular
emotion. Then, I walk around the statue, and change my viewing angle until I look
at it in profile. As I look at the profile, the face reminds me of someone (an
association) whom I like very much and whom I haven't seen for years. From this
new perspective the statue would take on a new meaning changing my experience
from emotionally neutral to some strong feelings of nostalgia as I think about how
much I miss this person.
The energy for how I experienced that statue and that particular moment in the
environment was inside of me before I even looked at it.
The energy that changed the feelings I was experiencing did not come from the
statue or really have anything to do with that statue. My unique mental structure
caused me to experience that statue the way in which I did. It took on a new
meaning as I changed my perspective because of the way the energy that was
already inside of me acted on my perception. If I hadn't had the positive
experiences with the person the statue reminded me of, then I would have
continued to experience indifference as I looked at it.
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The energy that determines how we feel (love/hate,
happiness/anger, confidence/fear, etc.) in many circumstances and situations does
not come from the environment. These feelings and emotions are already part of
us, and we will automatically feel them when there is a matchup (perception)
between what is outside of us in the now moment with what is already inside of us
as a result of our past experiences. For example, imagine a father or mother

holding their five-year-old son with one hand, screaming "you stupid idiot" while
spanking him with the other hand. And let's assume that this is the first time the
child has heard the words stupid or idiot. Now he may not know what the words
mean in an adult context, but he will most certainly connect the words with pain
he is feeling through both his body as well as his ears. From that point forward
these words will have a strong negative charge attached to them in his mental
environment.
Now, when he encounters these words in the environment again in some future
moment he will be able to recognize them because he has experienced these words
—they exist as a distinction in his mental environment. As a result of the way in
which he learned the meaning of these words, how will his perception of them
affect his experience of them? Whenever he hears the words "stupid" or "idiot" he
will feel the negatively-charged energy connected to these words in his mental
environment and consequently experience the physical environment in a painful
way. Does the environment need to physically assault him, as in the first
experience, for him to feel this pain? No. All he has to do is hear the words and he
will experience pain. After his first encounter with these words, the pain doesn't
have to come directly from the environment because it is already inside of him.
Would it make any difference if from the environment's perspective that the words
were spoken with absolutely no intent to cause him any pain or without any
awareness that they could, in fact, cause him to feel pain? Again, no. He would not
be able to perceive the intent of the environment as anything but wanting to cause
him pain because that is exactly what he experiences when he hears those words.
How could he know that other alternative meanings exist for these words or that
they can also be used within a context of good-natured fun? He couldn't, because
he has never experienced those words in any kind of fun context, he hasn't learned
to make that distinction yet. From the perspective of his mental environment, there
are no other alternative possibilities for the meaning of these words. Furthermore,
he may never learn to make any alternative distinctions, because every time he
hears the words "stupid" or "idiot," he will perceive them in a painful way, thereby
creating an experience of pain, which will in turn reinforce the negative energy
already connected to the meaning for those words.
From the first experience forward into the future, he will be locked into only one
version
of the way he can experience those words.
Here is a good example of what we mean using the word stupid, which is an
excerpt from Paula’s book “Championship Spirit” about her experience with a

grammar-school teacher – her book assists the adult reader with skills on how to
de-energize past events such as being bullied, which would obviously be a
negatively-charged memory in a mental file-folder for anyone who experienced
bullying – to become a successful adult.

“Miss Davis began a diatribe of a personal attack in front
of the entire class. She started telling me how no one in the class liked me; as a
matter of fact she said she had to make them be nice to me, that’s how much they
disliked me. She said if it wasn’t for her, no one would even speak to me. Miss
Davis went on to talk about how ugly my clothes and hair were; she went on about
my teeth (I had a small gap in between my two front teeth before I got braces).
She asked me why I didn’t have any pride in myself. What was that supposed to
mean? What did that have to do with me forgetting to bring the history book to
class? I stood there confused and terrified. And, she finally summed up her tirade
stating how much I disgusted her. How I made her sick. How so incredibly stupid
I was that she would be glad I wouldn’t be in her class next year so she wouldn’t
have to look at me.
After what seemed like an eternity with me standing there crying, she told
me I looked terrible. She reminded me that this incident was going on my
“record” and would probably keep me from getting into college, although she said
she doubted I would even get accepted to any college considering how stupid I
was. She then pushed me away from her, told me to go to the girl’s restroom and
clean myself up; stating again that I was stupid and disgusting.
I went to the restroom and looked in the mirror. And Miss Davis was right.
I WAS ugly. (Of course I looked bad, I had been crying!) But I still only saw
what Miss Davis had called me. I went back to class hanging my head not looking
at anyone, completely humiliated. Miss Davis was at the front of the room
teaching like nothing had happened.
As I said earlier, this was not an isolated incident with Miss Davis during the
three years I had her for my teacher. Quite possibly you have experienced the
same or a similar type of event. This type of tirade on her part was repeated over
and over for the smallest infractions. And, because it happened over and over, for
those three years I was in her class, I really did think to some degree that I was
ugly and stupid – even though I was always on the Honor Roll with at least a 3.5
GPA – a fact that continued throughout high school. Of course her tirades make

no sense to me today, but when you are young, that’s how you end up interpreting
things – you believe what someone in authority might say to you. And, for years,
until my early 20s, no matter what job or promotion I received, there were always
Miss Davis’ faint words in the back of my mind; ugly, stupid – which tempered
my belief in myself about being successful; that is until I began working on
recognizing, and then releasing myself from past negative energies inflicted on me
by someone else. And then, once those negative energies stored in my mental
environment were de-energized, there became no limit to what I began to
achieve.”
In any given moment, there are a whole range of experiences available from the
environment. What we experience as individuals will be a function of what we
perceive, unless we are in a learning mode. In other words, what we are
experiencing in any given moment is being shaped by what is already inside of us
(memories, distinctions, associations, and beliefs), and what is already inside of us
may not be remotely close to what the environment is offering in the way of
experience. When we are in a learning mode we open ourselves up to learn new
distinctions and alternative meanings to expand what we know about the nature of
the environment.
Our experiences shape our meanings and then the meanings shape our experiences
of the future. Let me illustrate this concept for you.
I was watching a local television program in the spring of 1987 called
"Gotcha Chicago." It was about some local celebrities who played practical jokes
on other Chicago notables. In one segment of the program the TV station hired a
man to stand on the sidewalk along Michigan Avenue, holding a sign that read
"FREE MONEY - TODAY ONLY." (For those of you who are not familiar with
Chicago, Michigan Avenue is home to many of the most expensive and fashionable
department stores and boutiques in the city.) The man's pockets were stuffed with
cash, and he had been instructed to give money to anyone who asked for it.
Considering that Michigan Avenue is one of the busiest areas of the city, how
many people do you think took him up on his offer and asked for some money?
Out of all the people who walked by and read the sign, only one person
stopped and said, " Great! May I have a quarter to buy a bus transfer?"
Otherwise, no one would even go near him. Eventually he grew frustrated and
started crying out, "Do you want any money? Please take my money. I can't give it
away fast enough." Everybody just walked around him as though he didn't exist.
He approached one businessman asking, "Would you like some money?" And the
man responded, "Not today." The "plant" said, "How many days does this

happen?" as he tried to give him a handful of cash, while continuing to say "Would
you please take this?" The businessman responded with a terse "no" and walked
on.
Now here is a situation where the environment was expressing itself in a way that
only one person had the mental structure to perceive. For the rest of the people
that witnessed the man offering ‘free money,’ there was no meaning inside of them
that they could directly correlate with the actual environmental conditions. Other
than the one person who asked for a quarter, nobody looked at the sign and said to
themselves "Great! Somebody is giving away free money, I wonder how much he
will give me."
People's responses to the conditions shouldn't be too surprising because we
generally don't believe that money is ever free. More on this from Paula -

“Most of us are taught this concept from the time
we can remember – for instance, I think most of us would agree we have heard the
adage “…money doesn’t grow on trees…” – meaning you have to work or even
work hard to receive money. Further, virtually no one believes that a total stranger
on a busy street would give money to other strangers, just for the asking. As we
can see by this example, no one passing by the man offering the money could, or
chose to, see the free money as simply a gift – or quite possibly something they
had been wishing and hoping for in their own mental environment. In other
words, they mentally created the situation of being at that place at that time when
the free money was offered – due to a hope or wish inside their mental
environment – and yet when it manifested, they chose not to believe it, because
they had no corresponding belief that it would happen, or that this was really true
environmental data. Meaning, they had no file-folder with any data that would tell
them that the offer of free money was real and that they should take advantage of
it.”
And we can know what people believed about the situation written above by just
observing their behavior. If they thought that it was actually possible to get free
money, we can assume that they would not have walked by ignoring the
opportunity to get some. So the meaning they attached to the situation, and what
they experienced, corresponded to their belief that "free money" isn't possible
and/or nobody gives away money on the street with no strings attached. In fact,

most people probably thought he was crazy, which would explain why people
went out of their way to walk around him to avoid contact.
However, the environment was expressing itself in exactly the way in which it was
representing itself. The sign reading "free money" was the truth, but the
information "free money" did not connect with anything in anyone's mental
environment so that it could be perceived as the truth. There was a direct one-toone relationship between what any given individual believed, what he perceived,
and what he experienced. Except for one man, everyone else obviously did not
believe in the possibility of free money; they probably perceived the man on the
street offering the money as a crazy man and thus had an erroneous – and negative
quite possibly – experience relative to the conditions. Now, the environment did
not choose the meaning any of these people placed on the information it was
offering. And if the environment did not choose, then each individual created his
own experience out of the situation that was presented to him. There were a
number of alternate experiences available and each alternate experience would
correspond to the type of belief someone would have about the possibilities.
B
Beliefs create definitions, make distinctions, and shape our perception of
environmental information by programming our senses to hear, see, and select
information that corresponds with what we believe. Our experience of the
environment will correspond to the choices we make, and these choices will
correspond to the information that is perceivable. What is perceivable to each
individual, however, may not have much of a relationship to what is available or
possible from the environment's perspective. Each person in the illustration of free
money would claim that what he experienced was, in fact, the true reality of the
situation. What would cause them to believe anything different? People think of
their beliefs and subsequent experiences as a fact of reality instead of a belief
about reality. This is natural because beliefs create a relationship with the
environment that is best described as circular or a closed-loop.
What I mean by a closed-loop is that every component part in the process of how
we experience the environment supports every other component, making
everything seem self-evident or beyond question. These closed-loop systems that
beliefs create are extremely difficult to open up, much less expand. The belief
controls the information coming into the mental system, the information that is
actually perceived will be consistent with the belief, the course of action taken will
be consistent with the information perceived, and the subsequent experience will

support and reinforce the validity of the belief. This is a closed system that will not
allow for the possibility of other alternatives because the experiences keep on
reinforcing the beliefs, making the beliefs seem increasingly more self-evident and
beyond question. Unless we are open or even know how to be open to new
information that could lead to new experiences, we will experience the closed-loop
nature of our beliefs every moment, assuming the whole time that what we
experienced in each situation was the only possibility available.
The people who walked by the man giving away free money didn't know they were
completely
oblivious to the possibility of the environment expressing itself in such a manner,
even though the sign said "Free Money."
And if confronted with the same set of environmental conditions again, they
would behave the same way as the first time, not knowing that other distinctions
are possible, even if they are remote. The perception and the experience have to
match up because we can't experience something that we don't know about yet,
unless we are open to the possibility that what we believe might be very limiting
in relationship to what the environment is offering! Remember the man who
refused to take the money even when it was being handed to him? He was being
offered an experience that would have increased the number of distinctions he
could make about the nature of the environment (meaning free money does exist),
and he would have grown mentally, emotionally, psychologically – as well as
professionally more than likely – as a result. Being given free money was
obviously a distinction he didn't know about yet – and he made a choice not to.
And even though it would seem that free money would be a powerful incentive to
question one's belief that it doesn't exist, it wasn't enough for this man. His beliefs
obviously did not allow him to even remotely consider the possibility, again
creating and sustaining this closed-loop, leading him to believe that what he ended
up with or experienced out of this situation was the true nature of his existence,
when all it really was a reflection of the true nature of his beliefs and how they
manage environmental information. Let’s illustrate this a bit further with an
excerpt from Paula’s book “And So It Is!” –
“I have a good friend who provides educational services to corporate
employees in the way of “team playing.” And one of his favorite sayings when an
employee he may be working with complains about their lack of upward mobility
is ‘...it’s a choice…’
Meaning, that particular employee is making a choice, making a decision not to
be a team player, or not have some other type of attitude, that their employer may

be looking for – based on what they currently believe about their work
environment – whether or not what they believe is in actuality, true environmental
data. This type of discussion usually comes after the employee has been passed
over for a raise and/or promotion more than once. In the course of their coaching
session together, it is usually agreed to by the employee that their manager, or
management has or had expressed to them that they needed to be or act in a way
beneficial to the company, to improve their position and move forward. And yet,
since the employee “chose” not to be a team player based on their personal beliefs,
or have a better attitude, or do/change whatever the company was looking for,
because quite possibly the employee felt they needed to express themselves as
themselves – again based on what they currently believe to be true about their
work environment, or for whatever other reason, they ended up in a static
position. Why do I bring this up? That’s simple.
Each and every day, we make decisions, or “choices” as my friend would
say, to do or say things ~ and to not do or not say things ~ and give those actions
or words little to no thought. Many actions or words we do or say have little to no
consequence in our daily lives, however, in the full scope of what we want to
accomplish, they may have a less-than-positive effect ~ especially when it comes
to accomplishing our goals.
For instance, how many times have you told yourself, or a co-worker, or
even someone in management, that you will get to a particular task “soon?”
Knowing full well when the task was required or needed to be completed, and yet
you felt the need to express yourself in a manner that, at the time, was how or
what you thought was best for you? And then the task was either rushed through,
meaning you did not necessarily give it your best, or it was completed later than
originally intended. In either case, completing that task more than likely ended up
being completed without a sense of you doing a job well done.
That was a choice, wasn’t it. That was a decision you made, wasn’t it.
Of course it was. And the purpose of this is to remind you that every
decision you make ~ affects each and every goal you want to achieve. So, you
have to ask yourself,
What is it you want to achieve?
What are your goals?
More importantly, do you know?

When was the last time you had a good talk with yourself to find out
just what it is you want to go after!
I bring this up because first and foremost ~ keep in mind it does not matter
what age you are, how much you make or don’t make, where you live, or what you
do – what you have or haven’t achieved so far in your life. No matter what
anyone else has told you, will tell you ~ it is up to you to “choose” to decide to
step onto your own path – right now in this moment.”
Beliefs define the parameters in which we perceive environmental information.
All definitions by definition create boundaries. Beliefs will manage information in
various ways to maintain a balance between the inner and outer environment. Any
perceived imbalance will result in some degree of either stress or illusion. In
maintaining a balance, many of our responses to environmental conditions are
automatic because our beliefs make the response seem self-evident, when, in fact,
under any given set of environmental conditions alternate experiences exist
alongside of the experiences our beliefs locked us into.
“ Such as the example above – you can see that employees are given
environmental conditions in which to improve their employment status – and they
make choices based on their own mental environment (stored beliefs, memories)
to support what they want to do, not necessarily what is possible for them to
achieve in terms of goal achievement. So keep in mind, we are all making a
choice each and every now moment to either stay within the closed-loop of our
known experiences, or to step outside of those known energies and allow ourselves
to expand our loop to move in an upward and forward motion to achieve our
trading goals.”
In other words, by inhibiting the flow of information into the mental system,
beliefs do exactly what they are supposed to do. They limit our awareness of data
so that we can learn in stages. If we believe that things exist in only one particular
way, then our beliefs will act as a natural mechanism to block the acceptance of
any conflicting information.
Considering or accepting any new or conflicting information would open up
choices that we ordinarily would not have to consider. Too many choices too soon
can cause confusion and mental overload. If it were not for the limiting nature of
beliefs, what would happen to our minds would probably be similar to what it
would be like if a television set picked up all the information being broadcast from
all the TV stations and projected that information on to the screen simultaneously
on the same channel. Beliefs allow us to tune into one channel of environmental

information at a time so that we can learn about the nature of the environment
through that one channel. Then we can expand our awareness to pick up another
channel, as we learn how to deal with the additional choices we are confronted
with as we become aware of the additional possibilities.
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What we perceive is a function of the distinctions that we have learned to make.
What we focus our attention on – out of all the distinctions we have learned to
perceive – is a function of the intensity of the energy in the perception loop. We
only have so much of our conscious attention to give to whatever information
happens to be available in any given moment. Fear (high degree of negativelycharged energy) has a profoundly limiting effect on the range of information that
we can pay attention to. It causes us to narrow our range of perception to focus our
attention on to the object of our fears. How else could we avoid what we perceive
as threatening?
Learning to drive is an excellent example that illustrates how fear narrows our
focus of attention. The dangers of driving are obvious even to someone who has
never driven before. It isn't too difficult to imagine the harmful effects of a headon collision. Without having developed the necessary skills to control the car, the
new driver would lack the confidence to know that he can respond appropriately to
any given situation. That is, until he has developed some experience driving, and
in x-number of types of driving conditions, he doesn't trust himself. As a result, he
will feel some degree of uncomfortableness or fear when he drives. The fear will,
in turn, cause him to focus his attention on the oncoming traffic or concentrate on
the eye/hand coordination necessary to keep the car in the appropriate lane.
Because he is so focused on what he can't do and what may happen as a result, he
has little if any of his attention available to do anything else, like carry on a
conversation with a passenger, notice the scenery in his peripheral vision, or even
read road signs. All of this other environmental information is available and
perceivable, but in his case it is either blocked or unnoticed because he has to
devote so much of his attention to the object of his fear (the lack of control he
believes he has over the car). At the point where he becomes comfortable with his
ability to drive safely, his field of awareness will open up allowing him to perceive
all this other information.

The purpose of fear is to help us avoid those things in the environment we have
learned to perceive as threatening. However, when we couple our painful
memories with our natural propensity to associate and group environmental
components together instead of avoiding the object of our fears, we will actually
create the very experiences we are trying to avoid. For example, a child severely
bitten by a dog will quite naturally associate all dogs with the threat of pain and
consequently generate an intense fear or even terror whenever he encounters any
dog in the future. The child's fear of all other dogs other than the one that bit him
is real. He has no way of making a distinction between a friendly and a dangerous
dog because his personal experience has taught him that all dogs are dangerous.
Because of this natural propensity to associate, all we need is one first-time
experience to believe that all dogs are dangerous. That is his truth about the nature
of the environment.
However, his truth is not all the environment has to offer in the way of experiences
in relationship to dogs. Not every dog that exists is dangerous. Quite the contrary,
very few would be considered threatening; most see a child and want to play.
Now, in every chance encounter the child has with a dog in the future he will
create an experience of terror, regardless of the disposition of any particular dog he
happens to run into. If a dog makes any movement toward the child, the child will
perceive that movement as an actual attack when all the dog wanted to do was
play or be petted. In fact, the child could become so afraid of being attacked that
he will devote most if not all of his attention to scanning the surrounding
environment for dogs. Eventually his senses will be-come attuned to picking up
their sights and sounds. And every time he sees or hears one, he will create
another terrifying experience that just reinforces his fears. His focus of attention
will attract to his attention the object of his fears so that he can avoid what he has
learned is threatening. The problem is that what he has learned is erroneous in
relationship to the conditions, that not all dogs are dangerous. Not knowing that,
he will naturally believe that his terror is coming from outside him instead of
inside him. In effect his fears are acting on his perception to create the very
experiences he is trying to avoid by causing him to hone in on all the dogs in the
environment.
Here is an excerpt from our book “The Complete Trader” where Paula details her
experiences with being bitten by two dogs. I include it here to show the difference
of how similar experiences, by different people, can have uniquely different
outcomes.

Here are two examples from Paula’s experiences with dogs which she has shared
in our workshops together, as well as in our book “The Complete Trader:”
“There were two times I was bitten by neighborhood dogs when I was
young. These were dogs I knew and had played with – the first dog lived at the
end of the street where my family lived, and the dog belonged to the family of a
girl I went to grammar school with. This first dog was a German shepherd, and
while playing with my classmate a number of times in her backyard, the dog had
seemed very friendly. One day I went to visit my classmate and we went outside
to play in the backyard. The dog was leashed to a stake by the doghouse where he
lived (this was before many people considered dogs pets and kept them outside),
and I, as I usually did went over to pet the dog. As I got near the dog, smiling and
reached out my hand to pet her – the dog lunged at me and bit my face, under my
jaw and on top of my nose. And then it sat down, and started wagging its tail
waiting for me to play with her.
Now the wound was nothing too tragic, there was actually very little blood
or wounds, but it shocked me just the same. I didn’t understand why the dog
lunged at me considering I had played with it previously. I immediately went
home, my mother cleaned what little punctures there were, and she forbid me to go
to my classmate’s house in the future.
The second incident was a few years later. The second dog was a small dog,
I don’t know what breed it was, but something fluffy and cute and maybe about 12
pounds. The house where the dog lived was right next to a U.S. Postal Service
mailbox, and one day I walked down to the mailbox to mail a letter. All of a
sudden this fluffy dog comes running down the driveway barking. At first I
thought it was saying “hello” – then I realized it was not saying hello, but rather
upset. I turned and started running away – but the dog caught the back of my calf
and bit me. Then it turned around and ran back down its driveway.
Again, I went home, but for this wound, my mother determined I should go
to the emergency room. I was given a tetanus shot, the wound was cleaned, and
the doctors reported the incident to the local authorities, in case the dog had
rabies. The dog did not have rabies, but it did make me apprehensive for that
week it was in quarantine.
The reason we added my example is simple. In the case of the first dog, the
German shepherd, when my father came home from work and was informed as to

what happened; he explained to me that some dogs may think that a person
approaching them showing their teeth is an act of aggression – like dogs and
wolves in the wild. That is why it lunged at me and bit me – letting me know she
was the Alpha dog. Once she felt that she had made her position secure, she was
ready to play again. That made sense to me, and although I never told my parents,
I did go back to my classmate’s house on occasion, played with the dog – and
never had another incident. But I could only do that, because I believed what my
father had told me. If he had never said anything, I would never had gone back to
that classmate’s house, nor played with her dog again.
In the case of the second dog, once again my father came to rescue. Since
the mailbox was “technically” on the property where the dog lived – according to
my father, more than likely the dog was simply protecting what it perceived as its
territory. As my father pointed out to me, I had only seen the dog from a distance,
or said hello to that neighbor while she was walking her dog, so the dog did not
“know” me and thought I might be an intruder. And, again, once the fluffy dog
made its position secure, it left and went home.
So during those formative years of my youth, thanks to my father’s apparent
knowledge of animal behavior, I did not develop a fear of “all” dogs, nor did I
develop a fear of German shepherds or smaller, fluffy dogs. What I did develop
was a mindset of awareness, and an understanding that human behavior may not
“click” with any other animal’s behavior, whether we consider them domesticated
or not. And that insight from my father has made me comfortable with all breeds
of dog forward – an example of a successful installation of the belief that “all dogs
can be friendly and fun.” The point of this example is – I still had to make the
quantitative decision to believe my father – and not create, or hold onto, a belief
that all dogs are dangerous. This no different with trading – you have to make a
quantitative decision that one losing trade, or group of losing trades, does not
mean the markets are dangerous, or are doing something to hurt you – they are
simply acting in a manner that is intrinsic to their nature, which is created by the
beliefs and attitudes of every single other trader on the planet who is also trying to
lock in profit.”
What we focus our attention on in the environment is what we will usually get.
The dog-biting example is a graphic illustration of this. However, there are other
ways that our fears act as a cause to create what we are trying to avoid that aren't
so obvious. Remember that all fears act on our perception as a warning mechanism

to help us avoid what we believe to be threatening. One way to avoid the object of
our fears is simply to refuse to acknowledge the existence of threatening
information. Another more subtle way that will create some real blind spots in our
perception is to focus all our attention on alternative, meaning nonthreatening
information to the exclusion of everything else. These blind spots will exclude
whole categories of perceivable information from our awareness, which can result
in some disastrous consequences, especially in the trading environment.
For example, let's say that the market is offering us what we believe to be a good
opportunity to make some money, so we go ahead and put on a trade, but at the
same time we are also operating out of a fear of being wrong. We will fear being
wrong because, if we are, it will force us to feel whatever negative energy has
accumulated inside of us as a result of being wrong in the past. Now, if the market
offers us a choice between information that would indicate we are right or
information that would indicate that we are wrong, what information will we
naturally focus our attention on? The information that will make us right, without
acknowledging or considering the implications of the information that would
indicate otherwise. Again, those implications could be disastrous.
Let's look at another example of a trader who is afraid of losing.
A fear of losing presents an obvious conflict because it would be difficult to put on
a trade in the first place. However, for the sake of this example, let's say this trader
was so attracted to a specific opportunity that he managed to operate outside of his
fear long enough to put on a trade. Now, the kind of information he focuses his
attention on will depend on what the market does.
If the market goes against him, he will be afraid to confront the
possibility of another loss, so he will focus his attention on any other
nonthreatening information.
If the market happens to come back to his entry point, he will exit the
trade in a sigh of relief, regardless of what the potential is for any further
movement in his direction.
But, if the market continues to go against him, his mental defenses will
begin to break down as the threatening information becomes just too
overwhelming for him to be able to block from his awareness any longer.
At that point he could easily become paralyzed and not be able to do
anything on his behalf. Eventually his stress and anxiety will become so

acute that the only way he can relieve it is by getting out of the trade.
On the other hand, if he finds himself in a winning trade he will focus on
completely different information. His fear of losing will cause him to focus his
attention on what the market can take away from him. In a winning trade he will
exclude from his awareness any information that would indicate what the potential
is for the market to continue to move in his direction, which is the only
information he focused on in a losing trade, and instead focus exclusively on
information that will confirm his fears of the market, retracing back to his entry
point or beyond. In effect, his fear of losing causes him to exit the trade early for a
small profit regardless of whatever the possible profit potential was in that trade.
Once he is out, if the market continues to move in his original direction, he will
agonize over the profits he ‘left on the table’ and wonder why he just couldn't
hang in there just a little longer, not realizing that his fear of losing actually caused
him to lose all those additional profits.
What you have just been given is an example of why the vast majority of traders
cut their profits short and let their losses run. In a winning trade, the fear of losing
will cause us to focus our attention on information that the market is going to take
our profits away, compelling us to get out early. In a losing trade we will focus our
attention on just the opposite information, meaning anything other than that which
would indicate the trade is a loser. Fear causes us to act without a perception of
choice. When we are afraid to confront certain categories of market information, it
drastically limits the choices that we perceive as available. Cutting a loss isn't a
choice if we systematically block from our awareness any information that would
indicate that we are in a losing trade. In other words, staying in a winner isn't even
a choice – if we are consumed with the fear that the market is going to take away
our money.
To prevent these blind spots in our perception, we have to learn to trade without
fear. And to trade without fear we need to completely trust ourselves to confront
and accept whatever information the market is offering about itself, and we need
to be able to trust ourselves to know that we will always act in our best interests
without hesitation, regardless of the market conditions. Any endeavor will require
some degree of trust. Simply put, we would find it difficult to cross the street it we
didn't trust ourselves to be able to get out of the way of the oncoming traffic. From
a psychological perspective, the market environment can wreak just as much
havoc in our lives as getting hit by a car. To be successful as traders, we need to
believe that we can win with an absence of fear so we can make better assessments
of the conditions and perceive more choices. What this means is that we have to

do the necessary mental work to release ourselves from anything within us that
would cause us to narrow our focus of attention or specifically block certain
categories of information from our awareness.

EXERCISES
Get a spiral notebook and write down the answers to the questions at the end of
each chapter in your own handwriting. You will find the more you write in
longhand, the more you know yourself – and where you may need to update any
thought processes or skill levels.

1. What is your definition of “memories?”
2. What in your opinion is the difference between positively-charged and
negatively-charged energy in our minds?
3. Describe how a memory of an aroma, something you saw, something you
felt, something you heard – tapped you into a negatively-charged
mindset. Be specific.
4. Were you ever bullied in any manner in the past? Yes or no.
5. If yes – do you think that the negatively-charged energies of those
memories is all gone?
6. If yes – explain in detail why and how.
7. If not – explain in detail why and how.
8. What are you choosing, right now, today, that is affecting your trading
results? Be specific.
9. What are you afraid of? Be specific.

The more specific you are with your answers, again, without thinking, right off the
top of your head – the more you will know your personal truth and be able to deenergize any limiting beliefs that are holding you back from achieving your
highest trading goals.
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media, including any educational institutions, without prior written
permission from Paula T. Webb and Global Publishing House; any usage
without permission is in violation of federal copyright and trademark laws,
and international agreements and will be pursued.
All Editions published by Global Publishing House
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here is a direct relationship between our ability to adapt to changing
environmental conditions and the level of satisfaction we feel about our lives.
To adapt to the changes occurring in the outside environment implies that we are
changing ourselves as we learn more and more of what the environment has to
offer in terms of distinctions about its nature. The more distinctions we can make
between the various components of the environment and how they act as a force
on one another, the more information becomes available to us through our
perception. As we expand our perception of information available, we will gain a
deeper level of understanding and insight into the cause-and-effect relationship
that we have with the outside environment, that is, how the environment has the
potential to act as a force on us and how the environment will react to the force of
our behavior.
The deeper the level of our understanding and insight, the more effectively we can
interact with the environment to fulfill our needs and achieve our goals. Fulfilling
our needs and achieving our goals create within us a feeling of well-being,
confidence, and satisfaction about our lives that would otherwise be characterized
by feelings of dissatisfaction, disappointment, and deterioration when we can't

fulfill ourselves. Success, confidence, and satisfaction are all synonymous. They
feed from one another to create and perpetuate a positive cycle of expansion and
mental growth. And, by the same token, disappointment, dissatisfaction, and
deterioration also feed on one another to create negative cycles of emotional pain,
anxiety, and depression.
To fulfill our needs and achieve our goals, there has to be some level of
correspondence or balance between the inner mental environment and the outer
physical environment. What I mean by "correspondence" is some level of
understanding of how the outer environment works. Our needs, intents, goals, and
desires all exist in the mental environment - first. Then one of three things can
happen in some future moment in the physical environment; our needs are either
100% fulfilled, partially fulfilled, or not fulfilled at all, resulting in feelings of
satisfaction or dissatisfaction equivalent to the degree of fulfillment.
To fulfill ourselves, we need to interact with the outside environmental forces. The
extent to which we fulfill ourselves is a function of knowing the most appropriate
set of steps to take in relationship to the outer conditions and to what extent we
can act on what we know. Knowing the most appropriate set of steps to take in
relationship to the prevailing conditions is a function of how much or little we
have learned in relationship to what is available to be learned.
Example: (see chart below)
Draw a large circle with a diameter of approximately 6 feet. This circle will
represent everything that is available to be learned about the nature of the
universe, not limited by what we know of it, but as it exists in every way as
yet to be discovered.
Now, draw a smaller circle within the larger one, with a diameter of
approximately 2 feet. This smaller circle will represent all the accumulated
knowledge of mankind since the dawn of our existence, in other words, what
we have learned in relationship to what we have yet to discover about the
interacting forces of our environment and ourselves.
Now, place a dot within the smaller circle. This dot would probably be a fair
representation of what each of us as individuals has accumulated in
knowledge, insight, and understanding, in relationship to what has already

been discovered and learned by others (both in the past and present), in
relationship to everything else that is still waiting to be discovered.
The empty space between the inside boundaries of the larger circle and the smaller
circle is basically everything we don't know or haven't learned about yet, either
individually or collectively. There are many things in the environment available to
be experienced – however, until we learn about them, we won't experience them,
just as people couldn't experience atomic energy until it was discovered. Yet
atomic energy existed in the environment, waiting to be experienced and learned
about for hundreds of thousands of years before we actually discovered it. These
were hidden components that had to be actively sought out by, and then uncovered
or rather discovered by someone. Otherwise, if the environment acts as a force on
us in ways that we haven't learned to understand yet, we will either dismiss the
experience as not real or form some superstition or think of it as some unknown or
random force, until we investigate and understand the phenomena. When we
investigate, we learn to make enough distinctions to recognize all the interacting
components acting as a force on one another to create the effect that we also
believed was random, until we learned about the experience by choosing to do so.
For years, many people in the academic community believed that the markets were
random; this is a perfect example of their general lack of understanding of human
nature. People act as a force on prices in perfectly logical ways, when you
understand the logic of their fears.
The small circle represents what has been discovered and experienced by
somebody at some point in human history. All the discoveries throughout human
history have expanded the small circle to include more and more of the larger one.
For example, the small circle would probably have been a tenth of its present size
during the Middle Ages. Each discovery since then changed the environment that
we could experience because it added something to the mental environment that
didn't previously exist in it. In other words, as we learned, we changed the way we
perceived the world around us, resulting in the evolution of the thinking of
mankind overall – thus expanding the small circle even more.

There is no question that the accumulated knowledge of mankind has increased to
levels that would be completely inconceivable to or boggle the mind of even the
broadest, most progressive thinking person alive just 100 years ago. Everything
that exists now that didn't exist then (cars, planes, phones, computers, etc.) is the
result of what someone learned and shared with others, and consequently it
changed the consistency and makeup of the environment we live in. And yet all of
what we have now existed as possibilities since the beginning of mankind! The
possibility for manned space flight existed from the first moment that a person
looked up into a star-lit sky and wondered what it would be like to be on the moon
– for instance when the Greek mathematician and astronomer Ptolemy (100-160
AD), or Archimedes considered a leading scientist in Italy, or the Indian
astronomer Aryabhata I (476-550 AD), or the Chinese astronomer Su Song (10201101 AD), and so forth all looked up at the stars and gathered their thoughts and
dreamed of traveling up into the skies. All of whom were considered foremost
mathematicians and philosophers of their time – and generally respected. Of
course, in more modern times we didn't even attempt manned space flight until our
knowledge evolved to a point where mere wishing could be turned into a reality.
But what if we could go back just to 1889 and tell the typical 40-year-old person
about the world their great, great, great-grandchildren will grow up in? There is no
way he would believe how different things will be. He wouldn't believe it because
he wouldn't have the mental framework to believe it, just like we would have a
very difficult time believing what we will have evolved into 100 years from now.

The dot on the chart above simply represents the world we experience as
individuals in relationship to what would be possible to experience if we had
inside of our mental environment all the accumulated knowledge of mankind.
Everything you and I know as individuals in relationship to everything we haven't
learned yet would represent the current set of limitations that we operate from.
That is, all of our individual accumulated knowledge – every memory, belief,
distinction, association, insight, or understanding about the nature of the physical
environment – would all represent our personal limitations compared to what is
available in the environment to experience, believe, and understand. Meaning,
there will always be more information available in the environment than what our
personal limitations will allow us to perceive or experience.
Just contemplate the immensity of what we don't know yet; consider that every
person who exists acts as a force on the environment to change it in some way that
can affect us as individuals in some gratifying or unsatisfying way. The way in
which each individual acts as a cause to change the environment, which in turn,
affects everyone else, will correspond to the makeup of his own personal and
unique mental environment. So, until you or I understand every facet of everyone
else's behavior and the ways in which they can express themselves to act as a force
on the environment (meaning the rest of us – and the markets), then every other
person that exists would represent an unknown outside force to the extent that we
haven't learned about human nature or understand it.
We could start filling in the small circle with dots to represent the
knowledge of each individual that exists on the planet, until the circle was
almost filled. The blank space left in the small circle would represent
knowledge that exists in some form that is not inside the mind of some
person alive today.
We could also organize the dots into clusters, where each dot would
overlap a bit to represent the shared knowledge and beliefs of different
cultures, although they couldn't overlap too much because we all know
something different because of our individual differences in experiences.
The dots would also have to be different sizes to represent the increased or
decreased levels of understanding and insight that we operate out of in
relationship to one another. For example, the dot of a child would be much
smaller than the dot of a typical adult.

The physical environment was here before we were born and we certainly weren't
born with the insight that we need to interact with it in such a way that we can
assure ourselves of regularly, or always experiencing the highest levels of
satisfaction we desire. For example, if there was a 100% correspondence between
our mental and physical environment, then everything there is to know about the
nature of the physical environment we would have already learned, and this
knowledge would be a component part of our mental environment. Implied within
this perfect correspondence would be a complete understanding of all the forces
that operate in the physical environment, coupled with a complete understanding
of their cause-and-effect relationship. In other words, we would know exactly how
the environment would act as a force on us to create experience – and how the
environment would respond as a counteracting force to the force we apply to it
through our behavior. And, therefore, with this perfect understanding we would
know the most appropriate set of steps to take to fulfill our needs, intents, goals,
and desires, resulting in a complete state of satisfaction. I am defining behavior as
the outward physical expression of mental energy acting as a force on the outside
environment.
Obviously, none of us possesses this kind of perfect correspondence or mental,
emotional and psychological understanding with the environment, and, as a result,
it is probably safe to say that none of us lives our lives in a complete state of
satisfaction. However, the more we understand and know about the interacting
forces behind our own behavior and the interacting environmental forces outside
of us, the easier it is to fulfill our needs and achieve our goals, resulting in greater
levels of satisfaction that we will experience in our lives.
Conversely, if we don't understand our own behavior and thought processes, we
certainly can't begin to understand or anticipate anyone else's, and the less we
understand and know about the rest of the environmental components that have a
potential to act as a force on us, then it would stand to reason then the less
potential we have to fulfill our needs and achieve our goals – resulting in feelings
of disappointment, stress, anxiety, unhappiness, and fear.
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As I have mentioned, we aren't born with the knowledge that we need to operate
effectively in the physical environment to fulfill ourselves 100% in each moment.
However, we are born with the need to know how to do that. This need to know
operates as a driving force in our lives coming from the innermost depths of who

we are simply through our natural sense of curiosity which compels us to explore
and learn. For example, once we have learned the nature of something or
accomplished some task, we quickly become bored and go on to something
different. Boredom acts as an inner force compelling us to look for something new
to discover and learn about.
Attractions also act as an inner force, compelling us to move through the
environment to discover and create experience. Take the object of a child's
curiosity (something he is attracted to) away from him and what will happen? He
will usually start crying or even throw a fit. His crying is an indication that his
inner needs are not being fulfilled. Crying is a form of grieving to compensate for
the lack of balance between the inner and outer environments. When we have
explored the object of our attraction to our satisfaction 100%, it means the inside
has been filled with what the outside has to offer in terms of experience. When
that happens we simply lose interest, become bored, and start to scan the
environment for something else that might attract our attention. In extreme cases
of course, this would be called a mid-life crisis – where one is bored with
everything and nothing appears to satisfy.
There is another characteristic of our nature that supports our need to learn.
Whenever we have learned a skill, the steps involved in the operation of that skill
drop down to an unconscious level of operation, so we are then free to learn
something new. Meaning, to learn a skill, we usually have to break the skill down
into a series of small steps and concentrate on each individual step until we can
put all the steps together into a series of effective movements. By concentrating on
each small step, we narrow our focus of attention to the point where we are
oblivious to anything else going on in the environment. For example, think of a
time in your life when you were trying to learn a new skill, say, in some sport, and
while you were trying to put all the movements together, someone was attempting
to get your attention on some completely unrelated matter. Take boxing as a quick
example – within that sport you not only have to learn how to throw a punch, you
also have to concentrate on moving your feet in a way to avoid being hit – along
with other skills of course. So, as we are learning how to throw an effective
punch, and our trainer starts telling us to watch the placement of our feet at the
same time - in such a situation we would find it extremely difficult, if not
impossible, to stay focused on one without destroying our concentration on the
other. However, after we have successfully made the skill a learned resource, we
could easily perform the movements while focusing our attention elsewhere.

Without this characteristic of our nature, where our skills drop to an
unconsciousness level of operation, we would find it nearly impossible to move
beyond the performance level of a typical infant. Just think what it would be like if
we had to concentrate on all the movements necessary just to pick something up
the way a typical infant does. We didn't always have the eye/hand coordination
that we take completely for granted today. We had to learn it didn’t we. We learned
it because we were attracted to things in the environment we wanted to experience
with our sense of touch. As we choose to learn each skill, we can automatically
access the series of movements to execute the skill so we don't have to concentrate
on any of the individual steps, which then frees our attention to explore and
continually expand what we can become aware of.
Learning is a function of our existence. It will occur quite naturally through our
powerful sense of curiosity and what we find ourselves attracted to in the
environment that we just need to know everything about. At the most fundamental
level, learning will happen just because we are alive and have to interact with the
environment to stay alive. So we will learn something from everything within the
environment surrounding us. However, that doesn't necessarily mean that what we
have learned is very useful with respect to how we might go about fulfilling
ourselves in some satisfactory way. We have very little control in our early years
over what we learn about the nature of the outside world and how it works. I will
discuss this in more detail in a moment.
As we expand our personal dot (as in the example and chart above) to learn more
and more of what the environment has to offer in the way of insight about itself,
we increase our level of correspondence with it. When we learn, we change the
makeup and consistency of our inner environment. Each change we make on the
inside environment simultaneously changes our perspective and perception of the
outside environment. The outside environment is now different because we are
operating out of new insights and understandings as a result of what has been
added to or changed on or to the inside environment. Each new insight makes
available to us new and different choices on how to interact more appropriately
with the environment to change the quality of, and qualify, our experiences.
This may seem like an obvious correlation between what we have learned and how
much satisfaction we experience in our lives, but I assure you it is not! If it was so
obvious, then most people wouldn't have such a difficult time making the
connection between the deteriorating conditions, lack of happiness or lack of
satisfaction in their lives – and their lack of insight, coupled with a refusal to
acknowledge there is something they don't know and need to learn.

There are always greater levels of satisfaction available in every experience until
we reach the point where we know everything there is to know. For instance, if we
did know everything there is to know, we could expect outcomes from the outside
that would correspond exactly with the inside mental environment. This kind of
perfect correspondence between inner and outer would be the result of our perfect
understanding of ourselves, meaning the inner forces that act on our behavior – in
relationship to the outer environmental forces that act on us. Since none of us is at
the level of perfect knowledge, we can assume that within every experience we
have with the physical environment there are other probable experiences resulting
from other choices that were available but unknown to us at the time, the point
being that what we end up with in any given situation will correspond exactly with
our level of understanding, insight, and ability to act on what we know in that
moment.
The more we allow ourselves to learn, the better we become at making
assessments about the possibilities that exist in some future moment. However,
implied within the foregoing statement is that we are, first, willing to acknowledge
that other possible futures exist, not just the one future that our expectations and
beliefs about what we have already learned lock us into. Keep in mind, that
everything we know in relationship to everything we haven't learned yet, would
represent the current set of limitations that we operate out of. Conceptually, these
individual limitations are no different from the choices people in the Middle Ages
were blinded to, by believing that the Earth was flat.
If we aren't willing to acknowledge that in any given situation more information
and choices exist than what our beliefs allow us to perceive, then we will never
learn to recognize or anticipate the existence of these other more satisfying
possibilities. This is a critical component to becoming a consistently successful
trader. Meaning, if we can acknowledge the possibility that a more appropriate set
of steps exists, we then open ourselves up to perceive and then learn the steps that
can lead to greater levels of satisfaction – in other words increased financial
results with your trading. Refusing to acknowledge the existence of these
possibilities would be the same as claiming that electricity didn't exist – before it
was discovered. When we continually argue for the status quo by defending what
we already ‘believe’ we know, the environment will seem to be constantly
assaulting us, resulting in feelings of stress and anxiety – and of course the loss of
equity as traders. The outer environment becomes assaulting because it is offering
us more to learn about the nature of the ways in which things exist and we are
simply refusing to learn.

In fact, we can easily determine if we need to learn something to operate in the
environment more effectively by just monitoring the way we feel. If there were
never an imbalance or lack of correspondence between the mental and the physical
environments, then theoretically we wouldn't ever have a reason to feel
disappointment, frustration, confusion, stress, or anxiety. It is only because there is
an imbalance, meaning a lack of harmony or correspondence between the mental
and physical – that we ever experience any of these unpleasant, negative emotions.
Because when there is an imbalance between the inside and outside, we
experience the opposite feelings of joy, happiness, and satisfaction. So it would
stand to reason that any time we feel these negative emotions, it is because we
either didn't know the most appropriate set of steps, resulting in frustration and
disappointment, or we don't know what to do next, resulting in stress, anxiety, and
confusion. In any case, our feelings will always tell us about the state of our
relationship with the environment and point the way to what we need to learn to
experience greater degrees of satisfaction.
For example, if we aren't experiencing satisfaction in our personal relationships,
would it be too simple to assume that the reason is because we haven't developed
the appropriate interpersonal skills? Is it possible that there are certain
communication skills available that, once learned and used, can result in much
more satisfying personal relationships and deeper levels of intimacy? The problem
is that it is just as easy to assume that the appropriate skills leading to greater
levels of satisfaction don't exist or that we already know what we need to know –
and if we aren't experiencing satisfaction now, it must therefore not be possible to
experience it at all. When we operate out of the last assumption, even if the
environment presents us with evidence that deeper levels of satisfaction are
possible (observing another couple who are experiencing satisfaction), we would
probably assume that they are acting as if they were happy for appearance's sake.
That way, we won't have to take responsibility for admitting we don’t know
something about interpersonal relationships and to learn something the other
couple might know.
The first assumption would result in investigation, learning, and expansion,
leading to greater levels of effectiveness and satisfaction. The last two
assumptions would obviously lead to more dissatisfaction. The names and places
may change, but we will experience the same kind of painful conditions over and
over again. These cycles of dissatisfaction will continue until we acknowledge
there is something we need to learn – but more importantly, go about the task of
learning it.
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Obviously, acknowledging there is something that we need to learn is not as easy
as it sounds. In fact, acknowledging that we don't know something or that what we
do know isn't very useful or effective presents us with one of the major paradoxes
of life. The dilemma we are confronted with is how can we know what we don't
know – when what we have already learned will block our perception of what we
haven't learned yet! For example, once we learn that trading is easy (the first few
quick winning trades will create and maintain that belief), it will block our
perception of most information to the contrary – meaning that trading is probably
one of the hardest endeavors one could choose to undertake. Each of these beliefs
– that trading is easy or trading is hard, would result in the perception of
completely different choices as being available from the environment, resulting in
very different outcomes based on the choices perceived and acted on as a trader.
We don't question the usefulness or effectiveness of something we have already
learned, simply because what each of us has learned, we have experienced in some
way. That is, we won't question what we have experienced just because we
experienced it, meaning the reality of the experience is based in our five senses:
what is inside of us we either, felt, saw, heard, smelled, or tasted. That's real
enough. Once an experience becomes a component part of our mental environment
in the form of a memory, belief, or association, it becomes a part of what is
commonly believed to be our identity and simply develops beyond any thought of
questioning.
However, we are open to learn practically anything the environment has to offer, if
we haven't been previously exposed in some way. We will soak up first-time
information like a sponge, regardless of what it is. Nevertheless, once it is inside
of us, we will either defend it or defend against it (hide from information in the
environment that we don't want to acknowledge as a part of our mental
environment), instead of making ourselves available to learn more of what the
environment has to offer in the way of insight about itself or ourselves as the case
may be.
To defend against the intrusion of information requires energy. This investment in
energy is commonly referred to as stress. The simplest definition that I can think
of for stress is that it is what we feel when we are actively blocking information
from the environment. In physical terms stress is really no different than walking
against the wind. Symbolically, the wind would represent various categories of

environmental information we don't want to confront; our bodies walking against
the wind would represent what we have already learned – and what is already
inside of us that blocks what is outside of us. The two forces clash and we feel
stress.
One of the biggest ironies of life is that everyone wants to be right. In other words,
everyone assumes what they have experienced and learned about the nature of the
way things exist to be the true and correct version. The irony is everyone's version
is correct by virtue of the fact that what is inside all of us was experienced by our
physical senses—if we saw it, if we read it, if we heard it, if we felt it, if we tasted
it, if we smelled it, or any combination thereof, we experienced it – but in our own
unique ways. However, not everybody's version (of what the environment has to
offer in the way of experiences) is particularly useful or effective as a resource for
interacting with the environment in a way that would lead to satisfactory outcomes
– for another. Just because something gets input into our mental environment
doesn't mean that it is of any real value in helping us to fulfill ourselves.
For instance, a child has no way of conceptualizing how his experiences are
forming beliefs about the nature of reality, concepts that would, in fact, be much
different under different environmental conditions. He unquestioningly takes an
experience as a fact of reality because the beliefs he is forming are founded in
feelings and emotions. He does not reflect on his experiences to assess the quality
of the beliefs he is forming. He has no way of determining how these beliefs will
either act as resources or obstacles to self-expression in the future.
The child doesn't understand that any belief that he forms will define reality in a
way that excludes other possibilities or that he will make associations with
experiences, lumping components of the environment together in ways that are
very limiting and not practical. Many of these beliefs will just naturally be deenergized as his attractions cause him to interact with the environment in new
ways. In other words, all of us will just naturally grow into a new set of limitations
as we expand our awarenesses by learning, which in turn releases us from things
we used to believe. However, if the quality of the energy in many of our beliefs is
negatively-charged, then our fear will act as an obstacle to self-expression,
limiting what we can perceive from the environment as possibilities.
For example, someone who grew up constantly being belittled or criticized by his
parents knows exactly how that feels. The beliefs he forms about himself and his
relationship with the environment as a result, were formed in a reality of pain.
Certainly he wouldn't know, while growing up, that he was forming a belief about
his relative “un”-worthiness as a person. Unworthiness is a concept that he may

not learn about until well into his adult years, and he may never learn how to
release himself from the damaging effects. But in the meantime, his fear of being
ridiculed and belittled will drastically limit the possibilities he perceives in the
environment for self-expression. Many possibilities that seem self-evident to
someone without this fear would be totally out of the realm of possibility for him.
An even bigger irony is that the more we acknowledge the possibility that our
version of the way things exist isn't as effective of a resource as it could be, the
more we make ourselves available to learn from the environment. By expanding
our personal dot to include more of what is outside of us to inside of us, the more it
increases our level of correspondence with the outside, leaving less and less of
what is out there that we don't know about, thereby increasing our ability to be
right.
The more we allow ourselves to learn, the better able we are, at making
assessments about the probabilities that exist in some future moment. How could
we not be better off by learning something when you consider that the
environment can act as a force on us in an almost infinite variety of ways, some of
which we know about, many others we couldn't begin to anticipate unless we keep
on learning in spite of what we already know? The more we believe we know, the
more we make the environment prove to us that what we know isn't particularly
useful or effective. The problem is that proof could be right in front of our noses
and we wouldn't have the mental framework to recognize it, unless we willingly
allowed ourselves to confront it and consider it! Otherwise, if we all knew so
much, we wouldn't ever experience emotional pain, because it is a perfect
indication that we don't know how to interact with the environment to our
satisfaction. Why? Because if we did, we would.
All this should be somewhat apparent because it is not a typical human
characteristic to actively gather and consider information that conflicts with what
we already know and believe to be true. However, consider that hidden within the
environmental information that we haven't yet learned to perceive – either because
we haven't learned to make the appropriate distinctions or because the information
is being blocked by our current set of beliefs – are a more appropriate set of steps
to fulfilling ourselves. What we haven't learned yet is outside of each one of us
waiting to become a part of our personal dot. What we don't know represents all
the information that could result in choices that have much more satisfying
outcomes. However, since we can't know what we haven't learned yet and what we
do know blocks the perception of other alternatives that exist for satisfaction, we
easily get caught in these terribly unsatisfying life cycles, believing that what

perceive is all the world has to offer, when our predicament is merely the result of
our inability to adapt ourselves. When we do allow ourselves to adapt, we learn
that there are always more choices available than our beliefs will allow us to
perceive. And what I mean by adapt is simply to identify and actively change
something that is already inside of us – so there is a higher degree of
correspondence between the inside and outside – which results in a higher degree
of satisfaction.
Each first-time experience with the physical environment creates a distinction in
the mental environment about its nature. All information or possibilities that exist
in the same category as that first experience will then be filtered perceptually
through what we learned from that experience. Again I will use the example of a
child whose first experience with a dog is a painful one, meaning that the first dog
the child attempted to play with out of his natural sense of curiosity, bit him. As a
result of this one experience the child will "naturally associate" all dogs with the
one that bit him. What he learned will then act as a mental barrier to anything else
the environment may have to offer with respect to all other dogs.
I have used the words "naturally associate" to point out that the child will not have
to actively think about the limiting way in which dogs will be characterized in his
mental environment. The associations will occur automatically, as a natural
function of the way our minds are wired. So he will not have to see "the" dog that
bit him; any dog will cause him to remember the pain of his previous experience.
As a result of his first experience with a dog being painful, he will automatically
associate any future encounters with dogs with his one painful experience.
Regardless of how erroneous his association is or how the environment may try to
prove to him that most dogs are friendly and will not cause him pain, he won't
believe it, because what he has already learned about dogs (not one dog, but ‘all’
dogs in his mind) will cause him to block the acceptance of this new information
into his mental system.
However, if the child's first experience with a dog is positive, he will obviously
have no reservations to play with any dog until he has a painful experience. In this
case, however, if he is bitten, he will not automatically associate all other dogs
with the one that bit him because he has already learned that the environment has
more to offer than this one painful experience. What he will learn – that is new for
him – is that not all dogs are friendly and therefore he must use some caution
when interacting with them until he can determine their individual dispositions.
The child whose first experience was painful doesn't know that he can experience
happiness and joy with dogs. He doesn't know it because he hasn't experienced it;

it isn't something he has learned yet, regardless of the evidence the environment
may be presenting him. Nor will he likely learn it until he is willing to step
through his fear. All other information being offered to him about the nature of
dogs will be blocked or rejected by the energy of what he has already learned.
You can teach a child anything you please, regardless of how erroneous or
dysfunctional it is, relative to the environmental conditions. The child will believe
what you teach him because in essence children are blank slates and accept what is
initially written on “their” slates as the truth – and what he experiences from you
originally, becomes a part of his identity. In other words, anything we experience
will become a functioning part of our identity, at least initially. When I say
"functioning," I mean that once something is inside of us, regardless of what it is,
it then has the potential to act as a force on our behavior. All these functioning
parts that we call memories of experiences, beliefs, and associations, in turn then
act as an internal force to shape our perception of the environment we experience
out of what is available to experience.
“A good example of teaching children and how what is taught remains in
our inner environment even though the outside environment may show us
differently – are the concepts of Santa Claus, the Easter Bunny, and the Tooth
Fairy. Now, each one of these ideas originally came from fables, or sometimes
about a person or people who actually lived long ago, such as Saint Nicholas who
was the patron saint of children and merchants. (Allegedly somewhere in the early
1500’s, Martin Luther condemned the holiday celebrating Saint Nicholas which
led to the creation of a “mythical” person known as Kris Kringle or Santa Claus,
for those who continued to celebrate the saint.) However, teaching a child about
these positive entities usually ends up negative – when the time comes where what
you have taught the child has to be negated. I imagine that most of us at least here
in the U.S., have heard about Santa Claus, the Easter Bunny and the Tooth Fairy –
we may have even thought we saw these historical figures at some point in our
childhood, late at night or in our darkened bedroom – I know in my family, we left
‘cookies for Santa’ for years. And our belief in these positive ideas was reinforced
by parents who gave us gifts on Christmas labeled from “Santa” – who provided
baskets full of candies and colored eggs to us on Easter from the “Easter Bunny” –
and who left a quarter (nowadays a couple of dollars) under our pillow for having
lost a baby-tooth from the “Tooth Fairy.” We still find beliefs in these historical
figures with physical representations of a Santa at the shopping malls, or in
holiday parades – commercials showing some form of an Easter Bunny promoting
chocolates, and silver boxes sold by jewelers to hold baby-teeth to be found by the
Tooth Fairy.

So these ideas taught to children are reinforced for a number of years by
parents, and therefore the child believes what it has been taught because it was
confirmed by the outside environment by parents and others (commercials,
parades, chocolates, and so forth) when they were young. Then a day came when
all of a sudden those beliefs were challenged by the very people, meaning the
parents, that instilled those beliefs – by a simply statement, that the child was “too
old” to believe in such fairy tales. Without warning usually, the child has the rug
yanked out from under his beliefs – and has no way of reconciling why suddenly
now there is no Santa, no Easter Bunny, no Tooth Fairy – except that someone else
told them so. And the someone else – usually was or were the very same people
who put the belief about Santa, the Easter Bunny and the Tooth Fairy – within
their mental (inside) environment to begin with.
This usually leads to a level of emotional distress in the child because they
have no concept of why there suddenly is no more Santa – they only know that
people they believed are telling them so – creating a conflicting belief or set of
beliefs. This in turn, helps most children to develop a belief that they are going to
believe in something in their inside, or mental environment – regardless of what
the outside environment is showing them. They may never think of Santa in the
same ways again consciously, or remember thinking they will believe in
something no matter what – however, that staunch belief they created is still there,
and still energized. And, we can see how this can be disastrous with your trading
– if you are still operating out of the belief that you will continue to believe in
what you think you already know, even when true market data – meaning the
outside environment, is showing you something different. That type of linear and
limiting type of belief or set of beliefs may have been created long ago –
stemming from a belief in a simple childhood fairy tale.”
As you already know, what each one of us fears as individuals is something that
we have at some point in our lives learned to fear, as a result of our experiences.
When we feel fear, it is because we have learned to perceive the environmental
conditions as threatening in some way, whereas someone who hasn't had a painful
experience associated with those same environmental conditions has learned to
perceive the environment conditions in a completely different way, a way that
corresponds with his previous experience. One person can perceive the conditions
as a threat, the other as an opportunity, each in the same moment, based on what is
already inside each of them. In other words, what they have already taken into
their mental environment as experience will determine how they perceive the
environmental conditions, whether as an opportunity to experience joy, or as a
threat to experience pain – and of course all the degrees in between. What is really

interesting is that neither one would be able to convince the other of the validity of
his perception, because what they are experiencing at the moment is directly
related to what they have already learned.
“In other words – each one is experiencing their truth.”
We will usually only question the value of something that is inside of us, if we are
forced to, as an absolute last resort. What would be the ultimate proof that we need
to finally make us acknowledge that there is something we need to learn? Pain!
We will acknowledge the need to learn when we are experiencing the emotional
pain of a great disappointment, or stress and anxiety because we don't know what
to do next, and we are finding it increasingly difficult to shift the responsibility for
what we are ending up with.
“In many cases, traders who call me (Paula) for coaching – only do so when
the pain of losing one more dollar – is more than the pain they are feeling in any
given moment trying to convince themselves they already know what they need to,
to become a successful trader – even though the market environment is telling
them otherwise. And, they call for coaching – only after losing what they consider
a fortune.”
If we go back to the "believing that trading is easy" example, why would we
consider that trading is difficult when we already know that it is easy? What would
cause us to question the usefulness of such a belief? The emotional pain of
disappointment as a result of not being able to achieve our goals? Once we
question the usefulness, what happens? A whole world of information opens up to
us on how we can learn to interact with the trading environment more effectively
by increasing our level of correspondence with it. However, everything we would
find in the environment to increase our understanding already existed, unless we
think of something completely new on our own. The only thing that stopped us
from finding it before was the energy of what we already knew, blocking what we
haven't learned yet. The problem is that if learning something new means that we
have to change what we have already learned, we instinctively seem to refuse to
do it; regardless of how inappropriate what we have learned may be relative to
what we would need to know to experience satisfaction. (See the example of Santa
above provided by Paula.) Once we have learned something, it will act as a force
to block other information that would result in the perception of other choices.
Even children will resist the acceptance of information that is contrary to what
they have already learned, regardless of how dysfunctional their knowledge may
be. To be fair – who would want to believe there is no Santa? No matter what
age!

All learning is synonymous with change, whether we are changing something we
already know or learning something completely new. If we refuse to change (or in
other words, adapt) the inside environment – adding to what we know to create
more distinctions and change our perspective – then we are not learning what we
need to know to experience something different in the outer environment.
Meaning, if there is no change on the inside, there will be no perceived change in
the outside, thereby locking us into recurring cycles of pain and dissatisfaction.
What's more, we will continue to suffer until the pain becomes so great that we are
left with no choice other than to reassess how we go about managing our lives,
that is, beginning to reassess the usefulness of our beliefs.
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Besides the cycles of dissatisfaction that our current set of limitations locks us into
(remember, what we know blocks what we haven't learned yet), there is an even
more practical reason for learning how to adapt. All of us are forced to interact
with a constantly changing physical environment to fulfill our needs and achieve
our goals. The way we interact with the environment, what choices we perceive in
relationship to what is actually available from the environment's perspective, and
what we do in relationship to what we perceive – are all a function of what we
have learned. Now, if you will recall, everything that constitutes the physical
environment is in constant motion. Anything that is in motion (which includes
everything made of atoms and molecules) is also changing over time. So change is
simply an automatic and constant, function of the physical environment.
However, the mental environment is composed of positively- or negativelycharged energy that carries information about our experiences – what we have
learned, that forms into organizational patterns we call beliefs and concepts about
the nature of the physical environment. Energy is not made of atoms and
molecules and therefore does not change over time. In fact, energy exists in a nonphysical dimension outside of time as we perceive it with our senses. Electrical
energy or chemically-produced electrical energy can be stored just the same as in a
battery and the information it carries is stored with it. That is, time has no effect on
the quality of this energy (the degree of the positive or negative charge) and the
ways in which it affects our perception of environmental information and how it
acts as a force on our behavior.
Further, changing our mental environment to correspond with the constant external
changes going on in the physical environment is not automatic. The information

stored in our mental environment about the nature of the physical environment can
remain unchanged for years, or a lifetime for that matter, regardless of how
outdated, useless, or even harmful it may be.
“ I am sure most of us have heard the adage that “time heals all wounds.”
But how many of us really subscribe to that statement – or believe it? A good
example of this is from the song Mr. Bojangles recorded by the Nitty Gritty Dirt
Band released in 1970 where part of the lyrics state – ‘…he spoke with tears of
fifteen years, how his dog and he they would travel about. But his dog up and
died, he up and died. And after twenty years he still grieved…’ And maybe some
of you reading this know of someone who has not been able to let go or move
forward from a sad, dissatisfying, or traumatic experience. So we have to ask
ourselves, if time truly does heal all wounds, then why would anyone hang onto,
or find themselves stuck in a closed-loop of negatively-charged memories?
Because all memories and beliefs were created with energy – whether
initially positively- or negatively-charged doesn’t matter – they were all created
with energy. And since energy is an intangible thing, meaning we can’t see, or
touch, or smell those energies that created our beliefs – it would be extremely
difficult to 1) know they were still there without re-experiencing them since for the
most part we don’t think about them on a moment-to-moment basis, and 2) know
how to change, or de-energize them since they are, for all intents, invisible to us.
In other words, how does one change a negatively-charged experience, memory or
belief into a positively-charged, more productive one if we are not consciously
aware that the negatively-charged belief created in the past is limiting our current
beliefs and our current actions?”
Meaning, this outdated knowledge will continue to act as a force on our behavior,
causing us to interact with the environment in completely inappropriate ways
relative to the conditions – as well as inappropriate for what we want to
accomplish or achieve. So even if we are experiencing satisfaction in certain areas
of our lives, we cannot take it for granted that the conditions that we have learned
to interact with, will stay as we know them to exist. The outside conditions are in
constant motion, presenting us with different forces to learn about and adapt to. In
the market environment, for example, the changes in conditions are highly visible
and usually moment-to-moment, whereas in other types of environments that we
typically operate in, the forces of change work a little slower and are less visible,
but they are changing nevertheless. The problem is that the conditions will change
and we won't necessarily recognize these changes even if we start to experience
some degree of dissatisfaction, unless we are constantly vigilant that even though
we have learned something that works, it can still become obsolete.

EXERCISES
Get a spiral notebook and write down the answers to the questions at the end of
each chapter in your own handwriting. You will find the more you write in
longhand, the more you know yourself – and where you may need to update any
thought processes or skill levels.

1. Do you consider yourself easily adaptable to any conditions in life? If
so, in what ways? If not, in what ways?
2. Do you consider yourself easily adaptable to any market conditions? If
so, list some market events where you were adaptable to the conditions.
If not, list some market events where you were not adaptable to the
conditions. Be specific.
3. What do you believe you already know about trading and the markets?
Be specific.
4. What do you think you need to learn about trading and the markets? Be
specific.
5. What beliefs do you think are blocking you from realizing your highest
trading results right now? Be specific.
6. List any memories that you can remember you once believed in, but now
no longer do (Santa, fairies, etc.). List why you no longer believe in
them.
7. Do you think there is any negatively- or positively-charged energies still
associated with those memories? If so, why? If not, why not? Be

specific.
8. What memory, or memories of yours do you feel were “healed” with
time. Be specific as to what memory it is and why you feel it has been
healed or de-energized of any negatively-charged energy.
The more specific you are with your answers, again, without thinking, right off the
top of your head – the more you will know your personal truth and be able to deenergize any limiting beliefs that are holding you back from achieving your
highest trading goals.
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he extent to which we fulfill our needs and achieve our goals with any degree
of satisfaction is, 1) a function of our being able to recognize our needs and
formulate our goals. This is not as simple as it sounds. Our natural sense of
curiosity, and our attractions are very powerful inner forces (energies) that create a
state of need or put us in a state of imbalance with the physical environment until
the needs are satisfied. When we feel these attractions to certain activities, people,
or objects in the environment, it is often difficult to visualize the possibilities or
formulate any plans because of other inner forces in the form of beliefs,
associations, or memories that act as barriers. We need to understand the
relationship and possible conflicts between what we need or feel very attracted to
and these other inner forces that in a sense say no.
The extent to which we fulfill our needs and achieve our goals with any degree of
satisfaction is, 2) a function of the degree to which we understand the nature of the
external environmental forces we have to interact with to fulfill our needs and
achieve our goals. Meaning, the depth of our understanding will correlate directly
with the way in which we express ourselves in the environment to create the effect
that we want. Further, 3) it is a function of the repertoire of skills that we have
developed to interact with the environment; and 4) a function of our ability to
execute those skills.
Any differences between what we wanted, expected, desired, or needed and what
we got is simply an indication of the degree to which we haven't learned what we
needed to know or evidence that we don't have the appropriate skills to do what
needed to be done. Included as a factor in the first category – where we haven't
learned what we needed to know, is our ability or lack thereof to objectively

(meaning without the veil of illusion) assess the availability of what we wanted or
needed from the environment's perspective. In other words, what we wanted may
have not been available to begin with or available in the quantity we wanted or in
the time frame we wanted or needed, and we didn't have the mental framework to
make the kinds of distinctions to indicate the actual availability beforehand.
We also have to consider that what we wanted may have actually been available
but unperceivable, as a result of not having learned to make the appropriate
distinctions, which would, in turn, give us the kind of perspective where we could
notice its availability. In these kinds of situations we usually end up saying to
ourselves, "I wish," or "If only I had known that then," when we find out afterward
what we didn't know at the time would have made a difference on how we "saw"
things. We have all heard the adage – “…hindsight is 20/20…” Often, however,
we never find out that what we wanted and didn't get was only one minor shift in
perspective. Not knowing of course, that the reason why we didn't get it was
because we just didn't know there was something more we needed to learn. If we
had the mental framework to make the appropriate distinctions, we can assume
that we would have, unless something was blocking our perception.
I might add here that when we interact with other people, if we use force and
manipulation to get what otherwise would be unavailable, what we are doing is
forcing them to behave outside of their beliefs. If their beliefs were consistent with
what we wanted from them, then we wouldn't need to use force or manipulation
because a state of harmony would exist. In other words, we don't need to use force
or manipulation on someone to do something that they already believe in.
Whenever we do, it creates a state of imbalance in them that they would normally
rectify by some means of revenge that we would just have to deal with at some
point in the future. As a general observation of the human condition that goes
along with this, most of us spend our lives trying to change what is in front of us
to suit the makeup of our inner environment, when all we need to do is change the
way we think about what is in front of us and we will change the quality of our
experience of it.
In the second category where we don't have the appropriate skills to do what
needed to be done, we may recognize the most appropriate set of steps to take and
also objectively assess the availability of what we want, but that doesn't mean that
we have the skills to execute those steps. It is possible to underestimate the skills
required in relation to the conditions to accomplish what we want (i.e., we don't
know any better – we don’t know what we don’t know) or we could overestimate
our abilities in relation to the conditions. Meaning, we think we are at a certain

point in our personal development, when in fact we are not. Furthermore, even if
we have learned the appropriate skills, there may be any number of beliefs or fears
that act as barriers or limiting forces that will prevent us from properly executing
the steps leading to what we want to accomplish. These beliefs or fears can be
something that we have a conscious awareness of, or they can be completely
subconscious. I am defining subconscious as any experience that we don't have
immediate access to with our conscious thought process. For example, someone
could be afraid of going into the water, be conscious of the fear itself, but not have
the slightest recollection of a painful experience or what he might have been told
about going into the water, or any recollection associated with water to know why
he can't express himself in that way.
There is a very important distinction here that you need to make between
recollection and memories.
What we experience in the environment becomes a memory.
Our ability to bring that memory into our conscious thought process is
recollection.
Some memories are easy to recall because the pathways to wherever the memory
is stored are used a lot. In other words, we remember how to remember certain
memories. However, there are many other experiences that become subconscious.
These are memories that we have either forgotten how to remember because we
don't use the pathways or we were never really fully aware of what was being
perceived by our senses in the first place.
“This is similar to my example above about children being told there isn’t a
Santa/Easter Bunny/Tooth Fairy. The memory is not necessarily in a current mode
of recollection – but the energy surrounding the memory exists. We may not be
conscious of anyone telling us Santa no longer exists, but since we experienced the
negatively-charged event surrounding Santa, that energy still resides within us, but
only in a non-conscious space because as adults we don’t think about Santa on a
daily basis, and therefore that recollection is not used frequently.”
However, the point here is that none of what goes in to the mental environment
disappears or no longer exists just because we don't remember it. Our ability to
recall consciously any particular belief that we are taught as a child or our ability
to recall any particular experience is not a factor in the dynamics of how any of
these mental components act as a force on our behavior. Neither is physical clock
time for that matter. Our conscious recollection of experiences may fade with time,
but time has no impact on the electrical charge (quality of energy) or the amount

of emotional force behind the charge. For example, Paula’s example above about
the adage that time heals all wounds is not applicable to the mental environment.
Time will heal physical wounds to the body because the body is a part of a
physical reality where everything is in motion and changing over time. However,
time has no impact on the memories stored in our mental environment because the
mental environment is not composed of physical matter. It is composed of stored
energy that does not change with the passing of physical time – because energy
does not subscribe to and is not comprised up of physical time as humans know it.
Emotional wounds (negatively-charged mental energy) will never go away unless
we learn how to release ourselves from their negative energy or change them into
more positively-charged recollections. People think time heals emotional wounds,
because after years of experiences they either inadvertently let go of the pain or
build a system of beliefs as a defense to shield themselves from it. In fact, our
seemingly infinite capacity to resist acknowledging the injury and hiding the
effects of emotional wounds makes them very elusive. We almost always know
when we have injured our bodies in some way. If you break your leg, you know it
because you won't be able to walk. If it doesn't heal properly, you will know that
too because you won't be able to walk the same as before or it may still hurt to
walk. Yet, emotional wounds are not always so self-evident, because we can
always structure our beliefs to make it seem as if we are not responsible for the
cycles of dissatisfaction and emotional pain we experience in our lives, thus
insulating ourselves from the effects of our own negatively-charged energy –
which is based on how we initially perceived the emotionally-charged event or set
of events.
This is being pointed out because I have found that most people have a great deal
of difficulty believing that something that happened to them in their childhood can
still affect how they perceive their environment and how they express themselves
now. Although, when you think about it, how could it be any other way?
Everything that we experience becomes a component part of our mental
environment. All the parts then act as an inner cause, affecting how we experience
the outside environment. Again, we don't have to be able to remember why we
learned to be afraid of something to feel the fear. We don't even have to
consciously acknowledge to ourselves that the fear exists, because we can always
rationalize that it is something else – or use drugs or alcohol to block our
awareness of it. However, regardless of how hard we try to stop ourselves from
feeling what is inside of us, the feelings are still there; otherwise our efforts to
block them wouldn't be necessary in the first place. The fear will exist because the
energy, somewhere in our memory of some previous experience, will cause us to

feel it, regardless of whether or not we allow ourselves to have a recollection of
the source.
Memories, beliefs, and associations do not go away with time, substance abuse, or
trying to put them somewhere in the subconscious that makes it more difficult to
gain a conscious awareness. They will continue to act as a source of energy for the
way in which we pick and choose information from the environment and how we
express ourselves, for as long as we live, unless we learn how to manage them.
Did you ever wonder why it was so difficult to break an unwanted habit or why it
can be so difficult to execute some well-thought-out plan you were really
committed to? It is difficult because of what is already inside of us that acts as
resistance to our intent.
An intent to do something is not necessarily a belief.
In other words, out of everything we intend to do, some of those intentions will be
supported by our beliefs, memories, and associations – and some will not. When
there is support, our efforts will seem easily natural, because there is no conflict
between any beliefs, memories, and associations and what we intend to do.
However, if our intents are not in harmony with our beliefs, memories, or
associations, our efforts become a struggle, where we can't stay focused, become
easily distracted, or make what most people would characterize as "stupid
mistakes."
Take, for example, someone who smokes, decides it's a bad habit, and as a result,
commits himself to quitting. Thus his intent is to express himself as a nonsmoker.
However, after he has smoked his last cigarette, his beliefs in being a smoker will
immediately start drawing his attention to cigarettes until it builds to the point
where he craves a cigarette and then has one. What we have here is a classic
conflict between an intent that is not only in conflict with other beliefs, but the
intent itself has no real structural support. That is, there isn't a corollary, or core,
belief that says, "I am a nonsmoker." The energy for his behavior not to smoke
will have to come from his conscious willingness to be a different person in this
area of his life. However, his willingness doesn't instantly negate all the energy in
the beliefs he has built up over the years in being a smoker. These beliefs will have
a great deal of energy to act on his conscious attention (noticing cigarettes in the
environment and thinking about cigarettes) and his behavior (to pick one up and
smoke it). Here is an example of this from Paula:
“ For instance, both my parents smoked up until the day each one of them
died. They lived in an era where just about every adult smoked – during the

1950s-1970s – and they enjoyed a “smoke” with their peers, friends, and
neighbors; while playing Pinochle or Poker, or watching a late summer baseball
game on the back porch together. In the late 1990s, my mother was diagnosed
with emphysema, which later turned into lung cancer, and she was given six
months to live. Many family members railed at me to “make” her quit or demand
that she quit smoking. However, knowing the power of beliefs, and knowing that
her quitting smoking wouldn’t make a difference in her diagnosis – led me to
accept the fact that she enjoyed smoking and would continue to do so. Which she
did. I did eventually ask her if she regretted not giving up smoking and she
replied that if she had known decades prior to her diagnosis that smoking was
really that bad, she might have quit. She then went on to say however, that she
considered herself a smoker and she enjoyed it – so more than likely she would
not have quit. She knew she was a smoker, in other words, her beliefs were that
she was a smoker - and she had made her peace with it – so who was I to do
otherwise? In other words – she ‘knew’ who she was.”
Continuing – we could even have inner support (beliefs, memories, and
associations) for what we intend to do and still have difficulties following through
with our plans because of other conflicting beliefs. Behavior that would fall into
the "stupid mistake" category is most often the result of subconscious or forgotten
beliefs that are in direct conflict with our intents. For instance, if you wanted to
lose weight – the stupid mistake or behavior category would consist of you still
walking by, or going into your favorite bakery which is full of cakes and pastries –
just to “look.” And, trading is also a perfect example to illustrate this.
Many people devote a great deal of their time, energy, and financial resources to
expressing themselves as traders. They learn a lot about trading – they are even
highly regarded by their peers for what they know about the market, but still can't
execute their trades properly or the way they planned. There are traders who can
consistently make money day after day until they get to certain threshold levels
(financial or amounts of money) and then promptly give all their profits back to
the market in one or two trades. The way they give their money back is completely
inconsistent with their trading style while they were making money. After they
have lost a sufficient amount of money, they go back to the way they normally
trade and start the process all over again. This kind of behavior is no accident. It
happens for a reason.
In each of these situations these traders had certainly developed effective,
workable strategies to be successful; meaning they definitely had some highlystructured beliefs to support their expression as a trader. However, what they

haven't done is identify and de-energize a host of other beliefs (both conscious and
subconscious) that are in direct conflict with the endeavor of trading, or making
money as a trader. For example, there are many beliefs related to one's religious
upbringing that are in direct conflict with the whole concept of speculating. And
what is trading – but taking money away from other traders with no services
rendered?
“ Taking this a bit further along the vein of religious beliefs, we could make
the case that this is similar to the example of the money-changers in the Tempe
written in Bible. Meaning, the money-changers in the Temple did not “work” (in
the truest sense of the word to most people then and now) to make money – all
their work entailed was to sit at a table, exchange one type of currency for another
and charge a fee for doing so – quite possibly being some of the first “traders” in
futures. Meaning, the money-changers bet on the future price of certain types of
currency to make a profit. And how do traders today work? They sit at a table
(desk) and make an exchange for one stock/commodity for another, to make a
profit. So, we can see, that even in ancient days – the average person during that
ancient time might not have considered “money-changing” as any type of known
field of ‘work.’ In other words, this kind of activity today – meaning trading –
isn’t consistent with most religious teachings which teach that hard work will get
someone into the ‘promised land’ – because trading is, by most standards, not
considered work.”
And another typical example is most people grow up with very powerful beliefs
related to the work ethic. They have very rigid definitions about what constitutes
work and how one earns one's money. Trading doesn't exactly fit into most of
these definitions either. Here is an example of one of Paula’s clients with regard to
this:
“ Burt was hired by a large brokerage firm in Atlanta, after a successful
career in casualty insurance. Understanding being a broker (meaning someone
who services client accounts) came natural to him, so his transition into becoming
a stock-broker was almost seamless. He went on to enjoy almost two decades of
maintaining his lifestyle after switching over to the investment industry, which
included owning a 7,000 s.f. home in an exclusive suburb of Atlanta, owning two
thorough-bred race horses, owning a mid-size yacht – and basically living the
American dream of mid-level wealth, with his net worth around $2M.
After a number of years at this financial level, Burt became dissatisfied with
the fact that his level of wealth was not increasing, but remaining static. He began
to increase his contract size – and this led to huge losses, not for his clients, but in

his own accounts. Along with increasing his contract size, the brokerage firm
where he had worked for the past 15 years decided to close and he would now
have to become a completely independent broker and open his own office to
service his clients. So along with losing large amounts of money for his own
accounts, and having to refund his trading accounts numerous times, he was now
faced with having to add the expense of opening an office to service his clients.
On top of this was the fact that Burt had told his daughter that cost was no object
for her upcoming wedding. So, she and his wife were planning a wedding well
into the six-figure range.
By the time Burt contacted me, his stress level was quite high. He had
mortgaged his house which was originally paid off (a fact unknown to his wife),
he had refunded his trading account over a 10 times, he did not have enough cash
to finish paying for his daughter’s wedding – and he found he could not
concentrate on trading his client accounts effectively, which was the only source of
income he had at that point.
I suggested that he liquidate some of his assets like the yacht and the horses
– which Burt completely disagreed with. He was so ensconced in the mindset of
“keeping up with the Joneses” that he could not see he was headed for financial
ruin. So I asked him how much he made every year, up until he began increasing
his contract size. Burt was pulling in over $1M every year – not including
bonuses when he was still with the brokerage firm, bonuses which of course ended
when the firm closed. Burt began complaining about how that wasn’t enough to
live on. Surprised at his answer – I asked him just how much would be enough.
He said, at least double that.
I then asked him if he had ever made more than what he was currently
making, and he replied no. He then laughed and said, well, I guess that’s because
“…having too much money is the root of all evil…” right? I asked him to
explain. He said his pastor regularly reminded the congregation that he belonged
to, that too much money was evil, and that “as it is written in the Bible” no
wealthy man ever got into Heaven. But – according to Burt, he didn’t believe that
at all.
Here we had a man who was making an extremely prosperous living
compared to most people, but who didn’t think it was enough. But every time he
tried to make more money – he lost money. Why? Because his mind was wired to
accept the amount of $1M – but not “more” than that – because then he fell into
what he categorized as the “wealthy man” that his pastor spoke of – and since Burt
wanted to get into Heaven someday, he subconsciously made sure he lost enough

money to keep himself at the $1M level. Even though the entire time we worked
together, he claimed not to “buy into” his pastor’s words about not getting into
Heaven if he had too much wealth. So, although consciously he claimed not to
believe his pastor, the way that he assured himself of staying at that $1M number
and getting into Heaven – was to convince himself that he was not “wealthy,” and
therefore could not, or would not, psychologically increase his financial wealth.
So it was Burt’s religious beliefs that kept him at his current financial levels – and
not his trading per se – meaning his fear of not getting into Heaven outweighed
any trading skills he may have had to increase his wealth past the dollar amount he
had become comfortable with – psychologically and spiritually. And, just for the
record – the correct saying from a speech by George Bernard Shaw (as well as in
the Bible) is “…the lack of money is the root of all evil...”
So regardless of how highly developed one's trading strategies become, the act of
trading will still violate the integrity of any belief that is in conflict with the act of
trading or making money from trading. Eventually the unexpressed energy
accumulating in these conflicting beliefs will build to the point where the trader
will find himself behaving in a manner completely inconsistent with his trading
rules or intent to make money – like Burt above. Often, the trader will even be
aware that he is about to make a trading error, watch himself do it, and at the same
time either feel powerless to stop himself or won't stop himself until he has lost
enough money to compensate for the imbalance in his mental environment.
Again, like the example of Burt above.
Now when these kinds of things happen, if we don't understand what is going on,
it could cause us to feel inadequate in some way, if we judge ourselves harshly. Or
we could be overcome by a sense of powerlessness and fear because we seemingly
have no control over these ‘unidentified’ internal forces that can exert so much
control over our behavior. Without any awareness of the problem or effective tools
for dealing with it, most people will attempt to build mental barriers to try and
block these forces from manifesting in their behavior. Obviously, they don't work,
which makes the whole situation even scarier. This is where the substance abuse
comes into play. For example, a person who is an alcoholic knows he is a heavy
drinker. At the most fundamental level a person drinks obsessively to separate his
intellect from these inner forces he believes he has no control over. The more he
blocks, the more the forces build and the more he has to drink to block. The more
he drinks, the more everything deteriorates in his outer environment as a reflection
of his inner environment. Eventually, the physical environment, or his body, or
both deteriorate so badly that he can no longer block the true state of his condition.
He then acknowledges that "Yes, I am an alcoholic, and I need to change,"

meaning that "Yes, I need to address the issues in my life that caused me to start
drinking in the first place."
The point of all this is: learning how to forget our painful memories or ignoring
the existence of beliefs that don't support our intents does not in any way reduce
their potential to cause us to behave in certain ways. Meaning, if we want to
change unwanted behavior, we have to change the internal source of that behavior.
Releasing ourselves from the limitations of our fears by healing our emotional
wounds, changing the polarity of a belief, or de-energizing it altogether is
something that we have to learn how to do, by learning how to manage mental
energy. If people knew of some way to manage their beliefs, memories, and
associations, then the kind of painful cycles of forced-awareness described earlier
would never get started in the first place.
Thus far I have identified three forces in constant operation in our lives. First are
all the external environmental forces that have the potential to act as a cause,
where we as individuals, experience an effect. Some of these outside
environmental forces we will have some degree of understanding of and others we
will not. Our degree of understanding and insight along with the extent to which
we can act on what we know is directly proportional to the degree of satisfaction
we will experience as we interact with the environment to fulfill our needs and
achieve our goals. Implied within all the external forces – whether we understand
them or not, are all the forces of change that automatically alter everything made
of atoms and molecules consequently making what we do know, in terms of
usefulness, obsolete at some point in time. For example, the chair you are sitting in
to read this book is deteriorating over time. At some point it will no longer be able
to support any weight, making your belief in its stability obsolete.
Second are the deep inner forces of curiosity and attraction that compel us to
explore, learn about, and interact with the environment in seemingly
predetermined ways. For example, there are things that we are interested in
learning about or learning how to do in relationship to all the other things that are
available to learn about in the environment, but we have no natural interest to
pursue them; unlike someone who always wanted to be a musician, fire-fighter,
actor, or doctor and then pursues these vocations resulting in feelings of deep
satisfaction about their lives. However, if the environment forces us into areas
where there is no natural interest, we will experience an emptiness that can be very
difficult to identify, only that it feels like something is missing in our lives. What
each of us as individuals is naturally curious about and attracted to in the
environment come from the deepest levels of our existence. They act as very

powerful forces of self-expression, compelling us to create in the physical
environment the object of our imagination or to pursue in the physical
environment the object of our interests, often in direct conflict with outside
environmental forces as well as inner mental forces in the form of what we have
been taught to believe.
Third are the mental forces represented by our beliefs, memories, and
associations. Even though beliefs, memories, and associations are mental forces,
they are not the same as the forces of curiosity and attraction. In other words,
beliefs, memories, and associations exist exclusively as a result of the kinds of
experiences we have with the physical environment. This is in contrast to the
forces of curiosity and attraction that are in us before we are born and would seem
to be either pre-determined in a spiritual sense or genetically encoded. Some of
our beliefs, memories, and associations will act as positive resources for
interacting with the physical environment effectively and with some degree of
satisfaction. Others, however, will have just the opposite effect. Many of our
beliefs, memories, and associations are resources for failure, pain, and
dissatisfaction because they lock us into only perceiving what we already know as
well as cutting us off from our natural sense of curiosity. In other words, they
specifically act as forces to prevent any further mental growth. Here is a good
example of this from another of Paula’s clients:
“ Rick was born into a typical middle-class family. Higher education was
strongly encouraged by both his parents, and from an early age Rick knew he was
destined for college. However, during high school, he took an elective class and
found that he was very attracted to the field of electrical engineering. Meaning, he
was fascinated by how electricity works, how it is transmitted, how things are
wired to work, and so forth. After several semesters in this class, Rick felt he
would rather go to a trade school to learn more about that field and informed his
parents of his intentions.
Of course, his parents were aghast and told Rick he was going to college –
period. Very few teenagers would have the strength to fight their parents over not
going to college, especially if they were paying the tuition, and so Rick went to
college, received his MBA, and eventually became a hedge-fund manager for a
firm on Wall Street. His parents were very proud of him; however, as Rick related
to me in our sessions, he found no pleasure in trading the markets, and in his spare
time, tooled around in his garage tinkering with electrical gadgets. Something he
still hid from his parents but shared with me.

After 20 years of managing hedge funds for the firm he worked at, Rick
grew restless and his results began to drop – this was the initial reason he
contacted me for consulting work. Management told him to straighten up or he
was out. This is typical of any brokerage firm – whether on Wall Street, or Main
Street – results mean prosperity and prosperity equates to success and increased
revenue for the firm; if you are not producing you will be let go. After some
months of trying to recapture his initial desire to please everyone – Rick quit his
job at the trading firm. He didn’t tell his parents for some months (they lived in
another city), knowing that when they did find out it would be difficult.
In the meantime, he went to a trade school, learned what he needed to learn
about his first love – electrical engineering – and set up a small shop in his garage
and began fixing items that needed re-wiring, or helping neighbors with a new
wall socket, fixing power sources on personal computers, and so forth. And Rick
felt good. When he eventually told his parents about his new “gig” working with
his hands, and listened to their negatively-charged comments about him being a
loser, he realized that he had made the right decision – for himself.
What he realized was that he was not a hedge-fund manager, nor had he ever
wanted to be one. He had only gone to college and taken that particular job to
please his parents – which meant he had been living their beliefs, not his own. He
knew his passion was in electrical engineering, and now he was pursuing it. He
believed, now, that he was a natural at it – why? Because every aspect of that type
of work, gave him pleasure.”
Now, since we have to interact with the physical environment to fulfill our needs
and achieve our goals, the key to doing it to assure ourselves of experiencing
greater levels of satisfaction is to acquire deeper levels of insight and
understanding into the nature of these forces. That is, we need to stay in a constant
state of learning. The only thing that really stops us from continuing to learn about
the nature of these outside forces is the mental forces in the form of beliefs,
memories, and associations that build up and as a result block our natural sense of
curiosity sometimes to the point of shutting down the learning process altogether.
Just like the example of Rick above – he shut down his dreams for decades until
he chose not to subscribe to negatively-charged memories or beliefs instilled by
someone else, any longer.
There is some element of truth to the saying that you can't teach an old dog new
tricks, except that it should really read "an old dog won't learn new tricks." It's not
that it is impossible for someone regardless of their age to learn something new;
the issue isn't ability. It is more a matter of resistance and refusal. That refusal

comes from the sum total of everything we already believe, which is in essence
saying, "Forget it, I already know everything I need to know." Of course, the
consequences to such a stance toward the environment can be and often are,
devastating. And it invariably always takes some truly devastating event or a
series of them before someone who has this kind of attitude will acknowledge that
the reason for their plight – is that they just refuse to allow any changes in their
mental environment. Of course, this know-it-all attitude is very easy to recognize
in someone else; the trick is learning how to recognize it ourselves, because it
exists in all of us as a natural function of the ways in which beliefs, memories, and
associations manage information, to some degree.
To stay in a constant state of learning we need to learn how to adapt. To adapt we
need to learn some specific mental techniques on how to consciously apply our
thoughts to upgrade, modify, replace, or change the polarity (meaning any
negative electrical charge) of various components in our mental environment that
act as limiting or inhibiting forces on our perception and behavior, preventing us
from gaining greater levels of correspondence with the physical environment. By
consciously adapting, we are making ourselves available to learn how to fulfill our
needs and achieve our goals in increasingly more satisfying ways.
To adapt, we need to choose not to resist learning and change. This requires a
willingness on our part to think outside of the limitations established by our
beliefs, associations, and memories and a willingness to learn how to manage
mental energy so we can release ourselves from the negative effects of our painful
memories. When we learn how to change the polarity of – or de-energize, a
painful memory, it isn't painful any longer. When the memory is de-energized or
drained of the negatively-charged energy, it will no longer have the potential to
generate fear. Fear always limits the number of choices we perceive as available
from the environment by the way it causes us to focus our attention on the object
of our fear. The net effect is we end up creating for ourselves exactly what we are
trying to avoid. It is important for you to note that, even though we may change
the polarity of a memory, it doesn't actually change the structure of the memory. In
other words, we don't forget the experience, so we can still use it as a part of our
repertoire of what we know about the nature of the physical environment, and
ourselves. When we change the quality of energy of a memory from negative to
positive, we negate the memory's potential to generate fear, thereby allowing us to
perceive all the other choices for experience available from the environment in the
same moment.

“This also turns the memory to a positive experience, which can further reinforce
an improved and updated belief or set of beliefs about ourselves to achieve more
and more of our goals.”
Preferably this willingness to change will come from somewhere other than out of
desperation. The idea is to learn how to recognize what we need to know long
before the conditions deteriorate to the levels of desperation. To do this requires
that we incorporate into our mental system three very fundamental assumptions
that will help us to maintain a healthy relationship with the environment and
generate the energy behind the willingness that we will need to start such a
process, after which experiencing the benefits will act as the driving force behind
our willingness.
The first assumption is that we haven't learned everything there is to
know.
And, as a result, there are always going to be unknown forces acting upon
us until our understanding of everything outside of us evolves to the point
where we have simultaneous awareness of everything going on in the
environment. The implications here are that we need to be in a constant state
of learning from the moment we are born to the moment we die because our
intellect has not yet evolved to the point of simultaneous perception of all
information that is available in any given moment. Until then, we are forced
to pick and choose the information we experience based on what we have
learned to believe.
The second assumption is that what we have learned to believe, either
by force meaning unwillingly thrust upon us as an expression of the outside
environment – or by choice as an expression of the inner forces that operate
within us like our curiosity and attractions – may not be very useful with
respect to fulfilling ourselves in some satisfying manner.
The third assumption is that what we have learned that is useful and
works to our satisfaction is still subject to change because of the changing
environmental conditions.
In other words, what we may need to know to experience more satisfaction
and happiness in our lives will often have to replace, partially or invalidate

completely, what we have already learned. Refusing to change what we
have already learned is virtually the same as saying that we already know
everything there is to know and don't need to learn anything further.
Of course, we could easily know if we didn't need to adapt because we would be
in a perpetual state of satisfaction! Anything less than a complete feeling of
satisfaction from our interaction with the environment is an indication that we
need to learn something.
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If you operate out of the foregoing assumptions, you will begin to recognize how
every moment becomes a perfect indication of your state of development, and
what you need to do to improve yourself. For example, let's look at a hypothetical
trader whose goal is to make money from his trading. He perceives what he
believes to be an opportunity to do so and puts on a trade. However, this
hypothetical trader is mentally, emotionally, and psychologically operating out of a
fear of being wrong. As a result, his fear will act on his perception of information
to block from his awareness any evidence that would indicate that he is wrong.
Remember, fear is a natural mechanism to warn us of threatening conditions so
that we can avoid them.

Now what is threatening about being wrong? In this case, as in
most all cases, it is all the accumulated pain and humiliation inside of this trader
from his past experiences. If the market, or anyone else for that matter, presents
him with any information that conflicts with what he wants, his fear will cause
him to distort it perceptually or he will angrily scream at the person who offered
such information something to the effect of "don't tell me that" – so that he can
avoid feeling the pain already inside of him from his past experiences of being
wrong – no matter where those experiences may have occurred or when. In effect,
his fears will create for him the very experience that he is trying to avoid –
because he is avoiding information that would indicate what the markets have to
offer – in relationship to what he wants or expects or is demanding. If the market

does move against him, he probably won't confront the evidence until the pain of
doing so is less than the pain of not confronting it, meaning that his losses
accumulate to the point where it is easier to admit he is wrong than to suffer any
more losses. Similar to what Paula mentioned previously about a certain
percentage of coaching clients.
The results of our efforts then will be reflected in the environment as the sum total
of who we are in any given moment, as it was for our hypothetical trader in the
foregoing example. For instance, a goal is an intent that we have projected out into
the environment. It is a need to be fulfilled in some future moment. The need
arises out of a recognition we perceive of some lack in our lives somewhere.
Recognizing the need automatically focuses our attention to scan the environment
for ways (paths) to fulfill that need. The environmental information we perceive
(meaning the quality and depth of insight we have at that moment) will be a
function of the number of distinctions we can make – minus any information that
gets blocked by any fears we are operating out of. How we express ourselves to
fulfill the need will be function of –
1) our perceptions,
2) the steps that we choose as a result of those perceptions, and
3) the skills we have developed minus any conflicting beliefs, memories,
and associations, making each moment that we interact with the
environment a perfect indication of what we know and how well we can act
on what we know.
When we refuse to acknowledge or accept the perfection of each moment in our
lives, we deny ourselves access to the information that we need to expand
ourselves. Any skill that we need to learn to express ourselves more effectively
has a true starting point. To find that true starting point requires our acceptance of
each outcome as a reflection of the sum total of who we are, so that we can first
identify what skill needs to be learned and how we might go about the task of
learning it. Without this true starting point, we will operate from a base of illusion.
What do I mean by that? Illusions result from beliefs that we know more than we
do and can do more than we can. We erroneously assume the environment shares
our perception of it or of ourselves, and then we actively block any information to
the contrary. Illusions are the difference between accepting each moment as a
perfect indication of who we are so that we can identify what we need to learn to
move forward and believing we are already perfect the way we are, in which case

we need learn nothing. Certainly if any of us were in a perfect state of knowledge
and abilities, then we would never need to complain about anything or make
excuses, rationalizations, or justifications for why things didn't turn out as we
planned.
Every "should have," "could have," "would have," or "if only" is an indication of
the degree of illusion in which we are indulging ourselves. If we could have, we
would have, meaning that at each moment we are doing the best we can when
taking into account all the components, both conscious and subconscious, that
affect what we perceive and do. Acknowledging and accepting this perfection will
always give us our true starting point to indicate what we need to learn so that we
can perceive the conditions differently or what resources we need to develop to
respond differently.
If our hypothetical trader wants to develop into an effective and consistently
successful trader, he will need to engage in some self-improvement.
He will need to understand that the market is always right and that he
can profit from that rightness – if he doesn't impose a rigid mental structure
on its behavior.
He needs to release himself from his fear of being wrong, so that he
can observe the market's behavior from an objective perspective. Otherwise,
his fear of being wrong will have the effect of making him wrong.
He will also need to establish some definite trading rules to guide his
own behavior and learn how to adhere to those rules. If he had been
operating out of a definite set of trading rules he would have never let the
loss accumulate so sufficiently that his pain would take him out of the trade.
If, however, he refuses to acknowledge and accept his current state of development
by blaming the market for his losses, or trying to convince himself that somehow
he wasn't responsible for what he ended up with, then he would be indulging
himself in illusion. He would be denying who he is and, in effect, cutting himself
off from the information he needs to become who he wants to be – meaning, a
consistently successful trader.
We have to be willing to confront the truth about ourselves so that we can confront
the truth outside of ourselves. The less illusion we indulge ourselves in, the more
our perceptions of the outside environment will reflect the actual conditions,
because we won't be blocking so much available information. And by available

information I mean information we are capable of perceiving. Meaning, the less
we block, the more we learn. The more we learn, the easier it is to anticipate how
the outside environment will react or respond under any given set of conditions.
Otherwise, we will not allow ourselves to perceive in the environment what we
refuse to know about ourselves.
None of us likes to acknowledge what we perceive to be our weaknesses. Yet it is
exactly what we need to do to grow beyond them. Otherwise, we keep building
our lives on this base of illusion that requires so much energy, or alcohol, or drugs,
or food to maintain that it eventually has to crumble, leading to these very painful
forced-awarenesses. Confronting the truth in the environment or the truth about
ourselves is no more painful than the forced-awarenesses that result from these
illusions. It's just more immediate.
However, when we do confront what is inside of us, it is the first step in the
process of breaking a cycle of dissatisfaction – to turn it into an expansive cycle of
success. What better form of goal achievement could there be than to confront
conditions as they exist, identify what we need to learn to operate most effectively,
and then go about the task of learning it, making our adjustments along the way?
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Traders put on trades and then take them off when they choose. That decisionmaking process is the result of the sum total of all the mental components
interacting with one another. If we were to inventory all these components,
measure the energy they hold, and then balance the components that contribute to
a positive sense of self-valuation, against the components that contribute to a
negative sense of self-valuation, what would be left is a net amount that we value
ourselves. This net amount will correspond directly with how much money we
give ourselves out of what is available in any given trade, in any day, month, or
year, or by the same token how much of our money we give away.

I know that this can be a very difficult concept to accept.
However, other than taking into account what we haven't learned yet in terms of

insights and skills, how could it be any other way? For instance – we make up all
our own rules when we trade. No one forces us in or out of the markets. In any
given trade, there are a number of possibilities to take profits – or to cut losses.
What we decide to do in each instance with respect to each possibility, will be the
result of our perceptions and all the internal components affecting those
perceptions. What we actually end up doing will be the result of what we decide
and our ability to execute our decisions, which again will be determined by a
number of mental factors, all of which contribute to our sense of self-valuation.
Trading is an exercise in accumulating money. Once we have learned how to trade
(perceive opportunity and execute our trades), who else or what else could be
responsible for what we end up with? In fact, if traders were to chart their equity, it
would reflect their internal conflicts and what they think of themselves on a dayto-day, month-to-month, or year-to-year basis. These charts would look very much
like the typical bar or point and figure charts of the markets themselves, with
support and resistance levels, consolidation zones, rallies, sell-offs, and
retracements. All these patterns would reflect the trader's state of mind, just as the
markets themselves reflect the collective state of mind of all its participants –
meaning all the traders around the world.
Charts like these also can have the same predictive value as in the markets, if one
learns what to look for. Some of the more sophisticated brokerage firms that
manage large funds keep these kinds of charts on the CTAs that they employ to
trade their money under management. They will switch the amount of equity
available for each CTA to manage based on each individual's chart formations. In
other words, once you build up some history, it isn't too difficult to determine
when someone is about to take a big hit because of the psychological forces
building inside of him, just as the collective forces of the market build before a big
move.

As individual traders if we want to give ourselves more
and more money out of the markets, we have to learn how to value ourselves more
and more so that we believe we deserve what we want or deserve what we get.
Trading can result in the fast accumulation of windfall profits. However, to keep
those profits, we have to have inner mental, emotional and psychological support.
Most of the time, that support doesn't exist, and that accounts for all the rags-to-

riches-to-rags stories that can be told in the trading world. Paula can give you
quite a few examples of these from some of her clients – or you can read about
them in several of her books which can be found on Amazon.com.
Of course the first step in the process of valuing ourselves more is to accept our
true starting point; that is, we have to take complete responsibility for what we end
up with as being a reflection of what we need learn about the markets, about
ourselves, or both. Ultimately, everything that we do contributes to, or detracts
from, our sense of self-valuation. That is why it can fluctuate from day to day, or
moment to moment. The best way that I know of to add to our sense of valuation
is to commit ourselves to the process of growth.

EXERCISES
Get a spiral notebook and write down the answers to the questions at the end of
each chapter in your own handwriting. You will find the more you write in
longhand, the more you know yourself – and where you may need to update any
thought processes or skill levels.

1. What is your definition of the word “intent?”
2. What is your definition of a “belief?”
3. What is your definition of the difference between those two words? Be
specific.
4. What do you judge yourself harshly about with regard to your trading?
5. In your life, if you felt you could have – what would you have done
differently in the past?
6. Do you think trading is going to “make up” for what you perceive as a
lost opportunity – or lost opportunities? If yes, describe why and how.
If no, describe why and how.

7. What do you think you are not aware of, or not listening to, or not
hearing from your mental environment right now, about your trading?
8. What do you think you could do to have better awareness or listening
skills when it comes to corresponding with your thought processes? Be
specific.
The more specific you are with your answers, again, without thinking, right off the
top of your head – the more you will know your personal truth and be able to deenergize any limiting beliefs that are holding you back from achieving your
highest trading goals.
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hat do I mean by "managing mental energy?" There are many ways that we
already manage mental energy but probably wouldn't think of it in such a
way. For example, isn't it possible to take what starts out to be a slight emotional
wound (like some minor insult) and intensify the emotional energy behind that
wound to the point where we could end up in a state of emotional frenzy? How do
we accomplish this? By our willingness to think about whatever caused us to feel
insulted. Our thoughts can add energy to, or detract energy from, the wound
depending on what kind of thoughts we choose to think. If we think destructive
thoughts, we will be adding negatively-charged energy to intensify the wound.
And it goes without saying that we can carry this to whatever extreme we choose
but, just as easily, stop whenever we choose, or whenever we are willing to.
However, stopping does become more difficult in direct proportion to the amount
of energy involved. So then aren't we, in effect, managing or manipulating mental
energy when we purposefully make ourselves more angry than when we started
out by channeling negative thoughts through an experience?
By the same token, if we think positive thoughts, we will detract emotional energy
from the wound. I am sure anyone reading this book has noticed that when a
person wants to stay angry, he will refuse to listen to anything that might defuse
his anger. When we refuse to listen to "the voice of reason" so to speak, we are

making a choice not to manage mental energy. The only reason why an angry
person has to shut out "the voice of reason" is because he knows the information
has the potential to change the way he feels. He knows that if he changes his
perspective, which will, in turn, change the way he feels, he will experience a
different environment on the outside. If he isn't "willing" to change regardless of
what the benefits may be, he will refuse to use his thoughts in a way that would
allow him to experience those benefits. These examples are just a few of the many
ways in which we already manipulate our mental environment to suit our purposes
based on our willingness to do so. Certainly, if it is possible to manage mental
energy for destructive purposes, it must also be possible to manage it for
constructive purposes! The key concepts here are willingness and purpose. The
willingness is to consciously direct our thoughts toward a specific intent to change
something on the inside that is no longer useful – or quite possibly, never was
useful to begin with even though we may not have perceived it that way initially.
Thoughts are a very powerful tool to effect changes in the mental environment. We
can use them to shift, rearrange, add to, detract from, or change the polarity of
various mental components. Thoughts are a form of energy, probably no different
from electricity or light – except that we cannot see them. They can act as a cause
to produce some effect in the physical environment, as when we speak our
thoughts for example, as well as act as a cause to produce an effect in the mental
environment. When we use our thoughts and direct them inward, we are basically
using one form of energy as a tool to change the consistency and makeup of
another form of energy – like using our thoughts to change a belief – or release the
negative energy out of a painful memory.
It is precisely because of the inherent power within thoughts that people are so
protective of themselves with the kinds of information (others people's thoughts
expressed physically) they will expose themselves to. Everyone instinctively
knows that if we allow ourselves to think about something, the thoughts have the
power to change the way things exist inside of us. And once things change on the
inside, we know we will perceive and experience a different outside. If we don't
want to disturb the current relationship between the inner and outer environments,
we will consciously do whatever is necessary to make sure that we don't expose
ourselves to anything that might threaten that relationship, or think about anything
in a way that would change the relationship. In other words, most people – even
though they may claim otherwise – do not want to step outside of their personal
comfort zone.

“Therefore, change is the result of, first, a willingness to think. Think for
ourselves – and not necessarily what we have been taught by others.”
Personally, I believe that if we weren't meant to keep growing mentally – meaning
adding to who we are by surpassing what we have already learned – and further, if
we weren't meant to direct that growth at a conscious level, then we would not
have been given the ability to think, reason, and create. “ In other words, we
would not have been given what many call ‘free will’ to do what we think is the
most appropriate for ourselves, our lives, and our personal growth, in any given
moment.”
Implied within our ability to think, reason, and create is the inherent capability to
learn our way out of the painful situations and dissatisfying life cycles in which we
find ourselves. Painful life cycles begin with, and are perpetuated by, painful or
negatively-charged memories. So in essence what I am stating is that inherent
within our ability to think and reason is the capability to heal our emotional
wounds so that we can perceive what is available from the environment – beyond
our fears. Healing emotional wounds is something that we have to learn how to do
by learning how to manage mental energy. Learning how to forget our painful
memories by making them subconscious does not in any way reduce their
significance on our perception of environmental information, or their potential to
cause us to behave in certain ways. “ However, we have become adept at
managing the very negative energies that keep us from achieving our goals – with
the illusion that it is still something outside of us that is limiting our success.”
This is the gift of creativity that we were all born with! It is the capability to think
beyond what our current beliefs, memories, and association would dictate as being
true about the environment. The capability to reason beyond our current set of
limitations – meaning beliefs, painful memories, and erroneous associations – or
use our imaginations creatively; is the one compensating force that allows us to
grow, improve, and evolve beyond the painful and destructive life cycles that we
get caught in, both as individuals and as a culture. However, there is something
here that you may need to be mindful of: a capability to do something is not
necessarily an ability to do something.
Before a capability becomes an ability, it has to be cultivated into a skill.
For example, we can use our imaginations to visualize and then project into the
environment the fulfillment of some need or goal in some future moment. But that
doesn't mean we are using our imaginations creatively.

We may just be using our imaginations to project what is already in our memories
or
what we already believe.
The same is true for our thoughts. Most of the time, they will originate out of our
current set of beliefs and memories, so that what we will be thinking will
correspond with the status quo. To create a more satisfying future for ourselves,
we need to be able to imagine this future and project it out into the environment as
some future moment of satisfaction. There is a direct correlation between what we
project and what is already inside of us, unless of course, we are imagining
something beyond what we already know.
The only real limitations that exist with respect to our thoughts, are those rules that
were either taught to us or the ones we made up for ourselves. We are not in any
way restricted to just thinking about what we already believe is true or what we
have already experienced. We are free to roam anywhere in our thoughts to
explore any number of possibilities and choose to act on one of them, regardless of
whether it is inside or outside of the current set of rules from which we operate,
even to the point of using our thoughts to change any rules that we may have that
says we can't. If we weren't meant to direct our own changes by thinking about
how we might learn how to lead happier and more satisfying lives, then thinking,
reasoning, and creativity wouldn't exist!
To experience the same kind of painful conditions over and over again then, in an
environment that is in constant motion, implies that we don't perceive any other
choices as being available that would result in more satisfying outcomes. What we
perceive is directly connected to what we already know. To perceive other choices,
other than the ones our beliefs, memories, and associations lock us into; we have
to know something we haven't learned yet. So, learning our way out of a situation
that is perpetually dissatisfying requires that we be open to thinking – beyond
what we already know. The environment will always offer us an opportunity for
some degree of love, harmony, happiness, and success – or some degree of
despair, disappointment, anger, hate, and betrayal. What we end up with from each
of these moments has to be a reflection of what is inside of us because the
environment does not interpret the information it has to offer in any given
moment. That process happens exclusively in each one of us. Remember the free
money example in Chapter 10? The reality of pleasure existed right along with the
reality of indifference or fear. The man was there to give money to anyone who
wanted. How each person interpreted the data determined what reality they
experienced.

Creativity is synonymous with growth and change. Doesn't the word "create"
imply bringing into existence something that did not previously exist? If it already
existed, then it would have already been created. To use our imaginations
creatively, we must to be willing to think outside of what we already know to be
true or possible. For those of you who are not that familiar with various forms of
creative thinking, you would be surprised how just the willingness to question the
usefulness of something inside of us will bring forth an avalanche of inspiring
alternatives. Otherwise, our memories and beliefs will cause us to think of the
future in ways that directly correspond with our past, thus having the effect of
locking us into the same recurring experiences. The names and places may change
but the situations and circumstances and conditions always remain the same
because we aren't changing our mental framework to perceive anything different.
"Necessity is the mother of invention!" In other words, the need to create some
new machine, device, or process to save time, save money, or make money isn't
any different from the need to "create a new you" to experience success and a
more satisfying life.
The need will act as a force behind our thoughts to think beyond our current
barriers so that we can expand. The barriers that act as a resisting force preventing
us from expanding consist of many of our old beliefs and all our painful
memories. So we need a force to counteract and penetrate those barriers. That
force is our thoughts – and our willingness to use them in creative ways!
All our lives would become a lot easier to live and potentially more satisfying if
we operated out of the belief that we are in a state of imperfect knowledge,
evolving toward something that we haven't become yet. Meaning, everything is
evolving into something that it isn't yet. It may not seem like it at times, but each
moment of each day, we change into someone who was not the person we were a
moment ago. At the physical level, new cells are born and old cells die. At the
mental level, each moment that passes we experience something. Each experience
adds to the inner environment in the form of a memory or belief. Each memory
and belief builds a self-concept that acts as a force on how we interact with the
environment. Then, as we interact with the environment, we change it in some
way, creating a new environment for us to discover and experience. Everything
that exists is evolving, because everything that exists is in motion, and motion
creates change. Even the grandest mountain will eventually wear away into small
rocks, which will themselves turn into sand and then dust.
However, the main point here is that implied within this concept of evolution –
where we are in a state of imperfect knowledge, is the view that mistakes don't

exist. Mistakes just point the way to something that we haven't learned yet and
obviously need to know. What exactly is a mistake anyway? We certainly weren't
born with a concept or definition of what a mistake is. If left alone, all children
will naturally keep on interacting with the environment to satisfy their own inner
needs to learn and grow until they start to learn that what they are doing isn't quite
up to the standards set by the people who are watching them. And most children
love to be watched.
The criteria that we use for how we define a mistake is something that we had to
learn from someone – meaning, outside of our own mental environment. In other
words, our parents and teachers passed their definitions on to us. These definitions
would represent the mental framework for their own unresolved painful
experiences and what they themselves haven't learned about as being available
from the environment beyond their pain. In other words, we pass on our ignorance,
as well as our wisdom, without knowing at the time the difference between the
two. And what was passed on that was dysfunctional will be regarded as the truth
– just the same as the wisdom.
When we as adults, instill in our children our rigid definitions of what constitutes a
mistake with the belief or intent that what we are going to do is save them from
what we perceive as our own past mistakes, all we are really doing is perpetuating
our pain in the next generation. A mistake isn't resolved until we evolve in our
understanding to the point where we can garner the insight that is available from
the experience. When that point is reached, what we experienced is no longer a
mistake or painful because of what we have learned. However, until that point is
reached, if ever, we will feel compelled to save others from the painful lessons of
our mistakes, even to the point of beating it into them – whether verbally or even
physically, for their own good of course. By using pain, either emotional or
physical as a means to save others from our mistakes, in effect what we are really
doing is creating a cycle of fear. We ensure that our limited level of understanding
and insight will be maintained in them, because fear is a contracting force that
stifles the learning process. In a very real way, we inflict the pain of our
unresolved mistakes on our children just as our parents inflicted the pain of their
unresolved mistakes on us. And it goes on generation after generation until
someone decides to use their creative powers to break the cycle.
To operate out of this belief in evolution so that we can naturally learn from the
choices that we make, we have to first change our definitions of what constitutes a
mistake. It is precisely these kinds of beliefs that act as mental blocks to perceive a
more satisfying way of living. Mistakes are virtually synonymous with pain. We

can find any number of ways to avoid acknowledging a mistake so we don't have
to confront the pain, and in the process we cut ourselves off from what we need to
know to grow, expand, and improve our lives. Even when we make a mistake
where we supposedly knew better, if we really knew better, then we wouldn't have
made the choices that we did that resulted in an outcome we define as a mistake.
So we can assume that there is something inside of us that conflicts with our
"better judgment" that has more power to influence our behavior.
“Why not view something that didn’t work out – as simply a learning curve
toward creating something that does, or will work out to give you satisfaction?
What would be the purpose of thinking and holding onto – beliefs that kept
reinforcing that you are someone who continues to make mistakes? Break through
past programming and start thinking for yourself. Begin to accept that just
because something doesn’t work out, doesn’t necessarily mean that “you” made a
mistake. It may not have worked out for a variety of reasons – such as you didn’t
have all the information you needed to accomplish that particular goal, or you
didn’t realize how much work it would entail and you didn’t have enough time to
follow-through, or you may simply have changed your mind. Would any of those
three reasons constitute a mistake? Of course not. Unless you choose to continue
to subscribe to someone else’s definition of what it means to make a mistake. And
if you choose to do that – then ask yourself how continuing to believe that way is
bringing you the satisfaction you desire.”
It isn't any less possible to change our definition of what constitutes a mistake than
it is to intensify the emotional energy behind an insult as in the example. To
change these definitions requires learning some techniques in mental energy
management to de-energize or draw the negatively-charged energy out of them. By
doing so we will allow ourselves to learn from all our experiences instead of
hiding from them, feeling pain, or punishing ourselves in some way. Without the
effects of these self-defeating definitions of mistakes, it is much easier to
objectively monitor our progress toward the fulfillment of some goal. If we find
our behavior inconsistent with the steps to achieving our goals it would tell us that
our beliefs are not in harmony with those steps or the goal itself or that we don't
have the appropriate resources. In any case, it is much easier to identify what we
need to learn to accomplish our objective.
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Increased Sense of Security and Confidence
You will develop a sense of security and confidence knowing that you can
confront conditions as they exist, identify what you need to learn to operate most
effectively, and learn it. What better way to develop a sense of security than by
learning how to develop the ability to adapt to the prevailing conditions to fulfill
your needs satisfactorily.
In the mental environment the memories of our experiences don't change over
time, but the physical environment where our goals are fulfilled certainly does. It
is constantly moving forward, offering us new conditions, which, in turn, offer us
different possibilities and opportunities, if we are open to being able to perceive
them. What better form of goal achievement than to be able to change our mental
perspective "at will" to be able to perceive these new conditions and use our
imaginations creatively to determine the most appropriate set of steps to fulfill our
needs or achieve our goals, even if we have never actually taken those steps
before!
For a truly successful trader, this form of thinking is essential. The possibilities of
the type of movement the markets can display are almost endless because of the
diverse number of forces – meaning people – affecting it at any given moment
across the world. Naturally, all of us have this tendency to mentally lock ourselves
into only a very limited number of those ways. And when the market doesn't
conform to our preconceived mental image, we make up the difference with
distortions and illusions and suffer the consequences later when we take a look at
our diminished equity. Trading doesn't have to be painful and devoid of fun. We
make it that way for ourselves because of our mental inflexibility and inability to
adapt.
Increased Levels of Satisfaction
As long as we are alive, we will have needs, and as long as we have needs, we are
not whole the way we are, in any given moment. Our needs compel us to interact
with the environment to achieve this state of wholeness. Growing into this state of
wholeness requires that we keep on learning – and to keep on learning we need to
adapt. Learning is a primary function of our existence, and when we fulfill this
function, we are rewarded with feelings of happiness, well-being and satisfaction,

all of which are by-products of the quality of our experiences with the outer
environment – and a function of how much we have learned.
The antithesis of learning is, of course, resistance. When we resist what is being
offered by the environment in the way of lessons, learning, and change, we
experience stress. Stress is the opposite of the sense of well-being, happiness, and
excitement that we feel when we are learning. If we refuse to adapt, we shut down
the learning process. The quality of our experiences deteriorates because our
relationship with the outer environment deteriorates. The outer environment keeps
on changing, while we remain unchanged, resulting in less of a correspondence
between what is out there and what we know. Ultimately, we end up punishing
ourselves for our resistance to adapt because what we experience is pain,
disappointment, stress, anxiety, and dissatisfaction, which are all by-products of
our lack of insight, understanding, and what we won't allow ourselves to do
because of fear.
Increased Intuition
As you gain in your confidence to change the inside to experience a different
outside, you will also increase your ability to confront difficult issues that all of us
would have a tendency to avoid. Instead of confronting, we learn a number of
avoidance techniques like alcohol, drugs, over-eating, distortions, rationalizations,
or even wishing and hoping, all of which can result in painful forced-awarenesses.
We eventually have to confront these issues anyway because they rarely if ever
just go away. The longer we wait, the worse the conditions usually get, making it
increasingly more difficult to resolve.
However, there is another less obvious problem with avoidance, especially with
respect to wishing and hoping. A true intuitive impulse, meaning a deeper level of
knowledge and wisdom that will indicate the next most appropriate step to take,
that will always be in our best interests – feels very much like wishing and hoping.
In other words, it is very difficult to distinguish between the two, making it very
easy to mix them up, which is one of the reasons why we find it so difficult to trust
our intuition. The way you can know for sure that you are getting a true intuitive
impulse is to clear out of your mental environment anything that would cause you
to wish and hope that something will happen – instead of confronting the issue
head-on to find out what needs to be done. You can wish and hope that the market
will come back, or you can cut your loss and make yourself ready to take the next
opportunity! To be able to cut your loss and be ready to take the next opportunity

requires that you change anything in your mental environment that would cause
you to avoid confrontation, and consequently wish and hope. The less cause you
have for wishing and hoping that something will happen, the more you will know
that when you get that certain feeling, it is a true intuitive impulse, and the more
confidence you will have to follow through on it. Intuition will always guide you
in the most appropriate way to fulfill your needs.
Just so there is no misunderstanding here, I am not stating that there is anything
inherently wrong with wishing and hoping. There are some ways in which wishing
and hoping can be very useful – if used in the context of visualization. You can
contact Paula for more information on this. As traders, however, we cannot afford
the luxury of wishing and hoping because it puts us in a passive relationship with
the markets – instead of an active relationship. When we wish and hope, we are
shifting responsibility on to the markets for making something happen, instead of
confronting the conditions and doing something about it ourselves. If we find
ourselves wishing and hoping, it is an excellent indication that we don't know what
is going on and as a result, need to get out of the markets until we do.
Wisdom
When we step through our fears to break some cycle of frustration and
dissatisfaction, or change the polarity of a painful memory to break a cycle of
pain, we gain in wisdom because we learn all sides of an issue. True wisdom is not
afraid, angry, intolerant, or prejudiced – because there is a deep level of
understanding, confidence, and trust – all coming from having experienced the full
range of possibilities from extreme negative to increasingly greater degrees of
positive. If we have experienced only the negative side of a certain type of
experience, we feel fear. If we have experienced only the positive (never having
had a painful experience in certain area), we won't have that particular fear, but we
do develop an intolerance or even a disdain for anyone who has had a negative
experience.
This intolerance stems from our own underlying fear of vulnerability. For instance,
it is clear that the negative exists in the environment as a possibility, but since it
has never happened to us, we either don't understand "their fear" or don't want to
confront any information that would indicate the same possibilities for a painful
experience also exist for us. Anyone who has truly transcended a fear doesn't look
down upon those who haven't, because they don't have anything to fear. When we
step through some fear to experience other possibilities, not only do we give

ourselves more choices, we also gain in wisdom. Wisdom is the by-product that
results when we retain a distinction about the nature of the environment without
the negatively-charged energy or fear associated with that distinction. Wisdom is
ultimately the proverbial silver lining in every dark cloud.
However, to gain this wisdom we have to actively change our negatives into
positives, because if we are offered a positive experience in an area where we have
only experienced the negative, we wouldn't believe it. Actually we couldn't believe
it, because we wouldn't have the mental framework to accept it for what it is. The
environment will be as we perceive it, and the way we perceive information and
events is controlled by the energy already inside of us, unless it is a first-time
experience. When we don't actively work at turning our negatives into positives,
we just stay angry and afraid. So, it's our choice. We were all given the gift of
creativity and the free will to think any way in which we choose, and we can use
our thoughts to change the quality of our lives, if we want to.
EXERCISES
Get a spiral notebook and write down the answers to the questions at the end of
each chapter in your own handwriting. You will find the more you write in
longhand, the more you know yourself – and where you may need to update any
thought processes or skill levels.

1. What negatively-charged memories or self-talk keeps you from
achieving your trading goals? Be specific.
2. What is your definition of a “mistake?” Be specific.
3. How do you punish yourself for any trading errors? Be specific.
4. How do you think any negatively-charged memories, self-talk, or
punishment – leads you forward in achieving a rising equity curve? Be
specific.
5. What is your definition of “intuition?”
6. Do you think you are intuitive when it comes to your trading? If yes, in
what ways. If no, why not.

7. If you do not feel you are currently intuitive when it comes to your
trading – do you believe you ever will be? If yes, how so, if no, why not.
8. Do you think other traders are intuitive when it comes to their trading?
Yes or no.
9. If yes, how do you think they became so intuitive? Be specific.
The more specific you are with your answers, again, without thinking, right off the
top of your head – the more you will know your personal truth and be able to deenergize any limiting beliefs that are holding you back from achieving your
highest trading goals.
©™ 1990-2017 Paula T. Webb. All rights reserved. ™ “The Disciplined
Trader” is a registered Trademark to Paula T. Webb. All rights reserved.
No part of this book may be reproduced, scanned, distributed or posted
anywhere in any printed or electronic form, anywhere on the Internet
including but not limited to websites, private member rooms, blogs, social
media, including any educational institutions, without prior written
permission from Paula T. Webb and Global Publishing House; any usage
without permission is in violation of federal copyright and trademark laws,
and international agreements and will be pursued.
All Editions published by Global Publishing House
www.globalpublishinghouse.com
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This chapter offers various techniques for effecting change.
Also included are several exercises to implement these changes.
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he conscious mind – meaning, that part of us that is aware of our surroundings
and what we are thinking at any given moment, can generate thoughts outside
of the framework of our beliefs or belief systems. In other words, we can ask
questions about the validity or usefulness of any belief and purposefully direct our
attention to any area where we might discover something more useful or better
suited to the conditions. Any new knowledge comes from those who question the
status quo and have a willingness to go beyond and a willingness to accept the
next answer. In other words, those who have learned to step outside the box and
be comfortable with what they learn.
I know this is probably going to sound overly simplistic to most readers, and it is
also something everybody already knows, but not everybody knows it within the
context of changing beliefs – or wants to believe it:
The wanting to is the how.
To identify or change anything in the mental environment requires that you want
to, because to want something you have to think about it, and when we think about
something, we are generating thought energy. This is the same energy that our
beliefs, memories, and associations are composed of, and as such, thoughts have
the power to change, reorganize, add to, detract from, or change the polarity of
anything in the mental environment. In essence we can use our thoughts to create a
new identity because we want to.

Each choice we make on a conscious level, even just to choose to redirect our
thoughts from an inappropriate belief – relative to our needs in this now moment,
will start to make a neurological change in the electrical circuitry of our brain. If
you go as far as to make a choice that is inconsistent with a belief you want to deenergize and then act out of that belief, it will eventually lose its power and
consequently lose its potential to affect our behavior.
It is important for you to understand that beliefs cannot be destroyed; once we
have formed one, it will be with us for the rest of our lives. However, we can draw
all the energy out of them. For example, a pile of wood set on fire will release the
energy of the wood into the atmosphere as heat. The wood will be transformed
into ashes. The ashes do not have the potential to produce any heat and, thus, will
have little if any effect on the environment. Yet the ashes still exist. De-energized
beliefs work the same way. They will always exist, but no longer have any effect
on our perception of information or our behavior. Much like the example that
many of us experienced as children – we were taught that Santa Claus and the
Tooth Fairy were real, and then at some point were told the opposite. We still have
a ‘belief’ in Santa Claus and the Tooth Fairy, but there is no energy associated or
attached to the belief because it is no longer useful and we chose to de-energize it
at some point. Eventually these beliefs just naturally collapsed as we learned
more about the nature of the environment. Up to that point, however, they
definitely had an effect on our perception of information and behavior. Now, we
can say, I remember when I used to believe that. To remember that we used to
believe something means that the belief still exists; it just no longer has any power
in our mental system.
Each belief you identify will form a comfort zone. The boundaries of this comfort
zone are set by the limitations inherent within any belief that make up the zone.
All definitions set boundary lines and make distinctions. Each belief is our truth
about reality – meaning, beliefs define not only our environment, but also who we
are in relation to that environment. These definitions establish the amount of
tolerance for awareness that we have for what exists in both the internal and
external environment. For example, do you have a belief that would allow for the
possibility of the market doing anything at any given moment? If not, what do you
believe can't happen? If what you believe can't happen did happen, how long
would it take you to be able to recognize that it did happen, if at all? You have to
begin to notice the boundary lines in awareness – which are created by the
structure of the belief.

There is one thing you should keep in mind as you learn to change your beliefs to
be more reflective of your intents and goals. With all change there is struggle.
Volcanos, childbirth, social revolution, wind, rain, and waves are a few examples
of the violent nature of the forces of change. That is why so many people find it
difficult to be creative. We are attracted and compelled toward creativity on the
one hand, because it is an inherent part of our nature. On the other hand, we don't
want to confront the conflict and ensuing struggle between the old and the new. It
is essentially the same when you change a belief! There will be some conflict or
some degree of uncomfortableness as you move from one set of beliefs to another.
However, the uncomfortableness does pass, and just like anything else, the more
you do it the easier it gets, until it becomes a learned skill that you can use just like
any other, that is a part of who you are.
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Set a timer for 10 minutes.
Write a series of statements that begin with "I am."
Write as fast as you can and let every thought come to your conscious
attention.
It is extremely important that you do not censor any statements,
especially the contradictory ones.
At the end of the 10 minutes, look at the list and cross out everything
that is a fact. For example, you would cross out statements such as I am a
man/woman, I am blue-eyed, I am brown-haired.
All the statements that remain are the beliefs you are looking for. The beliefs that
contradict each other are of particular importance. Contradictory beliefs cancel
your energy because you have a built-in mental conflict between the validity of
one belief expressing itself – only at the direct expense of another belief.
What are some examples of conflicting or contradictory beliefs?
I have to win/I may be undeserving
I am a winner/I am a loser
I am successful/I've missed my chance to be successful
I deserve more/I am guilty

I am a perfectionist/I believe humans are inherently imperfect
I am trusting/I am untrustworthy or people are generally un-trustworthy
I believe there is no middle ground of satisfaction between winning and
failure/I am pleased with myself and my progress
I am honest/I am dishonest or people are generally dishonest
I believe working is the honest way of making money/I believe trading is
easy money, not work
Asking Yourself Questions
Here are some questions you can ask yourself that will help you to identify some
beliefs that may argue against your giving yourself more money.
What do you believe about guilt?
How do you know when to feel guilty?
Under what conditions would you not feel guilty, even if someone else
wanted you to?
Is it possible to transfer those same standards to areas where you would
feel guilty?
What would stop you?
Who or what out of your past says it is wrong and you can't do that?
Is their assessment of reality any more valid than yours? If so, why?
Do you find these beliefs useful? If so, in what ways? Do you find
them limiting? If so, in what ways?
If you could identify and change the experience that created the belief,
how would you change it?
What would stop you from changing it?
For the following questions you can substitute the words "is true" for the words
"do you believe."
What do you believe about competition?

What do you believe about taking money from other people as a result of
your superior trading skills?
What do you believe about losses?
What do you believe about other people's opinions?
When are they valid? When aren't they valid?
What do you believe about being wrong?
By answering these questions, you will begin to gain a sense of your own
particular behavior and the range of choices you allow for yourself, or do not
allow for yourself, as a result of your beliefs.
Sometimes it is easier to identify a belief by trying to notice what you specifically
believe is not true. You could also look at your beliefs as if they belonged to
someone else. If they did belong to someone else, think of an experience in which
this other person responded to certain life situations in very typical ways – because
of your beliefs. Then think of ways he or she could respond if he or she had
different beliefs.
When you discover some beliefs that aren't particularly useful or are inconsistent
with your goals, then use an affirmation or collapsing technique to de-energize the
polarity out of it.
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Every movement we make alters the physical landscape in some way. The more
dramatic or expressive our movements, the greater the alterations. By the same
token, every thought alters the mental landscape in some way. The more
expressive our thoughts, in other words, the more energy we generate in our
willingness to think, the greater the potential to effect some change. The change
comes from what we are willing to think. Wanting to direct your conscious
thought process toward a specific intent is what effects this change. I have found
writing is one of the most powerful tools available to focus my thinking and effect
some change I desire.
When we write it is a physicalized version of what is going on inside of our mental
environment. Your willingness to write about certain issues directs your attention

and gives the rest of the parts of your mental environment instructions. What flows
up or out of your consciousness is what is there – or in other words, your current
truth. Once you find out what is there, you can then direct any changes by writing
back instructions into the mental environment. This can be a very powerful
technique, depending on how much power you put into it.
If I were to do a schematic of the process it would look something like this:

Consciousness

→

to

→ Mental environment (instructions for certain information).

The information flows to consciousness – but maybe not right away. In other
words –
Consciousness physicalizes the information by the act of writing it
down; this makes it real and tangible – again, your truth in that moment.
Consciousness becomes aware of the information – meaning you
experience self-discovery.
Consciousness makes the connections between the nature of the
information and the life conditions one has been experiencing.
Consciousness assesses the current structure of the mental environment
for its usefulness.
Consciousness wants to create new conditions.
Consciousness asks, "What beliefs do I need as resources to be more
effective or create the conditions I desire?"
This is the beauty and essence of the creative process – to ask yourself a question
and wait for the answer to pop into your consciousness, or allow yourself to be
directed to the answer.
Consciousness will know when it has found the most appropriate
answer because it will ring true in your mind, or you will feel the truth of it
in your body.
Consciousness then formulates these new awarenesses into instructions
for change.

Then consciousness writes these changes back into the mental
environment, giving yourself instructions to accept these new awarenesses
as truth.
Therefore, the act of writing forces us to focus our thoughts in a manner that is
consistent with what we want to create, and those thoughts alter the mental
landscape.
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Self-mastery is a word used to describe a process of learning how to take
conscious control of your actions. It is not a personality trait or something you are
born with. It is a specific thought methodology, a mental resource that allows you
to change a belief or belief system when it is in conflict with some goal or
objective. Self-mastery is a more direct method of effecting some change because
you would be purposefully acting in a manner that is in direct conflict with
whatever you want to change.
So I would define self-mastery as willfully behaving outside of the boundaries of
some belief (dealing with the emotional discomfort your actions will produce) to
accomplish a certain goal or task that is inconsistent with that belief. If you work
outside of that belief long enough, it will eventually de-energize. The rate at which
the underlying belief will de-energize is really not a function of time but rather
intensity. In other words, the greater the intensity of our willingness and resolve,
the faster the conflicting belief will lose its power.
For example, let's say you want to quit smoking or lose weight. These are
conscious goals. Your beliefs, at least some of them, will be in conflict with these
goals. The belief system supporting the smoker definition will probably have a
great deal of power in your mental system. You can gauge the power of these
beliefs or any beliefs by paying attention to how much discomfort and resistance
you feel when you attempt to act – meaning, make a conscious decision, in a way
that is inconsistent with them. It is very difficult thing to do. It's as if beliefs take
on a life of their own and demand expression both in our thoughts and behavior.
See Paula’s example about her mother’s decision to stop smoking in Chapter 12,
and her beliefs about herself as a smoker.
You can change these or any other definitions of yourself. However, you must first
identify them and then determine how useful they are in helping you get what you

want. You could ask yourself, "Is this belief a resource or obstacle to the
successful fulfillment of my goal?" One way you can change these definitions is to
build a mental resource for the sole purpose of changing beliefs that are not useful.
This mental resource is the foundation of self-mastery.
Here is an exercise that will help you learn specifically how to develop and use
self-mastery in your life. The purpose of this exercise is to help you learn how to
use your mind in different ways. You'll be training your mind to stay positively
focused on what you consciously want. You will also learn how to gauge internal
resistance from belief systems, and how to build mental resources for taking
conscious control of your life.
Make a list of several things you dislike doing, feel you can't do, or
would like to stop doing or some things you have never done before and
think you might enjoy. You could start a jogging or exercise program or take
out the garbage on a regular basis, for example.
Once you have your list, look it over and pick a task that has a very
low priority in your life, or one of the least important items.
Next, tell yourself in the most positive way that doing this new task
you have consciously decided upon is something you now want in your life.
Don't say you are going to try and do it. A commitment to try to fulfill a
goal is not strong enough.
Set up a rigid schedule for yourself to accomplish this new goal.
With each attempt to adhere to your schedule, keep track of your
thought process or stream of thoughts by writing them down. At this point
you might be saying to yourself, "How do I keep track of my thought
process?"
In the physical environment we are constantly being bombarded with all sorts of
information competing for our attention. We are aware of many things going on
around us simultaneously. In effect our consciousness is split in many different
directions at the same moment. Use a part of your consciousness to pay attention
to what is going on inside of your head. You will be using a part of yourself to
monitor your stream of thoughts as if they didn't belong to you. If you can
temporarily act as if you were monitoring someone else's stream of thoughts, it

may be much easier to gather the information you need to make this exercise
meaningful.
As you attempt to adhere to your schedule, do you find yourself
experiencing resistance, excuses, or rationalizations? If so, notice how these
thoughts divert your conscious attention away from your goal. This is a
classic example of a conflict between the conscious goal you have set for
yourself and your belief system that doesn't have a belief or definition that
corresponds with what you consciously want to do.
At this point you need to redirect your attention to the task you have
chosen for yourself. What is most important is that you understand the
necessity of directing as much energy toward the fulfillment of your goal as
possible. You will have to generate more power toward keeping your
attention focused on your goal than the amount of energy being directed
through the beliefs that distract your attention away from your goal.
However, there is one aspect to this exercise I must caution you about. Redirecting
your attention away from what distracts you to what you consciously want, does
not mean that you should suppress or deny what may be distracting you.
Acceptance and acknowledgment of what exists within you will allow you to work
with it. Suppression and denial require a lot of energy; this has the effect of
supporting the beliefs you are trying to suppress. In other words, be gentle with
yourself!
Each time you set out to accomplish your task, and do so, you create a resource
that helps you do it again. Each success will draw some energy away from the
beliefs that acted as obstacles. And with each success you will also be allocating
energy to the new definition of yourself. This new definition allows you to start
the task each time with greater and greater ease until the definition becomes a
fundamental part of your mental system. When that happens, your actions
concerning this task will seem automatic. Here is a good example of this task idea
from Paula’s book “Success without Fear™:”
“If you want to facilitate change in your life – you have to give yourself
permission to do so. Since we are programed from an early age to get
‘permissions’ to do just about anything – then it would make sense that as an
adult, we have to mentally give ourselves permissions (meaning not get

permission from someone else, or outside of our mental environment) to create
positive change in our environment. Getting back to the LOP example ~ if we
take that same idea of “Lack of Permission” and turn that around to “Complete
Permission” or CP what would your graph look like? What would your CP look
like if you allowed yourself, gave yourself permission to do what you truly want in
life, to go after your goals? Think about this! Think about how different your life
can be ~ if you give yourself permission to follow your Dream, to pursue your
goals!
What I am suggesting is that you begin to re-evaluate just what it is you
want ~ and then figure out how to go about achieving it. And you can achieve
whatever you want in life, no matter what type of obligations you may have. All it
takes is just a few moments a day to focus on your Dream. To focus on what you
may need to think or how you need to act, or what you need to physically do ~ to
achieve your goals. It really is that simple. And it starts with you giving yourself
permission to do so.
Now, you can see from the following graph how you would be in a forward
moving, upwardly mobile direction ~ not only from a visualization or visionary
perspective, but from an emotional and mental one as well ~ if you gave yourself
permission to Dream and follow your own path to your goals. In other words, if
you gave yourself permission to stop listening to anyone else, and took the reins
away from anyone else leading your wagon so to speak ~ you would be able to
find out and see just what you could accomplish. And you don’t know what you
can accomplish yet ~ you only know what you haven’t been able to accomplish ~
so why not do something different? Again, if what you think or do right now in
OFF and LOP isn’t producing the types of results you want in your life, then why
continue to do so?

So, let’s just say at this point in your personal development, you find you
cannot give yourself permission to move forward. And dear readers, everyone,
again everyone, goes through this at some point in their lives. If you find you
cannot step into the process of allowing yourself, giving yourself permission to
take the reins back and set your own path and destiny ~ get into this new thought
process by doing something small.
Remember, you have to start somewhere, so find something that is easy to
give yourself permission to do, and do it. And then find something else that is
easy to give yourself permission to do, and do that. And before long, you will find
yourself becoming more empowered, and those around you that may have held the
reins before will start becoming more un-empowered ~ because you are allowing
yourself to create your life. To get started you might try any one of the following
or your own ideas:
Learn how to snowboard
Buy an outfit that you wouldn’t normally buy, but one that you have
always wanted to wear
Get a new haircut or style
Paint your nails a vibrant color you never wore before
Take an expensive sports car for a test drive
Try out for a local amateur sports team
Learn how to play a new instrument
Eat some type of food you have never had before
Paint an accent wall in your home
Decorate your office with something unique
Learn a foreign language
And so forth. These are just some ideas for you to get started ~ all things
you can easily give yourself permission to do, right? Right! Once you begin this
process, then all these ‘small’ permissions start accumulating into you believing in
yourself, you allowing yourself ~ to do more and more for yourself and about
yourself. And, keep in mind, that change is good! No matter what else anyone
says about that, change is always a good thing.”

The most important aspect of this exercise is the experience you gain in
understanding the process of changing beliefs! Each time you set out to change a
belief or set of beliefs, you'll gain a resource that enables you to do it again – and
again. Each success you experience will help develop another set of beliefs that
allow you to change more beliefs if and when it suits your purposes. You will
establish a new definition of yourself that says: "I believe I can identify and
change any belief about myself that may be in conflict with my conscious goals."
For this exercise to be effective, you must keep a few rules in mind.
First, start the exercise with a task or goal that is truly insignificant and has little
meaning in your life. The objective of the exercise is learning how to manipulate
your inner environment consciously and direct your conscious focus of attention –
and give yourself permission to do so. The goal you decide upon as the object of
the exercise should not have a lot of value attached to the outcome. If it does, that
would be an indication you may be taking on some very powerful and entrenched
belief systems. This is something you definitely want to avoid until you have
developed the necessary skills and resources.
Then, recognize that from the moment we are born, we are taught how to
manipulate the outer physical environment; however, you may not have the
resources to be even minimally effective at manipulating the mental environment.
As a result, it is extremely important that you do not judge your ability to execute
the schedule you set up according to the standards of performance you expect of
yourself in the physical environment. If you expect too much and judge your
ability harshly, it will only negate your efforts and set up – or sustain, a fear and
inadequacy cycle. The less you expect of yourself, the faster you will progress. An
expectation can easily become a demand that it be fulfilled. Demands usually
generate a certain amount of fear that the demands will not be met. When you are
working in the inner environment, fear will always negate your positive efforts
unless your intent is to identify the source of your fear.
Finally, not having any expectations from your efforts to carry out your plan will
also have the secondary benefit of helping you to learn to accept whatever you
accomplish as being all right. Any step, no matter how small, is still a step. As
Paula always says:
“One thought = one step!”
Just deciding you want to do this exercise is significant, even if you don't follow
through with it right away. You may come back to it some day when you have
more of a "sense" of the power you will acquire from the ability to manipulate

your inner environment consciously to be consistent with your goals. So, to keep
yourself from having any expectation about how well you should do at this or any
other exercise I offer you, I suggest you consider yourself an infant in a brand new
environment. You will have to learn how to stand up before you can begin to walk
or run.
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Self-hypnosis and guided meditation are good relaxation techniques that allow one
to bypass the reasoning process of the conscious mind, to make it easier to accept
a newer, more productive message. Both of these methodologies, as well as others
not mentioned here, are excellent techniques for establishing new beliefs, and/or
de-energizing old and outdated beliefs that are no longer productive with regard to
your mental environment.
Paula has an excellent meditation geared toward
traders entitled “Meditation for Traders” that you can find on Amazon.com in a
CD format, or the complete CD and workbook product can be found on our
website. However, the “Meditation for Traders” product is only for those traders
who are well versed in the modalities of visualization and meditation. For those of
you who are interested in these methodologies and would like more information,
you can contact our office at www.paulatwebb.com.
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When you are in a trade and start to experience anxiety about what is happening in
the market, you will likely take those anxious thoughts and start running them
through a negative loop – like thinking about money, instead of the structure of the
market – or what the market is doing to you. Eventually you will run enough
thought energy through your consciousness that it will cause you to act in a way
that is not in your best interests. A positive affirmation will work the same way – if
you believe it will. Formulate a positive affirmation of some trait or characteristic
of the way in which you want to be. For example, you may want to become a more
patient person and wait for the market to give the signals to act. With an
affirmation like "I am becoming a more patient person every day" you will
eventually become that person. In other words we will behave in a manner that is
consistent with the affirmation, if we run enough thought energy through that
affirmation. Eventually, the affirmation becomes a being with enough energy to
affect our behavior.

“Fake it until you make it!” Or how about – “You’ll see it when you believe
it!” Meaning, you may not initially believe the affirmation you come up with
about yourself – but simply give it some time to take root in your mental
environment. The beliefs you are currently working from didn’t grow overnight –
and so a new thought, or new idea about yourself, has to be given time to grow as
well. The time it takes to flourish inside your mental environment will be
equitable to the amount of energy you extend toward it – and without negative
self-talk to negate it. Just give yourself time to expand and change.”
The following are affirmations that, once turned into beliefs, will be very effective
resources in helping you to work in your inner environment.
All beliefs are about reality, and are not necessarily predominate
characteristics of reality. I will examine and question my beliefs in
relationship to their usefulness in achieving my goals.
I believe in the power of my conscious mind to make available to me
all the information I need to know.
I have the power to change any belief in a way that will make it more
useful in achieving my goals of happiness, harmony, financial wealth, and
being more productive.
I believe I am free to change (give myself permission) the way I feel
about any past experience.
I believe I have the ability to examine the contents of my mind.
I trust that all my beliefs about the way I trade will become known to
me.
I place no particular importance on these beliefs about trading other
than the fact that they exist.
I have chosen these beliefs at certain points in my life and accepted
them as true at the time. As I examine them, I realize that they may not be
particularly useful or true for me now. I accept this and I feel free to change
all those beliefs that are inconsistent with my current or future goals.
My first and immediate goal is to identify all my beliefs that may be in
conflict

with

my

long-term

objectives

of:

_____________________________________________________________
_________ .
I trust myself to become consciously aware of these beliefs in many
different ways. Once I become aware of these beliefs, I can just as easily let
them go to make space for new beliefs that are more consistent with my
current and future goals.
I believe that changing and expanding my awareness and comfort
zones are a necessary aspect of my growth and success, and I welcome these
opportunities to identify old beliefs and consequently grow and expand to
move forward with my goals for today and the future.
I feel an intense desire to succeed and achieve my goal of
_____________________________________________________________
__________.
Consequently I have an intense desire to clear my inner path of any
resistance or obstructions that stand in the way of the fulfillment of my goal.
EXERCISES
Get a spiral notebook and write down the answers to the questions at the end of
each chapter in your own handwriting. You will find the more you write in
longhand, the more you know yourself – and where you may need to update any
thought processes or skill levels.

1. Are you a winner – or a loser? Be honest. Be specific as to why you are
either one.
2. Do you believe there is still an opportunity for you to become a
successful trader? If yes, describe how and why. If no, describe how
and why.

3. Do you ever feel guilty about taking money out of another trader’s
pocket with a winning trade? If so, why? If not, why not. Be honest.
4. If you could give yourself permission to do anything, right now, today –
what would that be? Be specific. Be honest.
5. What is stopping you from doing so? Be specific. Be honest.
The more specific you are with your answers, again, without thinking, right off the
top of your head – the more you will know your personal truth and be able to deenergize any limiting beliefs that are holding you back from achieving your
highest trading goals.
©™ 1990-2017 Paula T. Webb. All rights reserved. ™ “The Disciplined
Trader” is a registered Trademark to Paula T. Webb. All rights reserved.
No part of this book may be reproduced, scanned, distributed or posted
anywhere in any printed or electronic form, anywhere on the Internet
including but not limited to websites, private member rooms, blogs, social
media, including any educational institutions, without prior written
permission from Paula T. Webb and Global Publishing House; any usage
without permission is in violation of federal copyright and trademark laws,
and international agreements and will be pursued.
All Editions published by Global Publishing House
www.globalpublishinghouse.com

What I learned years after writing this book, was that what I had written in this
chapter was not the complete story about price movement. This book was initially
written for more professional traders, and during a time when floor-trading was
where most of the trading occurred. With the advent of electronic trading, making
it possible for anyone with a couple thousand dollars and a personal device to
easily set up an account and trade – along with traders today who range anywhere
from people trading part-time after work, retirees looking to make a few dollars, to
the professional seeking to start a new career in trading, I eventually came to the
conclusion that more needed to be explained. And since most traders today do not
know about exchanges, much less having visited a trading floor to see how trades
are made, understand how prices move – I found that I needed to write a more
comprehensive book just about price movement. However, this chapter will serve
you well as a good primer. And, if you truly want to understand price movement at
a deeper level, please pick up a copy of our Kindle book “The Complete Trader.”
M.D.
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y objective for this chapter is to break down and analyze the dynamics and
psychology of price movement, first, at its most fundamental level, meaning
that of the individual trader; then I will broaden the explanation by examining the
behavior of traders collectively as a group. I want to demonstrate that, if you
understand the psychological forces inherent within traders' actions, you can easily
determine what they believe about the future by just observing what they do. Once
you know what traders believe about the future, it's not that difficult to anticipate
what they are likely to do next, under certain circumstances and conditions. What
is really important about this insight is that it will help you to understand the
distinctions between wishful thinking and the actual potential that exists for the
market to move in any given direction. You will be learning to let the market tell
you what to do by understanding the forces behind its behavior and then learning
to differentiate between pure, uncontaminated market information and how that
information is distorted once it starts doing something to you.
The most fundamental component of the markets is traders. Keep in mind that
traders are the only force that can act on prices to make them move. Everything
else is secondary. What makes a market? Two traders willing to trade, one wanting
to buy and one wanting to sell, who agree on a price and then make a trade.
“ Again, keep in mind, that every trade across the planet is initiated by a live
person, or group of traders, on each side of every trade, who have their own idea
as to what direction the market may take. Trading is not a computer game – and
trades are not “matched up” by coding. The markets are comprised of living,
breathing traders – and their energy, their beliefs are what make the markets move,
and stay in constant motion.”
What does the last posted price represent?
The last posted price is what some trader was willing to pay and what some
trader was willing to sell for at the moment those two traders agreed on the

trade. It reflects an agreement in present value between those traders acting
at that price.
What is the bid?
A trader announcing the price at which he is willing to buy.
What is the offer?
A trader announcing the price at which he is willing to sell.
How do traders make money?
There are only two ways to play this game to make money. To buy at a price
you believe is low relative to where you can sell it back at some future point
in time. Or to sell at a price you believe is high relative to where you can
buy it back at some future point in time.
Now, let's take a look inside the trading pit to see what has to happen for prices to
move off equilibrium and how this will tell us what traders believe.
98-18 The offer, sellers attempting to sell high.
98-17 Equilibrium, the last price.
98-16 The bid, buyers attempting to buy low.
Since the only object to trading is to make money, we can assume that a trader will
not knowingly enter into a trade believing he is going to lose. And for a trade to
exist requires two traders who agree on a price. However, from the moment two
traders agree to the trade, they are both subjecting themselves to market risk. In
other words, the next tick is going to make one of them a winner and the other a
loser. Since we know that both traders want to win and neither trader wants to
lose, we can assume that both traders have completely opposite beliefs about the
future value of the contract. So for two traders to agree on a price and make a
trade, they have to have diametrically opposing beliefs about the future. The buyer
believes he is buying low relative to where he can sell back at some point in the
future, and the seller believes he is selling high relative to where he can buy back
at some point in the future.
If the next tick is going to make one of them a winner and one a loser, we can
assume that neither one of them believes he is going to be that loser. If the seller
believed the next tick was going to be up, why wouldn't he have waited to sell it
higher? The same is true for the buyer. That is the object of the game and the only
way to make money. Basically what we have is a situation where two opposing
forces are clashing; both believe they are right about the future, and only one side
can profit – at the direct expense of the other.

If the last price of a bond future was 99-14, what has to happen for the price
to move to 99.15?
Very simple, some trader has to be willing to bid and pay higher than the
last price. This means that relative to the last posted price, he has to be
willing to do the opposite of buying low. Any trader or group of traders
willing to buy high or sell low relative to the last posted price is very
significant for several reasons.
First, a trader willing to buy high or sell low, instead of buy low or sell
high has to have a stronger conviction in his belief in the future value, even
if his conviction is out of panic.
Second, he is making the last price a bottom.
Third, he is aggressively taking the initiative and is making losers out
of everyone who sold at the last price and deepened the losses of those who
sold lower.
Fourth, he is creating price movement that can possibly gather
momentum if other traders perceive the new price as low relative to the
future.
This will also be true for the trader who is paying up to liquidate a position. On the
other hand, the seller on the other side of his trade is being lured into the market
by the attractiveness of the high price at which he can sell. He believes he is
getting the edge. He is in fact selling high, but he is not creating movement or
much of a possibility for momentum in his direction. He is picking a top and
waiting for something to happen, hoping it won't go any higher.
Now, what do the actions of the two traders represent about the market in its
collective form?
First, this trade tells us that nobody had a strong enough belief in the
future value to risk selling it to him at the last price or lower.
Second, nobody was aggressive enough to want to enter the market
short or liquidate an existing long position by offering to sell it at the last
price or lower. A consummated trade at the next higher level creates a new
equilibrium. This new equilibrium makes winners out of all the buyers at the
last level and losers of all the sellers at the last level.

All of the losers at the last price level or lower would have to maintain a belief in
the future value to stay in their position or demonstrate a conviction in this future
value by adding on to their positions. This is because each new level the price is
bid up makes it that much more attractive to them. If they believed it was high at
lower levels, at each higher level, it's even a better trade. However, at the same
time, each move the market makes against their position invalidates the sellers'
expectation of future value. Each move clearly demonstrates that the sellers are
passive, that the buyers are the aggressors, and that the buyers have a greater
potential to move the market in their direction.
The fact that buyers are aggressively bidding up the price and paying more and
more again tells the observer something. It tells him there aren't enough sellers to
meet the buyers' demand for a trade at each new price level. If there is a limited
supply of sellers, those traders wanting to buy will have to compete among one
another for the limited number of sellers available willing to take the other side of
the trade.
Just observing this price action tells you that at the present moment, the
momentum is in favor of the buyers. Prices would not be bid up unless there were
fewer sellers in relation to the buyers. If traders continue to pay more and more,
the price gets further away from old sellers. Eventually their belief in future value
will erode, and one by one the sellers will join the existing pool of buyers
competing against one another for the fewer and fewer traders willing to sell. As
long as the ratio between buyers and sellers remains as I have just described, there
is very little potential for downward price momentum to be established.
Now what will start to tip the balance to cause the market to fall back? For one
thing, old buyers will eventually take profits. When they do, they will be joining
the existing pool of sellers, thereby increasing the number of traders available to
sell. If a move gathers enough steam, it can become similar to a frenzied shark
feeding. Eventually, prices will be driven way out of line with some economic
factors other traders perceive as relevant compelling them to enter the market in
the opposite direction. If these new traders enter with enough force, it will likely
cause old buyers to panic adding to the downward momentum.
Maybe you can visualize this back and forth action. When there are more sellers
than there are buyers to take the other side of the trade, the balance will be tipped.
Sellers will then aggressively offer to sell lower than the last price, responding to
what they perceive as a limited number of buyers to take the other side of the
trade.

All price movement is a function of group behavior. The market prices flow back
and forth like a tug of war between those who believe and expect the market to go
up – and consequently buy – and those that believe the market will go lower – and
consequently sell. If there is no balance between the two forces, one side will gain
dominance over the other. As prices move farther and farther away from the weak
group, the emotional pain of admitting they are wrong will be in direct conflict
with their need to avoid losses. Eventually, one by one they will lose faith in their
position and liquidate their trade, adding to the momentum of the dominant force.
The prevailing force will continue to dominate until there is a general perception
that prices have gone too far and are out of line with other related factors. The
members of the dominant force will have to switch sides to liquidate their
positions, creating momentum in the opposite direction. As individuals, if we do
not have the strength to actually move prices in the direction we would most
benefit from, then the next best thing is to learn to identify and align ourselves
with the side that has established dominance until the balance shifts and again
align ourselves with the side establishing the strength.
As prices move back and forth in this tug of war, it creates an ebb and flow that is
easily identifiable in price charts or point and figure charts. These charts will show
us in graphic terms how the forces interact and counteract. They are a visual
representation of traders' beliefs in the future and the intensity in which they have
been willing to act on those beliefs.
If, for example, a market has been making consistently higher highs and higher
lows, to determine what is likely to happen next, ask yourself the following
questions:
What kind of price action will sustain the buyers' beliefs that they can
make more money?
When are sellers likely to come into the market in force?
Where are old buyers likely to take profits? Where are old sellers likely
to lose faith in their positions and bail out?
What would have to happen for buyers to lose faith? What would have
to happen to draw new buyers into the market?
You can answer all these questions by identifying certain significant reference
points where buyers' and or sellers' expectations are likely to be raised and where
they are likely to be disappointed if they don't get their way. Actually, all this
works quite nicely in the typical market behavior patterns and price formations

with which we are all familiar. So, we are going to look at the psychological
makeup of some of these typical patterns. However, before we do, I want to cover
a few more definitions.
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The market's behavior can be defined as the collective action of individuals acting
in their own self-interest to profit from future price movement while
simultaneously creating that movement as an expression of their beliefs about the
future. Behavior patterns result from the collective actions of individual traders
doing one of three things: initiating positions, holding positions, and liquidating
positions.
What will cause a trader to enter the market?
A belief that he can make money and that the current state of the market
offers an opportunity to enter into a trade at a price level that is higher or
lower than the price at which it can be liquidated.
What will cause a trader to hold a position?
A sustained belief that there is still potential for profit in the trade.
What will cause a trader to liquidate a trade?
A belief that the market no longer provides an opportunity to make money.
This would mean in a winning trade that the market no longer has the potential to
move in a direction that will allow the trader to accumulate additional profits or
that the risk of staying in the trade is too great in relation to the potential for
additional profit. In a losing trade, the trader believes that the market no longer has
the potential to move in a direction that will allow him to recover his losses or the
trade was a calculated risk in which a predetermined loss level was set in advance.
If you look at any price chart, you notice that over a period of time, prices will
form patterns in a very symmetrical fashion. These kinds of symmetrical-looking
price patterns are not an accident. They are a visual representation of the struggle
between two opposing forces – traders squaring off, so to speak, meaning taking
sides and then having to switch sides to liquidate their trades.
Significant Reference Points

Now, what you would be looking for in these charts are significant market
reference points. These are defined as anything that causes traders' expectations to
be raised about the possibility of something happening. They are points where a
large numbers of traders have taken opposing positions. Based on those
expectations, they will continue to hold a position in the belief that the expectation
will be fulfilled, and most important, they will likely liquidate a position as a result
of the expectation being unfulfilled.
Significant reference points are places where the opposing forces – traders with
opposite beliefs about the future, have taken a stand, where they have in their
minds, prescribed for the market very limited ways for it to behave, meaning an
either/or situation. The more significant the reference point, the greater the effect
traders will have on prices, as the balance of power will shift dramatically between
the two opposing forces at these points.
These expectations about what the market will do – projected into price levels, are
especially significant because both sides, buyers and sellers, have decided in
advance their degree of importance, where one trader is taking one position,
betting the market can't or won't do something, and the trader taking the opposite
side of the trade is betting that it will. So, reference points are price levels where
many traders on one side of the market are very likely to give up their beliefs
about the future, whereas the other side will have their beliefs about the future
reinforced. It is where each side expects the market to confirm what they believe
to be true. You could say it is a place where the traders' expectations about the
future and the future actually meet.
This means that for one side, in their minds "the market" will make them winners;
their beliefs will be validated. All the traders on the other side, however, will be
made losers; they will feel the market took something away from them and will
naturally be disappointed. I want to point out here that the "objective observer"
doesn't care one way or the other; he would just be looking for signs and
opportunities.
The greater the expectation traders have about something happening, the less
tolerance they have for disappointment. On a collective basis, if you have a whole
group of traders who expect something to happen and it doesn't, they will have to
trade from the opposite direction of their original trade to get out of their position.
On the other hand, the winners had their beliefs validated, consequently leaving
fewer and fewer traders available to let the losers out of their trades. The losers
will have to compete among one another for the limited supply of traders willing

to take the other side of the trade, the side they originally believed would be
successful. For example, if buyers are the losers, they will need other traders to
buy from them to get out of their positions. All this activity will result in a great
deal of movement in one direction.
Balance Areas
J. Peter Steidlmayer and Kevin Koy in their book “Markets and Market Logic”
refer to a value area, where they discovered that the majority of trading activity on
any given day takes place in a normal bell curve distribution pattern. This is very
easy to see day after day when you organize trading activity so that you can see
how price corresponds with time. *Note: as of this Kindle edition, unfortunately
their book is currently out of print. I don't want to get into a lengthy discussion of
their methods of organizing market data, other than to distinguish between what
they call a "value area" and what I call a "balance area." Steidlmayer and Koy say
that most of the trading volume takes place within a specific price range because
that range is what the market has established as a fair price representing the value
of whatever is being traded.
However, the distinction I want to make is that the majority of traders don't
specifically relate to a fair price or value; they relate to comfort. What gives them
comfort is doing what everyone else is doing. This is evidenced with Paula’s
coaching clients – most traders she works with are adhering to other traders’ ideas
and values – even when their mental environment – and market data, is telling
them otherwise. In a balance area, traders are basically absorbing each other's
orders or energy (their beliefs about the future expressed in the form of energy).
When I say that traders relate to comfort, I mean some degree less of the fear they
normally feel. Most of the trades take place in a value or balance area because it is
where most of the traders feel the least fear, somewhere in the middle of the
trading range between an established high or low. This is precisely why there are
fewer trades outside the value or balance area and why, as Steidlmayer and Koy
say, these trades represent the best opportunities to make money, "to buy or sell
away from value." And that is why these are the scariest trades to make because
the trader who can make them is all alone; there is no safety in numbers.
There are traders who relate to value by making comparisons between
various interrelated contracts and the cash markets.

There are the professional commercial or institutional arbitrage traders
who will put on or take off positions based on sophisticated mathematical
formulas that determine the present value of something as it relates to
something else.
Otherwise, the majority of traders don't have the slightest concept of
value. The more time the market spends at a certain price or in a price
range, the more balance, agreement, or comfort there is in the market.
Traders are absorbing each other's orders, and nobody is willing to bid
the price higher or offer the price lower.
Eventually someone will enter the market who doesn't agree with everyone else
and believes there is a possibility for the prices to move much higher or lower.
This person or group of traders will basically upset the balance with their buying
or selling activity. If their activity is forceful enough, it will set off a series of
chain reactions as it causes other traders, who are either holding positions or
watching the market for opportunities, to confront these new conditions.
If the balance is tipped in favor of the buyers, for example, it may attract new
buyers into the market, creating more buying force and, hence, more
disequilibrium. This may cause the traders who are holding short positions to
liquidate. To do that they will need to be buyers, leaving fewer and fewer sellers
willing to take the other side of the trades the buyers want to get into and the old
sellers want to get Out of. These traders will compete among one another for the
dwindling supply of sellers, bidding the price higher and higher to make it more
attractive for someone to sell.
While these traders are in their own little bidding war, they usually lose sight of
the fact that the rest of the world is watching what is going on. There could be a
trader who is looking to put on a massive hedge to protect the value of an
investment portfolio or crop. He is observing this price action from a completely
different perspective than the traders on the floor. The floor traders are just
concerned with getting their share and not missing out on the opportunity these
rapidly rising or falling prices represent. The hedger, on the other hand, is looking
at the price rise as an unexpected gift. The rally could have provided much higher
prices than he anticipated for locking in the value of something he already owns.
So the commercial trader decides to put on a hedge. And you can assume if one
commercial thinks the price is good, others will too. Anyway, if the hedger has an
order he perceives to be big enough to stop the rally, he will give instructions to

the floor brokers handling his order to do scale in selling, the purpose being to get
as much of the order sold as possible without ruining the rally.
However, it won't take long for the other floor traders to figure out what is going
on. They are very aware of which floor brokers fill orders for big commercial and
institutional customers. Once they find out someone "big" is in the market selling
into the rally, few if any of the floor traders will go against them by continuing to
buy. No one wants to get caught at the top. So as each group of traders finds out
who is selling, they will all try to reverse their positions by selling, and the cycle
starts all over again.
Watching this happen from your computer screen or on your personal device, it
would seem that the reversal is instantaneous, but it isn't. It occurs in waves, as the
information about who is selling spreads from the source outward, very much like
the waves that result from throwing a stone in a pond.
This leads me to the observation that – few traders have any concept of value.
They know that price movement creates an opportunity to make money, and it can
just as easily take the money away if they don't know what they are doing. If the
price trades within a certain range for a period of time, traders will become
comfortable with that balance area, making it easier for the trader to trade. As
prices move out of the balance area, fewer traders will participate because of what
they perceive as more risk than they are comfortable with.
Highs and Lows
Probably the most prominent of these significant reference points are previous
highs and lows. If prices are moving steadily higher, buyers will begin to
anticipate whether or not prices can penetrate the last high, and sellers will be
looking for another top.
In the mind of the seller, that last top, or other tops in the distant past, was a place
where the market met enough resistance to stop the rally. In other words, enough
traders thought the price was expensive the last time it was there, and they will
begin to anticipate whether the same will happen again.
Both buyers and sellers will have raised expectations about the likelihood of the
market doing one of two possible things – making new highs or failing to make
new highs. As the market approaches this high, if some of them are willing to bid
the price past it to some significant level, it could make believers out of other
traders who were on the sidelines. If these new traders come into the market as
buyers, it will add to the upward momentum, possibly causing old sellers to bail

out of their positions. This will also add to the upward momentum of price
movement.
Support and Resistance
In a falling market, support is a price level where buyers entered the market or old
sellers liquidated their shorts with enough force to keep prices from going any
lower. In a rising market, resistance is a price level where sellers entered the
market or old buyers liquidated their longs with enough force to keep prices from
going any higher.
Support and resistance levels are significant reference points because many
traders recognize support and resistance on charts and believe in their
significance.
That statement may seem redundant to some people, but it really illustrates a very
important point about the nature of the markets (traders acting on their belief in
future value). All beliefs whether in trading or elsewhere – eventually become
self-fulfilling prophecies. If enough traders believe in the significance of support
and resistance, and demonstrate their belief by making trades at those levels, they
are in effect fulfilling their own beliefs about the future.
As observers, if we know that each side in the perpetual tug of war between buyers
and sellers, expects one thing to happen, then we will know who will be the
winner, who will be the loser, what they will likely do in each case, and how it will
affect the balance between the two forces. For example, if buyers are bidding up a
market, causing prices to rise, and all of a sudden many traders are willing to sell
for less than the last price, or one trader comes into the market with a big order to
sell, causing an immediate price reversal, the price level at which the market
stopped is resistance.
Now, it really doesn't matter why the balance of forces shifted from buyers to
sellers. Everybody will have his own reasons for what caused prices to reverse. All
of them will usually be way beyond the simplest and most obvious reason – that
enough traders were displaying a strong enough conviction in their belief in future
value to stop the upward price momentum and create downward price momentum.
What is really important about this, however, is that many traders will remember
the market reversed at that price level. As a result, that price will then have a
degree of significance in the minds of those traders who experienced the reversal.

This first reversal is a top. What we don't know is whether it will remain a top,
how long it will take before it is challenged again, or whether it will ever be
challenged again.
If the buyers are dominant enough to bid the market back up to the previous high,
they will consider this second attempt a test and begin to anticipate whether or not
prices can exceed the previous high. The only way that can happen is if these
higher prices actually attract additional traders into the market on the buy side
because they believe it is an opportunity to buy low relative to the future. Floor
traders are especially aware of whether or not new traders are being attracted into
the market from off the floor and act on this information.
For the sake of this example, if the market reversed very strongly the last time
prices approached this level, there will be many traders who will think it will
probably reverse again. As a result, they may act on their belief about the low
probability of prices trading beyond the last high and thereby prevent it from
happening. If more traders are willing to act on the belief that it won't, in relation
to those who act on the belief that it will, then prices will stop again.
Technically, once the market tests a previous high or low and fails to penetrate,
you then have a defined support and resistance area. Support and resistance are
most easily identified in point-and-figure charts because they graphically represent
price movement in reversals. Once support and resistance are established and
identified, it can be very easy to trade by putting your orders on either side of the
support or resistance line.
For example, if over the last two weeks, every time the bonds rallied to 95.25, then
fell back significantly to some support level, like 9440, what I have just described
is a support and resistance zone, commonly referred to as a trading range. The
significance of either end of the zone would be determined by how many times
prices rallied to 95-25 and failed to penetrate, and how many times prices fell to
94-10 and failed to penetrate. Obviously, the more attempts and failures, the more
weight these points will have in the minds of the traders who experience these
tests and subsequent failures – especially if they lost money.
For an objective observer with no bias toward any particular direction, trading
ranges can be very easy ways to make money. As the market approaches 95.25,
put in an order to sell somewhere around 95-21. Since we know the markets are
not precise, you don't want to put your order exactly at the upper end of the range,
because each time the market makes an attempt to penetrate there will be many
traders who will be anticipating a failure. As a result, they will start selling early

and the price may never get to 95.25 for you to get filled, if you had placed your
order there.
Also, put an order in the market to stop and reverse (buy two) possibly around 9531. Each circumstance will be different. In this example, the 6 ticks that I have
given the market to define itself may not be enough. The object would be to put
your orders in a place where the highest probability is that it will continue in the
direction of your trade. If the market trades to 95-31, it still may not be enough for
old sellers to become disappointed and bail out of their positions en masse,
causing prices to rise even further.
This trade will work if the resistance level has a high degree of significance in the
minds of enough traders for them to act and sell against it in relation to those who
are willing buy. Each time the market approaches this area, traders will expect
either one of two possible things to happen. The market will penetrate, or it will
fail again. In any case the price move that results will be significant because one
side of the market will be disappointed. And if we know what will validate and
disappoint each group, then we can determine how they will likely behave and
thereby affect the balance of the market.
Since the market can display billions of combinations of behaviors from one point
to the next, significant reference points like support and resistance narrow those
behaviors down to two likely possibilities. By putting your order on both sides,
you can take advantage of the situation, regardless of what happens.
Support Becomes Resistance and Resistance Becomes Support
Many traders have read or heard that old support becomes resistance and old
resistance becomes support. This bit of market insight is valid for some very sound
psychological reasons. If resistance has been established at 95-25, it is because
there were enough traders who sold at that price to make it resistance. In fact, it
would probably be the same group of traders who sold at 95.25 each time the
market approached that price. So, every time the market rallied up to 95-25 and
sold off, it made winners out of all those traders who chose to sell at or near that
price. As a result, 95.25 will take on a great deal of significance in the minds of
the traders who were successful. Each subsequent time they are successful will
only strengthen their belief and faith in that price level.
Now, the prices rally up to 95.25 again, maybe for the fourth or fifth time, and like
the last time, you will have a group of traders who believe in that resistance level

and will sell against it. Only this time the buyers are very strong on the way up and
continue to buy right on through the resistance level.
All the traders who choose to sell at 95.25 are now faced with having to deal with
a losing trade. Some will get out with a small loss, others will hang on hoping the
market will come back. In any case, the market invalidated their beliefs about the
future, and they are suffering considerably. They had faith in 95-25, and in their
minds the market betrayed them.
If the market happens to come back to 95-25 after rallying for several days, how
do you think the group of traders who sold at 95-25 the last time—the ones who
believe they were betrayed—are going to behave? First, the traders who were
hanging on in hopes of the market coming back will bail out as soon as they are
close to being made whole. They are so grateful for getting their money back,
there is no way they will stay in that trade regardless of what the possibilities are
for additional profits. They will have to be buyers to liquidate their shorts and will
be all too happy to end their suffering.
The traders who originally cut their losses when the market blew through 95-25
won't consider selling at that price again because of the emotional pain of being
wrong the last time they sold at that price. I am not saying they will in turn be
buyers at that level, but they are very likely not to sell. The overall effect this will
have on the balance of the market is to take away from the existing pool of
available sellers at 95.25 (old resistance), thereby causing the balance to be tipped
in favor of the buyers. Hence, old resistance becomes support, and old support
becomes resistance for the same reasons.
Trends and Trendlines
Trends, a series of higher highs and higher lows, or lower highs and lower lows
over a period of time, work because there aren't enough sellers to absorb the
number of buyers competing with each other to get into the market during that
period of time. Adding to this buying force will be old sellers at lower levels who
finally lose faith and bail out of their positions. They will do this in significant
numbers when the prices penetrate what they believe to be significant reference
points.
Keep in mind that trends are a function of time. The next tick up could be defined
as a one-tick trend. How long will the imbalance between buyers and sellers last?

In an upward-trending market, prices will retrace because buyers are taking
profits. This will create some counteracting pressure, but if the trend continues
after a normal retracement, it just tells you there still aren't enough sellers around
to absorb all the buyers, with enough left over to create downward momentum.
You will know when that has happened when the trending market breaks its normal ebb and flow pattern. That is why markets that break trendlines have a
tendency to keep on going in the direction of the break, because it signals a
significant shift in the balance of forces.
After a certain period of time, you can notice how trending markets will develop a
certain rhythm and flow, making the price movement look very symmetrical on a
bar chart. You really don't have to know why this is so, you just have to notice that
it exists. When this flow is broken (the market trading above or below a significant
trend line), it is a good indication the balance of the market forces has shifted.
Then ask yourself, what is the likelihood the shift will gain hold and continue
trending in the direction of the break?
You don't even have to know the answer to that question. Put in an order at a spot
that would confirm the highest probability of a change in the balance. Then wait
for the market to define itself. If your order is filled, put a stop where the market
shouldn't be, to confirm that your trade is still valid.
"What is a valid trade?" you ask.
One where the highest probabilities for price movement are in the direction
of the prevailing force.
High Retrace

Rally to a Lower High

I will give you an example. No matter how simple a trade this is, it has very sound
psychological reasons for working.
In this example, the market made new highs and sold off. The sell-off could be the
result of new sellers coming into the market in force, or old buyers selling to take
their profits, or a combination of both. Prices will continue to drop until enough
traders believe the price is cheap and are willing to take the initiative and bid the
price back up. As the price approaches the last previous high, buyers will begin to
anticipate whether or not prices can penetrate, and sellers will be looking for
another top.

In either case expectations by both will be raised. If some buyers are willing to bid
the price past the previous highs to some significant level, it will make believers
out of others who were on the sidelines. If they do come in, it will add to the
momentum. Some old sellers will admit to being wrong and will have to buy to
get out of their trades, thus adding to the upward momentum.
However, what if the market approaches the highs the second time, and
sellers come back into the market again with enough force to keep the price
from exceeding or equaling the previous high?
Buyers will start to become disappointed.
Where will they really be disappointed?
If enough buyers don't come into the market to support the price at the
previous low. If prices penetrate that low, watch for buyers to bail out en
masse.
For them to get out of their position, who is going to buy it from them?
If everybody is trying to sell and no one is available to buy, what are prices
going to do?
Fall like a rock.
The reason why a bull market is ready to turn into a bear market when the general
public gets involved is because the general public has the least tolerance for risk
and consequently needs the most reassurance and confirmation that what they are
doing is a sure thing. As a result, they will be the last to be convinced that the
rising market represents an opportunity. If a bull market has lasted for any length
of time, the general public will feel compelled to jump on the bandwagon so to
speak, because of their perception that everyone else is doing it and making
money. They will pick up on any reason that sounds the most rational to justify
their participation, when in reality, they will know very little about what they are
doing, but since everyone else is doing it, how can they go wrong.
A continuing bull market requires the continual infusion of new traders who are
willing to pay higher and higher prices. The longer a bull market lasts, the greater
the number of people who are already participating as buyers, leaving fewer and
fewer traders who haven't already bought and fewer and fewer traders who are
willing to bid the price up. These older buyers obviously want to see the market
keep on going up, but they also don't want to get caught holding the bag, if the

market stops going up. As their profits accumulate from the higher prices, they
start to get nervous about taking their profits.
By the time the general public starts buying en masse, the professional traders
knows the end is near. How does the professional know this? Because the
professional knows that there is a practical limit to the number of people who will
participate to bid the price up. There will come a point where everyone who is
likely to be a buyer will have already bought, quite literally leaving no one else to
buy. The professional trader would like the market to continue to go up
indefinitely just like all the other buyers. However, he also understands the
impracticality of that happening, so he starts taking his profits while there are still
some buyers available to sell to. When the last buyer has bought, the market has
no place to go but down.
The public gets stuck because they weren't willing to take the risk when there was
still potential for the market to move. For the market to sustain itself, it needs to
attract more and more people. As big as this country is or the world for that matter,
there are only so many people who will buy. Eventually the supply of buyers runs
out, and when it does the market falls like a rock.
The professionals have been selling out their positions before this happens, but
once the supply of buyers runs out, the professionals start to compete among one
another for the available supply of buyers which is dwindling fast, so they offer
lower and lower prices to attract someone into the market so they can get out. At
some point, instead of the lower prices being attractive to people, it panics them.
The public didn't anticipate losing. Their expectations are very high with very little
toleration for disappointment. The only reason they got in was because it was a
sure thing. When the public starts to sell, it starts a stampede.
Again, people will ascribe their actions to some rational reason because nobody
wants to be thought of as irrational and panic-stricken. The real reason why people
panicked and the prices fell is simply because prices didn't keep on going up.

EXERCISES
Get a spiral notebook and write down the answers to the questions at the end of
each chapter in your own handwriting. You will find the more you write in
longhand, the more you know yourself – and where you may need to update any
thought processes or skill levels.

1. What is your definition of what makes prices move?
2. What is your definition of what it takes to make a trade happen?
3. What is your definition of what it takes to make a market?
4. What is your definition of what makes a trader enter into a trade?
5. What is your definition of what makes a trader exit a trade?
6. What is your definition of “support & resistance?”
7. What is your definition of a “trend” or “trend line?”
8. If you cannot answer all of these questions without re-reading the chapter
– STOP trading until you can.
The more specific you are with your answers, again, without thinking, right off the
top of your head – the more you will know your personal truth and be able to deenergize any limiting beliefs that are holding you back from achieving your
highest trading goals.
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elf-mastery is simply a mental technique to stay focused on what you need to
learn, or do, to accomplish your goals. There will be times when you won't
have the resources to function effectively relative to the external conditions. Other
times the resources you do have will be in conflict with both the conditions and
your goals. So to accomplish your goals, you will need to adapt. In other words,
you will need to change the way you interact with the environment. And, to
change your behavior and how you experience the environment (feelings and
emotions), you will have to change your perspective. To change your perspective,
you will have to change the mental components that effect your perception of
environmental information. Keep in mind that you can't physically control what
the markets do; you can only learn to control your perception of the markets to
share the highest degree of reality (the least amount of distortion) with everyone
else – all the other traders - who are participating or has the potential to
participate.
The more sophisticated you become as a trader, the more you will realize that
trading is a completely mental game. It isn't you against the markets, it's just you.
Meaning, your perception of the markets – is comprised of all the other traders
participating to make the market provide you with an opportunity to make money
– from their divergent beliefs about the future. If people didn't disagree about the
future value of any particular commodity or stock, then there would be nothing to
compel them to either bid a price higher or offer it lower – and the opportunity to
profit from these changes would cease to exist. In other words, there would be no
markets without the collective, differing beliefs about price movement from every
trader across the planet. So keep in mind – the markets just offer the individual
trader opportunity. They don't choose the data on which you focus your attention,
and they certainly don't interpret the data you perceive. Nor are the markets
responsible for what you can't perceive because of the distinctions you haven't
learned to make yet. They also don't choose when you put on a trade, how long
you stay in, when you get out, or how many contracts you buy or sell.
Each individual trader creates his own experience of the markets based on his own
picking and choosing process, and the decisions that result. If you accept this
concept as valid, then the implications are that you will never have a valid reason
to blame the markets for your unsatisfying results. The markets don't owe you

anything (regardless of how hard you work to be successful) because every other
trader participating is doing the same, to take your money away. You and you
alone are completely responsible for whatever you end up with. The sooner you
accept that responsibility, if you haven't already, the easier it will be to identify
what skills you need to learn to interact with the markets more successfully. Even
if you can't identify the mental components responsible for what you ended up
with, at least by assuming that you are responsible, you will be opening yourself
up to find out.
To be a successful trader you need to trade without fear. As you have already
learned, when you use fear as a resource to limit your-self, you will create the very
conditions you are trying to avoid. Or to say this another way, you will experience
your fears. You also can't learn anything new because fear will force you to
perceive the environmental "now" from your individual past. You will experience
that past regardless of the opportunities the environment may have to offer in that
same moment. Your individual history will repeat itself until you change your
history, which will then allow you to learn and experience something new.
Evolving beyond your fears is also the best way to learn how to predict market
behavior. The more fearful traders are, the fewer the choices they perceive as
available to themselves and the easier it is to predict their behavior. You will be
able to recognize this clearly in others when you recognize it yourself and work
your way out of the condition where you trade with fear.
However, you will need some resource to limit yourself so that you don't get
reckless. Getting reckless is exactly what people have a tendency to do if they
don't feel any fear, especially if there is a potential for thrilling results, as there is
in trading. The resource you need to limit yourself is self-trust. You will gain that
self-trust when you establish a set of rules and guidelines to trade by and know
that you will always follow those rules without hesitation, regardless of the
temptations to do otherwise.
Once you trust yourself to always do what needs to be done, there will be nothing
to fear because the markets won't be able to do anything to you, as a result of your
inability to respond appropriately. Consequently, with nothing to fear, you are then
free to observe the markets free of distortions. There won't be any need to avoid
certain categories of information because of how that information will make you
feel. The less reason you have to avoid or distort information, the more you make
yourself available to learn about the nature of the markets. The more you learn, the
easier it will be to anticipate what the market will do next. If you can accurately
anticipate what will happen next, the easier it will be to give yourself more and

more money (notwithstanding any mental components that would argue against
giving yourself more money).
It is very important for you to understand that these new insights about the
market's behavior will come in stages as you learn to trust yourself more and
more. There is no "get rich quick" scheme being offered here. There are enough
rags-to-riches-to-rags stories to attest to the fact that getting rich quick doesn't
work anyway. Getting rich quick can only lead to a great deal of anxiety and
frustration – if you don't have the skills to keep it. There isn't much point to
making a lot of money if you are a susceptible to making that one trading error
that can give it all back plus more, right? Once you have made a fortune and lost
it, the psychological work that you will need to do to get it back is enormous
compared to the work that is necessary to keep yourself from losing it in the first
place. You can see this clearly from the example below from Paula about one of
her clients:
“I received a call from a client looking to get back into the markets after
sustaining a very large loss. He had traded previously, but had blown out of the
market and went back to work in his respective field, which was engineering. The
reason for his call according to him was to make sure he was approaching getting
back into the markets from a positive perspective and the “right” mindset.
In our initial coaching session, it became apparent that he had some daunting
challenges. First and foremost, he was angry over losing a fortune – six years
prior, he had amassed what most people would generally agree was a fortune –
$4M to be exact - and had retired while still in his late 40s. A friend convinced
him to day-trade so he wasn’t “bored” after retiring so young and within nine
months, he had lost his entire fortune – and subsequently his wife, with whom he
had not shared the fact that he was trading. She only found out that he was trading
and had lost their entire fortune when the bank called about the overdue mortgage
on their house – a mortgage which had previously been paid off, but had been remortgaged by him without her knowledge to continue to re-fund his trading
account.
After his wife divorced him, he was able to scrape together enough for a
studio apartment to live in, and he was also fortunate enough to get a job again in
his field, even at the age of 54 and in the lowered economy in 2007. However, he
was so angry at having to work again, that he began to disrespect his superiors and
co-workers by disparaging them when talking with me - even though this very job
had already allowed him to accumulate almost a million dollars to trade with again
by the time he called me for coaching.

He was so upset about having to work, instead of being retired and living off
his millions, that he couldn’t even say he had a job - all he could manage to get out
while talking with me, was that his “j-o-b” (spelling the word out emphatically),
was beneath him, his peers were stupid and didn’t know what they were doing,
and his boss was an idiot. (His words, not mine.) When asked why his peers and
boss were idiots and beneath him, he had no answer. He only wanted to know
from me why he couldn’t follow his rules, and my question to him was simple.
What are your rules, and why don’t you trust them? He replied he had not written
his rules down – thinking that he didn’t need to, that he would remember them as
needed while trading – even though he had previously lost a fortune doing the very
same thing.
I asked him if that is how he approached an engineering project. Meaning,
as an engineer, would he just “think” about his research, or would he keep track of
the process by writing down each step, and what course of action may be needed
next to accomplish the goals of the project. He replied of course he would keep
track of all the details while working on a project, otherwise any results would be
suspect and the client, as well as his boss would more than likely reject them. I
asked him if he was keeping any type of trading workbook – even something as
simple as keeping track of his trades. He replied he was not. I asked if he had
kept one previously, and he said no.
I then asked him, if he kept track of his approach in an engineering project
with every single detail, knowing that was key to accomplishing the project
proficiently and successfully – they why wouldn’t he do the same with his trading
to accomplish his trading goals. Especially since he had not kept track of anything
previously and lost a fortune – and especially since, again, this was his own money
he was trading after all, and he was still losing in the markets. That was
something that he had no answer for; I told him to think about the question to find
the answer himself, because if he could not or would not do so, it would be
virtually impossible for him to move forward in a consistent and profitable manner
with his trading.”
As a trader it is more important to know that you will always follow your rules
than it is to make money, because whatever money you make, you will inevitably
lose back to the market if you can't follow your rules.
You also need to understand that your rules will change as your understanding and
insights evolve. Many people don't like to establish trading rules because they
believe that once made, they can't be changed. Keep in mind therefore, that any
exercise that I offer you or rule that you select to guide your trading behavior is

only transitory. They are methods and techniques to get you beyond certain
fundamental stages of development so that you can recognize for yourself their
value and what you need to do next to be more successful. In fact, a good rule of
thumb to use to determine your readiness to move beyond a certain rule or
exercise and to the next challenge, is the recognition that you can do what you set
out to learn so well that it becomes second nature. Otherwise, keep working at it
until you don't have to think about it any longer.
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First and foremost, you may need to change your perspective or the focus of your
trading. Until now your focus may have been to make money. If this is so, you will
need to change your perspective to "What do I need to learn or how will I have to
adapt myself to interact more successfully?" You need to stay focused on
mastering the steps to achieving your goal and not the end result, knowing that the
end result, money, will be a by-product of what you know and how well you can
act on what you know.
There is a tremendous difference between focusing on money and focusing on
using your trading as an exercise to identify what you need to learn. The first
perspective will cause you to focus on what the markets are giving you or are
taking away from you. The second perspective causes you to focus your attention
on your ability to give yourself money. With the first perspective, you are placing
the responsibility onto the markets to do something for you. With the second
perspective, you assume all the responsibility.
Always keep in mind that each moment is a perfect reflection of your level of
development. If you look at each moment that things don't turn out as you want or
expect as a mistake, then you will usually cut yourself off from the insight about
yourself contained within each moment. The reason why we will cut ourselves off
from this information is because we typically associate mistakes with pain. We
will instinctively avoid pain and in doing so also avoid what we need to know
about ourselves to interact more effectively in similar circumstances in the future.
To evolve beyond pain and our fear of mistakes, our belief in mistakes have to be
resolved. This could be a big task and you may not want to tackle it at this time.
So what you will need to do is build a corollary framework in which to place all of
your trading experiences. This framework needs to be defined in such a way that

all experiences are valid and have meaning, and, as such, mistakes don't exist—
they just point the way.
As part of this framework you may also need to change your definition of a missed
opportunity. Except for the inability to accept a loss, there isn't anything that has
the potential to cause more psychological trauma than a belief in missed
opportunities, or “having missed out.” Missed opportunities are trades that would
have always turned out perfectly because they only occurred in our minds, where
we can make anything be as we want it to be. Of course, in our minds we would
have responded exactly as the conditions warranted without any flaw. The problem
is we didn't do it, and the resulting sense of loss we feel is difficult to reconcile.
Therefore, these missed opportunity trades have the potential to cause more
anxiety and stress than the trades we actually do take that turn out to be losers.
Nothing is worse than missing a "perfect" opportunity. However, “if you could
have, you would have” – it is really that simple. The sooner you accept this, the
sooner you will be able to take advantage of these missed opportunities instead of
beating yourself up over them. Besides there really isn't anything to miss because
the markets are in perpetual motion and will continue to be until everyone agrees
on a same value. As long as the price keeps changing, there will always be another
opportunity.
When you start trading from the perspective that mistakes don't exist, you will be
amazed at the sense of freedom you will feel to grow by accepting your results as
a reflection of who you are in that moment, which then allows you to determine
what you need to learn to do better. When you release the energy out of the belief
that it is possible to miss anything, you will no longer feel compelled to do
something, like getting into trades too early or too late. In other words, you will be
giving yourself additional choices (not doing something is often the most
appropriate choice) where only one choice existed.
You need to constantly keep in mind that the professional traders from whom you
are trying to extract money already know and are using many of the principles put
forth in this book. They understand the concept of objectivity, have learned how to
trade without fear, and know how to execute their trades properly. Before you can
begin to take money out of the markets consistently instead of the markets taking
yours, you will also have to learn these skills.
So, I would suggest that you set aside a certain amount of trading capital as tuition
for your education. How much you set aside will be a function of how many skills
you need to learn. What is most important is that you make a firm commitment to
your education as a trader. Even if you have been trading for years and you are

successful, but not as successful as you would like to be, setting aside money that
you will trade with as an exercise to learn some needed skill is a very powerful
mental symbol to yourself of your commitment to learning that skill. The stronger
your commitment, the faster you will learn.
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Trading Rule #1
Predefine what a loss is in every potential trade. By "predefine," I mean determine
what the market has to look like or do, to tell you that the trade no longer
represents an opportunity, at least not an opportunity in the time frame in which
you trade.
When your beliefs about losses are restructured, the possibility of a losing trade
will not create any threat of pain. Most successful traders restructured their beliefs
about losses after they lost one or more fortunes. They experienced their worst
fears about losing and then came to the realization that they didn't have anything to
fear if they just did what needs to be done. What needs to be done? Confront the
possibility of being wrong and consequently not avoid the inevitability of taking a
loss. So confronting and accepting the inevitability of a loss is a trading skill,
certainly a skill learned the hard way for most, but nevertheless an essential
component at the foundation of virtually everything you need to learn to become a
successful trader.
The relatively few successful traders in the market today did it the hard way. You,
on the other hand, have the opportunity to do it much more easily. There will be
two mental components at work to help you acquire this skill. First is your
understanding of why it is so essential to confront the possibility of a loss. If you
don't, you will generate fear and end up creating the very experience that you are
trying to avoid. When you really understand this concept, it will become
unacceptable to you to trade from the old perspective of loss avoidance.
The second is your willingness to change your definitions of what it means to lose.
By using some of the mental exercises in Chapter 14 you can change these
definitions by using your thoughts instead of having to lose everything or
practically everything you own to get to the same place. That place is "losses do
not diminish me (meaning you) as a person." The sooner you believe it, the easier
it will be to identify and execute a losing trade. By making the execution of a
losing trade an automatic function of your trading strategy, you make yourself

psychologically available to take advantage of the next opportunity, even if that
opportunity is in the same direction of the losing trade you just got out of.
Trading Rule #2
Execute your losing trades immediately upon perception that they exist! When
losses are predefined and executed without hesitation, there is nothing to consider,
weigh, or judge and consequently nothing to tempt yourself with. There will be no
threat of allowing yourself the possibility of ultimate disaster. If you find yourself
considering, weighing, or judging, then you are either not predefining what a loss
is, or you are not executing them immediately upon perception, in which case, if
you don't and it turns out to be profitable, you are reinforcing an inappropriate
behavior that will inevitably lead to disaster. Or if you don't and the loss worsens,
you will create and support a negative cycle of pain, that once started will be
difficult to stop. The next error after letting a loss get out of hand is usually not
taking the next opportunity, which invariably is always a winning trade. After
which, we get so angry at ourselves for passing up that opportunity that we make
ourselves susceptible to any number of other trading errors, like taking a trade that
was a tip from another trader, which invariably is always a loser.
It is important for you to note that once you completely trust yourself to cut your
losses, you will eventually get to the point where you may not have to predefine
what a loss is. There are traders who have reached such a high degree of
objectivity and trust that they can get into a trade and know when it is a loser
without having to predefine it for themselves. They let the market define it for
them based on their comprehensive knowledge of the various participants involved
and their knowledge of the various relationships between price movement and
time. However, the reason why they were able to learn what they know about the
nature of the markets is because their focus of attention widened to include more
undistorted information leading to greater insights, once they learned, first,
however, to trust themselves. Keep in mind, that fear is really the only thing that
keeps us from learning anything new You can't learn anything new about the
nature of the market's behavior if you are afraid of what you may do or can't do
that is not in your best interests. By predefining and cutting your losses short, you
are making yourself available to learn the best possible way to let your profits
grow.
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Generally, most of us grow up believing that when we have to make a decision, the
more relevant information we can gather, the better our decisions will be. This isn't
necessarily true with trading, especially in the beginning stages of one's career. In
most market situations, there is an even number of traders who have a propensity
to buy and those who have a propensity to sell or those who need to buy and want
someone to take the other side of the transaction and vice versa. Everyone will
have his reasons and rationalizations for all this trading activity, creating about as
much conflicting information as there are participants. Because there is so much
information and because so much of that information is conflicting, the beginning
trader will need specifically to limit his awareness of the market information to
which he allows himself to be exposed. More is not better; it just creates confusion
and overload that will ultimately lead to losses.
You need to start as small as possible and then gradually allow yourself to grow
into greater and greater amounts of market information. What you want to do is
become an expert at just one particular type of behavior pattern that repeats itself
with some degree of frequency. To become an expert, choose one simple trading
system that identifies a pattern, preferably one that is mechanical, instead of
mathematical, so that you will be working with a visual representation of market
behavior. Your objective is to understand completely every aspect of the system—
all the relationships between the components—and its potential to produce
profitable trades. In the meantime, it is important to avoid all other possibilities
and information.
Out of all the combinations of behavior possible, you are going to limit your focus
of attention to just one combination. Consequently, you will be letting all the other
opportunities go by. Starting small and gradually working into other combinations
is a real exercise in discipline that has a couple of important psychological
benefits. First, you will be building a base of confidence as you learn that you can,
in fact, accurately assess what will most likely happen next. It is much easier to
gain this confidence if you don't overwhelm yourself with the market's seemingly
infinite possibilities. Second, by passing up other opportunities that you are not an
expert at yet, you will be releasing yourself from any compelling desire to trade.
Any compelling behavior is usually the result of some fear. That fear, in turn, will
cause you to behave in many inappropriate ways.
If the idea of letting go of opportunities that don't fit into your framework is
troubling to you, then ask yourself, what is the rush? If you are confident in your

ability to transform yourself into a successful trader, what difference could it make
that you let go of some opportunities now for educational purposes? Once you
learn to become the trader you want to be, you can then give yourself as much
money as you desire. However, to get to that point, your objective should be to
plan your development in such a way that you do the least amount of damage to
yourself, both financially and psychologically. Then after you have developed the
appropriate skills, taking money out of the markets can be as easy as almost
everyone believes it is before he started trading.
If, on the other hand, you end up doing a lot of damage to yourself, you will have
to undo that damage before you can accumulate wealth as a trader. After the
damage is done, it won't make any difference how much you learn about the nature
of the markets or how well you learn to perceive an opportunity. There are many
traders who end up becoming expert market analysts but can't make a dime as
traders because of all the damage they did to themselves in the early part of their
trading careers. What happens in these situations is a trader's "past" will generate
so much fear that he won't be able to execute his trades properly or not at all,
regardless of how well he learned to predict what the market will do next. Nothing
is more frustrating than to know what is going to happen next and not be able to
do anything about it.
You need to understand that the ability to perceive an opportunity (based on the
quality of distinctions that you can make) and your ability to execute a trade, are
not automatic functions of one another. Perception and execution are separate
skills. They can and do work in tandem, if there are no mental components
blocking execution. Otherwise, the "intent" to take advantage of what you perceive
as an opportunity may not have any inner support or the kind of inner support that
is necessary to execute your intent properly. If there are mental obstacles
preventing the proper execution of a trade, then learning how to perceive better
opportunities is not going to solve the problem.
So the object of this exercise is to help you learn how to become an expert and
stay healthy while you are doing it. And when you do become one, there will be
much less standing in the way of your taking maximum advantage of your
perceptive skills. If you are already looking at or trading several markets and you
are not successful or not as successful as you desire, then I would suggest that you
scale back to just one market or two at the most. Don't expand until you
thoroughly understand the markets' characteristics.
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The proper execution of your trades is one of the most fundamental components of
becoming a successful trader and probably the most difficult to learn. It is
certainly much easier to identify something in the market that represents an
opportunity than it is to act upon it. However, there are some good reasons why it
is so difficult to act on a trading signal other than what has already been identified
as mental obstacles. To understand these reasons, you need to understand the
nature of trading systems (defined as any methodology that consistently identifies
an opportunity to buy or sell with a potential profit in some future moment), and
how they interact with the markets and ourselves.
Most good trading systems, technical or otherwise, will take consistent money out
of the markets over the long run. Many of these good systems have been available
to the public for years, and yet, there is still a huge gap between what is possible
and what almost everyone ends up with. The problem with trading systems is they
define market behavior in limited ways when the market can behave in an infinite
combination of ways. Systems mathematically or mechanically reduce
relationships in human behavior characteristics to percentage odds of what could
happen next. They can only capture a very limited number of these behavior
characteristics compared to the billions that are possible. Any identified pattern
may or may not be repeating itself with respect to the way the pattern or
relationship progressed when it was observed in the past. Therefore, we never
really know if it is valid or not until it has actually completed itself. The big
psychological problem here is that people have difficulty acting on opportunities
with probable outcomes.
Most people like to think of themselves as risk takers, but what they really want is
a guaranteed outcome with some momentary suspense to make them feel as if the
outcome had been in doubt. The momentary suspense adds the thrill factor
necessary to keep our lives from getting too boring. When it comes right down to
it, no one trades to lose, no one puts on a trade believing it is going to be a loser,
and all systems will definitely have some percentage of losing trades. So it's
difficult not to be tempted into trying to guess which ones are going to be the
losers and not participate.
As most of you reading this book already know, trying to outguess your trading
system is an exercise in extreme frustration. Sometimes the system will give you
signals to trade in ways that are completely contrary to your logic and reasoning.
Sometimes the system will defy your reasoning and be right, and sometimes you
will agree with the system and it will be wrong. You need to understand that

technical trading systems are not designed to be outguessed. What I mean is, they
aren't designed to give you isolated signals of an opportunity to be taken when it
seems right. What they do is mathematically define, quantify, and categorize past
relationships in collective human behavior to give you a statistically probable
outcome of the future.
As a comparison to trading, it is much easier to take risks and participate in a
gambling event with a purely random outcome based on statistical probabilities,
simply because it is random. What I mean is, if you risk your money on a
gambling event that you know has a random outcome, then there's no rational way
you could have predicted what that outcome would be. Therefore, you don't have
to take responsibility for the outcome if it isn't positive.
Whereas, with trading, the future is not random, price movement, opportunity, and
outcomes are created by traders acting on their beliefs and expectations of the
future. Every trader contributes to the outcome of the future by putting on and
taking off trades in accordance with their beliefs. Because traders actually create
the future by collectively acting on their beliefs about the future, the outcome of
their actions is not exactly random. Why else would traders try to outguess their
systems, unless they had some concept of the future and how that future will affect
the markets?
This adds an element of responsibility to trading that doesn't exist with a purely
random event and that is difficult to avoid. This higher degree of responsibility
means that more of your self-esteem is at stake, making it much more difficult to
participate. Trading gives you all kinds of ways to beat yourself up for all of the
things you should have or could have considered that would have resulted in a
more satisfying outcome.
Furthermore, you don't trade in an information vacuum. You form your
expectations about the future with information technical systems don't take into
consideration. Consequently, this sets up a conflict between what your intellect
says should be happening and the purely mathematical means of predicting human
behavior afforded by your technical system. This is precisely why technical
systems are so difficult to relate to and execute. People aren't taught to think in
terms of probabilities—and we certainly don't grow up constructing a conceptual
framework that correlates a prediction of mass human behavior in statistical odds
by means of a mathematical formula.
To be able to execute your trading systems properly, you will need to incorporate
two concepts into your mental framework—thinking in terms of probabilities and
correlating the numbers or the mechanics of your system to the behavior.

Unfortunately, the only way you can really learn these things is actually to
experience them by executing your system. The problem is that rarely will the
typical trader stay with his system beyond two or three losses in a row, and taking
two or three losses in a row is a very common occurrence for most trading
systems. This creates something of a paradox or Catch 22. How do you do it if you
don't believe it, and you won't learn to believe it unless you do it long enough for
it to become a part of your mental framework? This is where you employ mental
discipline to make flawless execution a habit.
E
Take some of the trading capital that you set aside for your education to buy and
trade a simple trading system with well-defined entry and exit points. Make a
commitment to trade this system exactly according to the rules. You need to make
a very strong commitment here and not play any games with yourself. The object
of this exercise is to work through any resistance you may have to following your
rules.
This system does not have to be expensive. You can get one out of many of the
books on technical analysis available today. I think it is important to buy one
instead of devising one of your own because it might be a little easier to stay
focused on the objectives of this exercise. With any system you devise, you are
naturally going to want to make money. Save it for later, after you have learned
how to execute properly.
You also need to find a system that suits your unique tolerance for taking a loss.
The amount of money you risk per trade should be an amount that you are
completely comfortable with, at least at first. If you don't stay within this tolerance
level, you will be, at the very least, uncomfortable, in which case to whatever
degree you are uncomfortable, you shut down the learning process. When you are
feeling pain, instead of being focused on what the market is teaching you about
itself and yourself, you will be focused on information that will ease your pain.
Which usually results in a painful lesson.
Your objectives are to:
learn the skill of flawless execution by learning that you can follow the
rules you set forth for yourself (I am defining "flawless execution" as

executing a trade immediately upon perception of an opportunity; inclusive
within opportunity is the opportunity to exit a losing trade) and
to incorporate a belief into your mental system about the nature of
probable outcomes so that you believe that you can make money in the long
run with your trading system, if, of course, you can execute it properly.
You will likely encounter many beliefs arguing against flawless execution. Here
are a few suggestions to help you work through this resistance:
First, understand that this exercise (at least for most people) is not going
to be easy, so be easy on yourself. The more accepting you are of your mistakes,
the easier it will be to make the next attempt. If your child were learning how to
ride a bike, I'm sure you wouldn't scold him for falling off and tell him not to try
again. You would encourage him and eventually he'd learn. Give yourself the same
kind of understanding and consideration.
Second, taking all the signals generated by your system is the only way you
can get the firsthand experience you need to establish a belief in probable
outcomes, and relating the mathematics or the mechanics to the behavior. You
have to do it in spite of your resistance, and you have to do it long enough for the
system to become a part of your mental framework. When that happens, you will
have the force of habit working for you, and the struggle will cease. Just do the
best you can and look for ways to improve your performance. Constantly keep in
mind that what you are doing is more of an exercise in learning trading discipline
and the skill of flawless execution, which in the long run is far more important
than your immediate desire to make money. So keep your contract size light. You
can always increase it later, when you have learned to trust yourself completely to
always do what needs to be done without hesitation.
Stay with the exercise until it becomes second nature or a part of who you are. As
you gain in your confidence, you will learn more and consequently learn how to
make money as a trader. As you make money you will gain in your confidence.
This positive cycle will expand your ability to be successful just as easily as a
negative cycle will feed on itself to end in despair.
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After you have mastered the more fundamental skills, in other words, once you
have acquired the discipline necessary to interact with the trading environment
effectively, you can start to use your reasoning skills and intuitive powers to
determine what the market is likely to do next. This will entail learning to think in
probabilities. What I mean by this is, if you can't personally move the market, then
you will want to be able to identify the group that is demonstrating the greatest
possibility of moving the market and you will want to trade with that group. Or
you will want to determine the prevalent beliefs being expressed in the market and
how those beliefs will affect price movement. That identification process requires
a detached objective perspective, where you are watching and listening to what the
market is telling you, instead of being focused on what the market is doing to you
personally.
Remember, two traders willing to trade at a price make a market. Whatever the
extreme ends of human expression are is what the market is capable of doing. For
example, have you ever said, "The market can't break contract lows, it's never
been there before"? If you bought those lows based on your belief of its
impossibility, then consider that all it takes is one trader who is willing to sell
lower to make you wrong. The fact that the market did it makes it right. You could
have been a seller at the all-time lows and been a one-tick winner when the next
trader broke those lows, if you could have perceived selling as an opportunity.
If prices were to penetrate those lows with any kind of follow-through, it would
indicate that there are plenty of traders who believe it wasn't going higher. These
sellers obviously acted on their beliefs with enough force to outnumber the buyers
available to take the other side of the trade. Regardless of the criteria the sellers
used to justify their actions, how rational or irrational by anyone else's standards,
nothing will alter the fact the market traded lower. The fact that you believed it
couldn't do it is of no consequence, unless you can trade big enough numbers to
reverse it. Otherwise, you can either be with it or against it.
To help you learn how to be with the flow of the market, I pose a series of
questions that are designed to keep you focused in the "now moment" to determine
what is true about the market.
What is the market telling me at this moment?
Who is paying up to get in or get out?
How much strength is there?

Is momentum building?
Can it be measured relative to something?
What would have to happen to indicate the momentum is changing?
Is the trend weakening or is this a normal retracement?
What would show that? If the market has displayed a fairly
symmetrical type of pattern and that pattern has been disturbed, then it is a
good indication the balance of forces has shifted.
Are there any places where one side will definitely gain dominance
over the other? If that point is reached, it still may take some time for the
other side to be convinced they are losers. How long are you willing to give
them to stampede out of their positions?
If they don't stampede out of their positions, what will that tell you?
What did traders have to believe to form the current pattern relative to
the past? Remember that people's beliefs don't change easily unless they are
extremely disappointed. People are disappointed when their expectations
aren't fulfilled.
What will disappoint the predominate force?
What is the likelihood of that happening?
What is the risk of finding out in a trade?
Is there enough potential for movement to make the trade worth the
risk?
We may never know what traders will in fact do. But we can determine what they
will likely do if certain things happen first. For example, if traders push the price
lower than the previous low, what will likely occur? Is this new low significant
enough to cause traders holding long positions to bail out? Will it cause new shorts
to enter the market or attract existing shorts to add to their positions? New shorts
may be attracted to the market, and old shorts will add to their position. This price
slide will stop when enough traders believe the price is cheap relative to
something. That reference point will likely be some other previous old high or low.
If you can't determine the significance of any particular high or low or any other
significant reference point for that matter, then you have to ask yourself if it is
worth the risk of finding out. How much room will you have to give the market to

define itself before it is evident that the flow of the market is not in the direction of
that trade?
Ask yourself this question:
For this trade to be valid or continue to be valid, the market shouldn't trade to
what point? If it trades within that point, then the trade still has potential for
working. Beyond that point, it is no longer valid in the direction that I started.
Keep in mind that the amount of price movement that you deter-mine is necessary
for the market to define itself has to correspond with your emotional tolerance to
accept the dollar value of a loss that size. Otherwise, don't take the trade regardless
of how much potential you think it might have, unless you can realistically change
the foregoing parameters to fit your capacity for a potential loss.
Let the market define itself and then apply whatever criteria you use to define an
opportunity. Identify your significant reference points and place your orders on
either side of the point; then wait for the market to do whatever it is going to do.
Try putting your orders in the market in advance of whatever you perceive as
having a high probability of occurring based on the existing market conditions. By
putting your orders in advance of some anticipated move, you will be learning
how to let the market work for you. Placing your orders in advance will also help
to keep you from having an opinion, and you won't be subjecting yourself to the
moment-to-moment conflict inherent within all price movement.
Keep in mind that since the market is in perpetual motion, it puts you in a position
of having to make never-ending assessments of the current risk in relationship to
the current possibilities for reward. To do this effectively, you will have to learn to
observe the market as if you were not in a position. This perspective will free you
to take whatever action is appropriate for the situation instead of hesitating,
hoping, and wishing that the market will make you right.
The market doesn’t make you right, you make yourself right. Your inability to
execute or the degree to which you hesitate after you perceive an opportunity to
get in or out of a trade or reverse your position will be an excellent gauge as to
how locked in you are mentally.
Making note of these occurrences of hesitation or immobility will give you an
indication of the exact state of your mental resources to execute. You need this
information to use as a reference point to build from.
When you are about to enter into a position, ask yourself by imagining, what the
next five minutes or tomorrow (depending on your time-frame) would have to

look like to validate your trade, to confirm that the trend is still intact. What
would the next five minutes or tomorrow have to look like to indicate the
opposite. Then, again, place your orders at the appropriate price in advance of the
market’s getting there.
All these questions will keep reminding you that anything can happen, and you
will be preparing yourself in advance for those possibilities. Also, if anything can
happen, then of course, you will have to consider that there will always be
something you haven’t taken into consideration, had absolutely no awareness of or
could have no prior knowledge of, for example, such as how many traders may
enter the market for the first time with enough force to reverse its direction.
Keep in mind that prices move in the direction of the greatest force (traders
fulfilling their beliefs about the future). Or said in its converse form, prices will
move in the direction of the least resistance to the prevailing force. Significant
reference points give you the opportunity to make high probability assessments of
the degree of balance or imbalance between the two forces, the point at which it is
likely to shift, and in whose favor.
By learning to identify significant reference points, you can determine what each
group will do based on what they already believe about future value. If you can
determine on a collective basis what will validate or invalidate those beliefs, then
you will know how each group is likely to behave.
I want to remind you that this approach is to help you stay detached and
understand that price movement is a function of traders acting individually and
collectively as a force expressing their beliefs in future value. The greatest
number with the strongest belief will always be right. The easiest way to make
money is to go with the flow. To identify the flow, you need to stand apart from
the crowd and suspend what you believe about relative value so that you can
determine who is likely to do what and with how much force, how everyone else is
likely to react, and if it doesn’t happen, what will traders do then?
By asking yourself these questions you are automatically keeping your focus of
attention on the market and what the possibilities are. Any limitations you place
on the market’s behavior will cause you to focus on the impossibility instead of the
possibility of something happening. Your belief that the market has to behave in
certain ways prescribed by your mental structure will cause you to focus your
attention on what the market is doing to you, and if what it is doing is causing
pain, then the potential exists for you to avoid or distort information, usually
resulting in a painful forced-awareness.
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To achieve a state of objectivity you need to operate out of beliefs that allow for
anything to happen, as opposed to beliefs that allow only for the market to express
itself in a limited fashion. If you operate out of a belief that anything can happen,
then whatever does happen won’t be threatening to you in any way, thereby
causing you to avoid or distort certain categories of market information. Any
limits you place on the market’s behavior will be a compensating factor for your
lack of trust and confidence to act appropriately in any given situation. This will
be evidenced by the fear, stress, and anxiety that you will feel when the market
expresses itself beyond your mental limits and you can’t do anything to control the
situation.
However, you do not have to have some belief or expectation about the future or
you wouldn’t ever put on a trade in the first place. To be objective, you will need
to release yourself from “demand-backed expectations” and make what I call
“uncommitted assessments of the probabilities.” Unlike the markets, in our
everyday social lives we can and do exert control over the environment to assure
ourselves of the outcomes that we desire. The rules we learn to abide by in order
to interact with one another are our expectations about the future. Once we learn
these rules, especially if we have learned them in a painful way, we can demand
certain outcomes from the environment. Hence, our expectations of the future are
actually demands that the environment conform to our expectations of it. Without
really thinking about it, we will carry these same kinds of demands with us into
the trading environment because of our natural resistance to letting go of our
expectations. That is, staying committed to any limited belief about the
possibilities that exist in the markets is virtually the same as making a demand.
If you have any doubts about this, consider that if we weren't demanding that the
market conform to our expectations, then we wouldn't ever have a reason to get
angry when it doesn't. Have you ever gotten angry at the market? Anger is a
natural defense mechanism. When we feel anger, it is an indication that the
environment is assaulting us in some way, creating an imbalance between the
mental and outer environments. The outer environment is either showing us
something about itself or ourselves that we don't want to accept. We protect
ourselves with our anger to ward off this assault. In our everyday lives our anger
can be an effective tool to get what we want (change what the outer environment is

showing us about itself that we can't accept) or to ward off what the environment
is showing us about ourselves that we can't accept.
However, if we interact with the market with demand-backed or committed
expectations of its behavior, we will cut ourselves off from the information that we
need to make accurate assessments of its potential to move in any given direction.
If we don't have the power to control the markets in such a way as to make them
do what we expect them to do and at the same time we aren't willing to give up our
expectations and accept the way things are, then it would create what would
otherwise be an irreconcilable dilemma if it weren't for our ability to distort, alter,
or exclude information from our awareness. Perceptual distortion is the one
compensating factor that will, at least temporarily, correct the imbalance between
what we expect and what the market is offering, when there is a difference
between the two.
Our committed expectations about the future will act as a force on our perception
of market information to control its flow into our mental system in such a way as
to avoid a confrontation with anything that doesn't conform with what we already
believe is possible. Which, of course, is always going to be less than what is
possible from the market's perspective. If we are perceiving much less than what is
available, then we are out of touch with what is possible from the market's
perspective and setting ourselves up for a painful forced-awareness. To be
objective you have to make "uncommitted assessments of the probabilities."
Which simply means that you have no commitment to any particular outcome.
You just observe what is happening in each moment as an indication of what will
probably happen next.
Here is what objectivity feels like, so that you can recognize when you have
achieved it:
You feel no pressure to do anything
You have no feeling of fear
You feel no sense of rejection
There is no right or wrong
You recognize that this is what the market is telling me, this is what I
do
You can observe the market from the perspective as if you were not in a
position, even when you are
You are not focused on money but on the structure of the market

To stay objective anticipate as many possibilities as you can and how probable
each of these possibilities are. Then decide in advance what you are going to do in
each situation. If none of your scenarios is working out as you anticipated, then get
out. Release yourself from the need to be right. The more uncommitted your
assessments are the less potential for distortion and experiencing a painful forcedawareness.
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As outlined in the exercise to develop self-mastery in Chapter 14, you need to start
paying attention to what you are thinking about and what market information you
are focused on.
Trading Rules
When you are in a trade constantly ask yourself if anything "has to happen."
Obviously, you want the market to go in your direction; however, what I want you
to do is monitor how you feel, your level of commitment to what has to happen.
Remember there is a big difference in perspective between "what is happening"
and something that "has to happen." If you find that your commitment levels are
rising, keep on telling yourself that it is all right for anything to happen because
you are confident in your ability to respond appropriately to whatever does
happen.
Ask yourself what can't happen? What can't the market do? When you find
yourself rationalizing the market's behavior to support your position, you are
operating in the realm of illusion and setting yourself up for a painful forcedawareness. Remember the market can do anything, even take your profits away if
you allow it. Always take something out of the markets when you find yourself in
a winning trade.
A question to ask yourself is - are you prepared to give yourself money today?
If the answer doesn't come back a resounding yes, then find out why before you
trade.
If you can't reconcile the issue or set it aside, then you would be better off not
trading, until you do. If you are determined to trade anyway, at the very least make
a substantial reduction in the number of contracts you normally trade.

When you find yourself focused on the monetary value of a trade instead of the
structure of the market (i.e., what the trade is worth to you in dollar terms, dreams,
goals, and so forth instead of what the market is telling you about its potential to
move in any given direction) then assume you are distorting or avoiding certain
information and either don't put the trade on or take what you have off until you
become more objective.

EXERCISES
Get a spiral notebook and write down the answers to the questions at the end of
each chapter in your own handwriting. You will find the more you write in
longhand, the more you know yourself – and where you may need to update any
thought processes or skill levels.

1. Do you really believe that trading is a “mental” game?
2. If so, in what ways? And to what degree?
3. If not, why not?
4. What do you believe you are worth, right now, today, to be able to take
profit out of the market? Meaning, how much do you believe you can
effectively take in profit right now?
5. Based on your answer to #4, how many times have you been able to take
that amount out of the markets in profit in the past? Be honest.
6. What is your definition of a “pre-defined” loss? Be specific.
7. What does it mean to you to “cut your losses?” Be specific.
8. What does it mean to you to “execute” your trading system without fail?
Be specific.
9. What does it mean to you to “follow your rules?” Be specific.

10. What is your definition of a “valid” trade? Be specific.
11. What is your definition of being “objective?” Be specific.
12. Are you objective? If so, explain why and how. If not, explain why not.

The more specific you are with your answers, again, without thinking, right off the
top of your head – the more you will know your personal truth and be able to deenergize any limiting beliefs that are holding you back from achieving your
highest trading goals.
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Even after you have learned all of the skills set forth in this book, at some
point in time it will probably occur to you that your trading is simply a feedback
mechanism to tell you how much you like yourself in any given moment. After
you have learned to trust yourself to always act in your best interests, the only
thing that will hold you back is your degree of self-valuation.
That is, you will give yourself an amount of money that directly
corresponds with what you believe you deserve based on some value system you
acquired at some point in your life. The more positive you feel about yourself, the
more abundance that will naturally flow your way as a by-product of these
positive feelings.
So, in essence, to give yourself more money as a trader you need to
identify, change or de-energize anything in your mental environment that doesn't
contribute to the highest degree of self-valuation that is possible.
What's possible?
Stay focused on what you need to learn, do the work that is necessary, and
your belief in what is possible will naturally expand as a function of your
willingness to adapt .

Please note: Paula currently offers one-on-one coaching in the combined
field of trading psychology and the psychology of prosperity. She is an awardwinning author and is available for you if you feel your trading results are not up
to par. Also, feel free to contact our office with any questions about the material
contained in this, or any other book or product – that is what we are here for!
www.paulatwebb.com
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